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ABSTRACT

Many historians of popular culture propose that during the sixteenth century a

sepatation existed between the culture of the educated minority and that of the

unlearned majoriry. Untit recently rhe history of popular culrure focused on examples of

cultural division, In contrast this thesis presents non.scriptural prophecy as an example

of shared culture. Non-scriptural prophecy was a phenomenon that crossed social

boundaries and demonstrated the existence of areas of coûìrnon culture despite the

disparity among individuals creared by other social, economic and cultural differences.

This thesis also questions previous modern depictions of Tudor prophecy and presents a

revision of the sources for a study of non,scriptural prophecy in an attempt to rectify the

imbalance of marry studies unduly influenced by the dominance of elite documentation.

This re-examination of non-scriptural prophecies from a historical perspective, rather

than a literary one, further uncovers the interests and modvations of non-leamed

adherents of prophecy and ultimately reveals that many people in the sixteenth century

shared a common interest in prophecy that transcended social and other boundaries,

Part one of this thesis, The Definition of Prophecv, contains three chapters that

provide a comprehensive definition of the cultural phenomenon. The first chapter

reviews definirions of prophecy made by historians and literary scholars since Rupert

Taylor published the first book on rhe subject in 1911. This initial chapter includes a

general discussion of al1 prophetic types identified by scholars of medievai and early

modem Europe. The second chapter defines prophecy as people understood the

phenomenon in the sixteenth century. This chapter idenrifies the prophet and other

methods of creating or receiving prophecies, while the fir'ral chapter in this section
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identifies the literary geffe of non.scriptural prophecies as a subject separate from their

source of creation or dissemination.

Section two of this thesis, The Attack on Prophecv, examines the elite

denunciation of non.scriptural prophecies. Learned individuals vilified prophecies

predominantly through published ffeatises and the legislature. Chaprer four reviews the

practical and theological arguments against prophecy presented by literary

commenlators. Chapter five examines the laws against sedition, treason and prophecy

used by the judiciary in the prosecution of prophesiers.

The final section of this thesis, The Transmission of Prophecv and the

Participants, contains four chapters. Chapter six reveals the literary and oral exchange

of propheric knowledge chroughout sixteenth.century sociery. The final three chapters

discuss the participants, the nobiliry, the clergy and the conunon peopie, who adhered to

prophecies and were known to judicial authorities of the period. This secrion is an

attempt to expose the concerns of those who adhered ro prophecy without the undue

influence of elite opinion.
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CONVENTIONS

'VØhen quoting material from the sixteenth century I have expanded abbreviations and

made only minor alterations to spelling where appropriate, In giving dates I assurne the

year began on 1 January. I use modern place names wherever possible and otherwise

retain rhe original spelling. The title of all proclamations derive from the Shorr-Title

Catalogue by Pollard and Redgrave.

In quoting folio numbers I have consistently referred to the hand wrirren number ar the

bottom of the manuscript page. The only exception is in the case of Elizaberhan

documents for which I cite, wherever possibie, the printed number ar the top right hand

side of lhe manuscript page. For many of the documents used in this thesis no standard

numbering system is evident, and in many cases the original documents include several

folio numbers on a single page. However, I have tried to keep my citation of folio

numbers consistent with that of other historians of the period and have included

calendar references for the convenience of the reader.



INTRODUCTION

"Recognition of cultural divisions must not blind us to the existence, at any given
point in time, of areas of comnton culture , shared meanings , which united all
ranks of society''.

Martin Ingram, "Ridings, Rough Music and the 'Reform of Popular Culture' in Earþ Modern
England', Past and Present, no. 105 (1984), p, 7 9,



Following the Henrician Reformarion of the 1530s religious reformers attacked

rhe ofus oþeratumof the Catholic Church and condemned all forms of prophetic activity

as demonic. \(¡hile prophecy was a valid form of communication berween God and his

people during btblicat rimes, reformers argued that the spirit of prophecy no longer

exisred in rheir period. This belief resulted in elite condemnation, reflected in treatise

and law, of conremporary prophecies. The written, spoken or illustrated subject of this

negative elite commentary, referred to in this fhesis âs rìorl-scriptural ptophecy,

encompasses only chose predictions actually described as prophecies or ernploying clear

prophetic language during the sixteenth century. Non-scriptural prophecies were those

predictions considered false and fantastical by the Tudor padiament and distinct from

orher forms of biblical or true prophecy deemed acceptable, although no longer evident,

by many commentators during the century. Although modem, the rerm non.scriptural

avoids the inherent bias of Tudor references to such predicrions that many writers called

precended, supposed or profane prophecy. Modern historians variously refer to non'

scriptural rype prophecies as political, pagan, ancient, traditional or s't/mbolic as

compared ro orher prophecies that were religious, bibtical or Christian. \7hile this rhesis

uses the unique phrase "non-scriptural prophecy", no term wholly embodies the nature

of the phenomenon, reflecting its ambiguous and confused character. '!7hi1e non'

scriptural prophecies are difficult to define, clearly they attracted the curiosity of

individuals from all social levels in sixteenth,century society. Such prophecies were

"popular" because they derived from a culture accessible to all and were of interest to

many,
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Recent studies of sixteenth.century English non-scriptural prophecies emphasise

the use of predictions by political protesters. Literary scholars Howard Dobin and

Sharon Jansen argue that such prophecies were a "potent political weapon" for the

disenfranchised populace of England who used forecasts to voice their political views at

a time when other means of expression were unavailable.t In p"rti.ular Jansen locates

prophecy within non.elite society and describes prophetic disseminators as "ordinaty

men and women farrhest from all sources of political decision and control".2 This latest

trend in the study of prophecy accentuates the active involvement of predictions in

polirical evenrs of the century; the downfall of prominent members of the nobility and

the incitement of rhe populace to rebellion. However, the level of influence prophecy

exerted over sixteenth-century events is difficult to assess, Literary scholars validate

their argumenrs by highlighring the potency of prophecy in shaping contempotary issues,

but their work lacks effectual criticism of source material and relies on evidence that is

circumstantial. Many modern cornrnentators write from the viewpoinr of "ordinary"

individuals and claim ro know why such persons invoked predictions. For the majority

of sixteenth-cenfury people, however, few explanations of their intentions are extant

and the historian has no explicit evidence of their concerns,

Historians of popular culture have confronted these problems in their work and

remain posirive thar, despite the difficulties, the historian can know somethillg of

popular beliefs and practices, Except for Keith Thomas in and the

Studies in

lHoward Dobin,
(Stanford, 1990), p.28; Sharon L' Jansen,
(\íoodbridge, 1991), pp. 18-19
2Jansen, Political Protest, p. 19,

Political ProLest and Prophecv Under Henrv VIII
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modern scholars of English prophecy ignore the methodological restrictions of their

3
work.' Although an acknowledgment of the bias of source material used by scholars of

English prophecy may seem a simplistic and unnecessary reiteration of a basic historical

principle, previous commentators have overlooked this rype of examination.

Consequently the concerns of an educated elite has unduly overwhelmed recent studies

of non.scriptural prophecies during the Tudor period. Historians of popular culture are

parriculady sensitive to the hidden agenda of documentation derived from elite sources

and have developed a sophisricated methodology to uncovel rhe viewpoint of the

ullearned. This thesis addresses the claims of recent studies of sixteenth,century

prophecy and draws on popular culture theory to redress the imbalance caused by rhe

dominance of sixteenth.century elite documentation and to argue that non.scriptural

prophecy was an example of a shared cultural phenomenon.

Before discussing sixteenth.century prophecies, however, an examination of the

modern definition of the terms "popular" and "culture" is necessary. The Oxford

Comoanion to the F-nslish l-anguase defines culture as "a social condition, level of

civilization, or way of 1ife",4 This is a modern departure from earlier conceptions of the

term when "culture" referred to a rype of improvement or "cultivation" through

education.S Modern commentators reveal their understanding of culture through the

subject of their research. Natalie Zemon Davis in "The Historian and Popular Culture",

an introduction to a collection of essays on the French populace publishedin 1977, uses

the nineteenth.century works of Jules Michelet and Charles Nisard to illustrate two

3Keith Thomas, Relision and the Decline of Masicr Studies in Popular in Sixteenth- and
Seventeenth-Cenrurv England (l,ondon, 1991), pp. ix-xi.
4Tom McArthur, ed., The Oxford Companion to the English Languase (Oxford, l99Z),p.274.
sC.T. Onlons, ed., The Shorrer Oxford English Dictionarv on Historical Principles (Oxford,
l99l),p,471.
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early conceprs of popular studies from which modern cornmentaries derive'6 For both

Nisard and Michelet, argues Davis, culture encompasses "beliefs, values and customs"

and rheir ourward expression in th" artr.7 Similarly, \X/illiam H. Beik in his review

arricle "searching for Popular Culture in Early Modern France", also published in 1977,

observes thar historians of the 1970s were following a historical method previously

manifested in pioneer studies of popular beliefs by Georges Lefebvre, Philippe Ariès and

I
Robert Mandrou." In these early works, as in later studies, "culture" included political

and social issues in addition to "cusroms, rituals, beliefs and festivals".e Th" approach of

this work seeks to reveal the "popular environment and consciousness", the interactions

berween social gïoups and the "popular mentality" or "beliefs, atritudes, world views, and

personal relationships, either expressed as ideas or lived in daily lif"".10

Perer Burke in the 1994 revised reprint of his influential historical work Popular

Cuiture in Early Modern Europe cites the development of "new cultutal" or "socio-

cuhural" hisrory in the early 1980s in which the conception of culture includes "the

various rules or principles which underlie everyday life in different places or times",ll

Socio.cultural historians aim for a deeper understanding of social groups beyond

narrative accounts of life experiences, In Kevwords: A Voca of Culture and

6Natalie Zemon Davis, "The Historian and Popular Culture", in Jacques Beauroy, et. al., eds.,

The \7olf and the Lamb: Popular Culrure in From the Old Resime the Twentieth
Cenrurv (Sararoga, 1977), p.9; as quoted by Davis, Jules Michelet, l,e peuple (1846) and
Charles Nisard, Histoire des livres populaires (1854-64).
?lbid., p. 11.
s'William H. Beik, "searching for Popular Culture in Earþ Modern France", The Tournal of
Modern Historv,IL (1977),pp.266-28L As cited by Beik, Georges Lefebvre, The Geat Fear of
1789: Rural Panic in Revolutionary France (New York, 1973); Philippe Aries, Centuries of
Childhood: A Social Historv of Familv Life (New York, 1965); Robert Mandrou, Introduction
to Modern France, 1500-1640; Essav in Historical Psvcholow (London, 1976)
gBeik, "Searching for", p, 266.
lolbi.l., pp. 267, 270, 27 3, 277 .

llPeter Burke, Popular Culture in Earlv Modern Europe (Aidershot, t994), pp. xxü-xxiü
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Sociew Raymond \(/illiams asserts that the historian's use of culture relates "primarily to

signifying or symbolic systems"; the new cultural history attempts to reveal the meaning

l7
of such sffuctures. 

' Examples of this new approach include the study of Japanese

concepts of time by T.C, Smith or the explication of conspicuous consumption as "a

vehicle of plebeian self-consciousness" by German hisrorian Hans Medi.k,l3 In

conclusion Burke suggests that historians of popular culture could benefit from

conceiving their work not in terms of subject matter but as "a mode of historical

discourse", an idea borrowed from the scholar of intellectual history Keith Buk"r.ta Th"

concern of the historian of popular culture therefore is "for values and symbols,

wherever rhese are to be found, in the everyday life of ordinary people as well as in

special performances for 
"1it"r".15 

However, most historians avoid lengthy discussions of

the meaning of culture preferring to rely on che stated objectives of their reseatch to

inform the reader of their understanding of the term,

In contrast historians of popular culture often debale the evolution and use of

the term "popular". In the sixteenth centwy the "popular estate" or "popular

government" alluded to the population as a whole.tu Ur. of the word "popular" could

also infer a derogatory meaning of "low" or "base". The majority of historians view

popular culture in either of these two u/ays, or both, An exception is the Italian

historian of prophecy Ottavia Niccoli who interprets the term in irs modern usage as

T7

"widely favoured" or "well-liked" In early and modern definitions the term "populat"

lzRaymond'Williams, Kevwords: A Vocabularv of Culture and Societv (London, 1990), p. 91
l3Burke, Popular Culture, pp. xxüi-xxiv.
l4lbi.l., p. xxiv.
15Ibid.
ló'Williams, Kevwords, p. 236.
tTlbid; Ortavia Niccoli, Prophecv and People in Renaissance Italv (Princeton, 1990), p, 5.
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infers a degree of social differentiation in which "the people" form a cohesive social

group. In The Comrnon People: A Historv from the Norman Conquest to the Present

J.F.C. Harrison incorporates the division of social groups into his definition of popular

literarure as "either literature produced indigenously and spontarìeoutly by the people, or

18

literacure provided for the people by other classes or intetesls". As Harrison

demonstrates, this interpretation implies a split between popular and non'popular

audiences, a distinction that encouraged historians to develop models and theories of

social and cultural stratification. But who were the people in "popular"?

Bu¡ke attributes the eighteenth,century "discovery" of popular culture to a group

of German intellectuals, including J,G, Herder and the brothers Grimm, who

characterised "the people" as rural p"uru.rtr.tn Burke describes this idenrification as

"purism", a practice in which early writers favourably compared the rural peasant to

urban popularions idealising the peasant's lack of susceptibilicy to foreign influences and

close ties with the natural environment.zo In the twentieth-century social anthropologist

Robert Redfield originated the influential two-tier model of cultural division based on

levels of literacy, although Herder was the firsr to elucidate the popular in opposition to

the elite. Redfield theorised that early modern society incorporated two traditions: the

"great tradition" of the literate and the "little tradition" of the non-literate population.

Burke typifies Redfield's description of the populace as a "residual" definition of popular

culture, however, many historians find Redfield's model a useful starting point for the

1sJ.F.C. Harrison, The Grmmon Peopler A Historv from the Norman Conquest to the Present
(Glasgow, 1989), p. 168.
lgPeter Burke, "The 'Discovery' of Popular Culture", in Raphael Samuel, ed., People's History
and Socialist Theorv (London, 1981), pp.216'217 .

2olbid., p.217.
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identificarion of the peopl",zl Keirh Thomas, for example, situates his discussion of

"popular beliefs" in comparison to the srnall early modern rich and educated

72
population," Simiiarly, Burke divides social and cultural stratification berween the non-

learned majoriry and the educated minoriry, However, Burke cites this dichotomy as a

"simplified description" and devotes his work to a thorough examination of rhe diversiry

of popular culture quoting from Antonio Gramsci, "The people is nol a culturally

homogeneous unit, but it is culturally stratified in a comple* *"y"."

Dvisions of culture based on levels of education are problematic, and severai

historians note the diffïculty of assessing the extenr of early modern literacy. Tessa 'Watr

observes in her 1991 study Cheap Print and Popular Pietv 1550-1640 that historians

often base literacy statistics only on rhe ability of an individual to write or sign their

name.24 However, rhe work of Margaret Spufford, in particular her study Small Books

Readershi

England, reveals that estimates of writing ability do nor address the capacity of the

t<
English to read. Descriptions of the elite as an educated group are also dubious, and

Burke nores rhar many of rhe nobility and clergy had little reading or writing skills. In

particular noblewomen rareiy received any formal education.zu Addr"rring these issues

Harrison rejects any notion of a division between the learned and non.learned,

cofiìmenting that, "There was no dichotomy between literate and illiterare bur rather an

2lBurke, Popular Culture, p, 24,
2zThomas, Relision and rhe Decline, p. 5.
23Burke, Popular Cultute, p. 29,
24Tessa Watt, Cheap Print and Popular Pietr1550-1640 (Cambridge, 1991), p. 7'
25Margarec Spufford,
Seventeenth-Centurv Enqland (1981), as quoted by 'Watt, ibid., p. 1.
26Burke, Popular Culture, pp. 27 -28.
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infinire grading of degrees of literacy"." R"g"rdless of the problems of assessing literacy

hisrorians of popuiar culture argue that while rhe educated person could parlicipate in

unlearned culture, learned culture was inaccessible to a large proportion of the

sixteenth.century English population. \7hi1e early pioneers in the examination of the

populace presented a model of culture that segregated popular and elite, modern

historians highlight the interaction between the two groups.

\Torhng from rhe Redfield model, Peter Burke developed his theory of popular

culture in 19?B and established the study as a legitimate historical enterprise. Burke

contends thar the main sources for the transmission of elite culture relied on lir".u.y.'u

The leamed, argues Burke, passed on their tradition through institurions "closed" to the

populace such as graûìmar schools and univerriti"r.'n Conversely, the little tradition was

open and spread informally through church, tavern and market-place. Burke's main

point, crucial to the validity of the study of popular culture, is that the unlearned are

accessible ro historians through an examination of elite participarion in their culture.

As Bob Scribner explains in his article "ls a History of Popular Culture Possible?",

Burke's theory demonsffares that,

The associated notion of a 'two-way flow' between these two cuitures
enables us to study certain elites as mediators of popular culture to the
learned. This is a useful postulate which both abolishes the insulariry of
the two,tier model and avoids the implication that 'popular culture' is

30
merely residual.

Analysis of the transmission of ideas and meanings is possible by examining the

2THarrison, The Common People,p, 166.
2sHowever, Burke acknowledges the possibility of an intermediate or "chap-book culture" of the
semi-literate; Burke, Popular Culture ,p,63,
2elbù!., p.28.
30Bob Scribner, "Is a History of Popular Culture Possible?", Historv of European Ideas, X (1989),
p.179.
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mediation berween cultural groups. Burke accentuates the importance of this

interaction while maintaining the popular and elite dichotomy but warns that use of the

3l
model can overlook cultural differences within the two groups. Scribner observes that

the two-tier model contributes to a false impression of popular and elite culture as

32
"distinct categories". Edward M. Peters in his article "Religion and Culture, Popular

33
and Unpopular, 1500-1800" highlights rhe danger of the theoretical model. Models

can distort historical evidence and misrepresent reiationships within sociery. In seeking

to mainrain the inregrity of an approach, the historian may overlook contrary evidence

As Martin Ingram established in his examination of early modern charivaris, the

"recognition of cultural divisions must not blind us to the existence . . , of areas of

coûrnon culture - shared meanings . which united all ranks of society".34 Recenr

historians tend to concentrate on the interacrion between cultural groups in eady

modem society as the only valid method of perceiving what was genuinely popular. This

has led to the recognition that culture was essentially ftuid and easily 
"d"ptubl.,"

The interest of historians in the popular precipitated an increased scrutiny of

traditional hisrorical sources. As a result some cofiunentators question the validity of

the study of popular culture. Given the existence of extensive illiteracy and semi.

iiteracy during the early modern period, direct evidence of the popular is diffrcult to find,

if it existed at all. The historian can only view the populace through indirect sources

that Burke calls "mediators". Burke identifies six types of mediators Lhat coincide with

3lBurke, Popular Culture, p, 29,
32Scribner, ttls a History" , p. 17 5 ,
33Edward M. Peters, "Religion and Culture, Popular and Unpopular, 1500-1800",
Modern History, LiX (1987), p. 318.
34lngram, "Ridings, Rough Music", p. 79.
35Scribner, "Is a History", p. 186.

The lournal of
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traditional forms of evidence: great wdters, the sermons of friars, broadsides and

chapbooks, the oral [radition, trials and confessions of heresy, riots and ,.b"1lio.rr.i6

Burke advances a detailed critical analysis of this evidence and, despite his criticisms,

justifies the study of popular culture rhrough an advocarion of "oblique" approaches to

source .n"t"ri"l.'7 Although the problem of sources appears insurmountable, Burke

overcomes them by referring to a basic historiographical precept that "historians never

38
can trust their documents completely".

In 1983 Burke identified four trends in the study of popular culture by historians:

the "attempt to be more precise and quantitative", increasing interest in "non-verbal"

sources, "a coming to terms with semiology" and a change in focus from popular culture

39
itself to its interaction with the elite. A decade or so later most of these trends have

continued. In the study of sixteenth-century Italian prophecy historians Marjorie

Reeves and Ottavia Niccoli include derailed scrutiny of source material in their work.

Neither historian, however, has abandoned the two,tier model of early modern society.
40

Niccoli's work in particular embodies Burke's impression that interest in the popular

would evolve into an examination of the relarionship between learned and unlearned

culture. In 1987 Niccoli remarked of ltalian prophecy:

It has gradually become clear that the most outstanding characteristic of
that phenomenon is not its location within a specific cultural and social
milieu but rather an exceptionally open circulation and exchange of irs
content through different social and cultural ,rr"r".ot

36Burke, Popular Culture, pp. 68 -7 7 .

37lbid., pp. 78-87.
38lbid., p. 77.
39Peter Burke, "From Pioneers to Settlers: Recent Studies of the History of Popular Culture. A
Review Article", Comparative Studies in Sociew and Historv, XXV, no. 1 (1983), p. 186.
40Ottavia Niccoli, "High and Low Prophetic Culture in Rome at the Beginning of the Sixteenth-
Century", pp.203-222 in Marjorie Reeves, ed.,
Essavs (Oxford, l99Z).
4lNiccoli, Prophecv and People, p. xii.

Propheric Rome in the High Renaissance Period:
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Similarly, sixteenth-century Engllsh prophecy was prevalent throughout society and this

location reveals that attempts to explain its function and appeal during the period must

look beyond the insular association of prophecy wich the popular.

As an aspect of culture modern cornmentators view prophecies as either a belief

or a rype of lirerarure. Literary scholars became interested in English prophecy during

the nineteenth century. Their work focused on the publication of verse predictions in

various edirions of poetry from the Middle Ages and early modern period. The interests

of these scholars included atrempts to date, determine authorship and interpret the

inherent s)rmbolism of a large body of manuscript prophecies extant for this period.

During the 19?0s several historians of sixteenth-century England attempted a review of

the polirical aspects of predictions, Conceptions of the phenomenon changed and

scholars no longer viewed prophecy merely as a literary diversion but as an aspect of

early modern belief. The work of historians Madeleine and Ruth Dodds, Keith Thomas

and Geoffrey Elton demonsttate this .h"rrg..o' For the purposes of examination and as

an affirmation of the significance of the phenomenon, this thesis views prophecy as a

type of belief that transcended social divisions. However, attempts to determine the

level of credence specific individuals gave to prophecy are conjectural because anti-

prophetic legislation ensured that people were reluctant to disclose their adherence to

forecasts. In particular, descriptions of prophecy as a popular belief are problematical

because the non.learned were unable lo convey their attitude towards the phenomenon

in a written form. Thus this thesis presents non-scriptural prophecy as an aspect of

42Madeleine Hope Dodds and Ruth Dodds, of Grace 1536-
Conspiracy 1538 ([.ondon, l97l); Thomas, Relision and the Decline; G.R. Elton, Policv and
Police: The Enforcement of the
teTz)

Reformation in the Aee Thomas Cromwell (Cambridge,
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Tudor beliefs in a general sense, as a way of understanding or explaining the world,

rather than as a statement about individual faith in the phenomenon.

Keith Thomas depicts prophecy as a popular belief and argues that people in the

sixteenth century saw in prophecy an explanation for civil unrest. Forecasts served as a

"validating charter", pïoposes Thomas, reassuring individuals in the face of change by

demonstraring that others had prefigured present events.43 The correlation, however,

between prophecy and change, argued by Thomas, or the association between prophecy

and rebellion, argued by Sharon Jansen and Howard Dobin, needs furrher examination.

During periods of political and religious change, notably that of the English Reformation

when judicial authorities examined many individuals for their use or knowledge of

prophecies, government authorities were more vigilant than in less disruptive timer.44

This explains the apparent increase of prophetic offenders during periods of unresr.

Until the passing of a specific law against predictions ín 1542 the judiciary considered

prophecies a form of sedition, In the 1530s the campaign to 'enforce the Reformation',

as G.R. Elton termed it, led to the apprehension of many people for sedition and rumour

mongering and among rhem individuals adhering to prophecies.ot In the second half of

the sixteenth century government authorities and other leading educated elites

maintained that prophecy incited the common people to rebellion. The inherent bias of

sou¡ce material reflecting this contemporary viewpoint has distorted the historian's

approach to the phenomenon,

Despite these criticisms, elite debate concerning rhe validity of prophecies

reveals their most interesting aspect. As part of sixteenth-century culture prophecy was

43Thomas, Religion and che Decline,p.493.
44Elton, Policv and Police, p. 82.
45lbid.
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evident at all levels of sociery. Many elite cofiìlnentators believed predictions

encouraged social conflict not only between the government and corrrnoners, but also

berween the nobiliry and the monarch. Parliament reflected these beliefs in its

enactment of three statutes against prophecy during the century. The first statute of

1542 demonstrated a particular conceÍn for the defamation of the nobiliry and officers of

46
rhe realm. The act highlighted the disrress predictions caused to prominent individuals

47
and the damage to their reputation and their relationship wirh the monarch, The

second and rhird acts against prophecy emphasised the role of predictions in creating

discord berween the government and the populace, The statutes of 1549 and 1563

legislated against the use of predictions "to the intent thereby ro make any rebellion

48
insurrecion discencon losse of lyfe or other disturbance"

Local authorities brought lnany prophesiers before the judiciary for acting

conffary to the statutes against prophecy or for treason, treasonous words, sedition,

sorcery or heresy. Offenders came from nearly all social groups: rhe nobility, rhe clergy

and the conunon people. Judicial authoriries convicted several noblemen connected

with prophecies as traitors during the period, although involvement with prophecy was

not the crime of these individuals but the evidence supporting their treason. Many

clergy also appeared before Ehe courts. In 1538 the York assizes, for example, executed

John Dobson, the vicar of Mustone, for repeating prophecies against the king and the

49
realm. Other offenders were ordinary individuals like S)'mon Yomans, a labourer from

Little Dean in Gloucester, who said in a conversation about the need for rain, "lt wilbe

4633 HenryVIII, c. L4;JL,l, p. 198.
47SR,III, p.850.
483 ô*.4 Edward VI, c. 15 and 5 Elizabeth I, c. 15; ibid., IV, i, pp. 114,445.
4eSP lllT7,{o1.97; SP 1/151, fol.5ó.
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worse before it be better", knowledge he derived from a prophecy concerning Queen

50
Elizabeth.-- Legal documentation of this type illustrared the widespread dissemination of

predicrions throughout sixteenth.century England. Prophecy therefore was popular

because it transcended different cultural and social groups. As in Burke's model of

culture, popular prophecy was accessible to all members of sixteenth-century society.

But was prophecy popular in the sense J,F.C. Harrison describes popular

literature? Did the people produce prophecy or was it provided for them by other social

51
classes?-- The cultural origins of prophecy are obscure and difficult to determine, Some

predictions derived from the medieval period in the work of chroniclers like Geoffrey of

Monmouth or from oral traditions. The crypric language of this rype of prophecy

encouraged its repetition and reinterpretarion by individuals in successive centuries.

The act of incerpretation was a recreation of prophecy that occurred at all cultural

levels. Unlike the symbolic medieval prophecies, less complex predictions were more

obviously the invention of their disseminators. Although the origins of many predictions

are difficult for the historian to trace, their transmission throughour sixteenth-century

society is parricularly interesting. As a popular phenomenon did prophecy "rise" from

the beliefs of the populace to become part of learned culture, as Herder and his followers

suggested? Or did prophetic ideas "sink" and become "an out-of-date imitation of the

culture of the upper classes"?52 Unlike the seventeenth cen[ury, when printers issued

hundreds of individual predictions as pamphlets for a mass audience, the sixteenth

century produced few printed prophecies. O.ly one prediction, published by \Øynkyn de

sogp l/1192,fol.92.
5lHarrison, The Common People, p. 168
52Burke, Popular Culture, p. 58.
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'\ù?'orde, appeared as a "lytel treatyse of the byrth &. prophecye of Marlyn" in 1510.
53

However, in the 1580s two major printed works by Henry Howard and John Harvey

discussed the validiry of forecast, in detail.5a Other predictions appeared scattered in

publications by Richard Mo¡ison, Vilfride Holme, George 'Whetstones and John

55
Harington.-- Restrictions on printers during the period ensured that authors including

prophecies in their work interpreted them favourably towards the governmenl or

condemned them outright. To what extent ordinary men and women were able to

access printed works is a matter of conjecture. However, historians of popular culture

generally agree with Tessa 'Watt that, akhough the modern scholar does not know

exactly who comprised the audience of printed matter, publications probably reached a

larger audience than schola., "*p".t.tu lØhile buyers \4/ere those with the abiliry to read,

those who heard printed works included persons from all social levels.

53Here Beg*¡nneth a Lytel Treawse of the Byrth &. Prophecye of Marlyn (London, 1510) STC
1784r.
54Henry Howard, the of
Confuted bv the Penne of Any Man, tù(/hich Lei
Aurhoriw of Olde Pavnted Bookes. of l)reames. Oracl es. Revel a tions. Invoca tions

ve

of Damned Spirites. Tudicialles of Asrrolosie, or Anv Other Kinde of Prerended Knowledse
W'hatsoever. De Futuris Contingenribus; Have Beene Causes of Great Disorder in the Common
'Wealth, and Cheefely Among the Simple and Unlearnçd People: Verv Needefull ro be

Errours in Astrolosv (London, 1583) STC 13858; John Harvey, A Discoursive Probleme
Concernins Prophesies. How Far thev are lo Valued. or Credited. Accordins to the Surest

ln and
Especially in Abatement of the Terrible Threatenings, and Menaces, Peremptorily De4qunqed

the Grea¡voonderfull, and Fatall Yeere of our Age (London, 1588) STC 12908.
55[Richard Morison], An Exhortation to Stvrre all to the Defense of Thevr
Countreve (London, 1539) STC 18110; Wilfride Holme, The Fall and Evill Sucesse of Rebellion
From Time to Time Wherein is Contained Matter, Moste Meete for all Estates to Vewe
(London, 1572) STC 13602i George '\ü?'hetstones, The Enslish Mvrror (London, 1586) STC
25336; John Harington, A Tract on the Succession to the Crown (4.D.1602) (New York,
1ei0).
56Watt, Cheap Print, p.7; I have modified'S7att's comments because her work concems
broadsides and ballads, a form in which few prophecies appeared.
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Many sixteenth-century predictions were in manuscript form including three

main collections of prophecies now in the Bodleian Libnary, British Library and Cheshire

Record Office. Manuscript prophecies were largely the possession of educated persons.

For example, the lawyer and parliamentarian Sir Humphrey '!7e11es owned the

Rawlinson anthology in the Bodleian Library.5T However, the origin of prophecies

recorded in manuscripr collections is unknown. Did the collator copy predictions heard

from others or compile the work from literary sources? Manuscripts also circulated at a

popular level particularly as painted prophecies like that owned by Mistress Amadas,

probably the wife of Robert Amadas, a previous master of the king's jewel house, or that

58
seen by'\JØilliam Todde, rhe prior of Malton. Legal documenradon, however, reveals

that many predictions circulated orally. Judicial authorities demonstrated a particular

concern ro find the original disseminator of prophecies, and evidence from examinations

and depositions often revealed a series of exchanges of forecasts between individuals,

Most of this evidence demonstrates a top.down view of cultural inreraction that divulges

more about the nature of historical evidence than reflects an accurate depiction of the

distribution of prophetic ideas. The existence of an oral tradition, though difficulr to

examine, is also important as a means through which individuals broadcast their

predictions, Studies that attempt to trace the early development of speciflc prophecies

indicate their derivation from 'Welsh, Scottish and Irish unwritten culture. Other

evidence of an oral propheric tradition includes an emphasis on the atrribution of

prophecies indicating that the populace was familiar with figures such as the early Celtic

prophets Medin and Talissen, at least in name.

5TSharon L. Jansen and Kathleen H. Jordan, The \øelles Anthologv MS. Rawlinson C, 813: A
Critical Edition (New York, 1991), p. 3.
58BL Cotton Cleopatra E. iv, fol. 99 verso; E 361119, fols. 130-130 verso.
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Historical evidence of prophecy includes literary and legal documentation,

Literary sources encompass the written composirions or lirerature of the period, such as

printed treatises and works in manuscript, of educared persons, many of whom imbued

their writings with the prejudices of their social posirion. However, as Burke argues

these docurnents are not "worthless" as illustrations of the popular but "distotted".5e

The usefulness of literary evidence to the historian of popular culture depends on the

questions asked of the material. \Øhile elite descriptions of popular motives and

intentions are problematic as accurate depictions of unlearned culture, they are valuable

accounts of the elite attitude to others in their society. Particularly helpful are literary

accounts of practices in which both elite and popular groups participated or accounts

derived from individuals who were socially mobile. Burke proposes, for example, that

the elite "understood ballads and carnivals from the inside", and so their descriptions of

such phenomena were moÍe accurate than accounts of culture in which the elite did not

ó0
partake.-- There is evidence that several educated individuals participated in prophetic

activities and, according to an application of Burke's oblique approach to popular

culture, these persons are the best sources for a description of prophecy, However, the

illegaliry of forecasts ensured the biased nature of this material because individuals were

reluctant to openly admit rheir involvement with the phenomenon, Others wrote

cornmentaries to avoid suspicion or as a requirement of their punishment for

prophesying. Henry Howard, for example, penned his treatise on prophecy, damning the

phenomenon, during a period in which his position at the Elizabethan court was

tenuous, Printed rracts of this sort in particular supported the anti-prophetic agenda of

59Burke, Popular Culture, p, 78.
6olbid., p. 79.
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legal authorities and were a form of government propaganda, Although not all literary

evidence is so obviously bipartisan, the historian cannot use this source materiai wirhout

acknowledging its suþ ectivity and hidden agenda.

Several articles by the legal historian J.S. Cockburn reveal that legal evidence is

also highly problematic for the social historian. Documentation generated by judicial

procedures reflected the dominant anti.prophetic ideology. Burke proposes that the

hisrorian of popular culture can avoid the procliviry of records relating to the trial of

individuals by concentrating on information that was not overtly important to

bl
authorities. However, Cockburn observes that this "incidental" information, such as

the name, s[acus, occupation and abode of the accused, was often inaccurate and

formulaic. \U'riting specifically about the impact of assize indictments on studies of

criminality, Cockburn notes that offenders sometimes gave aliases instead of their real

name and variant spellings "could be extreme".62 The status, occuparion and abode of

defendants known as the "addition" was a statutory requirement of indictment records.

To ensure a conviction lawyers did not always give accurate "additions" where

information was lacking, although proof of inaccuracy could void the i.rdi.t*.rt.ut

Comparing assize indictments and recognisances, Cockburn concludes that when using

legal evidence "we should begin from the assumption that except in cases where rhey are

corroborated by collateral evidence, the 'facts' grven in the indictment are unreliabl"",ó4

óllbid., p. 78.
0z¡.S. Cockburn, "Early-Modern Assize Records as Historical Evidence", Tournal of the Societv
of Archivists, V, no. 4 (\975), pp.22l-222. See also J.S. Cockburn, "Trial by the Book? Fact
and Theory in the Criminal Process 1558-1625", pp. 60-79 in J.H. Baker, ed., Lesal Records and

Presented to the
and in Lincoln's Inn Old Hall on 3 Tulv 1974 (London, 1978).
63Cockburn, "Early-Modern As size ", pp, 222 -27 4,
ó4lb!d., p.225,
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However, for the historian of English prophecy the additions of an indictment seÍve as a

method of indentifiiing cases involving the phenomenon, rather than the basis of a

statistical analysis, The records of indicrment for individuals accused of prophesying and

other related offences provide some useful information in particular a transcription of

the defendant's offensive words.

Other forms of legal documentation are more helpfui to the historian of popular

culture, Depositions are a main source of informarion for the study of non-scriptural

prophecies. As depositions were not legal documents "of record", they avoid some of the

65
problems inherent in indictments. However, the examiner determined the questions

asked of a defendant and left little room for those examined to reveal their concerns or

motives. Examinations, depositions and confessions are uncertain accounts from those

suspected of involvement with prophecy because the historian has no means to judge the

extent to which individuals gave statements under duress. Torture or the threat to use

torture and the fear of prosecution were possible inducements for individuals to give

inaccurate informarion. However, a careful examinarion of these types of

documentation reveals a wealth of interesting information about those who adhered to

prophecies and rhose who argued against the phenomena during the century. Anti-

prophetic fervour enshrined in law, for example, is questionable. Legislarive starements

do not necessarily reflect elite perceptions of the seriousness of offences. A comparison

between statutory statements and ¡udicial evidence reveals that during the sixteenth

century less than a hundred individuals involved with prophecy came to attenrion of the

judiciary. Of these persons eight died as a result of their cdme, seven for treason and

only one for prophecy, indicating a gap between the intentions of parliament as evident

65lbid., p.216
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in law and ¡udicial realiry. The enactment of statutes against prophecy, which imposed

harsh penalties for offenders, demonstrated the reliance of Tudor governments orl

legislative deterrents at a time when policing was inadequate.

Contemporary evidence suggests that non-scriptural prophecies were more

popular in the seventeenth than the sixteenth century. The passing of several laws

against prophecy and the literary denouncement of the phenomenon during the Tudor

period, however, affirms the importance of the sixteenth century to any study of non-

scriptural prophecy. This thesis argues that the reason for the enactment by the English

parliament of several laws against prophecy during the century did not derive from the

populariry or overt polirical challenge of non-scriptural prophecy, but from the need to

establish religious change and to ensure stabiliry in the realm. A detailed examination of

literary and legal documentation reveals a dispariry between elite depictions of prophecy

and the experiences of adherents to the phenomenon, prompting a re.evaluation of rhe

sources for an examination of English prophecy. As Cockburn concludes in his study of

assize records, "we must resist the temptalion to impute to the records the assumptions

66
of a novel methodology before allowing them to speak for themselves" Although the

motives of the uneducated will probably remain partly obscure, I hope to expose the

influence of elite ideas on the historian's perception of prophecy and disentangle elite

conceptions of the phenomenon from its popular appeal.

6ólbid,, p.231



PART ONE

THE DEFINITION OF PROPHECY

"'Were it not a needles, or booteles labor, to make a special Analysis, either of their
Abcedary and Alphabeticall Spels, or of their Characteristicall, and Polygraphical
suttelties, or of their Steganographicall, and Hieroglyphicall mysteries, or of their
hyperbolicall meøphors, phanøsticall allegories, and heraldicall illusions, or of
their ambiguous aequivocations, interdeur amphibologies, and aenigmaticall ridles,
or ffnally of any their other colourable glosses, & hypocriticall subornations, in
some like prestigiatory, and sophisticall veine?"

Harvey, A Discoursive , sigs. B-B verso.
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CHAPTER ONE

Modern Commentators

A precise deffnirion of prophecy is elusive, Despite modem atempts to understand

the term, the word prophecy remains abstruse and easiþ applicable to a variety of fore-

knowledge, as it was in the sixteenth century. All modem comrnentators acknowledge that

prophecy, in its mosl basic sense, was knowledge of the future. However, to further

understand the character of the phenomenon scholars classifu predictíons according to their

content, ffansmission and purpose, emphasising the literary product of futuristic speculation.

Scholars identift only a few rypes of prophecy but use a variery of terms to define rhem. This

variation leads to confusion in modem prophetic language, complicating an already complex

topic. More imporlantly the desire to unravel the complexiry of prophetic discourse by

categorising prophecy into specific rypes distances scholars from the suþect of their inquiry

rhtoqh the use of somecimes anachronistic and misrepresentative terminology. The most

prominent aspect of prophecy was its multipliciry and diversity, as the next few chaprers

demonsffate. Facedwith a difficult suþect modem comrnentators tend to sort and categorise

prophecies for ease of discussion, \Øhile some writers produce work syrnparhetic to and

reflective of how people in the sixteenth century understood prophecy, orhers impose their

own order with misleading results,

In "Aspecls of the European Tradition of Historical 'VØriting: 3. Hisrory as

Prophecy" the prominent hisrorian R.\Ø. Southem outlines an enduring approach to rhe

development of prophecy as a cradition of historical writing. Before the eighteenth cenrury,

states Southem, rlutny people considered prophecy "the most certain of all sources of
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historical informacion".l Prophecy provided the structure of historical events and was "the

only source of information about the future",z Southem's analysis of prophecy is expansive.

Reaching beyond the mosr basic understanding of the phenomenon "in rhe vulgar sense of

prediction", Southem draws on the work of Thomas Aquinas and describes prophecy as

"divinely revealed knowledge of matters, past, present or future, lyrng beyond the scope of

human obsetvarion".3 Southem quotes from Aquinas, "the further removed the facts are

from human cognirion, the more they belong to prophecy".4 The divine nature of prophecy,

the pious andnon-pious recipients of prophetic knowledge and the "universal" suþect Íurtter

of predicrions were essential aspects of the phenomenon embodying the significance of

prophecy in rhe past.s

Focusing on medieval prophecy, Southem dlvides the phenomenon into four groups,

biblical prophecy, pagan prophecy, Christian prophecy and astrological prophecy, expanding

Roger Bacon's categorisation of propheric rypes outlinedin a letter to rhe pope written abour

t26?:

If only the Church would examine the prophecies of the Bible, the sayings of
the saints, the sentences of sibyl and Merlin and orher pagan prophets, and
would add thereto astrological considerarions andexperimental knowlefue, ir
would without doubc be able to provide usefulþ against the coming of
Anrichrist.6

Southem's first category of biblical prophecy encompasses vaticinarions (inspiracional

prophecies) derived from scripture. An important biblical passage during the medieval

period was the initial chapter of Genesis. This chapter contained knowledge outside human

tR.W. Southern, "Aspects of the European Tradition of Hisrorical lØriting: 3. History as
Prophecy", Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, Fifth Series, Y\XII (1972),p,159.
'lbid., p. 160.
1ti¿.
4rbtd.
tlbid., p. 161.
ulbid., p.17z,
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experience and the essence of Gods plan for his creation alluded to in the rest of the Old

Testament. Southem maintains thar Genesis contained a chronology of history, dividedinto

six different ages andincluding a "providential plan of Redempcion."T By the nvelfth cenrury

scholars had deciphered the majority of prophetic biblical passages in the Old Testament and

revealed the shape of future hisrorical events, Orly rwo sections resisted interpreurion, the

seventh chapter of the Book of Daniel and the sixth chapter of the Revelation of St John,8

Southem contends nvelfth-century discussion of these passages, and biblical prophetic

material in general, displayed a lack of interest in the apocalyptic, focused on the past for an

illumination of the present and desired to üeate order out of confusion. The nvelfth.century

philosopher had "no strong impulse to take a leap into the unknown future".e

Following Southem, Katherine R. Firth in The A Tradition in

Reformation Britain 1530-1645 further elaborares on rhe narure of biblical prophecy in rhe

medieval period andin particular the transition from a spiritual to a pracrical mode of biblical

interpretation. Firth distinguishes two medieval approaches to biblical e"egesis,lo The firsr

was a historical explication in which scholars viewed the Book of Revelarion specificalþ as

the receptacle of "a hidden history unfolding its pattem in world events",ll The second, an

allegorical interpretation, highlighted biblical varicinarion as "a moral allegory of rhe

inevitable tensions benveen the demands of the flesh and rhe spirit".l2 Biblical prophecy

exemplified the struggle benveen the path of the righteous and those who gave into the

temptations of worldly existence. Llltimately, scriptural forecasts offered a waming to the

?t¡i¿.. o. 162.
ulbid.'^
nlbid., p. 166.
loKatherine R. Firth, The Apocalwtic Tradition in Reformation Britain, 1530-1645 (Oxford,
r97e).
ttlbid.. o.2.
t'lui¿., p.o.
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damned and provided consolation to believers.t' L, a discussion of these two methods Firth

cites the h^relfth-century work of Otto of Freising as an illusrradon of rhe emergence of the

historical approach. Otto's cricique of the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation led him ro

specific conclusions conceming the course of history, demonstrated in Otto's cornfirentary on

St. Augustine's notion of dual cities. In The Two Cities Otto identified Augustine's ciry of

God as the Roman Church and the ciry of man as rhe Roman Empire,la Otto believed rhat

biblical prophecy conrained God's plan for the whole of man's exisrence, Thus Otto

concluded thar the fall of the Holy Roman Empire precipitated the end of the world.l5 Like

St Augustine's cwo cities, biblical prophecy contained information at once spiritual and

temporal, Although Firth identifies the development of dual interprerative methods, she

admits Otro's exegesis "did not excite a flurry of interest and innovation".l6 During the

sixteenth century, however, Olto's writings were an important heritage for apocalyptic

thinkers. Southem and Firth both acknowledge that the major shifr in the interprerive

approach to scripture resulted largely from the work of another nvelfth-century scholar

Joachim of Fiore (1 132 .1202).

For the majoricy of the Middle Ages, maintains Southem, scholars viewed prophetic

material as a practical means of foreshadowing the outcome of present events. By the end of

the nvelfth century a growing obsession with the end of the world altered the purpose and

ultimate aim of biblical prophecy, Scholars sought to reinterpret propheric passages ro glean

apocalyptic information, Southem regards this as a tuming poinr in historical thinking

precipitared by Joachim of Fiore; "In the middle of the rwelfth cenrury, the end of rhe world

t'Ibid.
taruid.
ttlbid.
tórbid.

p.2,
p.3.
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was a remote expectation in most people's minds. A century later many knew, and most

feared, that the end was close at hand".lz The principal test of prophecy was the fulfilmenr of

prediction, but failure didnot always foster doubt, However, Southem argues the inability of

those who disseminated apocalyptic and other predictions to ratifi, their forecasts led to the

ultimate collapse of the prophetic enterprise in the seventeenth.".rtury.tt

In Prophecies and the Prophetic Spirit in the Chrisrian Era þh" J. Ign. Von

Dollinger, like Southem, identifies four types of prediction: religious, dynastic, national and

cosmopolita.r.t' Although Von Dollinger does not specificaþ define "religious" prophecy,

he seems to associate this type with biblical forecasts, an interpretation given by the rranslator

of Von Dollinger's work, Alfred Plummer, In conffast to "cosmopolitan" prophecy, described

by Von Dollinger as predictions conceming the Christian Church that combined religious

and secular themes, religious prophecy was "purely religious",2o Another characterisric of

religious prophecy was that the individual did not initiate the reception of prophetic

knowledge. Religious prophecies were "the spontaneousþ generated product of a certain

condition of things and of public feeling, without any defined oþect, without rhe definite or

conscious authorship of any individual person".zl According to Plummer, religious prophecy

was inspirational and, as Plummer undertook his rranslation of Von Dollinger's work "with

the express sanction of the author", he probably agreed with Plummer's elucidarion of the

rype as "divine, spontaneous, and disinterested".2z Plummer conrasts Von Dollinger's

characterisation of religious prophecy as inspirational with all other sorts of "þing

l?southern, 
"Aspects of the Eu

'8lbid., p.177.
tn¡ohn 

J. Ign. Von Dollinger,
flistorical Essav (London, 1873), p.4.mlb¿ 

- 

'

iilbd , pp,s-6.
"lbid., p. x.
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divinatior-rs" that were "the result of human elaboration, calculation, and deceil",23 Thus

Von Dollinger considered truthful and correct those prophecies described as religious in

conrrast to all orher predictions which by implication were false. Similarþ, in The Polirical

kophecy in England Rupert Taylor describes biblical prophecies as those imparted directly in

comparison to s)rmbolicalþ delivered predicrions.z4 Taylor also notes that biblical prophecies

were clear andeasily understood. Drect transmission was the "usual" method of conveyance

for biblical vaticination, asserts Taylor; "The language may be figurative and obscure, but the

main issue remains cleart'.25

The direct or inspirational rransmission of prophecy was a characterisric not only of

biblical prophecy but of any prophecy received within a Christian milieu. R'W, Sourhem

delineates Christian prophecy as the "dreams, visions, and voices, seen and heard by

countless people, especially in religious communities",26 This rype of prophecy encompassed

varicinarions frorn the wider Christian communiry beyond those describedin rhe Bible. Unril

the nvelfth century individuals experiencing this form of prophetic insight normalþ directed

their prophesyings toward the outcome of events in the short term rather rhan the

apocalyptic or universal, Southem cites Hildegard of Bingen as a prominent example of the

kind of prophet who received direct inspiration from God.27 ¡ohn J. Ign. Von Dollinger

incorporates similar vaticination within his descriprion of "cosmopolitan" prophecy.2s

Predictions of this sort foretold the fate of Christianiry in secular renrs, and focused on the

relationship berween the "institucion of Christianity" and the political environment,ze Von

t'Ibid.

(New York, 1911), p. 3.
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Dollinger presents the history of cosmopoliÞn prophecy in four chronological phases: the

period 800-1200, the Joachimite period of 7200.1347, rhe dark cenrury of 1347-1450 and

finalþ, the fourth epoch of I45O-15I7,30 Leading prophets cited by Von Dollinger in his

discussion of cosmopolitan prophecy include Methodius, St Hildegard, Joachim and Dolcino.

\X14ri1e the first period of cosmopolitan gedictions centred on forecasring rhe arrival of rhe

Anrichrist and dating the end of the world, the last epoch srruggled wirh rhe decline of rhe

Catholic Church and attacks on both rhe pope andhis cl.rgy.31

D,T. Etheridge in his doctoral dissertation "Political Prophecy in Tudor England"

terms Chrisrian forecasts "revelationary" prophecies, "knowledge of the future through the

medium of direct reveladon from God".tt Lik" Ruperr Taylor, Etheri-dge characterises this

propheric rype by the methodof transmission includingin his definirion biblical prophets and

all other individuals claiming futuristic insight rhrough divine inrervenbion, The historian

Keith Thomas similarly denotes religious prophecy during the earþ modem period as a fonn

of direct revelacion, In Relision the Decline of Studies in Popular Beliefs in

Sixteenth. and Seventeenth-C-enturv England Thomas discusses both sacred and secular

prophecy using the term "religious" prophecy to describe the former and "ancient" prophecy

in reference to the 1atter.33 Thomas presents religious prophecy as the dreams, visions and

direct inspiration received by individuals within a religious environment, a definition

concomitant with Southem's characterisation of "Christian" prophecy. However, Thomas

ir-rcludes biblical exegesis in his eiucidation of religious varicination rarher than designaring

scriptural forecasts as a separate rype like Southem.

lllþ'¿., o.zz.
"lbid., po.77 .78.
"D.T. Etheridge, "Political Prophecy in Tudor England", unpublished PhD disserration,
Universiry of \Øales (1979),p. 131.
"Thomar, Relision and the Decline ,pp.I5l,46I.
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Despite the effects of the Reformation, argues Thomas, the English church upheld

the concept of revelation. Many theologians believed that dreams were parricularh

portentous, although theywere often a vehicle for demonic influence, As with orher forms of

prophecy, futuristic dreams received either divine or diabolical inspiration although rhe firsr

rype was rare. Vhile some Protestants remained sceptical about the legirimacy of prophetic

dreams, Thomas asserts, "the generally accepted view was lhat divine dreams, rhough

unlikely, were still possible",34 Ministers faithfully recorded their dreams and those of rheir

congregation, Thomas quotes the comnrents of the Cheshire minister Edward Burghall,

"Such dreams as these are not to be slighted".35 The interprecation of dreams became

increasingly popular, as did treatises explaining how to ju{ge rheir significance, Visionaries

experienced similar populariry. The Catholic nun Elizabeth Barron gained a significant

following as a result of her claim to fore-knowlefue thtorlgh periodic rrances.36 Following her

examinarion by a commission of inquiry at the request of the Archbishop of Canrerbury,

'\Øilliam \Øarham, the church sactioned Barton's acriviries unril her predicrions tumed ro the

fate of Henry VIIL37 Catholic and Protestant alike claimed visionary propheric powers.

Thomas atributes John Foxe's work Acts and Monuments with rhe responsibility for

spreading the belief in "supematural knowledge of the future" among English Protesrants.3s

Thomas cites a seffnon grven by Foxe while he was in exile, "in which he announced, by

miraculous prescience, that the time had at last come for the retum to England, though the

news of Queen Mary's death on the previous day had not yet reached hirn",3n As Thomas

explains, the acceptance of this kind of prophecy rested on rhe premise that an individual

'arui¿.,
'5rbid.,
'urbid.,
't¡i¿.
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considered "holier" than others was likely to possess the abiliry to prophesy.ao

Keith Thomas also includes in his discussion of religious prophecy apocalypric

specularion derived from the biblical texts of Daniel and Revelation. Like R'W. Southem's

explanation of rhirteenth-century "biblical" prophecy, Thomas depicrs rhis type of exegesis as

an attempt to date the Last Judgemenr and the arrival of the New Jerusalem. The English

Reformation made propheric scripture accessible to a greater number of people.al \Øhile

some individuals based their prophecies on scriptural interpretation, orher less educated

persons believed God gave them direct inspirarional knowledge of the furure, Assuming rhe

persona of the Messiah or other biblical figures, these "pseudo.Messiahs", as Thomas terms

them, called on their conremporaries to repent in preparation for Judgement. Thomas

recounts the story of John Moore, who in 1561 declared himself Chrisr, and his friend

\Øilliam Jeffrey, his disciple Peter. In 1562 a draper, Elizeus Hall, assumed rhe role of Eli and

suffered imprisonment for his audaciry. John'SØhite, a shoemaker from Raleigh in Essex,

believed himself John the Baptist.4' Tho-", includes other prophers of this sorr bur rhe mosr

infamous Messianic impostor he discusses is the illiterate'William Hacket. Th" p.trry council

arrested Hacket and his rwo companions, Edmund Copinger and Henry Arrhingron, in 1591

after they denounced the council and the queen in Cheapside. Judicial aurhoriries ordered

Hacket's execufion, and imprisoned Copinger who died of starvation in jail.a3 The claim of

direct revelation also contained an anarchic element. Thomas argues the importance of

revelatory prophecy lay in the "fact rhat religious prophecy and inspirarion were potentially

open to everyone".4a R"ligio.m prophecy, proposes Thomas, enabled ardsans and tradesmen
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to gain attention and attempt to disrupt the peace of the reahn. Commenting on Elizabeth

Barton's case, Thomas Cromwell remarked, "If credence should be given to every such lewd

person as would affirm himself to have revelations from God, what readier way were there to

subvert all commonwealths and good order in the world?".45 \(/hile biblical exegesis

demanded a basic level of education, anyone could claim prophetic inspiration. However,

Thomas asserts that the alliance benrreen "religious enthusiasm and social radicalism" did not

reach a climax until the English Civil \7ar.a6

\Øhile this thesis refers to prophecies that were not wholþ religious in content as

non-scriptural prophecies, other modem comrnentators discuss the type under a number of

different names. Often seperated from other types of prophecy for specific discussion, for

example, are astrological predictions. As with religious prophecy, comrnentators identifit

astrological predicdons, called prognostications, by the method of their crearion. Prophecy

was fore-knowledge inspired by God, however, prognoscications were the result of divinarion,

a pracbice associated with the devil. In Earlv Vaticination in \ü/'elsh with English Parallels

Margarer Enid Griffiths attempts to differentiate benveen divination and prophecy,

Describing the "vaficinarion methods" of the Hebrews, Griffiths refers to two types of forecast

produced thtoWh the "consultacion of signs and omens" and meditation,4T Many

conmentators refer to the first rype of prediction as divinacion and rhe second prophecy,

although Grifüths comments, "it is impossible ro draw a hard and fast line" benveen the

two.48 Asrrology belongs to the first rype of prediction that Griffiths identifies. However, as a

result of the popularity of astrology in the sixteenth century many historians include rhe

45As q.rot"d by Thomas, ibid.
6rui¿.
4TMargaret Enid Griffiths, Earlv Vaticinarion in Welsh with Enslish Parallels (Cardiff, 1937), p.
11.
€rbid.
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practice in their discussions of medieval and early modem prophecy. D.T, Etheridge, for

example, discusses astrology as a separate geme of prediction, although he often makes no

distincrion berween astrology andother prophetic forms in his general comments.4e

Sirnilarly, R,17. Southem categorises ascrology as an inclusive prophetic type and an

important mode of historical prediction. As God's creation, the stars represented a divinely

inspired source of information conceming man's existence. However, to understand the

significance of the stars they needed decoding: "The message of the stars like that of the

[biblicall prophets could only be exfracted by a careful srudy of their language, and in both

cases careful study might be expected to produce results of great importance",5o Astrologicai

interpretation became an important study influenrial throughout the medieval and early

modem periods. Astrologers consulted the stars to forecast events, the outcome of individual

lives and weather pattems for the coming year, but rhey also used astral positions to aid in

other areas like medicine. Keith Thomas examines astrology separately, not particularþ as a

prophetic type but rather as a sysrem of belief. Thomas observes that astrology was

influential throughout the early modem period, demonsffated particularþ by the consrant

denouncement of the practice in elite literary circles,5l However, while Thomas notes the

disruption caused by rhe new star of 1572, the comet of 1577 and the conjun*ions of Satum

and Jupiter in 1583 and 1603, he asserts that, "Highly political prognostications, of the kind

coûrnon during the Gvil'War, had been relatively infrequent during the previous century",sz

R.'VØ. Southem categorises other prophecies as "pagan", a category he proposes

emerged from classical interest in the esoteric Sibylline prophecies," Vitgl popularised and
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upheld the legitimacy of the Sibylline oracles by relaring the story of Aeneas' consulhcion

with the Cumaean oracle in rhe sixth book of his Aeneid.sa The Cumaean Sibyl's

premonicion of the birth of Christ ensured the fame of all the oracles who served as a link

between pagan and Christian people.55 South"m atffibutes the populariry of Sibylline

prophecies, despice their indeterminate nature, to a lack of effective historical criricism

during the Middle Ages and a "psychological need for the existence of such documents".56

Sibylline prophecies appealed to the medieval intellect and affirmed the presence of a

Christian God from the ea¡liest fimes. Rupert Taylor includes Sibylline predicions in his

exposition of symbolic p.oph".y,5? The origin of this prophetic rype was rhe Oracula

Sibyllina, explains Taylor, a vaticination popular in Europe before rhe rwelfth cenrury,

Taylor contrasrs the European Sibylline method of propheric disguise with the English form

chat employed animal s).mbols.58 Sinúlarh, Keith Thomas refers ro the Sibylline prophecies

as "ancient" predicdons based on combinations of letters or numbers illustrated by the

popular acrostic rh.,rme, "'When Hempe is spun, England's done".5e In rhis forecasc rhe

letters of the word Hempe represented the monarchs Henry, Edward, Mary, Philip and

Elizabeth.6o L"r". D.T. Erheridge incorporated Sibylline forecasrs inro his examinarion

of "traditional" prophecy.6l Like Thomas, Etheridge refers to the rhyme based on the

letrers of the word Hempe, but also demonsffates the numerological emphasis of this

prophetic rype by referring to a prophecy by dice where the numbers of rhe dice acred as

ólEtheridge, "Political Prophecy", p. 258,
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symbolic representations of certain individuals or groups,62

R.\7, Southem includes rhe predicdons of Merlin in his elucidation of "pagan"

prophecy. Some medieval scholars were suspicious of the validiry of Merlin's prophecies

although, like the Sibyls, Merlin's conjectures served as a link benveen rhe pagan and

Christian worlds, Southem notes universiry men studied pagan prophecy wirh interest and

used Merlin's sayings to illuminate events or reinforce previously conceived nofions of

history. John of Salisbury, Alexander of \Øales, John of Comwall and Gerald of '\ùØales

translated or cofiÍnented on Merlin's prophecies while enjoylng the patronage of the

monarchy or leading ecclesiastics. Southem asserts that twelfth-century pagan prophecy was

nol '(popular mumbo-jumbo" but a "malter of grave intellectual concem to serious and

practical men".ó3 Keith Thomas proposes that Merlinic predicrions and other prophecies

employing animal s)rmbolisrn were the "most common" rype of "ancient" prophecy. Termed

Galfridian prophecy, predictions of this sort derived from the prophecies of Merlin in

Geoffrey of Monmouth's The Historv of Kinss of Britain and Life of Merlin, works

described by Thomas as "the archetypal source for this genre",ó4 The symbolic imagery of

this prophecy used animals as allegorical figures representing individuals, countries,

monarchs, families or organisations, Thomas explains that this rype of prophecy

particularly suited the culture of the sixteenth century when heraldic images were

conunon place. Individuals employing Galfridian prophecy recognised the adaptabiliry of

the predictions and reinterpreted the symbolism of the sayings to fit contemporary events.

Other ancient prophecies Thomas categorises as "painted", Also containing heraldic

s)'mbols and closely associated with emblem books of the period, painred prophecies

6
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appealed mainly to the illiterate popu1ation.65

Rupert Taylor and D.T. Etheridge examine Galfiidian prophecy at length. In

parbicular, Taylor conrrasts the anirnal symbolism of Galfridian prophecy with that of

medieval allegory, fables and bestiaries. The animals of Galfridian symbolism represented

specific people, explains Taylor, whereas the medieval bestiary or allegorical poem used

animals to convey abstract and moral ideas; *ln all there is more or less the tendency to

absffactness; the figures in the beast fable are individual and concrete enough, but they are

used to exempli$' abstractions",6ó Conversely, in Galfridian prophecies "The animal name is

but a mask behind which the individual hides incognito, This concreteness and individualiry

of each figure is the peculiar and distinguishrng characteristic of the syrnbolism".6T Taylor

asserts that Galfirdian prophecy was unknown before the rwelfth century except for rwo

works, the Vision of Edward the Confessor and The Omen of the Dragons.6s Etherifue

depicts Galfridian prediccions in a similar way; however, where Taylor includes this rype of

forecast in his elucidacion of "synrbolic" prophecy, Etheridge prefers to term them

"ff adibional" prophecies.

Keith Thomas depicts ancient predicrions as "an elusively vague or ambiguous piece

of prose or verse, rescing on no ciearþ defined foundation, either magical or religious".6e Th"

ambiguity of the forecast was an essenrial attribure of the cype. Ruperr Taylor explains that

the lack of clariry evident in Galfridian and Sibylline prophecy resulted in his description of

these predicrions as symbolic.To Many methods for creating obscurity and disguise were

evident in secular prophecies. Drawing on a coûìrnentator's account of the Prophecv of John
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of Bridlington, Taylor summarises ten methods for establishing ambiguiryr arbitrary names,

accidenral designation, equivocation, metaphor, words rnade from Roman numerals,

enrmologized cranslation, enigma, division of words, ambiguous words and abbreviation.Tl

R.\7, Southem contends that obscuriry often served as a test of authenciciry and

characterised rhe deciphement of prophecy as a "science". "The souÍce of prophecy was

inspiration", argues Southem, "but its interpretation was a science, and more than any other

science it called for the coolest discrimination and for profound scholarship".iz The

uncertainry created by enigmaric vocabulary and terms of reference resulted in an emphasis

on interpretation. A predicrion did not convey meaning alone but relied on a reader's

explanation of prophetic content. Etheridge argues that prophecies based on animal

symbolism retained their meaning because "Tradirional prophecy, like sociery irself, was

founded on a basis of stabiliry and a fundamental absence of radical change in English

politics".73 The syrrbolism of Galfridian prophecy remained open to interpretation,

maintains Etheridge, because families did not often change the imagery of their heraldic

badges.

Keith Thomas notes that the validiry of an ancient prophecy often rested on the age

of the prediction, the older rhe forecast the greater irs reputation,T4 D.T. Erheridge,

confirming Thomas' observarion, cires a passage fïom a sixteenth-century work the Mirror

for Magistrates:

An therefore Baldwin teachmen to disceme,
\Øhich prophecies be false andwhich be truer
And for a ground this lesson ler them leame,
That all be false which are deuisedrr"*".7'
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Deliberate attempts to claim an ancient heritage for prophecies derived from a desire to

prove the validity of fore-knowledge through the presentment of known past events as

unknown predictions. Rupert Taylor explains, "The writer dated his prophecy earlier than

the real rime of composition and retold historical facts as a part of the genuine prophecy",Tó

Modem scholars discovered the composition date of many prophecies by fixing this transirion

point between actual events and prophetic conjecture. Keith Thomas argues that in the

sixteenth century individuals used two main methods of creating an ancient character

for their prophecies. The first involved the reinterpretation of older prophecies to fir

contemporary events. The second method was the creation of a fictive past for

predictions that their disseminators hoped would sway others with an impressive

propheric genealogy. Thomas sums up his depiction of ancient prophecies by

concluding that,

they were usually of supposedly medieval origin; that rhey drew their prestige
from their antiquicy, and that although some contemporaries discussed
whether the prophets had got rheir foreknowledge from God, from
conjuration or from astrolog), there was on the whole little interest shown in
rhe precise origin and basis of such predictions,TT

Another melhod of disguise involved the attribution of a prophecy to a figure like

Merlin, Thomas Becket, Thomas of Erceldoune, Mother Shipron, Humphrey Tindall,

Robert Nixon, John of Bridlington, Hildegard of Bingen or Bede,?8 In her doctoral

dissertation "The Prophecies of Merlin and Medieval Polirical Propaganda in England:

From Geoffrey of Monmouth to Henry VII" Susan Martha Shwartz describes attributed

sayings as "pseudepigraphical" prophecies. Shwartz defines the subject of her study,

Merlinic prophecy, as the prophecies of Merlin from rhe sevenrh book of Monmouth's

, 
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The Historv of the Kings of Britain and the romantic, political or historic stories that

evolved from them,Te Idenrifying many of the methods of disguise already discussed as

attributes of Merlinic prophecy, Shwartz observes that all the prophecies of Merlin and

rheir derivatives followed a tradition of attribution.sO In addition pseudepigraphical

prophecies employ "a recurring theme of the return of a king, and, frequently associated

with that theme, supematural and apocalyptic elements".8l

Moving away from the inherent characteriscics of prophecy, Keith Thomas

deliberates on their function and notes the relationship of ancient and religious prophecy to

social and political dissent. The perceived popularity and influence of prophecy led

successive govemments to punish seditious prophetic outbursts. Thomas declares this is the

best evidence of a close connection ben¡¡een prophecy and action."82 Further, Thomas states

that, "ln fact prophecies of one kind or another were employed in virtually every rebellion or

popular rising which disturbed the Tudor state,"83 Many comnrcntarors describe Galfridian

and Sibylline rype prophecies as political. Rupert Taylor defines "polirical" predioions as

"any expression of thoughr, written or spoken, in which an attempt is made to foretell

coming events of a political nature".s4 D,T. Etheridge similarþ defines rhe focus of his study

as political prophecy but argues that rhe term applies to any forecasr wirh polirical suþect

rrìatter, while acknowledging the description is usually applied to what Etheridge categorises

as traditional prophecy. Etherifue explains,

Here the term rraditional has been used as opposed to the more coûünon
classification of this rype of prophecy as polirical. All forms of prophecy can

?ts..ru., Martha Shwartz, "The Prophecies of Merlin and Medieval Polirical Propaganda in
England: From Geoffrey of Monmouth to Henry VII", unpublished PhD dissertation, Harvard
universiry (1977), p. 4.
uorbid.
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be termed political . , ro use the term to describe one particular genre
imposes a univocity that cannot be maintained.ss

Other observers identifu political prophecy by referring to a body of propheric literature. In

"Prophecies and Politics in the Reign of Henry VIII" Alistair Fox cites as political prophecies

rhe predictions of Merlin, Pseudo-Methodius, John of Bridlington and Thomas of

Erceldoune.só

Recent literary scholars expand the polirical aspects of predictions and deffne

prophecy according to their perception of its function, The relationship ben¡'een prophecy

and civil discord is the suþecr of lirerary scholar Howard Dobin's work Merlin's Dsciples:

Prophecy. Poew, and Power in Renaissance Enqland.sT Dobin combines traditional

historical evidence and literary ficbion, represented by the figures of John Dee and Merlin, in

his examination of policical prophecy. These nvo figures embodied the illegirimacy of the

prophet, argues Dobin, and symbolised anti-establishment fervour, "Both Dee and Merlin

were figures of danger and opposition to institutional authoriry; both stood ar rhe margins of

legirimacy, wielding powers that challenged and rivaled crowïr and church".88 Dobin revels

in the ambiguity of prophecy that conveyed an otherworldly êel and reinforced the norion of

the divinely inspired propher. In realiry, proposes Dobin, rhe "slippery and polysemic

language of prophecy was the voice - not of God . but of the dissident, the rebel, and the

devil".8e The vocabulary of prophecy resulted in a lack of clariry and indeterminate

.90meaning,'" The variery of interpretations possible from reading a single prophecy was

ftEth"ridg", "Political Prophecy", p. 27 4.u6Alirtui, Fox, "Prophecies and Politics in the Reign of Henry VIII", in Alistair Fox and. John Guy,
eds., (o<ford, 19g6),
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anarchic and undermined the authoriry of govenring organisations attempcing to dictate the

beliefs and attitudes of the peopler "It was the prerogative of the divinely sancrioned

inscitution of power to ground meaning in itself by imposing its dogma on the confusion of

individual interpretation",el Dobin juxtaposes the priest and prophet, the first embodying

official authoriry sanctionedby God, and the secondrepresenting the threat to that authoriry.

By claiming fore-knowledge the prophet appealed to the divine and challenged the priest's

monopolisation of this power. The dichotomy of priest and prophet is the "cenffal

theoretical construct" of Dobin's *ork,ez

Dobin characterises polirical prophecy as the product of "civil crisis" and refers to the

phenomenon as "nacive Brirish political prophecy".e' E"rli", John J, Ign, Von Dollinger had

identifted this sort of predicrion as "nacional" prophecy, Prompted by rhe hopes or fears of a

narion, Von Dollinger proposed that nationalistic prophecies emerged from one of rwo

causes¡ either the recognicion of "deep degeneracy" and "moral corruplion" within sociery

and the belief in retribution for such behaviour oÍ as a result of oppression by a foreign power

or loss of territory,n4 Vo., Dollinger cices the \7elsh attachment to the prophecies of Merlin

as the cause of fourteenth-century \(¡elsh uprisings referred to by Ranulph Higden in

Polychtonicon.es Sintilarly, Howard Dobin notes the emergence of political prophecy from

nacional crisis but admirs not all prophecies incited rebellion. Dobin's opposition of priest

and prophet is therefore based on ideology not active disrenr.e6 Dobin uses Shwartz's

characterisation of Merlinic prophecy as the focus of his study but adds other prophedc rypes
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were they impinged on the prophecies of Merlir-r.nz In sufirnary Dobin postulates,

Prophecy is essenrially a form of polirical discourse; the propher invokes God
as the authority superior to and more powerful than the earthly powers of
church and state. Prophecy as political protest . as opposirion to the reigning
secular and sacred authorities - inevitably constituted a call for change and a
challenge to the dominant order. In sixteenrh-century England, prophets
aimed their attacks at both the ecclesiastical andmonarchical esrablishments.
Prophecy became a potent political *"upor,nu

Sharon Jansen's recent work Political Protest and Prophecv Under Henry VIII takes

up Dobin's norion of political prophecy as a vehicle of protest. Like other corffrrentarors

Jansen characterises her suþect as "political" prophecy, However, rather than explain the

nature of this phenomenon in her own words, Jansen gives an example of the rype of

prophecy she means. From the 153? examination of John Dobson, vicar of Muston, Jansen

cites an account of a Galfridian reciration in which Dobson pronounced, ffrstly,

that Yowre Highnes shulde bee drivene oute of yowre realme and aftir
[retum] to the same againe and bee conrent to rake the thirde parte thereof.
The seconde is that rhe egle, which by rheire reaporte he sairh is
themperoure, shuld spred his wingis ouer all rhis realme, The thirde is thar
the dunne cowe, whiche by theire reaporre he saidis the pope of Rome, shuld
grngle þls keies and come inro this realme and setre it in the righr felrhe.99agalne,

Jansen atrributes Geoffrey of Monmouth wirh the invenrion of rhis rype of prophecy.loo

Identifuing political forecasts as "deliberately obscure and willfully ambiguous", Jansen

observes the emergence of four main prophetic groups or verses in the sixteenth century: the

prophecies of Merlin, John of Bridlington, Thomas of Erceldoune and Thomas Becker.

Jansen analyses prophecies derived from manuscript texts, and aims to decode the complex

symbolism of political prophecy to demonstrate why the English govemment sought to
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outlaw prophecy in the sixteenth century. Jansen's definicion of her suþecc is specific,

Political prophecy was a weapon used as a vehicle of protest by disenfranchised individuals

dissatisfied with contemporary eventr.tot Th" criticism of govemment inherent in this rype

of prophecy definedits character, The method of Jansen's examination attempts to "connect

the surviving historical documents and references to the texts of the prophecies themselves"

for one decade, the 1530s,102

In conffast to colrmentators who emphasise the political aspects of prophecy, the

Italian scholar Ottavia Niccoli, in and in Renaissance contends that

the most interesting aspect of prophecy "is not its location within a speciftc cultural and

social milieu but rather an excepcionally open circulation and exchange of its content

through different social and cultural srrata",1o3 Niccoli encourages scholars to explore the

natuÍe of prophecy beyond its relationship with political propaganda, a focus described by

Niccoli as "in some measure insufficient".l04 Arguing against the specificity of srudies of

English prophecy in particular, Niccoli upholds the work of Thomas A. Kselman who

demonsffated that emphasis on the political aspects of prophecies "is deceiving and

reductive".los lrrrr""d Niccoli proposes an encompassing view in which prophecy serves as a

"unified and complex enriry requiring evaluation both for its specificiry and for the relarional

nerworks that it created". During the sixteenth century,

prophecy seefiìs to have constituted a unifiiing sign connecting nature to
religion and religion to politics and coordinating all the scarrered shreds of a
culture that in the end rumed our ro be an integral way of knowing
embracing observarion of nature, political analysis, andreligious reflection.lo6

106;_-lbrct., p. xvt.
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Modem coilunenlators use many diflèrent terms to define and categorise sixteenth-

century prophecies according to their content, purpose and method of cransmission.

Although Ruperc Taylor was the first to write a book on rhe suþect, the four prophetic rypes

outlined by RlØ. Southem in the 1970s represent a persistent approach to the categorisation

of medieval and earþ modem types of prophecy by modem cornrnenrarors. Southem's

identification of biblical, Christian, pagan and astrological prophecy is evident in rhe work of

þhtt J, Ign. Von Dollinger, Keith Thomas and D.T. Etheridge. However, rhe variation in the

way modem cornmentators name types of prophecy leads to confusion. In addition,

Southem's calegories do not reflect the way sixteenth.century people generally thought of

prophecies. More common was the division between true and false prophecy or, ro put it

another way, prophecies inspired by God and rhose derived from rhe devil. Studies by Ruperr

Taylor and Margaret Enid Griffiths, that focus mainly on non.scriptural rype prophecies, as

discinct from those that were religious, acknowledge and discuss this separation. In the 1990s

Ottavia Niccoli's work moves beyond the identification of rypes to focus on the populariry

and social mobility of prophecies, although her suþecr is Italian prophecy. Lirerary scholars

have followed a different line of inquiry and have taken up Ruperr Taylor's accentuarion of

the political aspects of prophecy. Literary coÍìrnentators call non-scriptural rype prophecies

"political" and argue that such predictions exhibited not only a political conrent bur a

political function. The term political prophecy, however, is nor sympathetic to or reflecdve

of the understanding of prophecy in the sixteenth cenrury and imposes on the Tudor people

a world view more appropriate to the nventieth cenrury, Despite these criticisms, the work of

recent coÍunentators demonstrates a shift in the study of prophecy from an analysis of the

phenomenon as a iiterary curiosity, to the examination of the role of prophecy in sociery and

attempts to explain its appeal.
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CHAPTER TWO

Tudor Prophets and Methods of Prophesying

Modern scholars identify non-scriptural type prophecy according to rhe

characreristics of individual predictions defining the nature of prophecy by a forecast's

religious or political theme or the use of popular sayings from larger prophecies, Many

rwentieth-centuy writers derive their definitions from the work of late sixteenth-century

cornmentators like Henry Howard who wrote an extensive commentary on prophecy in

1583. Howard's treatise was one of only a few works that examined rhe characteristics

of actual prediccions and reflected the practical division berween the prophet and

prophecies recognised in law. During the sixteenth century borh rhe individual who

claimed the ability to prefigure events and the disseminator of prophecies were the

subject of literary controveÍsy and legal prosecution, Belief in the danger of non-

scriptural prophecies, howevet, resulted from debate about the derivation of prophecy.

Tudor works on prophecy and divination are the best source of information about how

conternporaries categorised prophecy and reflected the opinion of reformed rheologians

that how a prophecy came into being determined its character. The identificarion of

individuals thought to possess propheric abilities and rhe examinarion of their rnerhod of

prophesying was an important means of identifying non-scriptural prophecy in the

sixteenth century.

No sixteenth-century individual questioned the validiry of prophecy, Many

reformed theologians, however, argued that the phenomenon no longer existed although

in theory religious prophecy Ìvas still valid. Protestant rheologians attacked the practices

of the Catholic Church in an attempt to consolidate rheir rheology in comparison ro
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pre-Reformation Carholicism,l Reformers declared that while God gave dlvinelike

powers to his followers during the biblical period, rhe pracrice had ceased in modern

times. Retormed theologians considered all the magical aspecrs of Catholicism an

abomination and affront to the omnipotence of God.z As Richard Bauckham asserts in

his work on Tudor apocalypticism, the dominant Protestant beTief was rhat varicinacion

"ceased in the early days of the church and all necessary prophecy was now contained in

Scripture".' 'Wh"t defining prophecy commentators made a distinction berween direct

inspirational prophecy and biblical exegesis. In a scriptural sense the term prophet

applied to both forms of prediction. John Harvey acknowledged the rwo rypes of

prophecy inA where he defined the

prophet as

a shewer, or foreteller of things to come, asAct.l1.2?.&c. Cr else , . , a
preacher, or interpreter of the scripture, as 1 Corinth,l4. &c, Afrer which
last maner. may our divines, or Theologers be termed prophets, but not
otherwise.4

Although the focus of literary cofürnentary was on the individual claiming direct

inspiration or the ability to make forecasts through divinatory practices, the controversy

surrounding the Elizabethan prophesying movement demonstrared the importance and

persistence of biblical interpretation as a form of prophecy among Protesrants.

Throughout rhe 1560s and 1570s Protestant leaders arranged "prophesying"

meelings' also termed "exercises", for local clergy who participated in the communal

'Tho*ur, Relision and the Decline ,p.59.
'Ibid.3Ri.hurd Bauckham, Sixteenth

1978), p. 169.
a¡oh., Hu.rr"y, A Discoursive, sig. F3

to ohn (Oxford,
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discussion of biblical ffacts to create doctrinal conformity.s In "The Prophesying

Movement in Kentish Towns During the 1570s" Peter Clark observes that attendance at

prophesyings varied and included less learned clergy, "official" Protestanrs involved in

diocesan administration and radical Protestants who were ofren Marian exiles.ó V,J,K.

Brook in his biography of the archbishop of Canterbury Matthew Parker nores rhe

influence of continental models on the movement and purports that the church used

prophesying meetings to increase theological knowledge and ensure discipline,T

Although successive bishops, including those of Peterborough, Norwich and Lincoln,

sanctioned the prophesyings, they evolved into "dangerous centres of subversive talk and

of presbyterian zeal",ô

In March 1574 Queen Elizabeth ordered Archbishop Parker to halt the

gatherings in Norwich.e After learning of the archbishop's intenrion to stop rhe

prophesyings, the bishop of Norwich, John Pankhurst, sought encouragement to

con[inue rhe meetings from \7illiam Heydon,lo At the instigation of Heydon, Pankhurst

gained support from several privy councillors who in May 1574 advoca¡ed the

continuation of the prophesyings.ll Despíte the existence of suppofi. for the meerings

within her council, Elizabeth reiterated her denunciation of the e*ercises.l2 In 1576

Parker's successor, Edmund Cnindal, attempted to reform the prophesyings by drawing

5P"t", Clark, "The Prophesying Movement in Kendsh Towns During the 1570s", Archaeologia
(1978), p.81.

A Life of Archbishop Parker (Oxford, 1962) , p.279.

n¡oh' St 1,p", The Life and Acts Matthew Parker. The First Archbishoo of Canterburv in the
Reisn of Oueen Elizabeth@ (l,ondon, 17 tI), p. 460.

The Letter Book of Iohn Parkhurst. Bishop
Durine the Years 1571-5 (Norfolk, 1974.1975),p.46,

-

'^Ibid., p.242.
t'lut¿., p.42.

of Norwich, Compiled
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up "Orders for reformation of abuses about the learned exercises and conferences

amongsl the ministers of the church".l3 However, the queen remained adamant in her

conclusion that the exercises created schism through the uncontrolled interpretation

and adminisffation of God's law contrary to those of the realm. Although the queen did

not order the suppression of prophesyings in dioceses outside Norwich in 1574, she

issued a general decree to all her bishops on B May 1577 "For the Purpose of Suppressing

the Exercise Called Prophesying, and any Other Rites and Ceremonies bur'S7har are

Prescribed by the Laws".14

In practice, sixteenth,century writers used the word prophecy ro describe

vaticination rather than the inrerpretation of Scripture and described all other rypes of

prophecy as false. Despite the general belief of reformist theologians thar rhe spirir of

prophecy no longer existed, some P¡otestant leaders upheld the notion of a conrinuation

of the prophetic spirit to enhance the legitimacy of their religion. As Keirh Thomas

observes, rhe Reformation did not cause the chu¡ch to lose all its "wonder-working

qualities",l5 ¡oh., Foxe's Acts and Monuments revered many Protestant leaders as

prophets. In his description of Hugh Larimer, bishop of 'W'o¡cescer, who died in 1555,

Fox wrote, "he did most evidently prophesy of all those kinds of plagues which afterward

ensued, so plainly, that if England ever had a prophet, he might seem ro be one",16 As

Thomas argues, the belief that Protestant martyrs foreshadowed rheir prosecution under

Queen Mary was not "polirical sagacity" but "proof of direct inspiration",lT Protestant

l3V¡illiu- Nicholson, ed., The Remains Edmund Grindal. D.D. Bishop of
London. and Archbishop of York and Canterbury (Cambridge, 1843) [Parker Sociery

Marwr, 1555 (Cambridge,1845) [Parker Society Publication], II, p. xxi.7nI nomas , Religion and the Decline,p.155.
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unwillingness to rule out the possibility of contemporary prophecy led to the occasional

deference to non-scriptural prophets, In The Actes of Englysh Votarves, for example,

the Protestant bishop John Bale celebrated Merlin as a great soothsayer and son of a holy

nun, 18 Most works written after the Henrician period, however, followed Reginald

Scot's assertion in Dscoverie of 'S7'itchcraft rhat the gift of prophecy ceased after Christ's

entrance into the world:

Ar sundrie times, and in diverse maners God spake in the old times by our
fathers the prophets, in these last daies he hath spoken unto us by his
sonne, &c. And theretore I saie that gift of prophesie, wherewith God in
times past endued his people, is also ceased, and counterfeits and
couseners are corne in their places,1e

Many síxteenth-century wdters, while claiming that God no longer used

inspirational prophecy as a method of influencing people, included details on how to

determine false prophecy from true. Although preoccupied with [he nature of divine

prophecy, cornmentators argued thar some predicrions derived from the devil offering a

means to detect and an argument against them. Many treatises discussed biblical

prophecy at length, perhaps indicating an ultimate reluctance co abandon rhe possibiliry

of direct revelation. God was the source of all true predictions, thus coffectly used the

term prophecy referred only to divinely inspired forecasts. As the anon)¡rnous author of

the 1595 play The Pedlar's Prophecv explained,

To prophecie of things is a divine inspiration,
Telling things to come with unmoveable veritie;
A gift onely proceeding from Gods high majestie,
A divine inspiration he calleth prophecie,
That which doth all other Prophecies e*clude,zO

tu¡oh., Bale, The Actes of Enslvsh Votaryes (London, 1560) English Experience Facsimile no.
906 verso.ttR. (London, 1584) English Experience Facsimile ¡o,299
(Amsterdam, 197 1) STC 2 1864, p. 159.

'qW.W, Greg, ed., The Pedlar's Piophectl595 (Oxford, I9l4),sig, A2,lines 6-10.
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In the sixteenth century people commonly referred to divine prophets as seers because,

as John Harvey explained, "The holy prophets, in respect of rhe apprehensive, and

piercing operarion or efficacie of their cleere, and pure understanding, weÍe properly

called Vidents, or Seers, pillars of divine religion, and men of God".21

Harvey contended that the authenticiry of divine prophecy was obvious when

compared to demonic predictions.z2 Similarly, Reginald Scot declared thar rhe sayings of

a divine prophet were always true while those of the devil were false.z' Ho*"rr"r, Scor

admitted that demonically inspired prophets occasionally forecast correctly, "For ir is

ods, but they will hit the truth once in a hundred divinations as well as the besr".z4

Similarly, Harvey conceded that once or twice the diviner should chance "to hit the

naile on the head" because the devil sometimes spoke truthfully from a desire to foster

demonic belief and "rnore easily insinnuate himselfe".z5 Despite the occasional

interference by demonic forces, the truth of prophecy remained a rest of authenti.ity,tu

If the events foreseen occurred rhe prediction was probably divine in origin. As the

author of A Defensative Against the Povson of Supposed Prophesies Henry Howard

observed, divine prophecies were discernible by rheir plain, forthrighr and confidenr

predictions .t7 All good prophets directed their sayings to the "glory of God, and comforr

of the faythfull"; therefore, the attainment of monetaÍy gain or other forms of profit

revealed the falsiry of prophecies.26

Although malry writers argued that true prophecy no longer exisred, authors like
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'\ùØilliam Covell and Henry Howard nevertheless identified several methods used by God

to convey messages to his chosen people and advice on how to discem valid from false

prophecies.2e Ho*ard viewed direct inspiration from the Holy Ghost as the only proper

vehicle for communication between man and the divine: "no prophecie of Scripture, is

made by private interpretation, For, not by the wyli of man, was prophecy brought at

anytime, but the holy men of God spake, inspyred with the holy Ghosr".30 Howard

argued that any individual claiming the gift of prophecy must prove divine inspiration of

this nature." In Polimanteia, or The Meanes Lawfull and Unlawfull, to Tudge of the Fall

of a Common-lVeal th. Asainst the Frivolous and Foolish Coniectures of rhis Ase Covell

expounded lhree sorts of divine inspiration, God revealed the future to his prophets "by

vision walking, by dreames sleeþing, and by open eolce without all obscuritte",3z The firsc

two melhods Covell described as revelation involving "a certaine ravishment of the

spirit, and transporting (as it were) of all the sence".33 The lasr rype, exemplified by

God's appearance to Moses in a burning bush, occurred without distorríon of the senses,

However, the devil often imitated all three vehicles of communication to deceive

humanity,

Howard expressed concern that the source of some rypes of inspiration was

demonic and acknowledged that individuals occasionally faked knowledge of rhe divine

spirit of prophecy. In particular, Howard denied belief in prophetic rrances, attributing

thern to the work of "Avicenne" and an eariy attempt to cover up the falling sickness of

2e\tz 
¡i11iur,',1 C[ovell], Polimanteia. or The Meanes Lawfull and Unlawfull. to Tudse of the Fall of

(Cambridge,

VCTSO
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a leading rabbi.ia Howard also deplored the prophecies of the sixteenth-century "Holy

Maid", Elizabeth Barton, and others who prophesied in trances and empioyed "rhese

vailes and coiours of abuse to deceive theyr auditours".35

People were particularly receprive to the divine during sleep. Covell discussed

dreams at length and expounded four types: natural, devilish, divinarory and divine,r6

Natural or coilìlnon dreams contained images already experienced in everyday life

"bringing rhe visions which before have been imprinted by a continual motion of the

spirits",37 Two sorts of devilish dreams existed. The first kind of dream derived from the

uncontrolled inspiration of the devil, while rhe individual insrigated the other rype,38

Covell believed the second rype of devilish dreams were those used by heathen "oracles",

Through "vowes and sacrifices" individual oracles persuaded the devil to give them a

rype of foresight that he conveyed through dreams and other methods, '!il'ell known

oracles cited by Covell included "Trophonius" and "seraphis" of Egypt and "Delphos"

from Geece.3e 'Warning against the devilish nature of oracles and dreams, Howard cited

the words of Alcinous that, "From this head sprang all traunces, dreames, oracles,

witchcraft, lunacíe . . . and what so ever els (saith Alcinous) illudeth and abuserh men,

under the maske of prophecy"".4o Covell's third category of divinatory or presaging

dreams resulted from a sympathy berween the stars and the brain of the dreamer. The

stars "who (as it were) moved with an understanding of things to come, affect likewise

the bnaine of him that dreameth by a commixtion &. conjunction of the first qualities,
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which are betwixr them from the beginning".4l However, Covell urged his readers to

avoid the interpretation of divinatory dreams because they increased superstition and

were contrary to God's commandments.4z The last rype of dreams, the divine dreams,

were those of the biblical prophets who received direct inspiration from God.a3

Although God's use of dreams to communicate with people was evident, the

phenomenon was also a vehicle for the demonic, Howard asserted that while biblical

prophets experienced revelatory dreams, this did not indicate that ordinary people

received divine inspiration.44 Individuals who predicted evenrs through dreams,

proposed Howard, ofcen experienced diabolical not divine inspiration, Dfficulties

surrounded the discernment of divine from demonic dreams. Howard warned his

readers that,

since our bad angell, is more often busie with us in a dream then our
good, as appeareth by the manifold illusions, which deceive us mighrely in
our sleepe . . , who can deliver any certaine note or marke, whereby we
may be sure at all times to disringuish one from an orher? For Sathan can
transfourme himselfe inro the figure of an ange11.a5

Similarly, Covell asserted that the devil used dreams to influence individuals and spread

falsehoods,a6 However, Covell offered a means of testing a false from true dream by

comparing the message of the vision against biblical teachings. Dvinely inspired dreams

were "acknowledged for good, by the conformitie which they have ro rhe will of GOD",47

'Writers of rhe sixteenth century tended to separate their discussion of prophecy

between true and false prophecy or prophecy and divinarion. The term divination
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referred to those practices that used magic to presage che future. In MaEic in the Middle

Ages Richard Kieckhefer explains that divination was "a means for knowing a desriny

that was foreordained" in conffast to other rypes of magic that shaped or manipulated

the future.4t Ho*"lr"r, the separation between divination and prophecy was not always

clear. \(¡illiam Covell defined divination as encompassing all forms of prophecy: "a

foretelling of things to come, performing it in divers manners, as well artificially, as

naturally".4e Covell stated that the etyrnology of the term revealed

that to divine is properly to forerell, and to foresee things to come, by an
exteriour motion, without having any subject, cause, or signe before hand
to conjecture so; and rherefore in rhis sorr, God tesrifieth of himselfe, rhat
he alone knoweth things to come.5o

Following Covell's argument, to consult a divinatory art was ro divine artificially by an

interior motion. The individual sought prophetic knowledge rather than received ir as a

gift from God. True divination, believed Covell, required no intermediary berween God

and the individual.

All other types of divination emanated from Saran. However, writers more

commonly used the term divination to describe only artíficial merhods of prophesyrng.

The Protestant 'William Fulke, in an early work AnriorosnosLicon that ís ro Save. an

Invective the Var¡ne and ble Predictions of rhe as

Nostrodame, noted "the nature of mankynde, eamestely desyrous to have knouledge of

thynges lo come".Sl Humanity invented a variety of methods to satisfu the desire to know che

future and established a "science of Dvinationr or foreseeyng".52 Fulke listed several

€Ri.hu.d Kieckhefer, Maeic in rhe Middle Aees (Cambridge , 1993), p. 85
"C[ovell], Polimanteia, sig. B.
'uIbid.5tYz¡ilhu-1 F[ulke], Antiorosnosbicon that is lo Save. an Inveclive the Vavne and
llnprofitable Predictions of the Astroloeians as Nosrrodame
.¿\ul.
52rbid.

(lnndon, 1560) STC 11420, sig.
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methods of prediction encompassed by this science: pyromancy, hydromancy, geomancy,

palmistry, capnomarìcy, sciomancy and astrology, the main suþect of his ffeatise. Popular

forms of divination included the tuming of the riddle and shears. During the 1560s, for

example, Alice Swan appeared before the ecclesiascical court of Durham for praccising

divination. Alice confessed that,

not having the feare of God before myne eyes, but following the
persuasion of the devell, who moveth me and all mankind to a defection
from God our Creator, have, of a filthie lucre and under colour of a
singuler and secret knowledge of lost thinges, used by the space of certen
yeres to casl or tourne the riddle and sheares, and albeit it seame to some
to be but a trifling matter, yet seing it is a kinde of a divination or
charming, expressedly forbidden by Gode's lawes and the Quene's
Majestie,53

During the sixteenth century most cornmentators denounced all methods of

prophesying initiated by the individual and viewed them as a form of demonic magic.

Covell, for example, lisred a number of unacceptable divinatory methods including the

observarion of flying fowls, the observation of dreams, sorcery or lots, devilish

inspiration, and false and counterfeir devilish apparirionr.t4 Ri.hard Kieckhefer argues

rha¡ while magic once referred to the esoteric knowledge of the Persians, duríng the early

Middle Ages the term evolved to denote things demonic in origin.55 This notion vvas

largely due to the work of St. Augustine, who asserted that the devil invented rhe

magical arts, At this rime a close association existed between magic and divination. As

Kieckhefer observes,

Up through the twelfth century, if you asked a theologian whar magic was
you were likely to hear that demons began it and were always involved in
it. You would also be likely to ger a catalogue of different forms of magic,

5'¡u-", Raine, ed., Deoositions and Other Ecclesiastical Proceedinss From the Courrs of
Durham, ExtendingFrom 1311 to the Reisn of Elizabeth (London, 1845) tThe Surrees Sociery,
XXII, p. 117.
5aC[ovell], Polimanteia, sigs. 03-O3 verso.

"fi".t h"f"r-Mlqdçj.,lhs-Mti.1d!e, p. I O.
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and most of the varieties would be species of divinarion.56

Later some collrnentators divided the concept of magic into two types, natural and

demonic.5T Medieval sociery accepted natural magic as a valid understanding of the

world derived from the passive observation of causes and effects. Demonic magic,

howevet, was dangerous, evil and manipulative. Tudor sociery similarly separated

rnethods of prophesying that involved passive observation and those that were actively

sought by individuals.

Although writers argued against all forms of non.scriptural prophesying and

divided true and false prophecy, within the category of false prophecy or divinarion some

lypes were more acceptable than others. Commentators differentiated berween the

observation of natural influences from the active manipulation of demonic agents or, as

Patrick Curry describes the division in his work on early modern asrrology, Aristotelian

Naturalism from Neo-Platonic -ugic.58 
'Writers largely concurred with the resr of Tudor

sociely, including legislative authorities, that the passive observation of signs, called

portents or prodigies, was less harmful than other rypes of divination,5e Broadsides and

ffacls like St. Bateman's The Doome \Tarning all Men to the Judgemente recorded

unusual occuÍrences as presaging events of symbolic import.óo Sometimes individuals

saw s[range heavenly visions that, as Villiam Covell explained, preceded catastrophic

ci¡cumstances and "are shewed in the heavens contrarie to the course of nature, as

Armies, Dragons, raining downe of bloud, fire, fearefull Eclipses, and such like, which

tulbid..oo. 10.11.ttrue.io. rz.
58Patri.k Curry, Prophecv and Power: Astrologv in Early Mod.ern Europe (Princeton, 1989), p.
q
5eKi".kh"f",

, Masic in the Middle, p.88
uost. Bateman, The Doome \7 all Men to the Tudsemente: \(/herein are Contavned for
rhe Mosr Parte all the Stranse Prodisies in the Worlde. with Divers Secrete Fisures of
Revelations Tending to Mannes Staved Conversion Towards God (London, 1581) STC 1582.
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bring often times after them like chaunges to their o\ /ne strangenes",6l Covell identified

this type of divination as Teratoscopia, "a monsl¡ous and strange vision",62

On 5 August 1571 the Spanish ambassador Guerau De Spes reported the

sighting of a large arc of fire in the night sky of London. The vision, apparently viewed

by five hundred people, lasted two hours. De Spes observed that the people of London

were "disturbed" by the sighring "as they are so timid and greedy of wonders".ó3 Another

Spaniard Antonio De Guaras similarly reported a vision on 7 Novembet 1574. The

portenr occurred in Northumbe¡land where

there has appeared in the air a white St. Andrew's Cross and near it a
wolf, which animals are unknown in this country. The people saw
apparently a great number of deer enclosed in a park, and the wolf
singling out the largest of them pursued it continually, raking no notice of
the others. The wolf was seen no more, but the deer comes alone every
day to the sarne place and is for two or rhree hours prancing about in
gr"ut t"rror.u4

De Guaras recorded that the English thought the vision a great portent although he

believed "these people seem to attach to much weight to simple things like these".65

Some commentators viewed this form of prophesying with the same scepricism evident

in the reports of De Spes and De Guaras. Alluding to biblical examples, Henry Howard

asserled, "there is no soothsaying in Jacob, nor divining in Israel . . . whereby we are to

nore, that rhe generality of the word in that place, is extended aswel to starres and

planets, as to byrds or what other kind so ever".66 John Harvey judged that signs and

portents were "accidentall, and falltble arguments",67 Ho*errer, many observers thought

sig

d.,
in the Archives of

p.486.

6óÊ-o*urd, A Defensarive, sig. Cciv verso.
67Hur,r"y, A Dir.o*rirr", sig. M2 verso.

(London, 1894-1899), II, p. 327
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of natural everlts like earthquakes and comets as legitimate portents,

Although Protestantism did not generally allow for the magical intervention of

divine power in everyday life, the notion that narure embodied God's design and the

providential shaping of human destiny was apparent. Keith Thomas postulates that

within Protestant theology "Drrine omnipotence was still believed to be reflecred in

daily happenings, and the world provided abundant testimony to the continuous

manifestation of God's putpose".68 The sixteenrh-century populace considered natural

phenomena indications of divine inreraction with humankind of significant moral and

physical importance. '!Øilliam Covell believed that the conjunction of planers was an

accurate sign of forthcoming disasters and in particular the fall of governmentr.un Oth",

portentous signs relating to the fate of governments were comets that Covell considered

"more cerlaine and sure in their operation to signifie the change and events of

Commonwealths then any other".7o ln 1572 a comer appeared in the sky over London.

According to De Guaras, the English people considered "thar such a sign has never been

seen here excepting when ir has presaged a change of govemment".7l

In "Elizabethan Almanacs and Prognostications" Carroll Camden asserts that

belief in the presaging povver of comets was widespread during rhe sixreenth cenrury;

"scarcely any one dared to express an opinion that comets could be overlooked".T2

Further, Camden quoted the Elizabethan philosopher Francis Bacon's comments from

"Of Vicissitude of Things" that "Comets, out of question, have likewise power and effect

XII (1932), p.86
and Prognosrications", The Library, Fourth Series,
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over the gïoss and mass of things".73 Henry Howard, however, was sceptical of the

power of comets to influence events for "as we see by proofè, that the flame which comes

from sacke whyle it is in buming gives an ourward blaze, but hath not so much force as

to sindge a clowte: we maye presume the lyke of spirites, which ascend and issue from

the Comete".Z4 Howard sarcastically quesrioned the appointment of monarchs if God

intendedpeople to be "slaves andvassales to the blazing starres".75 The attitude of many

Tudor people, however, upheld Covell's assertion of the significance of phenomena

occurring in the heavens. The Venetian ambassador in England Carlo Capello, for

example, wrote ro the Venetian Signory of a large fire ball seen in the sky ar Greenwich

on 13 January 1533 and commented, "which phenomenon, these English consider a

prodigy, and draw conclusions thence".76

Earthquakes were parricularly ominous signs of future mishap, Oî 76 February

1574 an earthquake occurred in the north of England. Following rhe earthquake

Edmund Grindal, archbishop of York, wrote to fellow clergyman Marrhew Parker,

archbishop of Canterbury, expressing his concem that the rremor was a portent of some

unforeseen event. In particular, Grindal reminded Parker of a similar earthquake in

1551 that he thought presaged Edward VI's demise, "fearing, as ir seemes, rhis presenr

Earthquake to portent rhe Queen's death",7Z An earthquake on 6 April 1580 heralded a

number of printed moralising tracts like Thomas Churchyard and Richard Tarlton's A
'\J7'arnins for '!il'ise. A Fear to the Fond. A Bridle to the Lewde. and a Glasse to the

A Defensative, sig. Vü verso.
Viii verso.
Brown, ed.,

Existins in the Archives and of Venice. and in
þndon, 1867 .1877), lY, p. 37 7 .

"Stryp", The Life and Acts of Matthew Parker , p. 479.

Other Libraries of N Italv
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Good.is Churchyard and Tarlton depicted the earthquake as a sign of God's displeasure,

Tarlton concluded,

Our health of soules must hang in great suspence,
\Øhen earth and Sea doo quake for our offence.Te

In an article about the earthquake Lily B. Campbell notes thar Tarlton wrore rwo orher

tracts about unusual natural events that he interpreted as "signs of the doom which only

repentance and reformation can avert".80

Other portents originated in the behaviour and observation of animals, In 1586

Geffrey \Øhitney included in A Choice of Emblemes and Other Devises a poem on

providence alluding to the secret knowledge of nature used to predict change:

Suche providence hathe nature secÍet wroughte
In creatures wilde, and eeke such knowledge straunge,
That man, by them in somme thinges maie be taughte,
As some foretell, when weather faire will chaunge,

Of heate, of raine, of winde, and tempests rage,
Some showe by signes, and with rheir songs pr"r"g",ut

During the century the reaction of English people to the unusual size and number of

animals in the sea reflected the belief in animalistic signs expressed in 'Whitney's poem.

In 1532 Capello wÍote of rwo large fish caught in the Thames river "each measuríng 30

feet in length, 10 fèet high, and 11 feet broad".82 One fish was male and the orher a

pregnant female. The English, declared Capello, thought the size of the fish "a prodigy

foreboding future evil", a conclusion considered verified by fourteen suicides that rook

place within a few days of the capture of the fish.83 On 19 November 1602 John

Tulily B. Campbell, "Richard Tarkon and the Earthquake of 1580", The Hunrington Librarv
(re40-re4t),

A Choice

p.293.

of Emblemes and Other Devises
Experience Facsimile no. 161 (Amsterdam,1969) STC 25438, p. 3.u2Bro*.r, 

ed., Calendar of State Papers, IV, p. 338.
83tui¿.

(Leyden, 1586) English
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Chamberlain wrote that one of Queen Elizabeth's ships met over two hundred whales off

the coast of Holland. Chamberlain recorded that in London there "is much descanting

what they should portend more then the tempesr that followed".8a

During the sixteenth century the deformities of humans and animals often

prompted discussion of either future events or present degradarion.ss In the medieval

period rhe study of strange births was an elire preoccupatiorr called monster lore or

teratology. In Tudor England the invenrion of printing and dissemination of cheap

broadside ballads ensured the populariry of prophecies based on nature's oddiries.s6

Belief in the prophetic import of deformiry by leading Protestant theologians also

influenced the acceptance of this type of divination in England. In 1523 Marrin Lurher

and Philip Melanchthon jointly produced a chapbook, Deuttung der czwo grewlichen

Figuren, Bapstesel czu Rom, und Munchkalb zu Freiburg vnn Meysszen funden, that

examined rwo recent aberrations of an ass and a calf.si In 1579 John Brooke translated

the pamphlet into English as Of rwo'Woonderful Popish Monsters, to wyr, Of a Popish

Asse which was at Rome in the River of Tvber. and of a Calfe. calved

at

blinde. o te and montrous Paoistes. l7itnessed, and declared. the one bv Philip

Melanchthon, the other by Marrrrn Luther.88 Luther and Melanchrhon presented the

animals as symbols of the pope and of the Catholic Church presaging the coming of rhe

84Su.uh \ü?illiams, ed., l,etlers 'Written bv Iohn Chamberlain Durins The Reisn of Oueen
gizqbqth (London, 1861) [Camden Sociery. Old Series, LXXIX], pp.163-164.o'Non ran R. Smith, "Portenr Lore and Medieval Popular Culture", Iournal of Popular Culture,
XIV (1980), p.47.
oulbid.. o.53.
"'Llewellyn M. Buell, "Elizabethan Portents: Superstition or Doctrine?", in Department of
English, University of California, ed., Essavs Critical and Dedicared to Lilv B.
Camobell
8ED"dt"y

(Berkeley, 1950), p. 29.
'Wilson, Sisns and

Enlishtenment (London, 1993), p, 197
Monstrous Births frorn the Middle Aees ro rhe
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Antichrist.tn In h", arricle "Elizabethan Portents: Superstition or Doctrine?" Llewellyr

M. Buell concludes that the pamphlet illustrated "at the outset the rypical Proresranr

attitude of complete self.reliance on the part of the self.appointed interpreters of God's

will as manifested by prodigies",eo

Other broadsides called for individual reform and prophesied on the basis of

strange natural occurrences that without such reform the individual would suffer the

wrath of God. ln 1562 a broadside, The descriotion of a pis. the which was

the xvi

Lord God, M,D, lxii, recounted the tale of a sow that gave birth to a pig without a nose

or eyes, a hole between the ears, upturned feet and a body without hair,el The pamphlet

declared that the pig was a sign of God's dissarisfaccion with humanity; "be assured that

these straunge monstrous sights do foreshew unto us that his heavy indignation wyl

shortly come upon us for our monstrous livr7ng".e2 Anoth"r broadside of 1568 depicced a

malformed child bom at Maidstone in Kent.n' Aft"r describing the horrible deformiries

of the child the author included a poem entitled "A 'Warnyng to England" rhar

cautioned readers,

This monsrrous shape to thee, England,
Playn shewes thy monstrous vice,

If thou ech part wylt understand,
And rake thereby ad.,ice.e4

Tudor society condemned all other methods of prophesying that involved more

active participation on behalf of the diviner than passive observation as prophecy

Portents", pp.29-30

Nine Black-Letter Ballads and Broadsides.
Elizabe
p.113.
pp.194-197.
p. r95.

(London, 7867), p. 112
in the Reisn of
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inspired by the devil. \Øilliam Covell maintained that the devil imitated divine

prophecy to entice individuals to follow him by appearing God.like: "all practises and

sleighrs of Satan, to the intent to deceive mankinde, have beene invented under the

shadowe of the institutions and workes ordained of God, and therfore justly he may be

called Gods Ape",e5 During the sixreenth century many writers presented the witch as

an infamous servant of the devil who used demonic powers to presage events. In A

Dscourse of the Subtill Pracrises of Devilles George Gfford defined a witch as "one that

woorketh by the Devill, or by some develish or curious art, either hurting or healing,

revealing thinges secrete, or foretelling thinges to come",e6 Although denyng many of

the skills tradicionally attributed to witches, Reginald Scot described in Dscoverie one

rype that "can manifest unto others, things hidden and losr, and foreshew things to

come; and see then as rhough they were present".ez Scot argued that the witch was

known by a number of different names, and he asserted that there was no difference

between calling an individual a witch or a wise.woman; "sometimes observers of

dreames, somerimes soothsaiers, sometimes the observers of the flieng of foules, of the

meeting of todes, the falling of salt, &c: are called witches",es

The nec¡omancer was another type of diviner who used demonic powers to speak

to Lhe dead and gain prophetic knowledge. In 1535, for example, John Maydwell rold

Jasper Fydoll of a Black Friar, Dr Maydland, who rhrough the science of necromancy

professed to know that the "New Leaming should be suppressed, and the Old restored by

the King's enemies from beyond the sea".nn Th" ability to communicate with the other

e5CIo',rell]
eóG"org. (London, 158?) English

) STC 1785?., sig. Bü.
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world meant the necromancer was also a rype of conjurer, Henry Howard described a

means of gaining unlawful prophecies through "conference with dampned spirites or

familiars".loo Th"r. spirits, observed Howard, were thought by Plutarch to have

dwelt in bodyes among men, and afterward in respect of many greevous
sinnes, were f't¡ned at this penaltie, to wander up and downe lyke Lyons . .

. seeking whome they may devoure, to inspyre by Deames and Oracles,
and to furnishe men which were assigned to that honour with the grft of
prophecie.lol

In A Short Treatise Declarinøe the Detestable \Øickednesse , of Masicall Sciences

Francis Coxe idenrified rwo methods of conjuring spirits. The first involved an

agreement wirh the devil to forgo a certain food or drink. Coxe described a "great

magician" of Bridgewater who did not eat bread and declared, "he did because it was so

concluded betwene him &. the spirit, which served him, for at what time he did eat

bread: he should no longer lyu"".tot The second method involved the presenrment of a

sacrifice. The type of sacrifice commonly used "is a pece of ware consecrated, or

hallowed after their owne order . . . or els it is a chicken, a lapwing, or some livinge

,, 103creatur".'-- Coxe observed that the divinatory arts encouraged individuals to seek

further predictions through conjuration because "Lhe starres &. skyes are not sufficient

for their furture predicdon: but they muste adjoyne there.unto moste derestable partes

or socierye with spirires".1o4 Keirh Thomas argues that the term conjurer also conrmonly

mean[ a recusant priest.l05 The skills of Catholic priests reputedly included the abiliry to

Declarinse the Detestable \Tickednesse. of Masicall Sciences.
(London, 1561)

m,1972) STC5950, sig. Avüi.
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conjure the devil our of individuals or obi".tr,loó Judicial authorities investigated the

activities of several clergymen during the century who reputedly dabbled in demonic

practices of this sort.lo7

The most predominant form of divinarion during the sixteenth century was

astrology.lou Hil"ry Carey observes that from the fourteenth until the sixteenth century

astrology changed from a respected science to a "popular movement".loe In the

fourteenth century John Ashenden denounced the association of the astrologer with

rnagic in his work Summa Iudicialis and advised astrologers to "abstain from such illicit

arts as magic, nigromancy [sic], and geomancy".llo However, in the fifteenrh century a

separatioll developed between divinatory astrology and the respectable science of

astrology adhered to by John Ashenden and other scholars. In his work on early modern

astrology Patrick Curry explains that during the sixteenth century people divided

astrology into rwo different types, natural and 1udicial. The first type concerned the

influence of the stars (a term that encompassed both planets and stars) on agriculture,

lileather and other natural phenomenu.ttt R.f"rring to the work of Lynn Thomdike and

Otto Neugebauer, Curry notes that natural asrrology was closely linked to natural

philosophy and "early science" because of the emphasis on causal relarionships between

events and "law.like determinism".ll2 Judicial astrology, the second type, involved the

toulbisl., p. 32.
lo7sP ug|,fol. 128.
loEC¡orrell], Polimanteia, sig. G2.
tonHilury Carey, "Astrology and Divination in Later Medieval England", unpublished D.Phil

(New York, 1983) and Lynn
Thorndike, "The True Place of Astrology in the History of Science", Isis, XLVI (1955) as cited
by Curry, Prophecy and Power, p. 8.
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calculation of figures (horoscopes) to determine the outcome of the fut.rr".tt'

As with prophecies based on the interpretation of the significance of "monsters",

the advent of the printing press resulted in the wider dissemination of astrological

prophecies throughout society, Carroll Camden maintains that the almanac and

prognostication formed the basis of popular astrology and "offered the poor man a simple

method of taking advantage of 'practical astronomy"'.114 '\ù(i'riters of the sixteenth

century highlighted the divinatory claims of astrology as most works of this period

argued against astrology and in particular the judicial branch of the pracrice. William

Fulke defined the art as "knowledge, whereby the practisers of it saye, that they can tell

of all thyng that are not come to passe, before they come to passe, by the course 6r

mo\¡yng of the starres",lls Henry Howard defined astrology as a "kind of gessing and

diving, by the sight, aspect, and secret influence of Starres &. Planets from above",116

The prevalent view was that attempts to predict the future by the stars was an

abomination and debasement of the science of astronomy . In Astrology and the Popular

Press: English Almanacs 1500-1800 Bemard Capp proposes that little difference existed

berween the astrologer and the magician or cunning.-"n.tt7 Fulke referred to

astrologers variously as prognosticators, soothsayers, fortune.tellers and false proph"tr,ttu

In his invective against judicial asffology, John Chamber referred to astrologers as

"Figure.flingers, and s tarre -gazers". I le

tt'Ibid.

(London,

ii verso.
(London, 1601) English

Experience Facsimile no. 860 (Amsterdam,1977) STC 4941, sig. 82.
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Definitions of magic and methods of prefiguring events in the sixteenth century

\ryere not radically different ftom those of the lace medieval period when such practices

were similarly prolific. However, the development of the printing press increased the

dissemínation of previously elite forms of magical practices, freeing the transmission of

prophetic ideas berween elite and popular culture. After the Reformarion commentators

and government officials, influenced by Protestant theology, condemned many forms of

prophecy. The accepted view was that while some prophecies were true, others were

false and inspired by the devil. The delineation of the two types of prophecy was highly

suþective but commonly based on a prophecy's method of transmission. Generally,

Protestants believed that God no longer used prophecy as a vehicle of communication

with mankind. Many individuais dismissed the validiry of any contemporary prophet,

however, others supported a hierarchy of prophecies and judged some as more legitimate

than others. \Øhile the sayings of the biblical prophets were the most genuine form of

prophecy, people rarely ignored the words of contemporary prophets who could prove

direct inspiration from God. Other individuals accepted some forms of divination, such

as the passive observation of the natural world, but condemned all active means of

divining the future practiced by judicial astrologers, necromancers or witches. Only a

few individuals recognised or discussed the variery of prophecies that circulated

independently and successfully throughout the medieval and early modern periods.

Unlike modern cornmentators few Tudor writers attempted to categorise and record the

character of predictions. The main concern of the literary communiry was to identifl'

false and possibly demonic prophecy, a desire realised through rhe examination of the

prophet or diviner and methods of transmission rathe¡ than individual prophecies.
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CHAPTER TT{REE

The Prophecies

During the sixteenth century successive parliaments recognised rhat lhere was a

separation berween the prophet or diviner and the prophecies they produced. In 1547

and 1563 parliament enacted independent statutes against those who practiced

"conjuracions & wichecraftes and sorcery and enchantmenrs" and those who

disseminated "Prophecies uppon Declaracion of Names Armes Badges, &c",1

Throughout the Tudor period individuals repeaced popular prophecies that circulated

independently of divinatory practices and formed a genre of prophetic literature

expressed verbally, pictorially and in writing. Mosc discussion of prophecy in literature

of the period, however, did not separate the creator or disseminator of prophecy from

their forecasts, and writers devoted little of their tracts to an identificarion of the

character of non.scriptural prophecies, Most literary colrrfiientators focused on diviners

and their art and examined at length the practice of witchcraft, necromancy, astrology

and the observarion of portents. O"ly two works, written by Henry Howard and John

Harvey, accurately identified the literary sryle of prophecies characterising predictions

according to their atcribution, use of animal, heraldic, alphabetical, numerical or

pictoríal s)rmbols and clariry of meaning, Despite the largely accurate depiction of non-

scriptural prophecy presented by Howard and Harvey, they overlooked some

characterisrics such as the directness of prophecies that avoided the use of a complicated

system of symbolism and those derived from larger medieval works reinterpreted to make

t33 H"t.y VIII, c, 8 [SR, III, p. 837]; 33 Henry VIII, c. t4 [SR, III, p. 850]; 5 Elizaberh I, c. 15

[SR, IV. i,p.445];5 Elizabeth I, c. 16 [SR, IV. i,p.4461.
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sense in a conteiltpofary milieu.

In the sixteenth century many writers identified non-scriptural prophecies

through their attribution to well known authoritative people. Keich Thomas names as

individuals credited with the authorship of prophecies Bede, Gldas, Archbishop

Mellitus, Edwar<l the Confessor, Henry II, Becket, Graldus Cambrensis, Friar Bacon,

Chaucer, Savonarola, Ignatius Loyola, James I, Sir 'Walter Raleigh and Archbishop

Ussher.z Thomas argues that attributions added to the validity of forecasts, although the

origin of a particular association between an individual and a prophecy is difficult for the

modern scholar to determine.3 Similarly noring the added legitimacy attributions gave

to prophecies, Tudor writers questioned their authenticiry and suggested that

disseminators falsely ascribed their prophecies to famous p"rrorrr.4

A parricularly useful source of noted attriburions was the prophecy commonly

referred to as "The Sayings of the Prophets",5 This prophecy encompassed a list of

predictions declaring the arrival of a king who would win the "holy cross". Several

different manuscript versions of "The Sayings of the Prophets" exist. The Folger

Shakespeare Library manuscript includes as individuals to whom the prophecy credited

prophetic sayings Saint Thomas of Canterbury, John of Bridlington, '17'i11iam Ambrose,

\Øilliam Silvester, the patriarch of Armonie, l(¡illiam the abbot of lreland, a Sibyl, St,

Peter, Mayfair de Bater, the prophet "Alffueck", Saint Jerome, Mohammed, "Mamyvon",

Thomas of Erceldoune, Solomon, Merlin and Bede.ó The names of orher prophets, like

"The Sayings of the Prophets" prophecy: BL MS
Lansdowne 762,(ols.48 verso-5O verso, Bodleian MS Rawlinson D.1062, Folger MS Loseley
b.546, fols, 1-1 verso, BL MS Sloane 2578 arrd BL MS Cotron Cleopatra E vi, fols. 401.406.
Jansen, Political Protest, p. 168.
UBL MS Lansdowne 762,1o\s.48 verso-5O verso and Folger MS Loseley b.546,fols. 1-1 verso.
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John Hall, David Lloyd and'\Øilliam Nixon, appear in a collection of manuscript

prophecies from Cheshire and add to those mentioned in the Folger Shakespeare Library

manuscript,T Ho*"rr"r, the best known prophet was Merlin.

Individuals critical of the English liking for prophecies often referred specifically

to the predictions of Merlin. In The Complavnt of Scotland the anonr,rmous author

admonished rhe English for giving "ferme credit to diverse prophane propheseis of

medyne",8 The author of The Complaynt of Scotland suggested that the English

adhered to the prophecies of Merlin because they believed that he forecast the rnerger of

Scotland and England under one king. The prophecy endorsed the desire of the English

to conquer Scotland.e Similarly, in a sermon marking Queen Elizabeth's accession to the

throne of England Edwin Sandys, archbishop of York, associated Catholic belief in

prophecy with the predictions of Merlin. Sandys ranted against the use by Catholics of

prophecies that presaged the ascendancy of their religion and the disinregration of the

state. The Catholics in England, declared Sandys, owned books of Merlin from which

"they make such constructions and expositions, as may serve rheir purpose",i0 'lV'hen a

Mr Lloyd wrote to Sir Robert Cecil in 1600 to ensure his election as sheriff in Cardigan,

Lloyd promised to collect all volumes of Merlin's prophecies for Cecil to burn in London

because, he argued,

the old Romans \ryere not so addicted to their Sibyls, the Egyptians to the
priests of Memphis, nor the Frenchmen to their superstitious Druids, as

many in his country are given to the prophecies of Merlin, or to the fond

?Ch.rhir" MS DDX !23, fols. 7, 22, 23.u¡u*", A.H. Murray, ed., The Complaynt of Scotlande with ane Exortabione to the Thre Estairs
to be vigilante in the Deffens of their Public veil. 1549 (London, 1872) lEarly English Text
Sociery, Extra Ser
nlbrd., 

o. 85.
to¡oh' Ayre, ed.,
London. and Archbishop of York (Cambridge ,1842) [Parker Society Publication] ,p.67 .
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fables of Taliessin.ll

The strong associarion between non-scriptural prophecies and those of Merlin was also

evident among those repeating and listening to forecasts.

The fame of Merlin led many individuals to ascribe rheir prophecies to him. In

1510 \Øynkyn de 'Worde, Margaret Beaufort's printer, published Here Begr¡nneth a Lvtel

Treatyse of the Bvrth and Prophecve of Marlvn.lz The prophecies of Merlin also

appeared scattered in other publications like the treatises of Henry Howard and John

Harvey. \Øilliam Caxton's Chronicles of England and'\ù(¡ilfride Holme's The Fall and

Evill Successe of Rebellion recounted rhe prophecy of the six kings, attributed to Merlin,

that depicted Henry VIII as a mole and the last of six kings destined to bring ruin to

England.l3 Often individuals referred to non.scriptural predictions in general as Merlin's

prophecies. For example, prophetic verses found in the state papers of Henry VIII refer

to several prophets including Thomas of Canterbury, Bede, John of Bridlington and

Saint Jerome, although the collator titled the assortment of prediccions "Merlin's

propheties".l4 \(/hen examined individuals often admitted that they saw or possessed

rolls of prophecies derived from Merlin, John Dobson, \ü'illiam \Øesron, John Hale and

John Ryan all declared that they knew of Merlin's prophecies,ls In I59Z George

Clifford, earl of Cumberland, demonstrated the acceptance of Merlin wirhin elite sociery

in his speech to Elizabeth made upon his appointment as chief champion of the Tilt

ttHMc, Calendar of the of the Most Hon. The Marquis of Salisbury, Preserved at
Hertfordshire (London, 1904), X, p.369.

ohn Guy, Tudor England (Oxford, l99l), pp. 77 -78; Here Besynnerh a Lvtel.
(\üØestminster, 1480) STC 9991; Holme, The Fall and Evill.

ttsP
Henry VIIL Addenda. I, 290.
IlI27,fol.64 verso [LPHenryVIII.XII. ä,l2l2l;SP11220,foi.61 [LPHenryVIII.XXI.i,

10271; SP 7192, [ol. 49 [LP Herny VIIL VIII, 567]; SP lll53, fol. 50 [LP Henry VIII. XIV, ii,
731,
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Yard and self.sryled Knight of Pendragon.l6 Clifford spoke of Medin's participarion in

the founding of his family home, Pendragon Castle, and the discovery of a prophecy in a

wall of the building. Clifford s speech reflected the popularity of medieval literary

accounts of Merlin's prophecies among an educated audience,

Many sixteenth.century writers identified non-scriptural prophecies by their

obscuriry, Prophecies were ambiguous and did not clearly identifu their subjects or when

events predicted would happen,li Several writers asserted that readers needed an

interpreter to decipher the meaning of prophecies, Commenting on the

incomprehensibiliry of non.scriptural prophecies, Howard declared that without a

Masters degree in the Arts an individual could not understand prophetic symbolirm.ls

Harvey added to Howard's observation the need for a "Steganographicall decipherer", a

logician and a philosopher for the interpretation of prophecies.le The methods of

creating this language of obscuriry were numerous. Harvey discerned many of the

methods that created the perplexity of prophecy but argued,

'\üØere it not a needles, or booteles labor, to make a special Analysis, either
of their Abcedary and Alphabeticall Spels, or of their Characteristicall,
and Polygraphical suttelties, or of their Acrostique, and
Anagrammatistique devises, or of their Sreganographicall, and
Hieroglyphicall mysteries, or of their hyperbolicall meÞphors,
phantasticall allegories, and heraldicall illusions, or of their ambiguous
aequivocations, interdeur amphibologies, and aenigmaticall ridles, or
finaily of any rheir other colourable glosses, &. hypocriticall subornations,
in some like prestigiatory, and sophisticall veine?20

However, contrary to Harvey's assertion an illusrradon of the general characterisrics of

non-scriptural prophecies, observed and discussed by Harvey and Howard, is necessary

tuc.c. '\üuilliamson,

Iiz.
A

H3.

(Cambridge, 1920), pp. 108- 109
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for the clear identificarion of the phenomena.

A characteristic means of producing the ambiguiry of prophecies was rhe use of

animals as symbols. Howard proposed that bestial representations acted as a subterfuge

to hide mistakes in the for"."rt.zl Modern coÍunentators argue that the qrmbols were

an attempt by prophets and diviners to avoid prosecution by concealing the meaning of

their work,22 Non-scriptural forecasts disguised prophetic characters rather than name

individuals outright. Harvey identified the use of animal symbols as a particular fealure

of the prophecies of Merlin employed to delude and beguile the common people through

the appeal of animal figures:

what reckoning is indeede to be made of his Irish Lions, hideous woolves,
despituous Antilops, griphins, buls, beares, foxes, moldwarps, swans,
bussards, cranes, cocks, owles, and other fierce or tame creatures; are they
nor meere gewgawes to delighr children.z3

Somerimes prophecies included animal representations from the heraldic badges of the

English p."r"g".'4 Harvey described this form of s)'mbolism, derived from the family

crests of the nobiliry, as "monsterous Heraldicall blazonings".2s Howard believed that

propheric swindlers studied the familial relationships berween noble houses and shaped

rheir forecasts accordingly,'u The populariry of heraldic images reflected Howard's

asserrion that the nobiliry were the main subject of prophecies because the fate of the

narion rested on rhe destiny of the powerful.z? In 1530 '\Øilliam Harlokke disclosed that

he received from a friend, Dr. Austyn of Colchester, a calendar of prophecy with

zlHorvurd, A Defensative, sig. Ii2 verso.
22Errid.rrc. suggests, however, that judicial authorities were a le to convict offenders without

4.
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"picrures of kings and lords aÍms",28 In 1537 \filliam Neville was heard repeating a

prophecy that "a beyr whiche had ben long ryde to a stake shuld arise and make peace 6r

unytie".ze Neville believed that the bear symbolised himself as the earl of '\7arwick,

confirming Neville's aspiration to the earldom for which a bear chained to a ragged staff

was a heraldic standard.3o In An Exhortation to Strvrre all Enslvshemen to the Defense

of thevr Counrreve Richard Morison atrempted to interpret the symbolism of anirnals in

a prophecy from'Wales in favour of Henry VI[,31 The prophecy claimed an eagle would

take over the world crushing all monarchs and kingdoms beneath its feet.3z Morison

believed the eagle was a representation of the Antichrist and specifically, the bishop of

Rome. However, a lion would arise to deliver the people from the fyranny of the eagle,

Morison argued chat the lion depicted Henry VIII because just as the eagle was an image

of Rome, the lion appeared on Henry VIII's badge as the earl of Richmond.33 In 1528

\7i11iam Roy's sarirical treatise denigrating Cardinal Thomas 'Wolsey highlighted the

populariry of heraldic prophecies.'o Roy created his own heraldic shield for the cardinal

with angels of Satan, bloody axes and the decapitated head of bulls. Roy explained the

meaning of each s'ymbol on the arms and prophetically interpreted the shield in a verse

concluding,

lØherin shalbe fulfilled the prophecy
Aryse up Jacke and put on thy salatr
For the ryme is come of bagge and wala¡t
The temporall chevalry thus throwen downe
\üTherfor presr take hede and beware thy croune.35

el.
(Edinburgh, 1959), Plate XIII.

glish Experience Facsimile no. 485 (Amsterdam,
1972) STC 21427.

"l5¡!., a verso.
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In many instances knowledge of heraldic imagery did not clarify the meaning of

prophecies, In The Life and Death of Cardinal'SØolsey, written by George Cavendish in

the 1550s, a dun cow represented Henry VIII,36 Cavendish recounted a prophecy told to

him by Cardinal 'Wolsey that when the "Cowe ridyth the bull than prest beware tþ

sku11",37 Like Morison, Cavendish referred to the device of the earls of Richmond in his

reading of the prophecy. However, where Morison thought that the lion symbolised the

king, Cavendish believed the dun cow referred to Henry VIII for the same ,"urorr.'u

Morison ciaimed that the bull signified Anne Boleyn because the animal was a device of

the Boleyn family.3e However, ín 1537 John Dobson, vicar of Muston, believed the dun

cow represented the bishop of Rome,40 In another predicrion concerning Anne and

Henry VIII an unknown person confessed to hearing a prophecy chat a "bull shulde

serde the mayres daughter",4t Th. confessor inrerprered the prophecy in reference to

Henry VIII's marriage to Anne Boleyn and depicted her father, Thomas Boleyr, as the

mayor, In this case a bull represented Henry VIII. The use of heraldic images neither

added significantly to the accurate interpretation of prophecies that often used similar

beasts to denote several individuals nor described such images clearly enough to identify

their heraldic derivation. People interpreting predictions made sense of prophetic

s)rmbolism as best suited their interests.

Occasionally prophecies incorporated symbolic images of other natural

phenomena derived from heraldic devices, In 1537 an investigation into the abbey of

'uG.o.g" Cavendish, The Life and Death of Cardinal '\Øolsev (London, 1959) tEarb English
Text Society, Original Series, CCXLIIIl.
"lbid.. o. 128.

'ulbid."
'nlbulr Retha M. \(¡amicke, The Rise and Fall of Anne Boleyn: Familv Politics at the Court of

l99l), pp. t65-166.
[LP Henry ViIL XII. ä,12121,
,fol.72 [LP HenryVIII. XIV. i,794].
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Furness revealed that a prophecy concerning the English break with the papacy was

circulating among the Gstercian friars, Robert Legate deposed that at least two of the

brethren repeated a prophecy that "in England shalbe slaine the decorat rose in his

mothers bely".42 The abbot of Furness' description of the device as a red rose indicated

that the prophecy referred to the Tudor rose, a badge of Henry VIII.43 The füars

interpreted the prophecy to mean that rhe king would die at the hands of the clergy

because they viewed the church of Rome as his mother.44 The prosecution of John

Dobson revealed rwo other prophecies employing heraldic devices. Three individuals

from the parish of Honnonbye in north.east Yo¡kshire accused Dobson of saying that

the "mone shall kinldle] againe &. take light of the sone",45 As e*plained in the charges

against Dobson, the moon symbolised the Percy family because the crescent moon

appeared on their heraldic guidon.a6 The parishioners also claimed Dobson said, "skalop

shelles shalbe b,rokene and goo to wreke", probably a reference to the Dacre family of

northern England whose arms and badge contained images of the escallop.a7

Other means of disguising the identicy of individuals in prophecies included the

symbolic use of letters and figures, In 1520 a prophecy by dice appeared in the state

papers of Henry VIIL In this prophecy the numbers of the dice, rather than symbolic

animals, repre sente d individuals :

Thenå å shall a Ryse and set uppe Than England shalbee in paradyse
\Øhen and ys my swente Than all England shalbee shente Then

shall a Ryse and shall
undre A ded man shall a Ryse and that shalbee greate wondre he that

a'SP 1/118, fbl, 4 tLP Henry VIII. XII. i, 8411.
43lbid., fol. ?.
tuia., ø1.4.
45sP 1/ ä, Lzrzl,*lb!d.'
a?tUl¿. device and appeared on the heraldic ensignia of
many families. Arthur Charles Fox-Davies, A Complere Guide to Heraldrv (London, 1909), pp.
299-300.

shall ye have a newe parliament
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dedde and buryed in sight shall a Ryse ageyne and lyve in land
incomforting of a yonge knyghr That fortune hath chosyn to bee his
r48Ieof.

Another prophecy dating ftom the 1530s used numbers, without reference to the sides of

the dice, to replace the need to name people involved in the events foreseen, Described

as a political rhyrne, this short prophecy began "vi is com v is goon wyth thris ten be

ware all men vii wyth vii shall mete wyth viiith and viiith many a thousande shall

wepe".4e However, prophecies using numbers were rare. More corffnon were prophecies

that employed letters in place of the name of an individual. John Harvey described the

false prophet's use of alphabetic imagery as "one of their highest and deepest inventions"

referring specifically ro the prophecy titled "HEMME" or "HEMPE".5o In 1602 the

knight John Harington remembered that he heard the prophecy as a child and recorded

the saying in A Tract on the Succession to the Crownr

After Hempe is sowen and growen
Kings of England shall be ror'r".5t

Harington believed that the letters of the word Hempe stood for the first letters of the

names of the monarchs of England: Henry, Edward, Mary, Phillip and Elizabeth.sz A

grand jury at the Sussex assize court indicted John Fuller for repeating a similar prophecy

that he found written in a book. The jury heard that on 3 June 1595 Fuller said, "when

hempe is come and gone, happye were he out of England", which he interpreted as a

reference to Henry VIII and Edward VI only.53 George 'S?'hetstone included a variarion

ÆSP U232, fols.2l9 verso-220 [LP Henry VIiI. I, 290]. For a copy of this prophecy and other
prophecies by dice see Jansen, Political Protesr,p.745 and Etheridge, "Polirical Prophecy", p.
259.

t'ASSI 3513719, rn. 43 [J.S. Cockburn, ed.,
Elizabeth I (l,ondon, 1975),pp. 301-3021.

Calendar of Assize Records: Sussex Indictments
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of this prophecy, noted by Harvey as the Hemme prediction, in his work The English

54 '\ùThetstone argued that during the reign of Henry VIII a prophecy

foreshadowed the reformation of the English Church after Queen Elizabeth succeeded to

the throne. The prophecy asserted thar

In this prophecy the letters H, E, M and E referred to the reigns of Henry, Edward, Mary

and Elizabeth.

Similar prophecies circulated referring to Henry VIII's wives and associates.

During the 1530s several individuals admitted that they knew of a prophecy abour

Thomas Cromwell, In 1537 Thomas Howard, duke of Norfolk, seized a version of this

prophecy and sent a copy to Cromwell. The prophecy stated

E shall follow H, next E (with wonder) M,
M shall be crowned, and soone confounded
Next unto M, E or A shall raigne,
Then shall the Church converted be againe,55

that a litle cuntrey called braytin
shalbe broughr in such caas certayne
and be compelled to begyn agar/ne
at a.b.c. thar saide not christe ..orr".tu

Although Norfolk gave no indication of how people interpreted the saying, Sharon

Jansen describes the letters a, b, and c as references to Anne Boleyn and Cromwe11.57

The same prophecy also included a direct allusion to Cromwell as "Crumwell" and the

lerters "r. 1. &-m.":

much ill cummeth of a smal note
as Crumwell set in a mans throre
that shall put many other to payne god wote
but when Crumwell is brought in lawe
and we rode owte the christ crosse rowe

ttMh"trtones, The Enslish Mwror, p. 134.tlui¿.
tusp t/tt5, [oI.177 [LP Henry VIIL XII. i, 318]; see also Jansen, Polirical Protest ,pp.4l-4257¡urrr"rr, Political Protest , p, 42 ,
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to r. 1. ôrm. then shall we knowe rro*"r,5u

Jansen and Madeleine Hope Dodds in her article "Polirical Prophecies in the Reign of

Henry VIII" argue that the letters represent Katherine of Aragon and Lady Mary, later

Queen Mary.5e In 1546 Richard Laynam confessed chat he repeated another version of

this prophecy referring ro K L and M.60 I¡ 1537 the Council of the North interrogated

several priests about a prophecy spreading around York that similarly referred to

Cromwell, A B C and K L M,61 In the same year the abbot of Furness deposed that one

of his monks, John Broughton, had shown him a prophecy that "abc and iii ttt shuld set

all in one state",62 Dodds suggests that in the prophecy of the monks of Furness the

lerrers a, b, and c stood for Anne Boleyn and Cranmer.u' Ho*"lrer, none of the people

who repeated alphabetical predictions provided an interpretation of their prophecies.

The modern scholar's atempt to determine the identity of the individuals sr,rmbolised by

the letters a, b, c, k, r, 1, or m is therefore guesswork, One prophecy for which some

evidence exists of an interpretation appeared in a contemporary biography of Anne

Boleyn. George '\ùØyatt recorded in his Life of Oueen Anne Bolevn that a painted

prophecy given to Anne depicted "the figure of some personages, wirh the letter H upon

one, A upon another, and K upon a third",64 'Wyatt observed that the figures and letters

]use t/t15, fol.17? [LP Henry vtII. xII. i, 318].
tn¡urlr".r, Political Protest, p. 42; Madelaide Hope Dodds, "Polirical Prophecies in the Reign of
Henry VIII", The Modern Lansuase Review, XI, no. 3 (1916), p. 278. There is some
disagreement about the correcl transcripbion of this prophecy. Jansen and Dodds believe the
alphabetical references include the letters "K. L. and M", however, James Gairdner, an editor of

i,318

r21.

Days of the Refcrrmacion, Chiefly from the

Cranmer ([nndon, 1859) [Camden Society. Old Series, LXXVII], p.52.
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represenred Henry VIII and his wives Katherine of Aragon and Anne Bole.¡n.65

'S7yatt's reference to painted prophecy revealed that prophecies also took an

illustrated form in which artists used pictorial images as a method of disguise. The 1537

transcript of the examination of '\ù7i1liam Todde, prior of Malton, included a vivid

example of this rype of forecast. The prior described a nighr during which

he sawe in one Geffery Lancastres handes a rolle in parchement of half a

yarde in length and half a quarter of a yarde brode or thereaboute wherin
ìyas a mone paynted growing with a nobre of years growing as the mone
dyd andwhere the mone was at the full there was a cardinall paynred and
beneth hym the mone waned and ii monkes paynted a rowe one under
another hedlesse . . . and the wolde of rhat rolle was a strike made at an
overthwarde particion And under that lyne in the nother part of the roll
a childe paynted with axes and burchers knyves and instruments about
r66nym.

Other individuals, like Misrress Amadas, similarly revealed their possession of painted

prophecies, while in the reign of Elizabeth, Edward de Vere, earl of Oxford, accused

Charles Arundel of referring to a "boke of pictures after the maner of a prophesie".67

\Øhile Henry Howard and John Harvey noted many cofiunon attributes of non-

scriptural prophecies rhey overlooked others. Not all prophecies employed a

complicated system of s)rmbols to disguise their meaning. Many prophecies conveyed

their prophetic message clearly, contÍary to Howard's depiction of non-scriptural

prophecies as "difficuk in sence or understanding",6s In his confession of 1532 \íilliam

Neville related a conversation between himself and a man named Nashe of Cirencester

who forecast an illustrious future for Neville.6e Nash" revealed rhat Neville's wife would

die leaving him free to marry a Cnaystoke heiress and become Lord Latimer. Nashe

utlbid.
uuE 361119, fols. 130.130 verso [LP HenryVill. XII. i, 534].

'?BL Cotton Cleoparra, E iv, fol. 100 tLP Henry VIII. VI, 9231; SP 72ll5l, fol.ll2 verso [CSPD
Elizabeth 158 1 -1590. CLI, 441.
68Horvurd, A Defensarive, sig. Mmii verso.
6eSP U72,fo1. 200 [LP Henry VIIL V, 16791.
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further predicted that Neville would become the earl of 'SØarwick. Nashe recommended

to Neville the services of Richard Jones of Oxford, a necromancer and astrologer, who

told Neville that Henry VII and his son would not reign any longer than 24 y""rr.7o

Although Nashe and Jones told Neville of one prophecy employing heraldic imagery,

their forecasts were generally straight forward and easily undersrood,it On 27 May 1535

Antony 'Wayte wrote to Lady Lisle of a rumour spreading in London thar the

governmenr would commit a man to the Tower for prophesying that "this month shall

be rainy and full of water; the next month, death; and the third month, wars".?z 'Wayte

reported that authorities were to keep the man imprisoned until time revealed the

fulfilment or failure of his prediction,T3 Other individuals similarly repeated direct

prophecies like Robert Dalyvell of Hertfordshire who said, "our soveraynge lorde the

kyng shall not lyve nor be on lyve amonth after the feast of the Nativitie of saynre John

Baptiste" in 1538 unless he "amende his condicons", or John \7hite a woollen weaver

who forecast in 1551 "as hol a suûüner as ever was, and as evil and busy one as the last

sufiunef was n74

Several individuals clearly and simply interpreted and repeated prophecies that

they heard. Riding from Okehampton to Launceston in Comwall John Shere, prior of

Launceston, told \(/illiam Genys, a previous canon of Launceston, that a scholar from

Oxford asserted that "his grace shulde be in daunger of his lyve. Orels avoyde his realme

before the yende of Marche nexte comyng".75 The Essex Brenrwood assizes of August

tolbi-d., ro1.202.
?tlbid., fol. 197 verso.

]zMuriel St.Clare Byrne, ed., The Lisle Letters (Chicago, 1981), II,p.493.
?'Ibid.
TaBL Cotton Cleopatra, E iv, fol. 159 tLP Henry VIII. XII. i¡,741; Walter Rye, ed., Depositions

llll5, fol. 1414 [LP HenryVIII. XII. í,2981.
(Norwich, 1905), p. 20.
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1594 indicred'tù(/illiam Barbor for seditious words after he confessed to saying that

"Come wilbe dere and ther is one in the Tower that doth prophecye that wheate wilbe

ar sixreene shlllings a bushell shortely",76 The March Southwark assizes in Surrey

indicted George Barret in 1600 for pronouncing equally direcr prophecies. Barret

declared that "the Queene woutd be taken away", knowledge he acquired from a 300

year old prophecy, Barret revealed that

By that prophesie the Queene should live but three yeares and that this
was the '$(/hyte Somtner wherein should be rumors of warrs and noe warrs
come to passe, which was spoken of in the prophesye. After which
Sommer all these things are prophesied to come to purr".?7

Mutry prophecies used direct language and avoided the ambiguiry that treatise writers

often cited as a characteristic of non-scriptural prophecies. Even the occasional verse

prophecy lacked the obscuriry often referred to by commentators, For example, David

'$Øolfls description of Ireland made for the ambassador of Porrugal, John Borgia, included

a prophecy of the "heretics of England" that "He that will England win, let him in

I¡eland begin",?8 In 1588 the ambassador of Spain, Bemardino de Mendoza, repeated

for Charles V an old English prophetic rhyme "about the soldiers who are to dominate

England, coming with snow on the cÍests of their helmets",Te

Although many prophecies of the sixteenth century derived from the revelations

of prophets or the practices of diviners, other prophecies were popular exffacts of larger

prophecies from the medieval period. A popular example of the circulation of a short

prophetic saying was the widespread reference to the mole or moldwarp. Prophecies

?UASSI 3513612, m. 39 [J.s. cockburn, ed., Calendar of Assize Records: Essex Indictments
Elizabeth I (London, 1978), p.4Z7l.
77ASSI 3514217, rn. 27 [J.S. Cockburn, ed., Calendar of Assize Records: Surrev Indictments
Elizabeth I (
7u¡.M. Rigg,

, ed., Calendar of Letþrs,IV, p.215.
(l,ondon, 1926),II, p. 165
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concerning the mole derived from a prediction cired by literary scholars as the "Prophecy

of the Six Kings to Follow King John" or the "Prophecy of the Six Kings". As Rupert

Taylor explains this prophecy alluded to the identiry of the six kings following rhe reign

of King John symbolised by the Lamb of '\ù7'inchester, the Dragon, the Goat, the Lion (or

Boar), rhe Ass and the Mole.8o Taylor proposes that the "Prophecy of the Six Kings"

emerged from Geoffrey of Monmouth's Prophecies of Merlin.8l However, as Taylor

observes, the derivarion was not a direct transcription but a similar use of animal

syrnbols beyond which the rwo works have nothing in common.8z Caroline D. Eckhardt

in her edition of a fifreenth-century version of Geoffrey's Prophecies describes the

"Prophecy of the Six Kings" as an example of the "post-Historia tradttíon", works

obliquely derived from The Historv of the Kings of Britain,s3 T.M. Smallwood in his

article "The Prophecy of the Six Kings" notes that rhe prophecy was a popular saying

ascribed to Merlin that appeared in many texts.84 The "Prophecy of rhe Six Kings"

gained notoriery as a result of a belief rhat the prediction played an important role in the

Percy.Glendower uprising against Henry IV. During this period of unresr rebels

interpreted the six kings as Henry III, Edward the First, Edward II, Edward III, Richard

II, and lastly, Henry IV.85 As the mole, Henry IV was the king presaged to bring disaster

to England before a dragon, a wolf and a lion would drive him from the realm.86 Orrer

Merlini ol of Monmouth: A Fifteenth-
(Cambridge, 1982), p, 7 .

manuscript versions of the prophecy in English, French, Latin and \7elsh see Eckhardt,
The ProÞhetia Merlini, p. 7 n. 22 and T.M. Smallwood, "The Prophecy of the Six Kings",
Speculum, LX (1985), pp.57l-592.
STuylon, Th" Þoli.i.ui-Prooh..u, pp. 48-50. See also GrifÍiths, Earlv Varicination, p.201.
Smallwood, however, questions the involvement of the "Prophecy of the Six Kings" in this
controversy. Smallwood, "The Prophecy of the Six", p.589.592.
üÓT"ylor, The Polidcal Prophecv, p. 50.
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one hundred copies of the English prose version of the prophecy survive, including

revised prose versions in an English translation of The Brur and in tJ7illiam Caxton's

Chronicles of Engtand, atresdng to the populariry of the prophecy,si

The mole or sixth king was an evil figure destined to provoke havoc and

disruprion in the world, as Caxton's unflattering depiction demonstrated: "After this

lambe shall conre a moldewarpe cursed of god des mouthe a cayryfe a coward an hare he

shall have on Elderly skyne as a gote and vengeaunce shall fall doon hym for synne".88

During rhe turmoil of the 1530s religious reformation many people expressed their

objection to the changes by referring to Henry VIII as the mole. In 1533 an account of

Mistress Amadas' "ungracius Rehersalls" recorded that in her book of prophecies Henry

VIII was a moldwarp cursed by God.8e Thomas Skydmore revealed in 1535 that he

heard John Hale, vicar of Isleworth, repeat similar words that the king was the moldwarp

depicred in rhe Prophecies of Merlin.no Tho^"s Syson, abbot of Garadon, explained to

John Bower in L536 that in his book of prophecies the mole denoted Henry VIII, saying,

"who so er gevyth the molle is curyst of godds owne mouth for he roryth uppe the

churches [asl rhe molle rotyth uppe the mollehilles",el Other individuals suspected of

similarly interprering rhe idendry of the mole in the "Prophecy of the Six Kings"

inciuded Richard Bishop, the Exeter attorney John Bonnefant and the itinerant prophet

Richard Layr,am.ez Only \(zilfride Holme objected that Henry VIII was not the mole,

87S-a11*ood, *The Prophecy of the Six", pp. 572 n.8,579.
ssChronicles, sig. Dvii verso.
tnBL Cotton Cleopatra, E iv, fol. 99 tLP Henry VIII. VI, 9231.
noSP 1/192, fol. 39 [LP Henry VIII. VIII, 565].
ntSP 1/81, fol. 175 [LP Henry VIII. VI, Appendix 10]. The LP incorrectly states that this
document derived from 1533. Elton, Policv and Police, p. 71 n. 4; Jansen, Political Protest, p. 40
r.43.
"SP U120, fol. 102 verso [LP Henry VIII. XII. i, l2l2l; Frederick J. Furnivall, ed., Ballads from
Manuscripts (NewYork, 19ó8),1,p.476;SPll210,fo1.61 [LPHenryVIII.XXI. i,l0Z7].
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proposing instead that the lion, eagle or bear made better representations of the king,eJ

In rhe second half of the sixteenth century individuals reinterpreted the "Prophecy of

the Six Kings" in reference to Queen Elizabeth, The Spaniard Antonio De Guaras

reported in 1577 that the citizens of London were interpreting a 300.year old prophecy

"which some people think applies to this Queen, as she, like a mole, is burrowing in the

lands of her neighbours and is accursed by the mouth of God".e4

Another saying derived from Geoffrey of Monmouth's work was a predicrion

commonly cited as the prophecy that "Priests Should Bear Arms", Madeleine Hope

Dodds writes that the "Priests Should Bear Arms" prophecy evolved from a passage in

Geoffrey of Monmouth's Life of Merlin presaging thar,

Bishops will then bear arms, will then follow the military life, will set up
towers and walls on sacred ground and give to soldiers what should go to
the poor. They will be swept along by riches and follow the worldly path,
and take from God what their holy office forbids them to t"ke.e5

Dodds suggests that Henry VIII's break with the Catholic Church and attack on the

English clergy precipitated the revival of rhis prophecy that was also popular during the

conflict between Henry I's daughter Matilda and his nephew Stephen, count of Mortain.

In 1530 \üilliam Harlokke referred to a painted prophecy in his possession that he

thought forecast a "grette bateille of prests",eu Fi,o" years later Alexander Clavell

expounded a similar prediction that the priests would rebel against Henry VIII.eZ

Clavell's examiner Thomas Arundell discovered that rhe prophecy originated from an

old man named Payne who further stated that the priests would make a field and rule

9

9

n (Cardiff, I973),p. 89;
Dodds, "Political Prophecies", p. 27 6,
'usP 1/58,fol. 101 [LPHenryVIII.IV. äi,66521.
'tSp llgl, fol. 194 [Lp Henry VIII. VIII, 236].
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England for three days and nights.es Sharon Jansen proposes that these scattered

references ro an uprising of the clergy alluded to an exffact from "The Prophecies of

Rhymer, Bede, and Merlin" rhar appeared in manuscripts of the 1530s.en Th. verse form

of the prophecy declared that the

Holy Churche shall harnes hente
And three yeres stande on stere,
Mete and fught uppon a bente
Even as they seculer, *.r".too

The description of contemporary non-scriptural prophecies advanced by Henry

Howard and John Harvey reflected some of the characteristics of prophecy as it existed

in their communiry and, most importantly, extricated the literary genre of prophetic

sayings from other magical practices. Common features of non-sctiptural prophecies

included the use of attributions, notably to the prophet Merlin, and a prevalent obscuriry

created by animal, numerical, alphabetical and piccorial symbolism. The use of animals

as tepresentations of individuals was a parricularly widespread characterisric of such

prophecies often associated with the heraldic badges of the nobiliry. However, the link

between heraldry and the depiction of people as animals did not add significantly to the

consistent interpretation of prophecies. Several cornrnentators observed that only a

highly educated person could decipher the symbolism of non-scriptural prophecies, but

their ambiguiry enabled individuals to adapr selective passages from larger medieval

works as corrunentaries on events in their contemporary environment. Contrary to the

belief of Tudor comrnentators, however, the meaning of many prophecies was clear and

direct, significantly undermining the treatise writer's presentation of non.scriptural

nulbid., [o1. t94 verso.
tJu.r"r-r, Political Proresr, p. 68.
toolbid., pp.68,80.
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prophecy as a demonic phenomenon.

The mosc irnportant definition of prophecy during the sixteenth century

concemed the distinction between ffue and false predictions. For many corrunentators

the term prophecy applied only to biblical exegesis or the revelations of biblical prophets,

People commonly referred to other types of prophecy as "false" or "fantastical",

indicating their belief that these prophecies were spurious in nature and demonic in

origin. Prophecies circulating throughour Tudor sociery derived not only from

contemporary prophets and diviners, but also fron'r individuals and works of an earlier

period. Many individuals reinterpreted extracts from older prophecies to fit events

taking place around them but all non-scriptural prophecies, regardless of their origin,

displayed conìrnon characeristics that defined the phenomena, \Øhile some individuals

cited obscuriry as a defining feature of false predictions, others similady vilified direct

prophecies on the basis of their lack of biblical content or derivation. Although

sixteenth-centuy literary cornrnentators identified many prophets and diviners, few

separated them from the prophecies they produced, while the distinction was cornnon

among legislative and judicial authorities, Despite differences in their view of prophecy,

Tudor legal and literary communiries formed a powerful and persuasive opposition to

the phenomenon whose depiction of non-scriptural prophecy unjustly dominates

modern discussion of the copic,



PART TWO

THE ATTACK ON PROPHBCY

ttThose things that are above our reach, conseflre us not, therefore we ought not to
enter into the bowels &. secrets of the Lord . . . For to them that goe about, and
labour so buselye by speculations, by astronomie, astrologie, and the like curious
arts to judge of things to come, and thinke they can tell all things by the same' . . .

Christ our savior¡r saith, . . . It is not for you to lcrowe the times and seasons,
which the Lord God hath reserved to himselfe".

Philþ Stubbes, The Anatomie of Abuses (1583) as quoted by Carroll Camden, "Astrology in
Shakespeare's Day", Isis, XIX (1933), p. 35,
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C}IAPTER FOI,IR

Literary Opponents of Prophecy

Only two anti-prophetic works of rhe sixteenth century refer to prophecy in their

title. Most writers expressed anti-prophetic sentiments in treatises against astrology and

witchcraft, Non-scriptural prophecies commonly circulated independently of the

divinatory practices and the prophets that created or received them, yet literary

commentators did not so clearly separate prophecies from rheir source. 'Writers vilified

contempoÍary prophecies at their conception by using both theological and practical

arguments against a variery of divinatory methods for the creation of prophecy. The

most prominent form of divination under atrack was asrrology but writers denounced all

active means of producing prophecy alike, particularly those in which the individual

sought knowledge of the future rather rhan passively received inspiration from God.

The social disruption caused by rhe dissemination of popular astrological

prognostications prompted many commentators to produce their cracts, Theological

concerns motivaled some corrunentafors who believed that non-scriptural prophecies

were a vehicle of the devil, while several other writers were under suspicion from the

privy council and used rheir tracts as public declarations of their aversion to divinatory

practices. However, literary opposition to prophecy was silent in the fi¡st half of the

sixteenth century

As Bernard Capp notes in Astrology and the Popular Press: English Almanacs

1500-1800 the English hardly acknowledged debates raging on the continent about

prognostications concerning rhe conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter during the 1520s,1

tCuoo, Astroloey and che Popular, p. 19.
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Originating from an exffact about the consequences of the conjuncrion in Johann

Sroeffler's Ephernerides, a rumour quickly spread that a great flood of biblical

proportions would occur ín 1524.2 Controversy surrounded the legirimacy of the

prediction and the astrologers who promoted the forecast. Lynn Thorndike in The

Historv of Masic and Exoerimental Science observes that the conjunction turned

astrological practitioners against one another and encouraged discussion about the

validiry of ¡udicial astrology.3 In England equivalent debate did not occur until the

1560s following the publication of prognostications by continental asrrologers in

translation. The appearance of anti,prophetic publications in England closely followed

what Capp describes as the "revival of English asffology".4 The popularity of astrological

forecasts during the Elizaberhan period, concomitant with a resurgence of applied

mathematics and in particular astronomy, prompted attempts to curtail the pervasive

influence of almanacs and their prognostications, The development of the printing press

allowed the cheap dispersal of astrological knowledge, and ensured an increase in the

readership of forecasts, convincing writers of the need to alert people to the dangers of

divinatory practices, Although the popularity of astrological and other types of

prophecy brought the phenomenon to the forefront of sixteenth-cenrury intellectual

debate, anti-prophedc commentators wrote to persuade their readers that contemporary

prophecy was evil and false, The lack of works in defence of prophecy, besides

Christopher Heydon's publicarion in 1603 of A Defence of ludiciall Astrologie, further

exacerbated rhe bias of prophetic cofiìmentary as historical evidence. However, the

'Lyrr., Thorndike, A History of MaEic and Exps:rimental Science (New York, 1934-1941),Y , p
181.
3rbid., p.233.
oCuno, Astrologv and the Popular , p, 19
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wdter's perception of his audience revealed that prophecy was prevalent at all levels of

sixteenth.century society and appealed ro the noble and commoner alike,

'Writers who argued against the validity of non-scriptural prophecies wrote to

persuade and to convince their readership thar prophecy was wrorìg, rather than make

an accurate analysis of the phenomenon as it existed in their communiry, Many

cornmenrators wrote as reformed astrologers, diviners and prophesiers, atoning for their

involvement in illegal magical practices by writing virulent attacks on such phenomena

and emphasising the evil of divinarion through their own example. Others wrote from

theological concerns and highlighted the demonic nature of divinatory practices that

they believed put many people in danger of eternal damnation, Francis Coxe, Henry

Howard and John Harvey were adept in the prophetic arts, although they produced

works ostensibly against the phenomena. Coxe's A Short Treati Declarinpe the

\ùTickednesse of M

Curiouse Astrologie and Suche Lvke derived from his public confession in 1561 after the

privy council prosecuted him on a charge of sorcery, Camden describes Coxe as a

"quack doctoÍ", but Coxe referred to himself in this work as a pracritioner of the

divinatory sciences who hoped, through his example, to stop others from committing a

similar offence.5 Significanrly, the Dctiona¡y of National Biography describes Coxe's

work as a "grovelling and terror.stricken pamphlet".6 Evidently prosecution did not

deter Coxe from printing five years later a prognostication for 1566, in which he claimed

respectabilicy by describing himself as "Master F, Cox, Phisition".T

t 
"are's", 

p. 27; Coxe, A Short Treatise, sig. Aü verso.
6

7 ude for the Yeere of Our Lorde God. 156ó. Declaryng the
Chaunse, Full, & Ouarters of the Moone,
Eneland (London, 1565-1566) STC 431.7

with orher. Accustomable Matters. Servins all
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Henry Howard was aware of prophecies from a young age, and had been

colle*ing material for his A Defensative Against the Poyson of Supposed Prophesies

since he was fifteen years old, Howard asserted that he maintained "a mortall mallice

againsr prophecies" and had "alwayes conceyved them to be the froth of follie, the

scuflrne of pride, the shipwracke of honour".8 However, while Howard stared that he

hated both painted pamphlets and astrology, two contemporary works depicted him as

an astrological adept, In 1593 Augur Ferrier dedicated his Learned Astronomicall

Dscourse, of the Iudgement of Nativities to Howard, while in The Honour of the Garter

George Peele desc¡ibed Howard's possession of

That admirable mathematic skill
Familiar with the stars and zodiac,
To whom the heaven lies open as her book.e

The privy council arrested Howard on several occasions during the sixreenth century.

In writing A Defensative Howard hoped to avert suspicion and to prove his dislike of all

rypes of prophecy.l0 Howard collected arguments against non-scriptural prophecies and,

as he asserted, marshalled them for his o*n defence.ll In "Elizabethan Almanacs and

Prognostications" Carroll Camden concludes of Howard that his opinions were not

"rypical of the times", citing as evidence a note in the Dctionarv of National Biography

describing Howard as a man lacking in principle.t' This scepticism is equally applicable

to the validity of A Defensative as a reflection of coflìlnon attitudes to prophecy in the

sixteenth century,

8Ho*u.d, A Defensative, sig. Kki.
9\̂-amden, 'Astrology in Shakespeare's", p. 53
loHo*u.d, A Defensative sig. flü verso.

îtü.
"Elizabethan Almanacs", p. 198.
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The false predictions of astrologers concerning the conjunctions of Saturn and

Jupiter in 1588 in particular prompted John Harvey to write A Dscoursive Probleme

Concerning Prophesies. Harvey aimed to differentiate clearly between the legitimate

and illegitimate practices of astrologers and stated thar his purpose was not

to confute, oÍ any way disaliow any laudable practise, or profitable
exercise of any lawfull and warrantable Art, learnedly and honestly
proceeding to a provident fore-sight, or fore-knowledge of future things
and events, inquirable by legrtimate skill, or otherwise searchable by
assured e*perience.13

Harvey explained that legitimare fore.knowledge included only predictions from "the

consequence of Naturall or Morall effects, by deepe and due consideration of the

antecedent causes, or apparent signes, either Naturall or Morall".t4 Ho*"rr"r, in "The

Astrological Prognostications of 1583; Bibliographical Notes" René Pruvost observes

that Harvey's condemnation of the prognostications for the 1580s "makes rather

entertaining reading", for both Harvey and his brother Richard published several

prognosrications in the years b"for".l5 John Harvey even declared in his discourse of

1588 that "I cannot sufficiently marvell what mooved so famous learned men . , , to

ascribe, or attribute so exceeding much unto that sil1y Conjunction".l6 Richard Harvey

was one such learned man who predicted disasrrous events resulting from the

conjuncrion of 1583, John Harvey not only supported his brorher's work in An

Asrrologicall Addition, or Supplement ro be Annexed to che Late Dscourse Upon the

Great Coniunction of Satume, and lupiter, but he also printed prognostications like that

of 1583 entitled Leepe Yeere, A Compendious Prognostication for the veere of our Lorde

sig.L2 verso.

Astrological Prognostications of 1583¡ Bibliographicat Notes", The
Librarv, Fourth Series, XIV (1934), p. 105
tuHurrr"y, A Discoursive, sig. P3 verso.
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God. M.D. LXXXIII.1i The reason for John Harvey's transformation from a man

proficient in astrological practices to an opponent of astral forecasts is unknown, The

value of A Dscoursive as a representation of contemporary views of prophecy is

therefore uncertain.

For orher anti-prophetic authors theological concerns motivated them to write.

\(/illiam Covell was a University of Cambridge graduate, vicar of Sittingboume and

Leaveland in Kent and sub.dean of Lincoln who in 1612 received the benefice of All

Saints in Hungate.ls Similarly, John Chamber was a well known ecclesiastic, canon of

\Øindsor and teacher at the University of Oxford,le Religious objections to the

phenomenon also prompted the work of writers on the periphery of the literary attack on

prophecy. Leland L. Estes in "Reginald Scor and his Dscoverie of Witchcraft: Religion

and Science in the Opposition to the Europeanlü7itch Craze" describes Reginald Scot,

for example, as a "deepiy religious man" whose opposition to witchcraft derived from a

theological ,our.",'o Although modem cofirmentators canno[ subsrandate that Scot was

a Puritan, his work demonstrated that he was anti.clericai, anti.papal and generally

critical of the Elizabethan church.2l Other works that reflected a Protestant world view

included Henry Holland's A Tre a tise Against'Wi tchcraft,22

llohn Harvey, An Asrrological Addition, or Supplement to be Annexed to the Late Discourse
ljpon the Geat Conìunction of Saturne, and Tupiter (l,ondon, 1583) STC 12907; John Harvey,
Lcepç Yeere. A Compendious Prognostication for the yeere of our Lorde God. M.D. LXXXIII

Star-Crossed Renaissance: The Ouarrel Abour Astrolosv and Its
Ir-rfluence In Eneland (Durham, l94l),p.126.
zol"lurrd L. Esrcs, "Reginald Scot and his Discoverie of Witchcraltr Religion and Science in rhe
Opposition to the European'!7itch Ctaz.e", in Brian P. Levack, ed., Articles on'Witchcraft,

(New York, 1992),
IV, p. 176.

"lbid., pp.176.177,
t'tbid.; 

p', fl1.
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In the treatises of '\ü(¿illiam Fulke and 'l7i11iam Perkins theological concerns

merged wirh a desire to overcome past experience with divinatory practices, Sanford V.

Larkey in "Astrology and Politics in the First Years of Elizabeth's Reign" observes that

'\7i11iam Fulke wÍote Antiprognosticon when he was only Z?-years old and a graduate of

the Universiry of Cambridge.23 Larkey proposes that Fulke's purpose in wriring

Anriprognosticon was to impede the dissemination of predictions harmful to Protestant

belief.za Possibly Fulke's guilt about adhering to astrological pra*ices in the pasr

encouraged his theological aims. As Fulke stated,

If I hadde not beere my selfe seduced by suche a vayne credyte rhar I gave
to the wryh/ngs of Astrologians, I would never beleeve, that any manne
endewed with common sence and reasone, shoulde have respecte to
casrynge of Nativityes, or Fortune te11.,rnges.25

In The Star-Crossed Renaissance: The About Astrolow and its Influence in

England Don Cameron Allen notes that Richard Harvey also listed Fulke as an

asrologer, and that Fulke produced prognostications for 1561 and 1563 following the

publication of Anriprognosticon in 1560,26 Allen explains the apparenr incongruiry of a

man who wÍote a treatise against astrology while at the same time practised rhe art by

stating that Fulke objecred only to judicial astrology,2T However, Allen's conclusion

does not accommodate Fulke's authorship of prognostications or his explanation that

"our purpose is (to speake it at one breathe) utterly to overthrowe the science of

astrologie".zs Similady, James Hitchcock in "George Gfford and Puritan \Øitch Beliefs"

describes'\ù(¡illiam Perkins, who taught theology at the Universiry of Cambridge, as "one

23Surrford V. Larkey, "Astrology and Politics in the First Years of Elizabeth's Reign", Bulletin of
the Institute of the of III, no. 3 (1935) , p. 17 4.

, p. 183

], AntiproEnosticon, sig. Dvii vetso.
The Star-Crossed Renaissance, p. 106.

'7rbtd.
'uF ¡..,1k"1, Antiprognosticon, sig. Diü.
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of the gïearest Puriran theologians",2e Interestingly, in Abel Redevivus T. Fuller asserted

that as a graduate Perkins

was much addicted to the study of naturall Magicke, diggtttg so deepe, in
natures mine, to know the hidden causes and sacred quallities of things,
that some conceive that he bordered on Hell it selfe in his curiosity,
Beginning to be a practitioner in that black Art, the blacknesse did not
affright him but name of Art lured him to admit hirnselfe as student
rhereof,3o

The desire to expiate previous involvement with illegal divinatory practices and religious

zeal were powerful motivating facrors that prompted many authors to produce polemical

ffacts against non.scriptural prophecy. In several works the content was almost of

secondary importance compared to the author's reason for writing. However, the bias

and lack of originaliry evident in treatises against prophecy did not deter from their

influence on members of parliament and served ro justify the Tudor legislative attack on

non- scriptural prophecie s.

As Carroll Carnden asserts in "Astrology in Shakespeare's Day", the main

objections ro astrology during the sixteenth century were theological,3l Although

Camden discusses astrology in particular, Elizabethan writers used similar religious

arguments against all forms of prophecy and divination. However, the style of

theological discourse on non-scriptural prophecy was not new and closely followed

arguments previously ourlined during the patrisric and medieval period in the work of

leading religious thinkers like St. Auguscine and Thomas Aquinas. In the Cirv of God

Augustine outlined an enduring approach to the nature of rhe prophetic spirir

prominent until the thirteenth century. Augustine characterised all predictions of pagan

2e¡urrr", Hitchcock, "George Gf{ord and Puritan\ùøitch Beliefs", in Brian P. I-evack, ed., Articles

(New York, 1992),IV, p. 222.

'oA11".r, The Star-Crossed Renaissance, p. 116.
3lCu*d"rr, "Astrology in Shakespe are's", p,26,
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authoriry as demonic except those of the Sibylline oracles. Of pagan philosophy

Augustine wrote, "Such teaching gets no hearing from that vast multitude whom Christ

came to set free from the domination of the demons".32 However, the Sibyls prophesied

che coming of Christ, and so Augustine described them as "counted among those who

belong ro rhe City of God",33 Augusrine believed in the divine origin of Sibylline

inspiration because the Sibyls prophesied accurately, Demons, asserted Augustine, "are

often deceived, while the angels aÍe never deceived".34 Ho*",u.r, Augustine did not

deny that demonic angels sometimes prophesied correctly, although their insight did not

originare wholly from the divine.

Augustine's hierarchical inrerpretation of the cosmos influenced later ideas

about the transmission of prophetic insight and explained demonic abiliry to prophesy,

According to Augustine's great chain of being a demonic or "bad angel", although

morally evil, occupied a higher spiritual plane than a morally good human being, Thus

demons possessed greater knowledge than humans and could prophesy more accurately

but remained ignorant of rruth, Later in Summa Theologiae Aquinas disagreed with

Augustine and argued that the divine may choose to express an element of truth

through the demonic because "God uses even the wicked for the benefir of the good".35

'\ùU'here Augustine upheld the notion that those who did not follow God mostly

prophesied falsely, Aquinas believed that any individual could receive direct revelarion

frorn the divine. Both of these early Christian thinkers asserted that the only true

prophecies derived unsought through the inspiration of God. Sometimes predictions

32St A,rg.rrtine, Concerning the Citv of God Against the Pagans (Harmondsworth, 1976), p.
4t1,
"lbid., p.790.
'tb!d., p.368.
"St Thorrrus Aquinas, Summa Theolosiae (London, 19?0), ZaZae,l72,art6.
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made with the aid of demonic forces were corïect but only because demonic agents were

able, as a consequence of their greater knowledge, to make better informed guesses. In

the sixteenrh century writers repeated arguments derived from both Augustine and

Aquinas, bur most upheld an Augustinian view of prophecy depicring all non.scriptural

prophecy as demonic and false. Most commentators denied that the secular prophet was

a vehicie for prophetic truth, However, writers also argued that direct revelation from

Godno longer occurred.

Sixteenth.century writers against prophecy commonly argued that lhe ability to

see into rhe future belonged to God alone,36 In tomie of A published in

1583, Philip Stubbes maintained that

Those things that are above our reach, conseÍne us not' therefore we
ought not to enter into the bowels ô¡. secrets of the Lord . . . For to them
that goe about, and labour so buselye by speculations, by asttonomie,
astroiogie, and the like curious arts to judge of things to come, and thinke
they can tell all things by the same, . . , Christ our saviour sairh, . ' . It is
not for you to knowe the times and seasons, which the Lord God hath
reserved to himselfe.3T

As John Harvey observed, acknowledgment that prophecy was a privilege of the divine

was evident in the classical writings of Greek historian Thucydides who wrote that,

"directly, or certainly to fortell future haps, or conlingent casualties, is the propertie of a

God, not the qualitie of a man".3u H"rrr"y further elucidated the nature of prophecy and

described the phenomenon as "heavenly essence", a "supernatural" spirit that only the

divine could use or understand,'n I., 1595 \Øilliam Covell, citing the opinions of "Basill,

Chrysostome, Nazianzen, Theodoret, Austin, Ambrose, Lactantius, Eusebius, Hierome"

3óCu-d"rr, "Astrology in Shakespeare's", p, 35
37As quoted by Camden, ibid,
'uHuru"y, A Discoursive, ,ig. F3 verso.

'nIbid.
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and the classical authors "Plato, Aristotle, Hipocrates and Celsus", concluded that

people were unable to "sound the secrets of heaven" and presage future events,40

Several writers observed that non.scriptural prophecies turned people away from

the divine. Henry Howard maintained that diviners opposed God because they claimed

like powers. Howard wrote of such individuals, "they clappe a lawfull marke uppon a

lawlesse prise",41 False prophets, by asserting that they could access the secrets of

heaven, replaced the need for spiritual guidance. Howard argued that the need to seek

prophetic knowledge revealed a deep distrust of God and lack of faith.a2 \7i11iam Covell

similarly condemned individuals who governed all their actions by the stars and the

advice of astrologers "preferring rheir Prognostications before Gods promises".43 As John

Harvey observed, the charactedstics of non-scriptural prophecies also indicated their

ungodly nature for they were without the appearance of "christian inclination,

agïeement, uniformitie, constancie, or any other vertuous qualitie",44 In comparison the

divine nature of biblical prophecies overshadowed the base fantasies of forecasts derived

from the practitioners of divinatory sciences.

Dvinatory practices that relied for success on the nolion of determinism and

humanity's lack of free will were parricularly dangerous because they supplanted God,

Inherent in rhe philosophy of the diviner was the idea that individuals acted without

choice, maintaining the fixity of and allowing insight into the future. Anti-prophetic

commentators argued that astrologers believed the stars governed all human action,

ptompting many writers to contend that this belief denied the necessiry of God. In A

{C[ovell], Polimanteia, sigs. M2-M2 verso.
4lHo*urd, A Defensative, sig. Bbüi verso.
a'Ibid., sigs. Büi-Biii verso.
a3C[orr.11], Polimanteia, sig. G4 verso.
#Hurrr"y, A Discoursive, sig. F3.
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Treatise Againsr Judiciail Astrologie John Chamber exclaimed that if the stars

influenced all aspects of human life then "God may have an everlasting playing day, and

let the world *ag",45 tlltimarely, the diviner undermined the imporrance of God in the

daily life of individuals. Christian theologians and philosophers, believing that the spirit

of prophecy ended when Christ entered the world, therefore sought to explain away Lhe

pÍesence of contemporary prophets by arguing that their prophecies derived from Satan.

Many cornrnenrarors questioned the reliabliity of knowledge gained from

divinarory attemprs to see into the future. Howard noted that God's knowledge of the

world was beyond human comprehension.46 Individual attempts to grasp at an

understanding of the future, divine in origin, was therefore pointless. In his ffealise on

wirchcraft Reginald Scot similarly denied the validiry of any prophetic enterprise

undertaken by individuais because "prophesie is the grft of God, and no worldlie

thing",47 To illustrate his point Scot contrasted the wisewoman Mother Bungie's

arremprs ro find lost trinkers and animals with the prophetic abilities of biblical

characters like Samuel and Elizaeus, God was unlikely to bestow so great a gifr as

prophecy on Mother Bungie,as Scot deplored the impudence of people who aspired to

gain knowledge given in the past by God to a select group of faithful and argued that

prophecy had ceased "and. counterfeits and couseners are come in their places",4e As

Leland L. Estes observes, Scot avoided the problem of separating divine from demonic

predictions by denying the validiry of all contemporary proph..y.so

45Churr,b"r, A Treatise Aeainst Tudiciall ,pp.3-4.6Ho*urd, A Defensative, sig. Bü verso.
4?Scot, Discoverie, p. 158.
*lbid., p. t59.
anlbid.
soErt"r, "Reginald Scot", p. 181.
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John Harvey expressed equal incredulity at the presumption of those

assumed the ability co prophesy when he compared biblical prophets to contemporary

"prophets", Harvey asked,

Can we remember how the words Prophesie and Prophets are taken
amongst learned men; or how they are used in the scripture, and not
wirhall consider, and perceive that there ís no such extraordinarie, or
miraculous gift to be expected in any man, woman, or childe at these
daies751

In biblical texts God favoured some prophets over others, but all "heathen prophets were

eveffnore knowne and said to be mad and foo1ish".5z Scor and Harvey believed that

individuals could not seek true prophecy because it derived unsought from God. Otly

the divine could bestow the gift of fore-knowledge on an individual through direct

inspirarion. As Scot argued, people could not see into the future at will.

No sixteenth-century commentator questioned the validity of biblical prophecy,

but several argued thar God no longer used prophecy to communicate with humanity.

Dvine prophecy had ceased, and contemporary prophecy was therefore demonic in

origin. 'Writers willingly acknowledged Satan's ralent for deception and asserted that

rhose who sought fore-knowledge succumbed to a diabolical desire to imitare God, As

Howard noted, "the devill will not cease to egge us in the wonted manner, to search of

mysteries unsearchable, an<J, making bolde comparisons with the almightie",53 Although

prophetic knowledge belonged only to God, most corrìrnentators followed St. Augustine

in affirming that the power of demonic agents to guess at future events exceeded that of

mankind. Howard explained that,

neyther Sathan nor his angels understande . . . what shall come to passe,

or know more than is in woorking at that present when they spake,

51 slg. f¿.
52

53 ñ,,,
, slg. D111.
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though men by frailry and shallownesse of sence, be not so well able as

they lby their subtiltyl) to sounde che bottome of concealed misteries.s4

In their assessment of the skill and influence of demons many lale sixteenth-century

writers, like Chamber, admitted that astrologers and others who professed prophetic

abilities somecimes prophesied correctly.55 Harvey believed that the devil's occasional

rrurhful prediction allowed him to "insinnuate" himself into the lives of gullable and

unwary individuals.s6 The idea that the devil inspired non-scriptural prophecy was a

coÍìlnon argument against che phenomenon. As Carroll Camden notes, treatises againsr

judicial asrrology in parricular argued thar the practice involved the manipulation of

demonic porv"r,tZ

A major objection to non.scriptural prophecies derived from rhe belief thar the

devil was involved in their production, Always waiting to delude the unwary, demonic

agents worked on the natural desire of individuals to seek knowledge of rhe unknown to

win over individuals in the constant struggle berween good and evil. In A Treatise

Asainst '\ùTitchcraft Henry Holland declared that two kingdoms co-existed and

competedin the worldfor commandof human souls:

The Scriptures of God . . , in sundrie places, doe mosl evidently teach us,

that there are two spirituall kingdomes in this world, which have
continual hatred &. bloody wars, without hope of truce for ever The Lord
and king of the one, is our Lord Jesus, the tyrannical usurper of the other,
is Sathan. Again, this also we are as clearely taught, that all men living
wichout exception, are eyther true subjects of rhe one, or slaves unto the

'58o[ner.

Concernins that Sinne. are Brieflv Answered: Sathanicall Ooeration in the rVitchcraft of all
Times is Trulv Proovedr The Moste Precious Preservatives Asainst such Evils are Shewed:
Verv Needful to be Knowen of all Men. but Chieflv of the Mesters and Fatl'rers of Fam.i.lies. rhat
thev mav Learn the Best Meanes to Purse their Houses of all llnclean Soirits. and l7iselv to
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Protestant writers argued that prophecies and miracles no longer occurred and that any

appearance of such phenomena was a deceprion created by Satan,5e The devil, uryote

Coxe, "goeth abour lyke a roring Lion, seking whom he may devour".60 Henry Howard

compared the allures and baits of Satan to the "lippes of a strumpet, and the wine of

court . . . which hath a mild tast at the first, but afterward a tange and bitesth like an

Adder".61 In describing the devil's use of prophecy as a method of influencing people,

the most corÌrnon literary motif was that of the "swete and delicious poyson",62

Prophecy, while offering esoteric knowledge, turned people away from God and, as Coxe

observed, "sweete meats hathe sower sauce, so is this sweetnes tempered, with an

everlastinge bitternes or ga11".63

Finally, anti.prophetic commentators appealed to the absolute authoriry of

Scripture for an unequivocal statement against rhe validiry of contemporary prophecy,

In 1561 Coxe pleaded with his compatriots to "flee frome these mooste wicked and

damnable sciences of divination, manifestly prohibited, by the sacred Scriptures and

eternall woorde of God",ó4 Coxe supported his waming with several biblical passages

often repeated in anti-prophetic tracts. Leviticus decreed that, "if a man or woman have

a spirite of divination or sothsaying in them¡ they shall dye the death, they shall stone

them to deathe, rheir bloudde shalbe upon them".ó5 Other biblical statements against

Ayqidq th" Dteu{ftlllmpieties and Greate Daungers Which Come by Such Abhominations
(^Cambridge, 1590) STC 13590, sig.42.
"Sydn"y Anglo, "Evident Authority and Authoritative Evide e: The Malleus Maleficarum" in
Brian P. Levack, ed., Articles on Witchcraft. Maøic and Demonolosv: A Twelve Volume

(New York, 1992),IV, p. 9
sig. Aüii.
sig. Ggüi.

sig. Av verso.

ului¿.
uorbid.,
u5Ibid., sig. Bv

sig. Av
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divination derived from the Old Testament books of Isaiah, Jeremiah and

Deureronomy.66 However, individual interpretation of scriptural passages often led to

their citation in arguments for and against divination. Astrologers maintained that

Moses himself was a practitioner of their art. The book of Acts described Moses as

"skilfull in all the knowledge of rhe Egyptians".67 Thus astrologers believed rhat the

Bible confirmed the validity of thei¡ profession. Howard disputed this suggestion,

however, and asserted that the Bible provided no evidence that the heavens were a

source of knowledge about the furure.68 \Øilliam Covell agreed and argued that the

passage declaring Moses' knowledge of Egyprian practices denoted only lawful arts.óe

Beyond theological objecrions to prophecy writers used logical and practical

arguments in their derogation of the phenomenon. During the sixteenth century the

literary attack on judicial astrology overwhelmed the debare about prophecy, although in

many instances secular objections to astral fore.knowledge were also applied to

prophecies created by other means. In "Astrology: Arguments Pro and Contra" A.A.

Long observes that the controversy about the legitimacy of astrology developed in the

second century BC in the work of astronomer Claudius Ptolemy and later writers like

Marcus Tullius Cicero.zo The claims of astrology rested on the principle that because

the effects of the sun on the earth were obvious, other planets and stars must also

influence life on earth. This view of the world remained influential until the work of

early modem thinkers like Copernicus, Kepier and Galileo seriously challenged the

6óIsaiah XXX, Jeremiah X and Deuteronomy XVIII, ibid., sigs. Bv verso-Bvi; Fulke also referred
.8.

ntra", in Jonathan Barnes, et a1., eds., Science
and Soeculation: Studies in Hellenistic Theory and Practice (Cambridge, 1982), pp. 165 -L66.
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notion of a geocentric universe. Tudor writers borrowed extensively from the debates of

anriquiry. As Don Cameron Allen remarks of sixteenth-century treatises against

astrology, the arguments of previous thinkers "are repeatedadnmtsedrni the illustrations

ar-rd the wording are sometimes new, but the basic arguments are ever the sam"",71 The

most popular objection to astrology was that asffologers believed the heavens

determined all aspects of human life. Henry Howard noted that the practice of asrrology

often obscured the true causes of events, as "often times the proper and true causes

lurke, when the false and counterfeyte appeare more bright and evident in outward

showe",7z Llltimately, astrological determinism called into question the purpose of all

prophecy. If, as the astrologers asserted, the stars determined the conditions of a

person's life at birth and an individual could not overcome the circumstances of their

life, what was the use of being forewamed through prophecy? John Chamber declared of

astrologers and their forecasts:

if their predictions or prognostications be true, then they are of necessilie,
and if of necessitie they cannot be avoided, and if they cannol bee

avoyded, they are knowne in vaine: for to what end should we know
things so before, if wee cannot prevent and avoide them?73

To educated opponenrs of astrology the world of the astrologer was atheistic and

predetermined,

On the continent some scholars questioned the nature of the universe and the

Ptolemaic explanation of planetary relationships. Some thinkers observed that the

movement of the heavenly bodies did not conform to that expected in a geocentric

nt,
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universe and were acutely aware of the gaps in astronomical understanding,Ta In

England, however, astronomy was an accepted science and opponents denounced only

the prophetic branch of astrology. '\Tilliam Fulke's view of astrology was unusual,

Commenting of rhe aim of his Antiprognosticon Fulke declared his purpose was "utterly

to overthrow rhis tower of Asrrolo W",7t Fulke was sceptical of all astrology and

preferred to seek natural and "scientific" explanarions for events. Comparing astronomy

and astrology, Fulke asserted that while the frrst was a science based on true and

demonsrable precepts, the basis of the second was fatally fla*ed.i6 Fulke queried how

astrologers determined the constitution and effect of planets, \lØhy did asffologers, asked

Fulke, attribute to Satum earthly characteristics when it was the farthest planet from the

earth?77 Fdke proposed that the sun and the moon were more important as they were

closesr to the earth and sustained life on the planet; "wherof the Sonne ruleth heate, &.

the Moon moistness, all lyfe is preserved and nourished".78 The time it took for the

effects of the planets to reach the earth, given the extraordinary distances between the

spheres, was also a problem for astrologers. Henry Howard also questioned the

asffologer's lack of asffonomical knowledge.Tn Cornpuring an astrologer to a carpenter,

Howard reasoned that,

the carpenter can judge of the strength and season of the nmber,
wherewith he resolves to builde, but Astrologers neither understand the
properries of all those Planets, which they take upon them to knowe best,
nor of a world of Starres beside, which because they can not marshall in
their arte, they give over and set oul for ciphers,sO

h{einrich Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim, Henrie Cornelius Agrippa, of the Vanitie and
Uncertaintie of Artes and Sciences, Englished bvJa. San. Gent. (London, 1569) STC 204, sigs.

Mi.Müi verso.

uolbid., sig. R2 verso.
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Considerations of this sort discredited the asffological assertion that planetary

conjunctions shaped human lives.

Most cricics, however, attacked the basic tenets of astrology only where they

impinged on the creation of prognostications. Francis Coxe described the precepts of

judicial astrology as "meare fables, and toyes" without truth.8l Similady, Howard

proposed that astrologers, finding their skills could not give them foresight, employed

deception and chance to disguise the inadequacies of their art,82 Cridcs often disputed

the validiry of the astrologer's use of analogy and argued that the use of experience as a

method of calculating the significance of astral movements was fal1ible. Opponents of

judicial astrology objected that the correlation of an event with a parlicular astral

position or occurrence, such as the sighting of a comet, did not reveal its true cause,

Astrologers were often highly selective in their citation of events that coincided wirh

parricular asrrological signs, \Øilliam Fulke noted the impossibiiity of an astrologer

observing all the events that took place at any given moment when recording the

significance of an astral arrangement. Fulke argued that even the diligent astrologer

must acknowledge that "those thynges whyche chaunce or come to passe bee infinite,

rhat is innumerable to mer1", many of them contrary to astrological theory,83

Commentators depicted this methodology as one caiculated to delude the less educated

person. Howard vividly illustrated how the simple person may mistake coincidence for

the cause of an event:

It chaunceth sometimes to thunder about that time and season of the
yeare, when Swannes hatch theyr young: and yet no doubt it is a

paradoxe of simple men to thinke, that a Swanne can not hatch withour
a cracke of thunder,sa
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For many critics of astrology the use of analogy in the accumuiarion of astrological

knowledge was insubstantial and did little to elucidate the nature of the relationship

between the stars and mankind,

One of the most popular objections ro judicial astrology derived from the

independen[ fortunes experienced by rwins,85 'Writers opposed to lhe casting of

horoscopes cited twins as a prime example of rwo people born at the same time who,

contrary to astrological theory, often experienced different lirres,86 John Chamber noted

that the lives and personalities of many twins differed vastly from each other.87 In other

examples Siamese twins died at different times, while others were born with one child

alive and the other dead despite their cofirnon nativity.ss Astrologers retorted that the

planets and stars moved so quickly that the position of the heavens altered significantly

between the birth of one twin to the arrival of' the other, In response to this defence

Chamber contended, "for the same reason we must thinke, that no one man is wholy

borne under the same constellation, for he commeth not all way at once, but peece-

meale, part after part",8e Chamber concluded that the time of birth was an inaccurate

means of determining individual fortune, Debate about the problems of calculating a

nativity, in which astrologers declared that the singulariry of the time and place of birth

maintained the individuality of horoscopes, revealed another ancient conÍoveÍsy.

Henry Howard maintained that the time of conception was more significant than birth

because at conception the soul entered the body, the main determinant of individual

personaliry and charact.r.no Ho*ard proposed thar the reason why astrologers ignored
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the time of conception in their calculations was because they found it difficult to

determine the precise mornent when a mother conceived her child.el Astrologers relied

incorrectly on the time of birth to cast a horoscope and rhe resultant forecasls were

therefore inaccurate and false. The majoriry of writers who opposed the validity of non'

scriptural prophecy addressed their criticisms to the forecasts of astrologers' attesring to

che popularity of astrology at all levels of sixteenth-century sociery. Some critics used

complex and detailed arguments against prophecy drawn f¡om classical philosophers and

the work of church fathers like Augustine and Aquinas, The sophistication of the

evidence used by Henry Howard, John Harvey and John Chamber revealed that they

directed their arguments towards an educated audience,

Other anti.prophetic discussion was straight forward and included obvious and

accessible objections intended to lead the less learned reader from what critics perceived

as a demonic world of magic into a Godly environment founded on the observable

causes and effects of nature, '\ü(/riters asserted that contemporary prophets were liars

who sought to swindle and delude the believer in God. Howard argued that the false

prophets "cogge and lye, pretending what is probable by mans conjecture but not

conceiving what is certaine in Gods providence",e2 The leamed communiry vigorously

attacked the prophecies of astrologers in parricular because they were often incorrecl.

The occasional fulfilment of such prophecies served merely to reveal the demonic

inspiration of the prophet. The inaccuracy of the prophecies of astrologers was obvious

to everyone and openly substantiated by Nicholas Allen's The Astronomers Game for

Three '\ühecstones. Plaved bv

"Ibid.92rr , r
lÛrct., slg. Lrg¿ verso.

Masters of Art and a Doctor and'\ùlilliam Perkins'
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Foure C'reat Lvers. Strivins \(/ho Shall \íin the Silver \?'hetstone,e3 Drawing on similar

works by continental writers Pico della Mirandola and Sixtus van Hemminga, A1len and

Perkins compared the forecasts of several astrologers and noted their discrepancies.e4

John Chamber encapsulated the point when he asserted that the falsity of astral

predictions "can no way better appeare than by comparing of diverse Almanacs together,

where you may see, if you will see, the exceeding folly of both parts, as well of them in

writing, as others in beleeving".e5

The controversy about the inaccuracy of published forecasts for 1583 and 1588

demonsrrared rhat criticism of ¡udicial astrology came from within and without the

astrological community. Sarah Dodson maintains in her article "Holinshed's Sources for

the Prognostications about the years 1583 and 1588" thar speculation concerning the

conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in the 1580s began with Richard Harvey's An

and Notable of the

Planets. Saturn &. Iuoiter.'\7hich Haooen the 18 dav of Aoril. 1583 and Sheltoo a

Geverin's Of rhe Ende of this'Worlde, and the Seconde Commins of Christ.e6 Geverin,

whose work Thomas Rogers translated and published in London ít 1577, predicted

calamity surrounding the years 1588 and 1593 in particular and generally for the decade

beginning in 1583.e? Richard Harvey, however, gave a specific date of 28 April 1583 for

the conjunction of the planets and the disastrous events that were to follow. Carroll

n'Ni.holu, A1len, The Astronomers Game for Three W'hetstones, Plaved bv Two Masters of Art
and a Doctor (l.ondon, 1569) STC 361.3; William Perkins, Foure Great Lyers, Strivins'Who
Shall Vin the Silver 'lV-hetstone (London, 1585) STC 19771.7; Allen, The Star-Crossed

pp.117-118.
,p,39,

96Su.uh Dodson, "Holinshed's Sources for the Prognoscications about the Years 1583 and 1588",
Isis, XXXV\I (1947-1948), p.60. The second edition of Richard Harvey's discourse was

in 1583, the fìrst edition no longer exisls.
.60,62.

published
Þtrbid., 

oo
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Camden notes that several Elizabethan works concemed with the conjunction gave

different dates for the event.eu Murly writers took exception to the erroneous forecasts of

astrologers particularly when events predicted for the year 1583 did not occur. Raphael

Holinshed observed in his Chronicles of Eneland rhat following the lack of disastrous

events in 1583 "people fell to their former securitie, and condemned the discourser of

exrreme madnesse and follie".tt Th" failure of the prognostications of 1583 and 1588

produced harsh criticism of astrologers and Richard Harvey in particular. At the turn of

the century John Chamber proposed that astrologers should have the number 88

b,randed on their forehead as a constant reminder of their failure and the inconsistency

of their art.loo

Astrological and prophetic satire also highlighted the deficiencies of non-

scriptural forecasts. In "Some English Mock.Prognostications" F.P, 'Wilson cites the

fool's prophecy of Shakespeare's King Lear, Sir 'lù(/alter Raleigh's "On the Cards and

Dce", the cobbler's song in The Cobbler of Canterburv and Nicholas Breton's Pasquil's

Pass, and Passeth Not as examples of sixteenth-century mock prophecy,lot Pri.rt"r,

produced several satirical prognostications during the period aimed at the less learned

reader, the firsr A Mery Pronosticacion printed in 1544.102 In 1591 rwo more pamphlets

appeared written by Adam Foulweather and by Simon Smellknave,to' I., A \Øonderfull

98Cu-d".r, "Elizabethan Almanacs", pp, 194-200; for information about Robert Tanner's A
Prosnosticall Tudsement of the Two Planets. Saturne and Tuoiter. Vhich Shall
Happen the 28. Dav of Aprill.1583. The Fruit of a Godlv Minde, Warnins us to be Mindfull of
the Sodaine Comming of Our l,ord and Saviour Christ to Tudgement: A Comfortable and Most
Necessarv Discourse. for these Miserable and Dangerous Daves (London, 1583) see Pruvost,

p.62.
amber, A Treatise Aeainst Tudiciall,p,43,
arions", The Librarv, Fourth Series, XIX (1939),

p.8.
lo2rbid., p. 12.
to'Ibid., pp.22-23,
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Fouleweather predicted among other rhings that an eclipse would cause people to lose

their hair and increase the number of fleas and monstrous births.lo4 Many other anti-

propheric statements acknowledging the inaccuracy of prophets appeared scattered in

larger works and compilations. More, for example, composed the following epigram

mocking rhe falsity of the astrologer's predictions:

The crowd proclaims thee wondrous wise,
If out of all tþ prophecies
One only proveth true,
Be, Fabianus, always wrong,
Then will I join the gaping throng,
And call thee prophet too.lo5

Other cofirnentators ridiculed the astrologer's habitual observation of the heavens. As

Geffrey'\ùühitney humorously illustrated in of Emblemes and Other

the astrologer often overlooked the obvious cause of events because they constantly

directed rheir eyes towards the sky.106 Thomas More also recorded the failure of ¡udiclal

astrologers to take into accounl the obvious:

To thee thou airie Propher ali
the Starres themselves do showe¡
And do declare what destinies,
all men shall have bylowe.
But no Starres (though they all thinges see)

admonish thee of thisr
That they [sic] wife doth with erie man,
behave her selfe a-isse.1o7

10441"*urrd"r B. Grosart, ed., The Complele \7orks of Thomas Nashe (n.p., 1883-1884), II, pp.
747 ,149,751.
1054, q.,ot"d by Camden, "Elizabethan Almanacs", p. 87.
touW'hit,"y, A Choice of Emblemes, sig. V3.
1074, q.,ot.d by Etheridge, "Political Prophecy", p. 30.
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\Øhitney and More comically demonstrated a concern acknowledged by many

cofimentators - the danger of attributing all human action to the stars.

The negative effects of prophecies on sociery provided effectual and

approachable objections to the phenomena. 'tù(/illiam Fulke, for example, believed that

prognostications of bad weacher often encouraged farmers to sell their produce earlier

than necessary causing the poor to ,uff"r.108 To combat the undesirable results of

incorrect forecasts, Fulke and Henry Howard tried to demonstrate that alternative

explanations could be found for changes in the weather and other nacural phenomena

like earthquakes. Fulke contended that environmental changes, not the stars, were

responsible for periods of agricultural scarciry or plenty.loe Howard proposed that the

sun alone \r/as lhe cause of weather changes and declared, contrary lo astrological

theory, that the alteration "proceedeth not of influence sent downe, but of vapors lifted

upp"".llo Howard also conffadicted the assertion that cornets created earthquakes and

proposed that their cause was heat "suppressed and restrained" underground. Although

the views of Fulke and Howard were unconventional, most writers accepted the point

that they should not overlook natural causes and that the stars did not explain every

aspect of human life,

Several writers maintained that a particularly dangerous aspect of contemporary

prophecies was their influence on politics. Camden asserts that arguments against the

publication of almanacs rhac cited their involvement in politics were particularly

effective.111 Prophecies could induce individuals and even monarchs to behave in a

manner detrimental to the realm. The monarch could involve a nation in unnecessary
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war or an individual might commit seditious or treasonous acts prompted by adherence

r l17nto prophecy."' Several critics also thought prophecy reflected demonic attempts to alter

the stabiliry of life on earth. In Polimanreia '\(¡illiam Covell explained the danger of

diabolical meddling in government through prophecy:

he [the devil] intrudeth himselfe often into the handling of them, &
entermedleth in the counsel of Kings and Princes, enforcing them by all
means possible to bring in a confusionr to trouble the estate: to oppose
themselves one against another: to disperse Realmes: to debase lawes
tending to the good govemment of the Commonwealth,ll3

In The Terrors of the Nieht Thomas Nashe even went to the excent of proposing that

astrologers predicted riots and rebellions because they sympathised and colluded with

the rebels and knew their move-"rrtr,tt4

Fulke C'reville in his Life of Philip Sidnev stared that a well-trained observer of

political events could presage the future of govemments without the help of an

astrologer, Greville remarked, "I beleeve no Star-gazers can so well prognosticate the

good, or ill of all Govemments, as the providence of men trained up in publique affaires

may doe",lt' H"rrry Howard and John Harvey similarly argued that the abilities of false

prophets did not exceed those of the experienced obse¡ver and consistenrly urged their

readership that reason and leaming were better grounds on which to base polirical

forecasts. Howard wrote, "knowledge &, experience, which the wiser sort hath had of

cousailes, forces, person, cimes and practises, may minister more certaine gesses, in this

case then all the starres or Planets in the firament".ltu H"r,o.y was despondent about the

credit false prophets received and declared,

11

ri ' 
sic'iiv'

11 slg. u¿.

,,sF,.rk" Gevíue, ,,r" "r $lîfüì,JiJ;"ln¿oxrord, rsoT),p. r4r.
116Ho*u.d, A Defensative, sig. Hhiv verso,
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Can any man better forsee politique events, or rightlier prognosticate
publique casualries . . . than a sound Politician, or wise counseller, of
deepe insight, and provident foresight, in such affaires? Must we resort to
wizards, or southsaiers, or sorcerers, or cunjurers, or witches, or gypsies, or
shepheards, or any like privace prophets of basest condirion.117

Opponents of prophecy suggested that people did not need to delve into the divinatory

sciences to presage the outcome of earthly concems. Howard further accentuated this

argument when he included in his work an account of the disastrous consequences

suffered by those who took note of prophecies, particularly those in government.

Through his description of the fate of Emperor Maximinus, who ruled according ro the

advice of demonic spirits, Howard hoped to deter individuals from listening to

prophecies. Maximinus endured "a foule impotume" to

brake out of hys lower partes, and eating uppe his entrailes, as it were by
peece meale, replenished the carcase with gnawing wormes, which
together with the putrefaction of the caule of fatce, made so noysome and
contagious a stincke, as his deerest freendes were gladde to keepe out of
his chamber.l18

Eventually, Maximinus'suþects rhrew himinto the Tiber river ro die.

Several critics emphasised the influence that non-scripcural prophecies exerted

over Lhe cofiunons. The attitude of the literary community to the less learned was

patemalistic, and their work depicted the people as ill.educated and credulous

individuals. Howard observed how easily false prophets persuaded the "vulgare sorte"

who "have an eye to see, and an eare to heare, but no skill to jrdg., nor learning to

dissolve the doubtes, and scruples which are dayly scattered abroade by the malignanr

adverdarye",lle Arguing that non-scriptural predictions rarely deceived the learned,

John Harvey attributed the popularity of these prophecies to the simplicity of the

11

, sig. 14 verso.

11 , sig. Kk2 verso.
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uneducat"d,l2o Harvey proposed thar the majoriry of the coÍrnons were unable to

discern the natural laws that governed life and gave themselves over to unruly passions.

The unlearned, Harvey noted, were easy prey for the devil's prophets; "The smaller skil,

the grearer credulitier the lesser knowledge, the rnore passion",1zl Harvey argued that

nothing was "more easie, than to blind the rude multitude".l22 In 1536 Richard

Morison, author of the anonyrnous pamphlet A Remedy For Sedition written to deter

the commons from rebellion, lamenced how easily the population succumbed to the

designs of individuals wishing to subvert the authority of the government,lz3 Belief in

rhe gullibiliry of the cofiunons was a theme reiterated by many writers.

Henry Howard asserted that the "simple sort" were naive and particularly

susceptible to the counterfeit tales of demonic agents; "I know the snares are infinite",

he declared, "which Sathan settes to entangle and enffappe a multitude of simple

soules".l24 Deliberating on the shortcomings of the unlearned thar allowed for their easy

persuasion, Howard unflatteringly described them as "brainsicke fooies" who "cherish

idle dreames and fancies" and believe "that there is small difference, berweene the showe

of seeming Prophets and the substaunce of true prophesie".lz5 The ignorance of the

people increased their tendency to believe non-scriptural prophecies, Howard believed

that this was especially true of women who lacked the faculry to reason and spoke "onely

lyke a parecte".126 Ho*ard further protested that commoners lacked faith in God and

Sedition, \Øherin are Conteyned Many Thynges,
Concernvng the True and Loyall Obevsance. that Commens Owe Unto Their Prince and

C20877, sig. Büii verso.
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so they suffered "the voyce and warrant of such wilie persons, as made profite of their

irnbecillitie",lzT Critics declared that non.scriptural prophecies were delusional, a

demonic device designed to hide biblical truth. John Harvey argued that the intention

of "counterfer prophesiers" was to draw the uneducated away from God and cause their

damnation. "How facile or easie a matter it is to deiude, and mislead the Comminaltie",

Harvey concluded, "They knew it full we1l, and over well, which first adventured to

publish such absurd fantasies, amongst the vulgar sort".128 At the beginning of V'illiam

Fulke's treatise against astrological predictions'!Øilliam Painter proclaimed in verse that,

A foule fall doutles Fulce doth geve
rhastrologers eche one:
Bycause no firme foundation
they buylde their arte upon,
'\ü(/ho doo surmyse and fondly fa.¡ne,
mens fortunes to foreshewe.
And make the s'ymple sorte beleve,
that they their fates .nn k ro*".12n

The conventional opinion of literary commentators was that non-scriptural prophecies

and their disseminators had a dire effect on coÍìlnoners and caused the damnation of

their souls,

Harvey also believed that non.scriptural prophecies incited the commoner to

rebel against secular authoriry. The literary communiry rarely used this argument but

the objecrion became particularly pertinent for legislative authorities as it jusrified their

concern about sedition and treason in all forms. Harvey warned that the uneducated,

who were easily persuaded and lacked a proper understanding of rhe affairs of state, were

easy prey for the traitorous intentions of the demonically inspired prophet, \(¡hile
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biblical prophecy broughr knowledge of God and encouraged faith, the aim of the false

prophet was to create havoc and disruption in the world. Harvey perceived how easily

non-scriptural prophecies

occasion, and ingender troublesome sturs, tumults, uprores, seditions,
mutinies, garboiles, comrnotions, insurrections, rebellions, private
myseries, coÍunon mischiefes, publique calamities, and desolations: Such
final1 ends as coûìrnonly overthrow, and destroy the best established
states, and at length bring most florishing kingdomes, principalities, and
coÍìrnonwealthes to their finall ends.130

Few writers, however, used the connection between rebellion and prophecy as an

argument against the phenomenon,

The work of anti-prophetic colrunentators clearly demonstraced their

involvement in an intellectual debate far removed from the experiences of contemporary

adherents to prophecy in the wider community. Critics wÍote to persuade their readers

of the danger of non.scriptural prophecies and the individuals who created them, and

were often motivated by personal or religious concerns. The debate about astrology was

the main focus of critical discussion, although arguments against astrological practices

were equally applicable to other forms of divination. Treatise writers of the sixteenth

century were lengthy and enthusiastic in their discussion abour the illegitimacy of non-

scriptural prophecies. However, such works were more a means of dissociaring the

author from previous prophetic practices or the presentation of a theological argument

than a practical means of diverting individuals away from prophetic practices. The

description of prophecy presented by writers hardly provided an accurate account of the

phenomenon. The objecrions of anti.prophedc commentators appeared to have little

practical effect on the community but were an important validation of the legisiative

t3oHuno"y, A Discoursive, sig. K4.
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attack on prophecies and divinatory practitioners. The dearth of works supporting

prophecy demonstrated the Tudor government's recognition, exemplified by publication

restrictions, that the written word was a powerful mode of expression and source of

dissension.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Legislative Opposition to Prophecy and Methods of Prosecution

During the sixteenth century judicial authoriries used many different laws to

prosecute those who adhered to or repeated non.scriptural prophecies, Statutory laws

against sedibion, treason and prophecy included provisions for the punishment of

individuals adhering to non.scriptural prophecies. Medieval laws against false news,

commonly referred to as scandalum maqnatum, established the crime of sedition

enabling authorities to discipline prophesiers that spread false tales about the future of

the realm, Until the passing of a new Treason Act in 1534 the Tudor courts indicted

several individuals under the Edwardian act against treason of 1357 in which interest in

prophecy served to establish other traitorous intenrions. Common and ecclesiastical law

also included statements against the dissemination of prophecies and provided the

means for judicial authorities to prosecute offenders when statutory legislacion lapsed or

was inadequate. During the sixteenth cen[ury the monarchy issued many proclamations

under which the judiciary could punish the prophesier such as those against heretical

and seditious books, rhe slander and defamation of the nobiliry and the inciting of

rebellion. At all levels the English law associated prophecy with disruption to the peace

of the realm, either in the form of an attack against the monarch and the nobiliry or

actual rebellion, This association between prophecy and disorder found its clearest

expression in the three acts against prophecy passed during the century.

Judicial authorities viewed the verbal repetirion of prophecies as a form of

sedicion. In "The Gigins of the Doctrine of Sedition" Roger B, Manning identifies the

emergence of the crime from the traditions of scandalum magnatum and the judicial
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consffuction of treaso.r.t A, a form of sedition, prophecy was potentially disruptive to

the peace of the realm. Before the enactment of rhe 1,542 statute against prophecy,

judicial aurhoriries disciplined individuals who disseminated predictions through the

laws against false news and treason by words (for a list of statutes relating to the

punishment of individuals adhering to prophecy see appendix one). Edward Coke in

Institutes of the Laws of England cited as a precursor to the Henrician prophecy act the

1275 '\(¡estminster statute "None Shall Report Slanderous News, \Thereby Dscord May

Arise".2 Two statutes of Richard II's reign further exrended and re-established the acr of

1275, In 1378 parliament passed another law concerning "The Penalry for telling

slanderous Lyes of the Geat Men of the Realm", followed in 1388 by an act titled

"Reporters of Lies against Peers, &c. shall be punished by the Council".3

Together rhe three medieval statutes of 1275,1378 and 1388 formed a collection

of statutes referred to as scandalum magnatum. This set of laws dealt specificaliy with

individuals who repeated words that slandered the nobiliry and leading officials of the

realm wirh the inrent to create dissension,a Urrd., the provisions of the 1275 statute any

person who repeated or published rumours that initiated unrest in the realm was liable

to imprisonment until judicial authorities discovered the author of the tale.s A, to rhe

reprimand of the individual who invenred the tale, Coke explained in his treatise on

English law that "he is left to the common law to be punished by fine and

lRog", B. Manning, "The Origins of the Doctrine of Sedicion", Albion, XII, no. 2 (1980), pp.
99-100.
23 Ednurd I, c.34 [SR, I, p. 35]; Edward Coke, The Third Part of the Insriures of the Laws of
Eneland: Concernins Hieh teason. and Orher Pleas of the Crown. and Criminal Causes
(London, 1797), p. 128; Edward Coke, The Second Part of the Insritutes of the Laws of

(London, 1797), p.
225.
32 Ri.hurd II. st. 1, c. 5 and 12 Richard II, c. 1 1 [SR, II, pp. g, 591.
\4anning, "The Origins", p. 100.
tsR, i, p.35.
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imprisonment",ó 'While the statute of 1275 concerned disruptions to the peace berween

rhe king and his people, the acts of 1378 and 13B8 referred only to the creation of

discord among the peerage or between the peerage and the cofiunons "whereof great

Peril and Mischief might come to all the Realm, and quick Subversion and Destruction

of the said Realm, if due Remedy be not provided".T

In rhe sixteenth century judicial authoriries also punished prophesiers under

sratutory laws devised to combat sedition. Tudor parliaments expanded medieval

statements against false news in "An Acte against sedityous '\Toordes and Rumours" of

1554 and rwo Elizabethan statutes "for speaking false slanderous News" against the

Queen,s The 1554 srature recited and upheld the tradirion of scandalum magnatum by

acknowledging the derriment of false news to the nobility.e The Marian parliamenr

broadened the act to include not only individuals disseminating false news, but rhe

originators of the tales,lo Judges were able to punish convicted felons with a period in

the pillory and the removal of their ears unless the offender paid a fine and consented to

imprisonment for three months, Individuals who reported or spread rumours received a

similar punishment consisting of pillorying and the loss of an ear unless they agreed to

imprisonment for a month and rhe payment of a fîne.lt ¡udi.i"l authoriries often

punished individuals who repeated non-scriptural prophecies under these laws.

The 1554 act also included a clause for the discipline of those who wrote false

rales and rumours. Under this law individuals who wrote, printed or pubiished in the

form of a book, ballad or letter any words that slandered the king or queen could have

6cok", The Second Part of the Inscitutes ,p.228.

11Ibid.
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their right hand cut off.12 A second offence for any of the crimes outlined in the 1554

starute resulted in life imprisonment and the forfeiture of goods. Punishment was

conringent on an accusation against the offender occurring within lhree months of the

crime.l3 During the 1554 parliamentary session the lords also enacted a bill establishing

the notion of treason by words entitled "An Acte for the punishemenc of Traterous

'SØoordes against the Quenes Majestie".l4 Drected towards religious heterodoxy, the act

legislated against individuals who criticised the faith of the queen or wished for her

death.ls However, a penitent offender avoided the death penalry and received corporal

reprimand at the discrerion of a justice,

The Elizabethan reiteration of the crimes outlined in the two 1554 acts of Philip

and Mary occurred in 1558 and 1581, although parliament revived and continued the

sratute against seditious words and rumours rwice during Mary's reign.16 The 1558 act

merely extended the 1554 act to cover infractions committed against Queen Elizabeth,lT

The 1581 statute, however, specifically attacked those who prornulgared prophecies

concerning the Queen. In a clause relating to divination and prophecy the stalute

referred ro individuals who "by settir-rg or erecting of any Figures, or by casting of

Nativities, or by calculation, or by any Prophecieng'\ùü'itchcrafte Cunjutacion or other

lyke unlawfull Meanes" sought to know how long the queen would live or who would

rule after her,18 Punishment dictated by the 1581 act was severe, but tempered by the

tuz &.3PhilipandMary, c.2l(1555) and4&,5PhilipandMary, c.9(1557-1558) [SR,lV,i,pp.
297,3311.
1?1 Elizabeth I, c. 6 "An Acte for the explanacion of rhe Statute of sedytyous 'Woordes and
Rumours" [SR, IV, i,pp.366-3671.
'o23 Elizabeth I, c.2 [SR,lV, i, p.660].
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short period during which prosecution could take place. For an indictment based on

words the acc required accusation of rhe offender to occur within a month of the crime

and on the deposicion of at least two witnesses. A conviction in the Court of King's

Bench resulted in death and the forfeiture of goods without benefit of clergy, The act

¡emained law for the whole of Elizabeth's reign.le Although earlier legislation against

prophecy was in force, the need for the 1581 act revealed an increase in parliamentary

concern to hak predictions specifically about the queen's demise and the naming of her

successor. The type of prophetic activity prosecuted according to the statutes against

false rumour exhibited specifïc characterisrics. Judicial authoricies required evidence

that rhe prophecy was offensive and slanderous to the nobility, leading officials of state

or, later, to the monarch, Under the requirements of the statutes justices were only to

indict individuals using easily understood, direct prophecies or those with an

accompanying interpretative key. Proof of the seditious nature of the offence depended

on establishing the inrent of those using a prophecy, although in practice lack of

evidence about the way an individual interpreted a prophecy did not obstruct their

prosecution.

Tudor rnonarchs also rnade clear their suspicion of prophecies through the

promulgation of proclamations against repeating or writing tales, rumours and slanders.

The issuing of proclamations allowed judicial authorities to prosecute individuals for

seditious words during periods when statutory law concerning the crime had lapsed or

was inadequate. Several proclamations declared the seditious nature of religious

heterodoxy. As the legislature often associated belief in non-scriptural prophecies with

Catholicism and dissent, proclamations against heretical books included prophecies.

tnsR, IV, i, pp.660-661
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Several proclamations addressed the importation of seditious books. On 16 November

1538 Henry VIII issued a proclamation outlawing books containing "seditiouse"

opinions "contrarie to the crue faithe" of the church of England.'o H".rry VIII banned

the importation and prinring of books without a licence and enftlrced the examination

of all printed works by himself, a member of the privy council or a bishop.zl Queen

Elizabeth issued several proclamations against seditious books in 1568, 1583 and 1588,

Concerned about the influence of "malicious" persons on her subjects, the queen

ordered the populace to relinquish illegal writings to the bishop of their diocese and

avoid "seditious books" in the ft;cure,zz The proclamation of 1 March 1568 outlawed

any books "contayning matter derogatorie to the soveraigne estate of her Maiestie, or

impugning the orders and rires established by lawe for Christian religion and devine

service within this Realme",23 Later proclamations expressed a similar concern for the

influence of "seditious and scismatical doctrine" on the faith of the queen's subjects and

their belief in the church of England.za The proclamations encouraged individuals to

hand up to local authorities heretical books and impart knowledge of persons harbouring

seditious works.

Other proclamations concerned the slander and defamation of fhe monarch and

government policy also inherent in some prophecies, A proclamarion of 1 July 1570

z

Observance of Church Ceremonies, Removing St.Thomas à Becket from the Calendar, etc.
London, 1538) STC 7790.
ZL

(London, 1569) STC 8014.

t (London, 1583) STC8141;A
(London, 1584) STC 8146;

A Proclamation Against Certaine Seditious Books and Libels (l,ondon, 1589) STC 8182. See
also A Proclamarion Agaynst Maynte\¡ners of Seditious Persons, and of Trayterous Bookes and
'\ùØritinses (London, 15i0) STC 8035
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direcred individuals to bring seditious books to their local justice of the peace or any

other government officer who could read for further examination into the matrer." Th"

queen's offrcers sought and apprehended suspected originators and dispersers of unlawful

writings for further inquiry, The type of books and other writings considered unsuitable

slandered the queen, her officiats and the nobiliry and encouraged the people to

question and rebel against the government,26 The queen issued a similar proclamation

on 28 September 1573 specifically directed against a group of rraitors involved in a

recent rebellion and who later fled England.zT This proclamation demonstrated a desire

to curb the influence of dissenting individuals on the rest of the queen's subjecrs, In

particular, Elizabeth abhorred attempts ro undermine the loyaky of her councillors

through the dispersal of books and libels instigating "gelousie, and discorde amongst her

highnesse counsaylours".z8 The proclamation encouraged people to inform local

authorities about the disseminators of unlawful books to ensure the punishment of

traitorous "sowers of sedition" and their adher"nls.ze

English laws commonly depicted an association berween the dissemination of

prophecies and rebellion. Throughout the Tudor period the repetition of a prophecy

could suggest to judicial authorities involvement in an attempt to encourage civil unresl.

This was particularly true in instances where a prophecy concemed the monarch and

the future of the realm, Adherents of prophecy were therefore open to prosecurion

under corrìrnon laws such as the proclamations issued by Queen Elizabeth in 1576 and

75 ([.ondon, 1570) STC
8032.
'ulbid.z? (London, 1523)
sTC 8064.

'urbid.2erbid.
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1601 for the discovery of che authors of libels against the monarch. The 1576

proclamation, prompted by recent libels "tending to sedition, and dishonourable

inrerpretations of her Maiesties godly Actions and purposes", encouraged people to

reveal the authors of sayings against the queen by offèring a rer"ard.3o In 1601 Elizaberh

issued a proclamation against the authors of libels that slandered the queen and incited

rebellious acrivities.sl For information revealing the name of the authors, writers or

disseminators of libels and leading to their apprehension the queen offered a reward of

t100,32

Tudor monarchs also promulgated many proclamations similar to the IZ75

statute against slanderous news in an attempt to keep rhe peace berween the sovereign

and the people. In A Proclamation Concerning Tale Tellers of 24 May 154'l Edward VI

idenrified the celler of tales and spreader of false rumours with the vagrant.33 Travelling

from town to town the wanderer conveyed information at markets, fairs and alehouses.

The topics of conversation outlawed inciuded any form of rumour or story that

contributed to the "disquietr¡ng and disturbyng of the Kynges highnes, his nobles and

subiectes",3a Punishment for the spreading of false and slanderous tales entailed

imprisonment of the perpetrator until they revealed the authff of the sayings. The

decree encompassed all methods of spreading false reports through speech, writing or

304 Pro.lu-u¡iorl OfGrirg rc Reward Information on Seditious Libels (London, 157ó) STC
8076.
314 P.o.lu-arion Offerins 9100 Reward for Information on Sources of Seditious Libels
(London,

"Ibid.33Ri.hu.d

1601) STC828ó

Grafton, Have Been Lette Furthe the

unto the Last Daie of Tanuarii. beevnø in the iiii Yere of his Moste Prosperous Reisne. That is to
(London, 1550) STC 7758, sig. Aüi.
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publication.35 However, the spread of rumour and tales con[inued as Edward VI

lamented in the proclamarion "for tale tellers" of 29th April 1549,36 Considering past

punishments ineffectual, Edward VI ordered disseminarors of false rurnouÍs and tales

irnprisoned until they revealed the authors of their sayings. For the originator of

seditious tales, however, the proclamation set out a harsher punishment ro "bee

commirred into the Galley, there to rowe in cheines, as a slave or forsary, duryng the

kynges maiesries pleasure to the example and terror of all other".37

Edward VI issued a similar order concerning false news and rumour, entitled A

Proclamation for Tale Tellers, on 8 July 1549. This proclamation differed from that of

29 April by emphasising the character of the tellers of tales as ex-fèlons, prison breakers,

ex-soldiers, loiterers, ruffians, vagabonds and ringleaders deceiving the king's rrue

subjects with their seditious tales.38 The proclamation encouraged individuals ro reporr

the authors of dissenting tales by offering a reward for information leading to the affest

of a seditious "ma1efäctour".3e During the sixteenth century Tudor monarchs issued

many proclamations against false news and rumourr,ao All called for people to reveal rhe

name of individuals instigating tales that criticised the sovereign, the nobility and

officials of the realm, \Øhile the punishment of offenders varied, as did the reward for

informants, the monarchy promulgated proclamations throughou¡ rhe period against

'5lbid., sig. Aiiii.

Advice of his Moste Honorable
Players. and Printers Without Licence (London, 1551) STC 7835; A Proclamacion Set Furth bv

Casters, and Spreaders Abrode of Sedicious Billes (London, 1551) STC 7838; A Proclamation
Aqainst Seditious Rumours (London, 1553) STC 78{8; A Proclamarion Asainst Rumours of
Sedition (London, 1586) STC8162.
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seditious practices demonstrating the enduring, pervasive natuÍe of the offence and the

govemment's concem to outlaw this crime, The judiciary considered individuals

repeating, copying or in any other way disseminating non-scriplural prophecies as a

similar rhreat to rhe stabiliry of the realm and often indicted rhem for sedition,

Concurrent with the development of scandalum magnatum, concerning attacks

on the leading officers and nobles of the realm, judicial authorities punished adherence

to prophecies as treason when individuals threatened the monarch. Authorities

sometimes viewed prophetic sayings as treason by words, a concept initially established

as constructive treason under the 1352 ffeason act and later clearly defined under the

Henrician acts of ffeason and succession of 1534, The Edwardian act of treason of 1352

informed the jurisdiction of indictments for the crime, including prophecy, in the period

1352 to Ifi4jr In response to previous alterations of the treason law Henry IV had

consolidated the 1352 statute i¡ 1399 by repealing all legislative definitions of treason

not encompassed in the Edwardian statute and declared, "in no Time to come any

Treason be judged otherwise than it was ordained by the Statute in the Time of his

Noble Grandfather King Edward the Third".4z From 1399 onwards the law of treason

experienced no serious changes.43 In The Law of Treason in England in the Later

Middle Ages J,G. Bellamy argues that from l35Z to 1485 the treason statute of Edward

III served the needs of the monarch adequately as the judiciary was willing to consffue

treason to suit the requirernents of prosecuting authorities where the act lacked clariry,44

ar25 Ed*urd III. st. 5, c.Z.
4'1 H".r.y IV, c. 10 [SR, II, o. ll41; Samuel Rezneck, "Constructive Treason by \ilords in the
Fifteenth Century", The American Historical Review, )C(XIII (1928),p.545.
4'A ,tut..t" uguirrrt ,r"uron of 1397 ,"-o,o"d ,h" ,"quiremenf of an t'overt" act of treason for
indictmenl, however, Henry IV repealed this law in 1399 diminishing the signifìcance of this
legislative statement. Elton, Policv and Police , p.263; 1 Henry IV, c. 10 [SR, II, p. ll4].
4¡.G. B.llu-y, The Law of Treason in Ensland in rhe Later Middle Ages (Cambridge, 1970), pp.
136-137 . See also Elton, Policv and Police , p. 263 .
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The treason act of 1352 is important as rhe first official statement of offences

that constituted treason. Before the statute of 1352 the definition of ffeason lacked

clariry,a5 Comparing the "ancient" legal treatises of Glanville, Bracton and Brirron,

Robert Charnbers argued in his lectures on English law rhat these works offered

"sufficient proof'

that treason was in those days r-ror nicely distinguished nor accurately
defined. So great was the uncertainry, that not only one author differs
from another, but Britton apparently varies from himseli by making
several crimes treason in his Lwenty-second chapter which are not
mentioned in the eighth where he professedly delivers the doctrine of
treason.46

In an attempt to avoid confusion, the House of Commons petitioned the parliament of

Edward III in 1352 for an unequivocal statement of ffeason because prevíously "the

justices of our lord the king in diverse counties condemn those who are accused before

them, as traitors for causes whlch the Commons do not know to be treason".aT Although

historians disagree on the precise origin of the statute of 1352, Beilamy depicts the act as

"the direct result" of attempts by judges to extend the jurisdiction of common law

treason.4s Conceived during a period of increasing legal definition and involving an

apparent curtailment of royal prerogative, the act of 25 Edward III sets out several

different rypes of treason while also providing for the development of previously

unknown crimes. The reliance on judicial construction in cases involving only verbal

attacks on the monarch allowed for the prosecution as traitors individuals who used

prophetic statements to support their treasonous intentions.

a5I.D.
ftRob

6), I, pp. 353'354.

p. 100; for an analysis of historical arguments concerning the
developmenr of rhe 1352 statute see chapter four of Bellamy's work entitled "The Great Statute
of Treasons".
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The treason law of 1352,, a "Declaration 'What Offences Shall be Adjudged

Treason", listed several different types of treason summarised by Chambers as acrs

against "rhe safery of the king, his queen, or eldest son", "the right of succession or the

honour of the Royal family", "the king's prerogative by usurping the signature of his coin

or seal" and "cerrain great offîcers who act immediately by the king's authority",4n Th"

act outlawed crimes which attacked the king and his family and, rnost importantly, for

individuals adhering ro prophecies, compassing or imagining rhe death of the ..rorr"r.h.50

Edward III's parliarnenr also incorporated within the act provision for the development

of new treasons. The statute directed justices to present for judgement to rhe king and

parliament all individuals that they believed had committed treason, although the

wording of the ffeason law may not have defined their behaviour as ,u.h,5t This

enabled Henry VIII to prosecute nobles on the basis of their interest in prophecy with

litrle evidence of treasonous activities, Such individuals were accused of imagining and

compassing the death of the king. Chambers provided a useful definition of the term to

compass and to imagine and stated that "to form the design is to imagine it, to meet for

the adjusrment of that design is ro compass it".52 \(/hile to imagine the death of rhe king

involved only the construction of an idea, Chambers believed that the word compassing

refèrred to the acrive implementation of rhat idea though fell short of the act itse1f.53

Throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries compassing and imagining the death

of che king included verbal and written evidence, which explained the dominance of this
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particular crime.54 The 1352 statute did not list speaking words critical of the king and

his government as a cdme, rather judges "construed" words as treason in preference,

notes Bellamy, to rhe procedure oudined in the statute for the development of new

treasons,55 How judges constructed this treason within the spirit of the act is a matter of

debate among historians.

Edward Coke and Matthew Hale asserted that under the Edwardian sratute of

1352 judges required an overt act to convict an individual for the compassing and

imagining of the king's d.ath.56 Coke claimed that statutory attempts to make words

equal to overt deeds always failed and cited a cofiunon saying "that bare words may

make an hererick, but not a traytor wirhout an over[ act".57 \Øords compassing and

imagining the death of the king were not high treason but considered by other acts as

misprision. Similarly, Hale, in a discussion of Richard II's treason law, argued that

parliament repealed the statute because "it was too dangerous a law to put mens bare

intentions upon the judgement even of parliament under so great a penalry, without

some overt act to evidence it".58 Until parliament passed a new law of ffeason i¡ 1534,

an individual who referred to a prophecy was not convicted of treasor'ì, wirhout other

examples of their conspiracy to act on their desire to usurp the power of the monarch.

Judicial authorities did not consider prophecy an overt act of treason, As Robert

5a¡ohn Bellamy, The Tudor Law of Treason: An Introduction (l,ondon, 1979), p. 11; for
discussion of cases see James Walter '\ü?eingart, "The C.oncept of Treason in Tudor England",
unpublished PhD dissertation, Northwestern lJniversity (1976), p.29; Isobel D. Thornley,
"Treason by '\ùØords in the Fifteenrh Century", The English Historical Review, XXXII (1917),
pp. 556-557; Rezneck, "Constructive Treason", pp. 548-551; Bellamy, The Law of Treason, p.
10i.
55

56 , pp. 13-14; Matthew Hale, Historia Placitorum

p.14
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Chambers explained an overt act was "such an action or lendency to action as shows nol

only a desire but a settled purpose of treasonable violence".se Thus Chambers viewed

words as an overt act correlative to other treasons utrered "in consultation" of

treasonous purposes, Evidence of an individual's interest in a treasonous prophecy

reflected only the desire to commit treason not the intent, The case of Elizabeth Barton

in particular demonstrated the limitations of the 1352 statute and the notion that

prophecy \ryas not an overr act of treason in itself. \ù7here early in lhe sixteenth century

judicial aurhorities convicted noblemen like Rhys ap Gruffydd and Edward Stafford,

duke of Buckingham, of ffeason using their interest in prophecy as part of the evidence

against them, the judges refused to indict Barton only on the basis of her prophesying.óO

Henry VII's minimal alteration to the tÍeason law and the failure of Henry VIII's

first draft of an act against treason resulted in the dominance of the 1352 stature until

1534. Although the statute of 1352 included provision for an extension of the law of

treason, the inability of the act to encompass crimes resulting from Henry VIII's need to

enforce the Reformation and minimise dissent resulted in attempts to redefine the

offence. The judiciary augmented the scope of 1352 act through their construction of

treason by words during the fifteenth century. Thus Bellamy concludes, "it is obvious

that it was not the scope of the law of treason which restricted any desporic tendencies

in this field . . It was the courts, particularly the juries, which restricted autocratic

practice",61 In the early sixteenth century the judiciary used this control and refused to

extend construction to include offences not directly threatening the monarch as

59Chu,rrb"rr, A Course of Lectures, p. 358,
óoSee chapter seven for a full analysis of the role of prophecy in the prosecution of Rhys ap
C'ruffydd and Edward Stafford.
utB"llu-y, The Law of Treason,p.l37.
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understood by compassing and imagining the death of the king. Henry VIII therefore

found the 1352 statute inadequate because neither the law nor the interpretations of

lawyers extended to the sanction of his policies as well as rhe protection of his life,62

Drafting of a new law of treason began in 1530 for presenÞrion in the next

parliamentary session of 1531,63 However, parliament did not enact the new legislation

uncil 1534 and even then the bill cor-rtained many revisions.

In 1533 the trial of Elizabeth Barton demonstrated the reluctance of judicial

authorities to convict an individual for ffeason only on rhe basis of their adherence to

non-scriptural prophecies. Most commentators agree that the Barton case prompted

Henry VIII's desire for a treason law that defended his divorce of Katherine of Aragon

and break from Rome,64 Possibly considering a divorce from Katherine of Aragon as

early as 1526, Henry VIII did not remarry until 25 January 1533, although his

relationship with Anne Boleyn began in 1527.65 ln 1528 the visions and prophecies of

Barton, a young girl from Court-ar-Sffeet in Ken[, turned towards the question of Henry

VIII's matiage.66 Thomas Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury, wrote to the archdeacon

of Ely, Nicholas Hawkins, on 20 December 1533 describing the circumstances

surrounding Barton's rise as a prophetic visionary.67 Elizabeth, wrote Cranmer, "said

that the Ky.tg" shuld not contynew Kyng a monerh after that he were rnaried And with

vi Monethes after god would stryke the Realme with such A plagge as never was seen

6

u { Treason", p. 32.

6 265.
Jonathan K. Van Patten, "Magic, Prophecy and the Law of Treason

in Re
u5w'u
66- ,E.). ,

XLIX (19ó6),p.94.
ÓTBL MS Harl. ó148, fols.40-41.
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And than the kyng shuld be distroyed",68 The increasing notoriety of Elizabeth and her

sayings, coupled with the publication of many of her prophecies, convinced Cromwell

and Henry VIII of the need to indict her, In 1533 Cromwell recalled Barton from rhe

nunnery at St. Sepulchre in Canterbury and attempted to try her for treason in the Court

of Star Chamber without ,.r...rr.un

Edward Coke claimed that Elizabeth Barton did not commit an overt act of

treason under the 1352 legislation.T0 Possibly the judges believed that although

Elizaberh compassed and imagined the death of the king, the fulfilment of her

prophecies depended on the king's future marriage to Anne Boleyn, Elizabeth's

compassing and imagining of the king's death was conditional. Bellamy believes that the

judges refusal to convict Barton indicated that Henry VIII and Cromwell were

confronted with a level of opposition from the judiciary that previous kings had

avoided.Tl Another barrier to conviction resulted from an inability to prove that

Elizabeth Barton conspired to compass and imagine the death of the king, Sometime in

1533 Elizabeth sought an audience with Henry VIII and told him of her visions.Tz In a

letter to Cromwell an unknown person reported Elizabeth Barton saying "that yf he

[Henry VIII] maryed and tok An to wyffe the vengaunce of God shuld plage hym, and

(as she sayth) she shewyd this unto the kyng".i' An accusation of conspiracy was not

valid because Elizabeth made no attempt to hide her prediccions from the king. Henry

Vru and Cromwell finally ensured Elizabeth's conviction chrough parliamentary

uulbid., fol.41.
6eA. Denton Cheney, "The Holy Maid of Kent", Transactions of the Roval Historicat Society,

4

Letters Reiacine to the Suppression of Monasteries
(London, 1843) lCamden Society. Old Series, XXVI], pp. 14-15.
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atrainder, avoiding her indictment at corrrmon law. Curiously, rhe difficulty of indicting

Barton for treason because of her prophesying resulced in a revision of the treason law in

the early 1530s rather rhan the creation of a law againsr prophecy. Possibly the

curtailment of the monarch's prerogative, inferred by the refusal of the judges to follow

the orders of the king, was more importan[ to Henry VIII than the actual crirne thar

Barton committed.

At the beginning of 1531 Thomas Cromwell and Henry VIII attempted to

overcome some of the problems revealed by the Barton case in a new act of succession

that clearly established the illegaliry of words critical of Henry VIII's marriage to Anne

Boleyn,7a Under the provísions of the statute, individuals saying anything dismissive of

the king's second marriage received punishment for misprision of treason despite

Cromwell's attempts to secure the crime's denouncement as high treason.T5 The act of

succession expanded the medieval concept of treason to include writing as an overt act

without the ¡eliance on judicial construction. In "Magic, Prophecy and the Law of

Treason in Reformation England" Jonathan K. Van Patten argues that rhis development

augmented Henry VIII's abiliry to punish not only attacks on his person but also

criticism of his policies.ió However, C¡omwell failed to persuade rhe drafting committee

to incorporate treason by words into the new statute, as a result the crimes of Elizabeth

Barton remained on the periphery of treason.TT Th" Treason Acr of 1534, described by

Elton as "the first comprehensive statemen[ [of treason] since 1352", rectified the

problem of treason by words,Tu Th" Succession Act did not rectify the inability of

276-277.
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judicial authorities to apply significanr punishment to verbal attacks on the king and his

policies, The forfeiture of goods and imprisonment under a conviction of misprision was

ineffectual. The new act of treason, however, addressed ffeasons expressed through

publication, writing or words. The statute defined as ffaitors any individuals who "wyshe

will or desyre by words or writinge, or by crafte ymagen invent pracryse or attempte, any

bodely harme to be donne or cofiìmytted to the kynges most royall personne, the

Quenes, or their heires apparaunt".Te In addition, the act regarded as [reason

descriptions of ¡he king as a "heretyke scismatike Tiraunt ynfidell or usuÍper of the

,, 80\-rowne .

Larer parliaments regretted the inclusion of treason by words in the act of 1534

and practised moderation, In 1547 "An Acte for the Repeale of certain Statutes

concerninge Treasons, Felonyes, &c,", passed during the first parliament of Edward VI,

reduced verbal compassing and imagining of the death of the king to a felony and the

law of ffeason reverted to the definitions encompassed in the I35Z act,8r The statute

acknowledged thac che laws of Henry VIII

which might seme and appere to men of exterior Reahnes and rnanny of
the Kings Majesties Subgects verie streighte sore extreme and rerrible,
alkhoughe theie were then when theye were made not with owt greate
consideracion and pollicye moved and established and for the tyme to
thadvoydaunce of further inconvenyence verie expedyent and.82necessafle.

However, the act included the punishment of tÍeason by words as high treason on a

third offence. Similarly, the Marian "Act Repealing Certayne Treasons Felonies and

Premunire" of 1553 referred to past laws where "not onelye the ignoraunte and rude
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unlearned people, but also learned and experr people , , are often and many r\r¡mes

trapped and snared, yea many tirnes for woordes onelye",83 As with the Edwardian

statute, Marian legislation upheld the 1352law of treason. I.D. Thornley describes the

treason legislation of Henry VIII as "emergency measures", acts passed to deal with

periods of unusual popular disturbance or change before returning to the statute of l35Z

for a definition of the offence.u4 pu""r, Elizabeth, however, did not return to medieval

ffeason legislation, and by 1571 treason clearly encompassed disaffection towards the

monarch and government of the reulm.85 Evidently judicial authorities always possessed

the means to convict individuals on the basis of the spoken word despite conffoversy

surrounding the validity of words as creason. However, the enactment of a sÞtute

against prophecy in t542 significantly reduced the need to prosecute individuals

referring ro prophecies under the laws against treasorì.

In the fifteenth century rwo statutes incorporated legislation against prophecies,

Henry IV's parliament outlawed the prophecies of \Øelsh bards in l4OZ.86 Prompted by

the opposition of Owen Glendower, who rallied the '!7elsh through an appeal ro rheir

prophetic history, Henry IV attempted to halt the dispersal of prophecies by banning the

gathering of l7elshmen to listen to bardic tales.8? The chronicler Edward Hall described

howe a certayne writer writeth that this earle of Marche, the Lorde Percy
and Owen Glendor wer unwisely made believe by a '!íelsh Prophecier,
that King Henry was the Moldewarpe, cursed of Goddes owne mouth,
and that they chre were the Dragon, the Lion and the 'S(/olffe, which

831 Mury l. st. l, c. I [SR,lV, i, p. 198].
"'I.D. Thornley, "The Treason lægislation of Henry VIII (1531-1534)", Transactions of the

llondon, 1767 -I7771, p. 508; SR includes this statute as an act'Against'\ùilasters, Minstrels &.c.
in'Wales" 4 H
u7M.H. Keen, (London, 1975), p. 308;
Shwartz, "The Prophecies of Merlin", pp. 68-69; VJ. Scattergood,
Fifteenth Centurv, 1399-1485 (London, l97I),p. tl7.

Politics and Poetry in the
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shoulde devide this realme berwene them, by the deviacion and not
divination of that mawrnet Merlin,88

Several years later, in 1406, the Prince of \lales and the House of l.ords pushed for the

enacrment of a law against the Lollards to whom parliament arributed the spreading of

false prophecies and rumours of Richard II's survival.se ¡ames H. Ramsay suggests in a

suÍvey of fifteenth-century English history ¡hat this legislation alluded to the prophecies

of John of Bridlington.eo However, the act never appeared on the statute books, perhaps

indicating that the rneasure was temporury.n

The first sixteenth.century statute against prophecy passed at '\üü'estminster

during the initial parliamentary session of Henry VIII's reign (for a complete transcript

of all three sixteenth.century acts against prophecy see appendix two).ez The only

record of the bill's presentment exists in the lournals of the House of Lords that recorded

rhe passing of the bill through the upper and lower houses on 24 March 1542 and the

enactment of rhe statute as "An Act against false Prophecies, upon Declaration of

Names, Armes, Badges, &c.",e3 This law defined prophecy as any attempt to determine

the fate of the monarch or any other person,e4 Prophecies encompassed predictions

based on the "beasts" or "fowles" or "any other suche lyke thinge accustomed in armes

cognisaunce badges or signete, or by reasone of tres of the name",e5 The emphasis on

prophecies using the s)¡rnbolism of heraldic devices, "Arms Badges or Cognisaunces",

88As quotedby Scattergood.inPolitics andPoetry, p, 117.
8eRotr,li Purliurn".,to.m, pp. 583-584; Margaret Aston, Lollards and Reformers: Images and
Literacv in Late Medieval Relision (London, 1984), p. 28; James H. Ramsay, Lancaster and

92),1,p. 103.
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illusrrated the concem of parliament to subdue predictions about the nobiliry,e6 The

1542 statute focused on the defamation of privileged persons inherent in non-scriptural

prophecies and the distress and damage to the reputation of individuals rhar they caused,

Specifically, the legislation referred to the past when "many noble men have suffered,

and (if theyr Prince wolde gyve any eare ther to) mught happe to doo herafter".eT D.M.

Loades in "The Theory ar-rd Practice of Censorship in Sixteenth-Cencury England"

claims that the later Elizabethan act against prophecy "stood in the direct tradition of

ScarúalumMagnatum",e8 This was equally true of rhe 1542 statute rhat also dealt with

the slander of indi',.iduals.ee Later acts sought to curb the influence of prophecies on

individuals disrupting the peace of the realm and to halr their association with rebellion.

However, rhe 1542 act concerned rhe reputation of the individuals on whom the

prophecies centred.

Tt'e 1542 act was significant because it imposed a harsh penalry on those taking

part in dissenting gossip. Previously judicial authorities indicted individuals repeating

prophecies conceming the monarch for treason by words and viewed prophedc allusions

to other individuals as sedition, a crime enforced by proclamation and punished on the

pillory. T1ne 1542 act, however, made prophecy a capital offence, The statute stated

that offenders would suffe¡ the "par¡res of deathe forfaictures of land tente goode and

catalls" without benefìt of clergy.l0o Th" act encompassed the punishment of individuals

who repeated prophecies in print, writing, speech or song and included those who

eóIbid,
tTIbid.
nuD.M. Loades, "The Theory and Pracrice of Censorship in Sixteenth-Century England",

p.143.
toosR, III, p. 850

Fifth Series, XXiV (1974),p.I44
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abetted or encouraged the off"nder.lOl However, the first parliamentary session of

Edward VI repealeð rhe 1542legislation against prophecies in the 1547 "Acte for the

Repeale of certain Statutes concerninge Treasons, Felonyes, &c.",102

The second sixteenth.century act against prophecy passed during the third

session of Edward VI's parliament that sat during 1549 and 1550.103 The initial record

of the presentation of the bill occurred in the lournals of the House of Lords. The peers

first heard the bill, titled "Billa, against Prophesiers", on 7 November 1519, The lords

formed a special committee to consider the propos"l.loa Aft"r several readings in both

houses of parliament during November and December, the draft was finally recorded as

an act "Against fond and fantastical Prophecies".los This title remained when the bill

passed into law, and parliamentary clerks recorded the act in a calendar of laws passed

during the session.tou Th. Edwardian act declared the illegality of prophecies based on

"any armes fildes beasres fowles badges and such other lyke thinge accusromed in armes

conysances or sygnete",ro7 The type of prophecy described closely resembled that

defined by earlier legislation, The subjecr of prophecies were the king, peers and rhe

cornnons. However, where the 1542 act focused on the slander of the nobility and the

derogation of the relationship between the king and his noble men, this second starure

concemed the prophetic incitement of rebellion.

tlltimatety, the fìrst and second sixteenth.century acts against prophecy regarded

the disturbance of the peace berween the king and his subjects. The Edwardian act

totlbrd.
1ozG.R. Elton, The Parliament of Eneland 1559-1581 (Cambridge, 1986), p. 110; 1 EdwardVI,
c. 12 [SR,IV, i, pp. 18-22],
1033 & 4 Edward vI, c. 15.

C,I, pp. 13-I4.

. 15 [SR,IV, i, p. 114].
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broadened earlier preoccupations and included the use of prophecy "to the intent

thereby to make any rebellion insurreccon discencon losse of lyfe or other disturbaunce

within this Realme or other the Kinge Domynions",l08 The wording of rhe act explained

the reason for this development. In the period between rhe parliamentary session of

1549-1550 and the previous session,

divers evill disposed parsons, mynding to stirr and move sedicon
disobedience and rebellion, have of their peÍverse mynde feyned
ymagined invented published and practysed dyvers fantasricall and fonde
Prophesyes . . . to the greate disturbaunce and perill of the kinge Majestie
and rhis his Realme.loe

Thus in defining the rype of prophecy encompassed by the act parliament included

declarations that nominated the date of any future .o.rfli.t.ll0 The punishment

determined by the 1549.1550 session of parliament illustrated the desire of the members

for greater leniency than that laid out in Henrician legislation against prophecy.

Initially individuals who repeated by writing, printing, singing, speaking or publishing

false prophecies suffered imprisonment for one year and a fine of Í10. For a second

offènce the judiciary could imprison individuals for life and seize all their possessions.lll

However, the act dictated that the accusation of offenders must occur within six months

of the alleged crime,

The last sixteenth-century prophecy act passed through Queen Elizabeth's

parliament in 1563 after Mary's first parliament of 1553 repealed the 1549.1550 statute

against fond and fantastic prophecies.ttt Th" draft legislation, however, first appeared in

to'Ibid.
loelbid.
11olbid.
111rbid.
tt'l Mu.y I, c. 1 "An Acte Repealing certayne Treasons Felonies and Premunire" [SR, IV, i, p.
1e81.
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the parliamentary session of 1559.113 In The Parliament of England 1559-1581 G, R.

Elton describes the bill as an example of "splitting", where parliament splits an inclusive

bill into several independent u.tr.tt4 The Iournals of the House of Commons initially

recorded the draft proposal on 15 March 1559 as a bill covering "Conjurations,

Prophecies, and Sodomy".1l5 The Commons accepted the legislation as "The Bill against

Sorcery, '$Titchcrafts, and Prophecies of Badges and Arms" and sent the bill to the upper

house. ttu Th" Lords read the bill but did not proceed further.llz In Elizabeth's second

parliamentary session the proposal reappeared on 11 February 1563 and passed in che

lower house as an expanded "bill for Servants robbing their Masters, Buggery, Invocation

of Evil Spirits, Inchantments, 'Witchcrafi".l18 The Commons passed the second bill to

the House of Lords which first read the proposed legislation on 15 February, At this

time the bill expanded to included fond and fantastic prophecies and ,or..ry.ttn The

Lords split this comprehensive bill into several individual proposals and a separate "bill

against fond and fantastical Prophecies" appeared for an initial reading in the lower

house on the 12 March. Following two more readings the House of Commons passed

the draft legislation on 18 March 1563,

The use of Henrician terminology in the bill of 1559 indicated a desire to revive

an acr against prophecy similar in format to that of 1542, The wording of the 1563

statute "agaynst fonde and phantasticall Prophesyes" similarly imitated the statute of

1549-1550, The 1563 act legistated against prophecies based on "any Armes Fields

1135 Elizaberh I, c. 15,

Both of the House of Lords and House of Commons (London, 1682) STC D 1250, p. 68.
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Beastes Badges or suche other lyke thinges accustomed in Armes Cognisaunces or

Signettes, or upon or by reason of any Time yere or Daye name Blodshed or *arre",120

The basic wording of the act, defining che rype of prophecies outlawed, remained

constant since the first statute against prophecy. Like the Edwardian statute against

prophecy, the Elizabethan act specifically stated that previous rebellious activities

prompred the passing of the statute:

Forasmuche as sithens rhexpiracion and ending of rhe Statute made in
the time of King Edwarde the Syxthe entitled, An Act against fond and
fantasticall Prophesies, divers evill disposed psons, enclyned to the
srirring and moving of Factions Seditions and Rebellions within this
Realme, have byn the more bolde &, artempte the lyke Pracrise, in fayning
imagining invenring and publishing of suche fonde and fantasticall
Prophesies,12l

The provisions of the Elizabethan legislarion for the punishment of individuals

publishing, writing, printing, singing or speaking false prophecies followed those made

during Edward VI's reign, After initial conviction under the acr, the offender suffered

imprisonment for a year and a fine of !10, but for a second offence the offender incurred

life imprisonment and rhe forfeiture of all poss.rsions.l2z In the second and third

sixteenrh-century acts against prophecy the justices of assize, oyer and determiner, and

peace held the power to convict,l" Both acts imposed a time limit for the accusation of

six months.

All three sixteenth-century acts against prophecy depicted a similar conception

of the type of prophesying parliament wanted to outlaw. The emphasis on prophecies

using the s)rmbolism of fields, beasts, fowls or badges from the arms, cognisances and

t'osR, rY,i,p.445,
t2trbid.
tt'Ibid., p.446.t"lbid., pp.115,446.
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signets of the nobiliry or derived from variations on the name of individuals indicated

heraldic or numerical prophecies. The inclusion in 1549 of prophecies that named the

date of future conflicts suggested che desire of the legislature to include astrological

forecasts in the act. Padiament outlawed prophecies concerning all individuals,

although the character of the prophecies described indicated a parricular interest in

predictions about the monarch and the nobility. The srarutes also referred to the intent

of the individuals who used non-scriptural prophecies, The rwo later sixteenth.century

acts specifically associated prophecy with rebellion. The Edwardian act declared the use

of prophecy illegal where an individual intended to "make any rebellion insurreccion

discencion losse of lyfe or other disturbaunce",tz4 The Elizabethan act used the same

*ordirrg.tz5 The Henrician stature, however, did no[ refer expticitly to rebellion,

Instead the statute legislated againsr individuals who used prophecies "to make folke

rhinke that by theyre untrew gessys ir might be knowne what good or evyll thinge shulde

coome happen or be doone" to the detriment of the nobi1iry.126 Despite the inclusion of

statutory clauses defïning che instances in which the use of prophecy was illegal, judicial

authorities did not require proof of intent to convict individuals.

During the sixteenth century parliarnent augmented the acts against non-

scriptural prophecies with statutes against witchcraft, conjurations, sorcery and

enchantmenrs of 1542 and 1563, \Øhile the statutes against witchcrafr and orher

magical prac[ices legislated against the individual as a witch, conjurer, sorcerer or

enchanrer, the prophecy acts legislated against prophecies rather thun ih. propher,

Parliament acknowledged chat the individuals who disseminated or repeated prophecies

p. ll4.
p.445.
III, p.850.

t"Ibid,,
1t5lbid.,
t'ulbid.,
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were rarely the source of prophetic inspiration and that prophecies interested a wide

range of different people not just those claiming to be prophets or diviners. Prophecies

stood apart ftom their source and were potentially open for anyone to interpret. The

admonishrnent of the divinatory arts in sratute began as early as 1530 in a statute againsr

vagrancy, r27 Section four of "An Acte concernyng punysshement of Beggers &.

Vacabunds" included provisions for the chastisement of "fortunetellers"

usyng dyvers & subtyle crafrye &. unlawfull games &. playes &. some of
them feynyng themsefes to have knowledge in Physyke, Physnamye,
Palmestrye, or other craftye scyencs wherby they beare the people in
hande, that they can tell theire destenyes deceases &. fortunes &. suche
other lyke fantasticall ymagenacions to the greate deceypte of the Ky.,gt
Sub¡ects.128

Examined before rwo justices of the peace, convicted offenders received two days of

whipping for a first offence, scourging, pillorying and the loss of an ear for a second

offence and whipping, pillorying and the loss of a second ear for a third offence.lze The

1542 statute against the witch, conjurer, sorcerer or enchanter implicitly referred to the

practise of divination outlawíng the use of any "lnvocacionss or conjuracions of

sorceries" for any unlawful intent or purpose.t'o Th" act regarded witchcraft and sorcery

as a felony, offenders suffered dearh and the forfeiture of their possessions without

benefit of clergy.

An Elizabethan statute legislated against the use of any "wytchecraftes

Enchantemences Charms and Sorceries" to divine the place of gold or silver, or ascertain

t'7,22I{.n y VIII, c. 12 [SR, III, pp. 328.3321.
""Ibid, p. 330,
t'nlbid.
13033 Henry VIII, c. 8 "The Bill ayest conjuracion 6¡- wichecraftes and sorcery and
enchantments" [SR, III, p. 837]; C. L'Estrange Ewen, ed., \Jøitch Huntins and rVitch Trials:
The Indictments for \7ìtchcraft from the
A.D. 1559-t736 (London, 1929), p. t3

of 1373 Assizes held for the Home Circuit
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where individuals could find lost items.131 Under this legislation the consequences of the

use of witchcraft determined the extent of the offence. The accused received harsh

punishment for acts resulting in rhe death of others; however, using divinacion to find

lost or stolen items or provoking unlawful love resulted in imprisonment for one year

and pillorying every three months for six hours. However, a second offence often led to

death,132 Evidence suggests that parliament based the Elizabethan scatute on earlier

examples of the punishment of wicches, In a letter to Sir \(/illiam Cecil of 20 April 1561

Robert Catlyn outlined early precedents in cofirnon law for rhe proposed statute against

witchcraft enacted in 1563, Catlyn referred to Britton's thirteenrh.century discussion

"Of Arsons" rhat mentioned the burning of "sorcererst' and "sorceÍesses" after

conviction before the king's ¡usrices.133

Ecclesiasrical authorities also made provision for the punishment of individuals

who used prophecies. Several visitation articles issued directions for inquiry into

knowledge of magical pracrices including soorhsaying. Edward VI issued injuncrions in

1547 "intending the advancement of the true honour of Almighcy God" and "[he

suppression of idolatory and superstition throughout all his rea1ms".134 Thomas

Cranmer, on a visitation to the diocese of Canterbury in 1548, later ordered inquiry into

anyone who used "charms, sorcery, enchanrments, witchcraft, soothsaying, or any like

1315 Elirub"th I, c. 16 [SR, IV, í,p.446).t"SR, IV, i,pp.446.447 .tttsP LZII6,fols. 56-(56); translation from Francis Morgan Ni ls, Britron (Oxford, 1865), pp.
4r-42.l3aEd*u.d Cardwell,
Collection of Ini Declarations. Orders. Articles of Inouirv. &c. From the Year 1546 to

Documentarv Annals of the Church of Ensland: Beins a

the Year 1716 (Oxford, 1844),I, pp. 4,30; '\üØalter Howard Frere and'William McClure
Kennedy, eds., (London,
1910), II, p. 111.
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craft invented by the devil".1" Du.irrg Mary's reign Edmund Bonner, bishop of London,

administered similar articles within the London diocese in 1554 as did John \Øhite,

bishop of Lincoln, within his diocese in 1556.136 Queen Elizabeth issued royal articles

and injunctions in 1559 thar included a directive "that no persons shall use charms,

sorceries, enchantments, witchcrafts, soothsaying, or any suchlike devilish device, nor

shall resort at any time to the same for counsel or help".137 The clergy followed

Elizabeth's instructions by issuing interrogatories and injunctions concerning

soothsaying in 1560 and 1561 and articles in 1568 and 1588,138

Since 7275 the English legal system had provided adequate means to punish

prophetic offenders. Therefore, the significance of specific acts against prophecy passed

during the sixteenth century is questionable, In his article "Enacting Clauses and

Legislative Initiative, t559-I571" Elton cautions the historian using parliamentary acts

as evidence; "since it is often impossible to know who promoted a given act it is very far

from easy to deduce policy",l3e Events leading to the enactment of legislation against

prophecy are unknown, although clearly an inability to punish prophetic disseminators

did not prompt statutory additions. An analysis of sixteenth-century prophecy laws

reveals thar all three acts focused on the slander of or opposition to the monarch,

offences previously enshrined within scandalum maqnatum and the law of treason.

t";ohn Edmund Cox, ed., Miscellaneous '\ù?ritinss and l,etters of Thomas Cranmer , Archbishop
of Canterburv, Martw. 1556 (Cambridge,1846) [Parker Society Publication], p. 158; see also
Cardwell, Documentarv Annals, I, p. 58; Frere and . 188.
l36Cu.d*"11, Documentarv Annals,1, p. 161; Frere II, pp. 353,
398.
t'?Fr"." and Kennedy, Visitation Articles, III, pp. 20, 5; Cardwell, Documentarv Annals, I, pp.
226,246.
t'uF."." and Kennedy, Visitation Arricles, III, pp. 92,106,2O5; Cardwell, Documenrary Annals,
rr,p.34.
t'nG.R. Elbn, "Enacting Clauses and l,egislative Initiative , l55g -7 I" , Bulletin of the Inscitute of
Historical Research, LII (1980), p. 183.
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Dfficulties surrounded the statutory development of treason by words; however, judicial

construction ensured that before the sixteenth.century "[reasor-l by words was then a

recognised principle of the law of the 1and".14o Th" Treason Law encompassed written

or spoken prophecies derogatory to the monarch, In che fifreenth century accusations of

high treason made against the duchess of Gloucester and Thomas Burdett, resulting

from their use of sorcery and necromancy, indicated the absorption of prophetic and

magical type practises within the construction of treason,14l Scandalum magnarum,

followed by statutes and proclamations against false news, upheld the illegaliry of

seditious words and the notion that tales and rumours were precursors of rebellion. The

case of Elizabeth Barron in 1533 highlighted the inadequacies of the law of treason for

Henry VIII. The problem, however, was not the inabiliry of the judiciary to indicr rhose

adhering to prophecies but Henry VIII's desire to secure a harsh penalty for similar

offences. ultimately, Henry VIII employed parliamentary attainder to convict Elizabeth,

a method he did not hesitate in using again.r4z Finally, the Treason Act of 1534 broughr

words explicitly within statutory definitions of treason, although judicial aurhoriries

indicted few adherents of prophecies according to the revised act on the basis only of

their prophesying.

Throughout the sixteenth-century the judiciary deak wirh rhe inreresr of

individuals in non-scriptural prophecies through statucory, coûunon and ecclesiastical

laws, During the century English law provided ample means for the punishmenr of

prophetic offenders. The acts against prophecy perhaps demonstrated a parliamentary

l4Thorrrl"y, "The Treason Legislation", p. 107.
''''Weingarl, "The Concept of Treason" r p, 29; similar cases are also extant. See Bellamy, The
I-gw of Treason, pp.126-127; Rezneck, "Construcrive Treason", pp. 550-551.
"'Scanford E. Lehmberg, "Parliamentary Arrainder in the Reign of Henry VIII",
Iournal, XVn $97 5), p. 677 .
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desire to ensure greater consistency of indicrment, however, in practice judicial

authorities accused offenders of many different crimes including sedidon, rreason and

heresy, Altematively, the laws againsr prophecy represented a symbolic statement of

official policy towards rhe phenomenon, This conclusion may explain the reaffirmation

of anti-prophetic legislation in the 1581 statute against seditious words and rumours.

Henry VIII's law against prophecy brought the offence within reach of the death penalry

and was part of a general expansion of legislation against treason described by Van

Patten as "a s)¡mbolic response to a symbolic challenge" and "an indication of the

seriousness of the Crown in carrying out policies of reform in religion and society".l43

The law against prophecy openly declared the official attitude toward the phenomenon

and attempted to establish a clearer definition of the rype of prophetic activiry deemed

inappropriate than existed in medieval law. In combination with the literary

denouncement of prophecy during the sixteenth cenËury, legislative opposition to the

phenomenon produced a period of vilificarion unrivalled at any other time during the

early modem age.

t4'Vun Patten, "Magic, Prophecy", pp.32,l!



PART THREE

THE TRANTSMISSION OF PROPHECY ANID THE PARTICIPANTS

"I think you have heard how the late Duke of Buckingham moved with the fame of
one that was reported for an holy monk and had such ølking with him as after was
a great part of his destruction and disheriting of his blood, and great slander and
infamy of religion. It sufficeth me, good Madam, to put you in remembrance of
such thing, as I nothing doubt your wisdom and the spirit of God shall keep you
from talking wíth any persons, specially with lay persons, of any such manner
things as pertain to princes' affairs, or the state of the realm, but only to common
and talk with any person high and low, of such marurer things as nìay the soul be
profftable for you to show and for them to knoq/'.

Thomas More to Elizabeth Barton, Chelsea, [1533], Thomas More, Selected Letrers (New
Haven, 1967),pp. 184.185.
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CHAPTER SIX

The Transmission of Prophecies: Points of Transition

The exchange of prophetic knowlefue between an oral and a literary tradition

began with the emergence of the prophecies of Merlin in the work of Geoffrey of

Monmouth, one of the most important writers in the history of non-scriptural prophecy,

Geoffrey popularised the prophecies of Merlin in his works but lamented the lack of

written sources available to him concerning eady British monarchs, apart from exffacrs

in Gldas and Bede. However, Geoffrey also acknowledged the existence of an oral

tradition that had preserved the deeds of the kings.l Thus Geoffrey identified the rwo

main sources of prophetic information available before and after the publication of the

History in the early twelfth century. Similarly, during the sixteenth century individuals

gained access to prophecies through written material and the verbal repetition of

predictions in conversation with others or directly from a diviner or prophet. The

combination of literary and oral sources ensured the dissemination of prophecies to a

diverse audience. The two types of source were not in opposition but shared a similar

prophetic language and content, Historians of popular culture often represent the

divide berween lite¡ate and illiterate individuals as concomitanr with a cukural

separation, However, an examination of prophecy within the rwo communities reveals a

continuiry and sharing of prophetic information. In the sixteenth century many points

of contact existed between the two tradirions ensuring that individuals from all levels of

sociecy participated in a coÍünon prophetic culture,

lG"offrey of Monmouth, The Historv of the Kings of Britain (London, 1966), p. 51; Michael
'\ùTinterbottom, ed., Gldas: The Ruin of Britain and Other Works (l,ondon, 1978); Bede, A
Historv of the English Church and People (Harmondsworth, 1955).
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Geoffrey of Monmouth wrote of the prophecies of Meriin in three works: the

Prophetia Merlini (Prophecies of Merlin) or Libellus Merlini (Book of Merlin), Hisroria

Regum Britanniae (History of the Kings of Britain) and the Vita Merlini (Life of

Merlin), In his History Geoffrey explained that the popularity of the prophet Merlin

during the time when he wrote resulted in his publication of the Prophecies of Merlin.z

In his dedicatory lerter to Bishop Alexander, Geoffrey stated that he translated the

Prophecies from another manuscÍipt into Latin,3 Geoffrey's reference to a written work

is interesring as modem scholars know of no other literary source of Merlin's prophecies

before Geoffrey's Historv and perhaps his Prophecies.a However, many prophecies

derived from the oral rraditions of 'S(/ales, Scotland and lreland, As several scholars

argue, Geoffrey drew the ideas for his prophetic material from many different sources

including the Bible, classical works, ecclesiasrical wrirers and traditional Celtic, orally

transmitted folk-lore. The importance of Geoffrey's work to the study of prophecy

derives from his incorporation into a literary communiry with a scarciry of prophetic

material knowledge of a significant Celtic oral prophetic tradition. However, as the

redacrion of this oral tradition often occurred later than Geoffrey's work, difficulties

surround the scholar's attempt to establish the nature of this early lirerature. Akhough

several scholars believe that the Prophecies were largely the product of Geoffrey's

imagination, others identifu many characteristics that indicated Geoffrey's use of Celtic

material.5

zMonmouth, The History, p. 170.

'Ibrd.4So-" scholars suggest that Geoffrey circulated a version of rhe Prophecies of Merlin prior to
rhe publication of the Historv. H.G. Leach, "De Libello Merlini", Modern Philoloev, VIII
(1911), On. l-4; Bernard Meehan, "Ceoffrey of Monmouth, Proþhecies of Merlin: New
Manuscript Evidence", The Bulletin of the Board of C,eltic Studies, XXVII (1978-1980) ,pp,45-
46.
sR.F Treharne, The Glastonburv Lesends (London, 1975), p.66; C. Brooke, "Geoffrey of
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John J, Parry asserts in "Celtic Tradition and the Vita Merlini" that early Celric

scholars noted the difference berween Geoffrey's Merlin figure as he appeared in the Life

of Merlin compared to his characterisation in the History, The disparity berween the

rwo Merlins indicated to many cofiunentators that Geoffrey used at least two alternarive

sources for his depiction of the prophet, one a literary and the other an otal source.6

\Øhile the character of Merlin Ambrosius derived from written sources, a considerable

Celtic prophetic tradition was available to Geoffrey from which he drew his depiction of

the prophet in the Life of Merlin. In "Early Stages in the Development of rhe Myrddin

Legend" A,O.H, Jarman asserts that the legend of Merlin emerged from the Scordsh,

'l(¿elsh and Irish tales of Lailoken, Myrddin and the Suibhne Geilt based on the theme of

the wild man in the woods,T Basil Clarke, in a recent edition of Geoffrey's Life of

Merlin, concludes that "there is no doubr about the existence of a mass of material on

which prophecy.writers like Geoffrey drew",8 Clarke points particularly ro Geoffrey's

contemporary'!Øilliam of Newburgh who, despite his vilification of the Prophecies, did

not question Geoffrey's claim that he translated the work from a native British source.

Geoffrey's use of a variery of literary and oral sources demonstrated that, as Jan

Monmouth as a Historian", in C.N.L. Brooke, et a1., eds., Church and Government in the
Middle Ases: Essavs Presented to C.R. Chenev on his 70th Birthdav (Cambridge, 1976), p.78;
H.A, MacDougall, Racial Mvth in Enelish Historvr Troians, Teutons and Anglo-Saxons
(Montreal, 1982),p. 12; Roger Sherman Loomis, "The Development of Arthurian Romance", in
D. Eisenberg, ed., Transformations of Mvth Through Time: An Antholoqv of Readings (San
Diego, 1990), p.410.
u¡ohn 

¡. Parry, "Gltic Tradition and the Vita Meriini", Philological Quarterty, IV, no. 3 (1925),
gv.193-194.
'A.O.H. Jarman, "Early Stages in the Development of the Myrddin lægend", in Rachel
Bromwich and R. Brinley Jones, eds., Astudiaethau Ar Yr Hengerddr Studies in Old '\üøelsh

Poetrv (Caerdydd, 1978), p. 327 . See also J.S.P. Tatlock, "Geoffrey of Monmouth's Vit¿ Merlini",
Speculum, XVIII (1943), p. 269; A.O.H. Jarman, "The 'Welsh Myrddin Poems", in Roger
Sherman Loomis, ed., Arthurian Literature in the Middle Aees: A Collaborative History
(Oxford, 1979),p.29; H.L.D. Ward, "Lailoken (or Merlin Silvester)", Romania, XXII (1893),
pp,504-526;J.S.P.Tatlock, The Lesendarv Historv of Britain: Geoffrev of Monmouth's Hisrori¿

(Berkeley, 1950),
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Ziolkowski cornrnents of the Life of Merlin in "The Nature of Prophecy in Geoffrey of

Monmouth'sVitaMerhni", his prophetic material stood "at the intersection of oral and

written, Church, classical Latin, and Celtic".e

The exchange of prophetic informarion berween literary and oral culture, that

began with the work of Geoffrey of Monmouth in the rwelfth century, was similarly

evident in the sixteenth centwy, \Øhile Geoffrey's work demonstrated the absorption of

orally transmitted prophecies by a literary cullure, sixteenth-cen[ury sources more

clearly depicted the interesr of the unlearned in wrirten prophecies. In the Tudor period

many individuals gained their knowledge of prophecies orally. In several instances

prophecies were spread by rumour and gossip, Anthony'!(/ayte, in a letter to Lady Lisle,

discussed a "rumour" that judicial authorities imprisoned a man in the Tower of London

for predicting a *ur.to In 1536 Eustace Chapuys, ambassador to the Holy Roman

Emperor Charles V, wrote that Anne Boleyn boasted of her lack of concern for a well

known prophecy that a queen of England would burn alive.ll Throughout the reign of

Henry VIII judicial authorities sought out and punished those spreading rumours. In

1538 Robert Crowley intimated the danger of tale telling in a letter to Thomas Cromwell

concerning a recent verbal slander against the councillor, Crowley declared, "I fear the

King might be misinformed upon your Lordship if others were timorous to advertise you

of the truth".l2 The rumour apparently began among some commissioners in Ireland

who not only defamed Cromwell by saying that he cared more for money than people

eJan Ziolkowski, "The Nature of Prophecy in Geoffrey of Monmourh'sVitaMerlini",inJames L.
, 1990), p.162.

Relating to the
Negotiations Berween England and Spain Preserved in the Archives at Simancas and Elsewhere
(London, 1888), V, ii, p. l2Z ÍLP Henry VIII. X, 9091.
t2SP 60/6 íol. 47 [LP Henry VIII. XIII. í,470. See also LP Henry VIII. XI[. í,4711.
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but also claimed Cromwell sought an Irish prophecy that "a pelican should come out of

Ireland and should do many stfange marvellous things in England",l3 The

commissioners implied that Cromwell, despite his indictmenr of others for their

involvement with prophecy, was an adherent of the phenomenon.

Orhers similarly derived propheric knowledge from things they heard' In a

confession of April 1539 arunknown person revealed that they heard "a prophecy thal

the King should fain forsake his land".14 In the sarne year a memorandum in

"Budgegood's Papers" suggested that Thomas 'lUolsey, cardinal of York, conspired

against Katherine of Aragon because he heard that a woman would be the cause of his

downfall.l5 During rhe Northern Rebellion of 1572 Lawrence Banister questioned

Edward Elwold, a yeoman of 'Westmoreland, about his knowledge of local prophecies

concerning the fate of Thomas Howard, duke of Norfolk. Elwold replied, "l have hard a

prophecye spoken of, rhat the hound shold chase the whyet lyon to Berwicke".16 In legal

documentation some individuals gave detaiied accounts of the people from whom they

received prophetic information. The Launceston canon '\ü7i11iam Genys revealed that

his prior John Shere told him a prophecy concerning the 153617 rebellion of the North.

Genys discovered thar Shere heard the forecast from "a scholar of Oxford",l7 The

fruiterer John Ryan, after repeating predictions concerning Henry VIII to several people

in 1539, explained that, "The man who told him the prophesies is in the King's setvice, a

cunning prophesier and the best cronacler in England".l8 James Gairdner, editor of the

Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domesric of the Reign of Henry VIII, proposes that the

13Ibid.
tagL \4S Corton Appendix L, {ol. 72 [LP Henry VIII. XIV. í, 79 41,
ttLP H"rl.yVIII. XIV. i, 18ó.
tusp 15/21, fol. 160 tcspD. Add. xx, z6.iü].
1TSP 1/115, fol. 1414 [LP Henry VIII. XII. 1,298]
tusP 1/153, fo1.51 [LP HenryVIII. XIV. ii, ?3].
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individual Ryan referred to was the Portcullis pursuivant Robert Fayery.le Information

concerning Shere and Ryan suggested that the oral dissemination of prophecies often

derived from educated sources, a scholar and a chronicler. Other evidence revealed the

transferral of written material to less li¡erate individuals such as Robert Dalyvell, a

saddler from Royston in Hertfordshire, During his examination on 12 June 1537

Dalyvell explained that he gained his knowledge of prophecy on a visit to Scotland in

1536 to leam how to make saddles. \Øhile in Scotland some local people read from

books of prophecy in his hearing: "he harde dyvers Skottyshe men some of reputacyon &.

the more parte lyght parsor-rs saying as they Redde uppon bokys of prophecys that their

kyng shulde be kyng of Englond",2o Although no evidence remains of the individuals

thar heard Dalyvell repeat these prophecies, in other cases judicial authorities noted rhe

extensive oral history of parricular prophecies.

Late in 1531 the Ilchester gaol in Somerset was the scene of prophetic

speculation prornpted by the execution of Rhys ap C'riffith, whose indicrment involved

treasonable activities encouraged by a favourable prediction, The depositions of the

inmates revealed the transmission of prophecies among several people. On 8 February

1532 a prisoner, Thomas Cheeselade, admitted that the year before another inmate John

Ricardis told him of several prophecies about the future of England.2l Another prisoner

'\7illiam Davy revealed that Ricardis also told him about the prophecies that inmate

Peter Aleyn reported to Thomas Cheeselade and yet another prisoner, Alexander

Parker.z2 In his deposition Ricardis claimed that he heard the prophecies nine or ten
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years ago from an old man named Horlock,23 The examination of the Ilchester inmates

demonstrated how quickly a prophecy spread throughour a closed environment.

A case three years later, in 1535, further highlighted the passing of prophetic

infonnation from person to person when Thomas Arundell attempted to follow up a

prophetic saying that Alexander Clavell told one of Lord Daubeney's servants.24 Clavell

said he heard the forecast from a tenant of Arundell's father, John Arundell. An old

man named Payne told the tenant of the prediction and, after speaking with Pay-re,

Arundell found that the old man had heard the prophecy and other predictions from

"his master whyche was he sayed a well lemyd man who and was ded I lfifry] yeres

gorr",25 In the same year Cromwell personally interviewed several Carthusian priors and

a monk who refused ro swear an oarh recognising Henry VIII as the supreme head of the

church in England, an acknowledgment of the 1534 act of suprema.y.tu D"positions

from the Carthusian clergy revealed that John Hale, vicar of Isleworth in Middlesex,

spread a prophecy defaming the king and his marriage ro Anne Boleyn.z? lØhile John

Leek, a clerk of the monastery at Syon in Middlesex, heard of Hale's predictions from

another Syon resident Thomas Skydmore, Hale asserred he heard a prediccion from

"layrnan a prophecyer".Zs In a letter to the king's council Hale exposed the source of his

sayings and wrote that, "a bowght a ii yere past or there a bowghte The fellow of Bristow

showd the professye of marlyon not oonly to me but unto dyvse other of Syon for by my

t'Ibid., fols. 12ó verso-12?.
2asp U9Z, fol l94 [Lp Henry VIII. VIII, 2361,
25lbid., tol. 194verso.
'ulb1d., fols. 34.34 verso [LP Henry VIII. VIII, 565]; \Øilliam Cobbetr, Cobbett's Complete
Collection of State Trials and Proceedinss for Hish Treason and Other Crimes and
Misdemeanors From the Earliesr Period Eo the Present Time
@rial, however, cited Hale as a

(London, 1842),p,237,

(London, 1809), l, p. 47 2.
clerk of Isleworth. Third Report of

!l92,foIs. +0,42 [LP Henry VIII. Vn, 565]
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ffowthe master Skydmore showyd ro me also the same profe ry',tn These depositions

reveal the oral exchange of prophetic information among many individuals, a transferral

ultimately derived from a man of "Bristow", who was probably the prophet Lar¡nam thar

Hale referred to in his deposition.30

Like the incidenr at the Ilchester jail, prophecies spread quickly by word of

mouth within religious houses, A visitation to the Cistercian abbey of Furness in 1537,

before Henry VIII dissolved rhe monastery, disclosed that the monk John Broughton

spread a prophecy among his fellow brethren. Robert Legate, a friar admitted into the

abbey to teach the incumbents, deposed that John Broughron, John Harrington and

several other monks interpreted a prophecy againsr Henry VIII and his proposed

suppression of the monastic houses. Legate atteste<l thar he often heard the prophecy

spoken of by the other monks,3l The abbot of Furness, Roger Pyle, also declared that

Broughton showed him the prophecy, although he did little to combat the dissemina[ion

of the forecast,3z Broughron confessed that he obtained a "bill" containing prophecies

from William Dcson of 'S(i'indermere and another from'\7i11iam Rawlinson of Colton.33

The discovery of the interest of the monks in prophecy justified Cromwell's desire to

dissolve the abbey, and on 5 April in the same year the abbot of Furness surrendered the

monastery to Henry VIII that the earl of Boulogne, later King Stephen, founded in

llz7.34

tnlbld., fol. 49.
'o¡.di.iul authorities interviewed one Richard Laynam h 1546 who was prophesying from a
house in Viltshire around 1530 (discussed later in this chapter). This "la1mam a prophecyer"
was possibly the same individual.
"Sp l/118, fol. 4 [Lp Henry VIII. XII. i, 841].
3zlbid., fol. z.

"SP 1/88, fol. 188. This document is incorrecrly dated 1534 in the LP Henry VIII, the
confession belongs with the other deposirions from the abbey of Furness of 1537 [LP Henry VIII.
VII. Appendix,431.
3tVrighr, ed., Three Chapters of l,etters ,pp,153-154.
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The better educated clergy were in a unique position to access written prophetic

sources and convey the content to their less learned brethren or parishioners. '\üü'illiam

Love, abbot of Coggeshall, for instance, made use of his position to disseminate

prophecies to the inhabitants of an abbey in Essex. In 1536 one of the Cistercian monks

of Coggeshall submitted to judicial authorities several articles against the abbot that

eventually reached Thomas Cromwell. Among the articles was an accusation that the

abbot "ded Rede a certen booke conteyn'yng iiii leaves or ther abouts of a certen prophisi

amongest us beyng hys brethern".35 The abbot also used a key and a book in the prac[ice

of divination. Two monks of the house, Richard Clerke and John Bokkyng, confirmed

that the articles were true.3u Ho*"rr.r, in a letter to Cromwell the earl of Essex, Henry

Bourchier, argued that the monks of Coggeshall falsely accused Love and therefore the

case disappeared from the records.3T Similarly, h 1537 some parishioners of Mustone in

Yorkshire accused their vicar, John Dobson, of reciting prophecies against the king in

both the church and the alehouse:

the said vicar hath reaported divers q/mes aswell in the churche porch of
Mustone aforesaid as in the ale hous to divers and many of his said
parishones speciellye syns Midsomer laste paste thar the kings said
Maiestie shuld bee compelled to forsake this his Realme &. flye unro the
^J8Jee.

Dobson repeated many other predictions and was able to reach a large secular audience

for his sayings that his parishioners claimed derived from "a booke in paper",3e

Although many prophecies circulated orally, but ultimately originated from a

written souÍce, other predictions came directly from an individual clairning prophetic
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abilities. The most renown prophet of the early Tudor period was Elizabeth Barton,

commonly called the Holy Maid of Kent. Barton was a young servant girl suffering from

what many modern cornmentators deduce was epilepsy who prophesied while in the

rrance-like srate induced by her illness,ao Afr"r coming to the notice of the archbishop

of Canterbury, 'William '$7arham, Barton entered the Benedictine convent of St,

Sepulchre in Canterbury. In a group of documents relating to her arrest and trial a note

in Latin recorded that during Barton's second year in the convenr of St, Sepulchre the

nun "saw visions and spoke divine words, which she neither learnt from others, nor

could have invented herself being unlearned".4l Others wrote down her revelations, but

Barton often spread her predictions orally to many people who visited her seeking

personal prophetic information. Richard Gwent declared that 'Warham's successor,

Thomas Cranmer, sent the nun to Courr-at-Street during his examination of Barton to

induce another trance, and thereby gain further knowledge concerning the fate of Henry

VIII and Queen Katherine.az Gerrrude Courtenay, marchioness of Exeter, also appealed

to Barton for information concerning the future. Barton confessed that the marchioness

sent fü her while she was visiting the Bridgittine abbey of Syon, however, Barron

admitted only that the marchioness wanted a blessing for the health of her prospective

children.a3

{Elrorl, England Under, p. 137; E.\7. Parkin, "C,obb's Hall, Aldington, and the Holy Maid of
Kent", ArchaeoloEia Cantiana, LXXXVI (1971r), p. 16. David Knowles, however, describes
Elizabeth Bar[on's illness as "hysterical or psychopathic". David Knowles, The Relisious Orders
in Ensland (Cambridge, 1959), III, p. 185.
{sp-i¡gO, ø1. 140 ¡ie u..,.y VIIi. u, 14681. The LP dates this documenr 1524. This is an
unlikeiy date as several sources confïrm that Barton was still a servanr girl in Aldington í¡ I5Z5
and had nol yel entered the convent in Canterbury. The exact date of Barton's entry into the
convent is unknown but she was al St. Sepulchre's when'Warham wrote to 'SØolsey requesting
that he see Barton in 1528. The event described in this documenr probably occurred i¡ 1527 ot
t528,
4'SP 1/78, fol. 119 [LP Henry VIII. VI, 967].
a'sP 1/80, [oL l42 [LP HenryVIII. vI, 1468].
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At other times Elizabeth Barton personally approached those she thought would

benefit from and popularise her futuristic visions. In 1528 Archbishop'Warham wrote a

letter to Thomas 'Sü'olsey on behalf of Barton requesting an audience for her with the

cardinal, After describing Barton as a "veÍy well disposyd and vertuouse woman",

'Warhamwrote that she

is very deserouse to speke with your grace personally, Vhat she has to say
or whether it be good or yll I do not know, but she hath desyeryd me to
wrire unto your grace and to desir the same as I do that she may come to
your grace p..r"rr...44

The ambassador Eustace Chapuys recorded in November 1533 that Barton also

attempted ro speak with Katherine of Aragon. Chapuys applauded the divorced queen's

foresight in not allowing Barton to visit her, as Henry VIII's council saw the prophet's

trial for treason as a good opportuniry to implicate Katherine in her downfall. The nun,

wrote Chapuys,

Barton also managed to gain an audience with Henry VIII. At the nun's trial the judges

refused to find her guilry of treason for compassing and imagining the king's death

because i¡ 1532 she told Henry VIII of her prophecy conceming the calamiry that would

ensue if he married Anne Boleyn.a6 In a deposition of 1533 an informant claimed that

John Fisher, bishop of Rochester, "wepte" when he heard Barton's prophecies "sayinge

that he dyd gyve to them the more cre[dence] becaws that she had bene with the kyng"

had been very urgent at divers times to speak with her and console her in
her great affliction, but the Queen [Katherine of Aragon] would never
see her. Yet the Council do not desist from making continual inquiry
whether the Queen has had any cornmunication with her.as

44sP 1/50, fol. 163 [LP HenryVIII. ry. ii,4806]
45LP H"r,.y VIII. VI, 1419.
#LP H"rr.y VIII. VI, 1445.
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dyvars tymes 6r reprovyd hyme of hys s),ns".47 Barton told many people of her

prophecies and her fame ensured the wide disseminatiol'r of her sayings outside the

convent in which she lived. As Thomas Cranmer noted in a letter to the archdeacon of

Ely, Nicholas Hawkins, of Z0 December 1533,

dyvers and many aswell great men of the Realme as meane men and many
lerned men but specially divers and many religious men had great
confidence in her and often resorted unto her and communed wich her
tothentent thei myght by her knowe the will of god,a8

Other prophets gained their insight through divinatory practices and

disseminated their forecasts directly to a specific individual, In the case of \(¡illiam

Neville, who believed he would attain the earldom of 'Warwick, judicial authorities

traced the source of Neville's prophetic knowledge to three "sorh sayers"¡ Richard Jones,

\(¿illiam \(/ade and Nashe of Circencester. In December 1532 Thomas \Øood accused

Neville of adhering to the predictions of Richard Jones from Oxford who, after

communication with four "king devylls", revealed that Neville would become ar-, .ur1.4e

Jones confessed he knew of Neville's future "by his seyence", the science of

necromancy.5o Nel ille noted the contents of Jones's chamber where he saw

certayne sryllatoryes alembykes &. odre instruments of glasse and also a
septer &. odre things which he said did appertaine to the conjuracion of
the iiii kyngs And also an image of white metall and in a boxe a serpents
,kirrrr".51

Neville also consulted the astrologer lØilliam \7ade who told him ¡hat he would be the

earl of 'Warwick within firre yeurs.5' Th" other person to whom Neville spoke was Nashe
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of Cirencester, a man '!Øood described as "a ca1kar".53 Neville's confession and the

deposition of \7ood revealed little about the diviner, although Neville explained that he

wrote to Nashe because "one chambre of londolì", who lived at the same lodgings,

mislaid ,o-. ,poorrr.'4 A case brought by the attorney general in the Courr of Star

Chamber during the reign of Henry VIII suggested that Nashe was probably a well

known fortune.teller.s5 In the rü(/illiam Neville case Jones, 
'\ù(i'ade and Nashe conveyed

their prophecies directly to Neville, a man who was the principle subject of their

prophecies and for whom they laboured in their divinatory practices. However, unlike

the diviners consulted by Neville who made their own forecasts, other prophets like

Laynam and Harlock repeated older prophecies and reinterprered them to fit

contempornry 
"'rr"artr.tu

Many individuals like Robert Dalyvell, John Broughton, Villiam Love and John

Dobson, although they spread propheric information orally, derived their sayings from a

written source. Literary prophetic material circulated extensively throughout the

sixteenth century conffary to Dane 'Watt's cornments in her 1993 doctoral thesis "God's

Secrelaries; Studies of Four'Women Visionaries and Prophets as '\ùTriters in the Late

Middle and Early Modem Ages" that in the first half of the century oral transmission

was the dominant merhod of communicating prophecies.5i Individuals employed both

literary and oral methods of transmission in the dissemination of propheric information,

A significant number of individuals admitted that they owned or saw books of prophecy,

5'Ibid., fol. 197 verso.
5tui¿.
55Th" star chamber case referred to Nashe of Circett, "one expett man in the knowleg of thyngs
stolen". STAC 2ll7164.
tJurrr".r, Political Protest , pp,27 -28,
t/Diurr" \(/"", "G"dt Secretaries: Studies of Four 'S(/omen Visionaries and Prophets as 

'\(/riters

in the Late Middle and Early Modern Ages", unpublished D.Phil dissertation, University of
Oxford (1993),p. 178.
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akhough in many instances the nature of these books is unknown. The term "book"

could refer to a bound collection of handwritren prophecies or a printed pamphlet,

ballad, chapbook or treatise. The well known prophet Richard Laynam asserted that he

took several of his prophecies from books. On 9 June 1546 Laynam explained that

Robert Barker offered to show him a book of prophecies from the house of '\ùTilliam

'Weston, Laynam also admitted he knew a man named "yonge hurlok" from\ùü'arminster

in Wikshire who had "bookes of prophesies", probably the source of Laynam's

predictions as the rwo men often "commun"d'.58 John Fuller, in answer to his

indictment of 1595 for "repeating a contumacious prophesy", similarly asserted his

knowledge of prophecy derived from a "booke" containing "a prophesie of all the kinges

had reigned a long t),me".5e Laynam and Fuller revealed lirtle about the character of the

books of prophecy they saw, however other examinations provided more information

about written prophecies.

In 1530 the king's officers Edmund Valsingham and John Daunce exarnined

'\Øilliam Harlokke in the Tower of London. Harlokke confirmed he owned a "kalendre

of profysye" that D AusnTn, a learned man "doctor of phesyke and asrronyrner", gave

him before rhe doctor died in 152l,60 Harlokke showed the calendar ro many people in

Somerset resulting in the widespread acknowledgment throughout the counry that

Harlokke possessed the prophecy. Despite the knight Nicholas'Wadham's attempts to

stop Harlokke displaying the prophecy, Harlokke showed the work to Richard [-oweth, a

goldsmith from Taunton. Loweth also possessed books of prophecy including one

tusP 1/220, îo1.65 [LP Henry vIII.
59ASSI 3513719,m. 43 [cockburn, , pp. 301-302]
uosP 1/58,fol. 101 [LPHenryVIII.IV. äi,66521.
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"wreten in \Øalsh in a blakke booke",6i Harlokke further revealed that he heard other

prophecies in the home of John Barbour of Norwich who

hath a boke of profi'eces whiche he redde to thys deponent in the
presence of Sir \(¡i11iam[son] chapleyn to mr halle Roger Coper
dwellinge at the said mayden hedde and one Robert a worsted wever
which maryed a wedowe in Norwiche and diverse orher whos names thys
deponent knoweth not.62

The chaplain, named'SU'illiamson, later remarked ro Harlokke, "l have redde in a boke

of profyecie of mr hals that alle profucyes that ben past I have found them ffue".63

Harlokke exposed four individuals who owned books of prophecy, alrhough on

questioning the chaplain claimed he told Harlokke of Mr Hall's book only to divulge

"whether he had any boks of profycie or not",64 Harlokke described his book as "a

kalendre of profusye wherin ther were pictures of kings andlords armes",65

Several books of prophecy contained images based on heraldic devices, although

the evidence does not reveal if they composed pictorial or written prophecies, The

original accusation against \lilliam Neville by his chaplain Edward Legh of 3 December

1532 disclosed that Neville consulted a book of prophecy to establish rhe narure of his

claim to the earldom of 'Warwick,66 Legh asserted that Neville sought information from

fwo prophets not mentioned in the accusation of Thomas \Øood or Neville's confession

taken later in the year. Interestingly, the first "kalcar" Legh mentioned \ryas "on

hurlock", However, failing to secure the employment of Harlock, Neville turned to

another man known for his acquaintance with several prophecies. Neville sent a priest,

Thomas Avennell, to fetch a man with prophecies or, if he would not come, to bring

6llbid., fol. 1oz.
u'Ibid.
u'lbid., tol. roz verso.
uat¡id.
utlbid., fol. 101.
uun rclftol}O; Elton, Policv and Police, p.50
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back copies of his predictions,6T Upon Avennell's return Neville consulted a book of

heraldic arms of the nobility of England, Neville appeared to interpret his copy of the

prophecies using the book of arrns as a key, Heraldic knowledge was an important skill

necessary for the decipherment of prophecies, as the deposition of John Bower suggested

in 1536. In a conversation about his collection of prophecies Thomas Syson, abbor of

Garadon, quízzed Bower on his understanding of heraldic badges and connecred the

names of prominent individuals to animal symbols in the decipherment of his book.68

Other prophecies were obviously handwritten or painted manuscripts rather than

printed works, Several individuals referred to rolls of prophecy. Mistress Amadas, for

example, said she owned a "rowll wherin is payntyd and wryten all her profecyes".6e

Geoffrey Lancaster's painted prophecy composed "a rolle in parchement of half a yarde

in length ôr half a quarter of a yarde brode or theraboute".To In a petition to Henry VIII

and his Council in the North, John Dobson explained that while on a visit to

Scarborough in 1536 John Borobie, the prior of the 'ìØhite Friars, showed him a

prophecy written on a "rowle in paper",7l In anorher petition Dobson referred to the

same work as "a rolle of prophecies".TZ Borobie stated that he copied the prophecy from

a priest he met in Beverley who showed the prophecy to Borobie written "in ii shetes of

paper which I copied there in Senre Margarer chapell",?3 Borobie also admitted thar he

copied a prophecy derived from'\(¡illiam Langdale, a gentleman of Scarborough, and yet

another prediction that one of the brethren of the \7hite Friars b,rought to him on "a

6?g t63ltolzo.
uuSP 1/81, foL 175 [LP Henry VIII. VI. Appendix, 10. This documenr is incorrecrly dated 1533.

,P,71 n.4).
nryVIII, VI,9231.

. t0231

7'rbid., fol,65,
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scroll of paper" that belonged to a priest of Rudstone, John Paikok.Ta In pursuing an

indictment against Borobie the Council of the North took the deposition of William

Langdale who asserted that John Borobie lent him two propheciesr a "litle ro11 of paper

wherein was writtene a prophecye in ryme otherwise called a gargone" and "a long paper

ro11 of profecies".T' Th. information revealed abour the dissemination of John Dobson's

prophecies suggested rhat rolls of prophecy circulated widely and were often handwritten

copies of other predictions.

During Thomas Cromwell's ascendancy as chief adviser to Henry VIII, his

officers in the counties, who followed up information concerning those who referred

openly to prophetic sayings, often sent him books and copies of prophecies. In a letter of

4 November 1536 Cromwell thanked Lord Hungerford for sending him documentation

concerning the examination of several people who possessed a book of prophecies:

Thiese shalbe to adverrise the same that I ha[ve] resceyved your letffes
with the deposicions and confessions of cer[ayne peÍsones and a boke,
wherin was writen amonges other thynges certain prophecies accordyng
to your lettres.76

ln 1537 Thomas Howard, duke of Norfolk, similarly sent Cromwell a copy of a prophecy

seized from some people in Northumberland. "Some lewd persons", wro[e Norfolk, "do

not cease to speak ill of you as you shall perceive by a prophecy framed of late copy

enclosed The original I keep to try out the writer by the hand",77 Larer in the year

Charles Brandon, duke of Suffolk, wrote to Cromwell concerning Robert Se.,rman and

Richard Bishop who spoke of a prophecy that the people would rise in rebellion againsr

the king. In his deposition Bishop confessed that he asked Seyman to come to Bungay,

(Oxford, 1968), II, p. 35.
81.
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where Bishop lived, to hear a prophecy that "one man hadde taken payne to wache in

the nyght to wrire the copye of'.78 Suffolk complained ro Cromwell of the difficulties he

encountered trying to make Bishop confess, but finally was able to send both his

examination and copies of the prophecy, concluding: "I have sent for rhe origrTnall of the

same And hym that hath yt And to know who hath had copyes out of the saide boke

And further to knowe in what companyes the said copyes hath ben rede".7e Ten days

later Suffolk still could not find the original "book of prophecy" that Bishop cited.8o

Cromwell's involvement in the Elizabeth Barton trial ensured his diligence in

seeking both manuscript rolls and printed books of prophecy and taking them out of

general circulation, At least rwo books concerning the visions of Barton existed, and

although E.J, Devereux in "Elizabeth Barton and Tudor Censorship" suggests Lhat

several people disseminated other works, none survirr".ut Th" firsr published account of

Barton's revelarions \ /as a pamphlet written soon after Barton miraculously recovered

from her initial illness during a service in a church at Court-at-Street. \Øilliam

Lambarde quoted the content of this first book in A Perambulation of Kent, firsr

published in 1570. Lambarde described the work as "a iittle pamphler, conteining foure

and rwentie leaves, penned by Edward Thwaytes, or I wote not by what doltish dreamer,

printed by Robert Redman, intituled A marveilous worke of late done at Court of Streete

in Kent".8z Edward Thwaytes was an early follower of Barton whom she referred to in

1533 as a recipient of her propheric knowledge.s3 The acr of attainder against Barron

and her adherents cited Thwaytes as the gentleman who "translated and wrott dyverse
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quayres and shetis of paper concernyng the seid false feyned revelacions and myracles of

rhe seid Elizaberh".ua ¡ohr't Capon, abbot of Hyde and bishop.elect of Bangor, confirmed

the title, alrhough not the author, of this pamphlet in his sermon against Barton ar-rd her

followers of 23 November 1533. Capon referred to a printed book "o/ the wor''Åerfulwork

done at Our Laiy at Court.of .Street".85

After the incident at Court.at.Street the fame of Barton came to the attention of

Anthony '\ùTarham who commissioned an inquiry about Barton and her revelations.

Following a favourable outcome 'Warham appointed the cellarer of the monastery of

Christ's Church in Canterbury, Edward Bocking, as Barton's "gostely ffader",86 Bocking

was the author of another book concerning Barton mentioned by Capon in his sermon

as the "great book written with Dr, Bocking's hand".87 D".r"r".rx proposes rhat Capon

referred to the original copy of the "great book" written in Bocking's hand but argues

that the book was also meant for publication by John Scot.88 Cromwell recorded in 1533

that Bocking gave the "Nun's book" to Scot for publication. The printer kept 200 copies

while Bocking received 500 copies of his book,se Cromwell also called for the

examination of Scot in the hope that the man would confess his intention to publish the

nun's book, although many copies of Bocking's work were already in circulation.eo

Thomas Goldwell, the prior of Christ's Church, revealed that he knew two people to

whom Bocking delivered several copies of Bocking's book, Goldwell maintained he had

u4D"ro"."tr*, "Elizabeth Bartontt, p. 101,
ttL.E. 'W-hutrnore, "The Sermon Against the Holy Maid of Kenr and Her Adherents, Delivered
at Paul's Cross, November the 23rd, 1533, and at Canterbury, December the 7th", The English
Historical Review, LVIII (1943),p.#5; Knowles, The Relisious Orders, p. 189.
s6Explained by the prior of Christ's Church in a letter to Crornwell. 'rüØright, ed., Three Chapters
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not read any part of the work "nor never sawe them but onely when they were del1ruered,

one of them to Mr. Attorney before his last goyng to London, and the other to John

Antony, when he was sent for it".el Prompted by Barton's particularly ominous

discussion of Henry VIII's marriage to Anne Boleyn, the act of attainder against the nun

called for the suppression of all works relating to her ffeason.ez The king gave Cromwell

the responsibiliry of questioning Barton and those involved wirh her and the seizing of

literature spreading informarion about her visions.

The books about Elizabeth Barton received wide circulation during her lifetime

and after she died. Barton's confession and that of several of her followers included a

large list of individuals who knew of Barton's revelations, including the bishop of

Rochester andmanymembers of the nobiliry.e3 In December 1533 Thomas Cranmer,

probably referring to the work by Edward Thwaytes, described a book written after

Barton's miraculous cure at Court-at-Street, "which ever Ð/ns that nrme hath byn

comonly sold and goone abrode amongs all people".ea Determining the success of the

parliamentary order to suppress the books about Barton is difficult. However, Devereux

argues thar because no book now exists resembling eirher the work of Thwaytes or

Bocking Cromwell accompiished his "censorship" of the pr.rr.n5 Devereux describes the

Barton case as "what may be the first case of really successful suppression of books and

ideas in England",e6 Following the Barton trial Cromwell maintained his vigilance

against the spread of printed books of prophecy. In 1539 Cromwell entered into a

correspondence wirh James V of Scotland through the king's councillor at Berwick,
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\(/illiam Eure, concerning some prophecies interpreted against Henry VIII and published

in Scotland but circulating in rhe North of England, Cromwell wrote to James V, but

sent the letter in Eure's name, sending a copy of the "sundry bokes of balettes and

diffamatorye reallinges" and requesting him to halt the publication of the books.eT In

reply to the petitions James V promised to deal with the matter and "if any of his subjects

are taken with them, to punish them with death".e8 The attempt to control the

dissemination of prinred books of prophecies continued after Cromwell's downfall. On

29 July 1583 the Essex Assize judges at \íitham heard the indictment of John Tusser, a

gentleman of Tolleshunt D'Arcy, for publishing false prophecies,ee A Mr Lloyd of

Mariton even cired the need to suppress written prophecies as an elecrion promise when

he attempted to become sheriff of Cardigan in 1600,100

The substantial number of books of prophecy could seriously revise the

historian's notion of literacy during the early modern period. Less learned individuals

like trades people, yeomerr and some clergy owned and copied prophecies rhat appeared

on manuscript rolls or in books, However, the lack of information regarding the nature

of such works curtails the development of any firm conclusions about educarional levels

during the sixteenth century. Despite this limitation of the evidence, the presence of

written and oral methods of information exchange demonstrated chat a clear distinction

berween elire and popular prophetic culture did not exist, and that the written source

was more prevalent than hisrorians believe, The transferral of prophecy among people

9TSP Ul42,fo1. 189 [LP Henry VIII. XIV. i, 27 51. This is a modern copy of the letrer made by a
late keeper of the Stare Papers in the Public Record Office, London. The original document is
difíicult to read and partly mutilated. SP 1/143, [o1.69 [LP Henry VIII. XIV. i, 178]; see also LP

,p.24Il
,X,p.369.
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during the sixteenth century appeared to demonstrate a top down view of social

interaction. However, the use by Geoffrey of Monmouth and other medieval authors of

traditional'S7elsh, Scottish and Irish folklore indicated that the literary elite drew many

of their prophecies from an abundant oral source that exceeded the scope of other

literary material. \7hen viewed over several centuries the pattern of the dissemination

of prophecy is clearer and the historian is able to avoid the distortion that an

examination of a single century or the scarcity of documentation may produce. 'SØith a

b,roader view the transmission of prophetic knowledge between the educated and less

leamed appears circular, involving a level of interacrion between wrirten and oral

culture that has obscured the origin of many prophecies,
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Participants: The Nobility

In the sixteenth cenrury nobles were not the creators of prophecies but their

subject and on occasion their adherents. In rhe first statute against prophecy of 1547

the dire effect of prophecy on the nobility, including the king, was the main concern of

the law. Legislative authorities directed the statute towards prophecies based on the

heraldic symbols of the nobiliry: "Touching Prophesies uppon Declaracion of Names

Armes Badges, &c",1 The wording of rhe act presented rhe peerage as unwilling victims

of an evil and troublesome phenomenon "wherby in rymes paste many noble men have

suffered".z The 1547 act was an attempt to protect the nobility and the monarchy from

the danger of prophecies, The act accurately reflected the relationship berween

prophecy and the nobiliry, as demonstrated in judicial proceedings, whose attention to

prophecy validated other subversive activities. All the peers involved with prophecy and

examined by the courts during the sixteenth century faced prosecution for high treason.

Judicial authorities did not charge any of the nobiliry for acting contrary to the statutes

against prophecy. In cases involving the peerage the concem of successive Tudor

govemments was treasonous, rather than prophetic practices. The inlerest of nobles in

prophecy was incidental to their involvement in other political events of the century.

On 13 May t521 the Court of the Lord High Steward pronounced Edward

Stafford, duke of Buckingham, guilry of high treason and ordered his execution,

commuted from hanging, drawing and quartering to beheading, to take place on 17

tsR, IIr, p. B5o
'Ibid.
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Muy.' Stafford's trial indicated that his attention to prophecy did not insrigate his

prosecution and only played a minor role in his indictment for treason. \(/hile scholars

debate the reason for Edward's downfall, the Stafford family history was an important

factor in Henry VIII's suspicion of the duke. As Barbara J. Harris explains in Edward

Srafford, Third Duke of Buckingham, 1478-1521, Edward Stafford's familial ties made

him a signifìcant royal claimant,4 The duke was ca¡eful to maintain the strengch of his

heritage through his marriage and those of his children, forging ties with the Percy, Pole,

Howard and Neville families (for a genealogical chart of the Stafford family see

appendix three). Stafford was a major land owner who possessed significant wealth,

power and influence.S During the reign of Henry VII several people considered Stafford

a legitimare prospective heir to the throne if Henry VII died earlier than expected.ó

Early in the sixteenrh century John Flamank informed Henry VII thar those mindful of

the king's ill health suggested the duke of Buckingham or Edmund de la Pole should

succeed him.7 \(/hen Henry VIII acceded to the throne of England in 1509, Richard

Fox, bishop of Durham, heard that several men vyere speculating that the duke of

Buckingham would become the Prorector of England,8 Rumours also spread suggesting

that the duke would gain the throne if Henry VIII failed to produce an heir.e

3Third Reporr of rhe Depuw ,pp.233-234.+fhe duke of Buckinghu* *u. a descendant of Edward III; through his mother Edward could
trace his lineage to John of Gaunt, Edward III's third son. Edward Stafford's father \¡/as a
descendant of Thomas Woodstock, Edward III's fifth son. Barbara J. Harris, Edward Stafford,
Third Duke of Buckingham, 1478-1521 (Stanford, 1986), pp.234-235; Robin Frame, The
Political Development of the British Isles, 1100-1400 (Oxford, 1990), p.134.
5Cu.o1" Rawcliffe, The Staffords. Earls of Stafford Dukes of Buckinsham 1394-1521
(Cambridge, 1978), p. 30.
oMorrimer Levine, "The Fall of Edward, Duke of Buckingham", in Arthur J. Slavin, ed., Tudor
Men and Institutions: (Baton Rouge, 1972), p. 34.
James Gairdner, ed.,
(l,ondon, 1861), I, p. 233.
oP.S. and H.M. Allen, eds., (Oxford, I929),p.43.
eThe Venetia.n ambassado the dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk
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In his recent survey of the Tudor monarchy John Guy suggests that the duke of

Buckingham was unable to adjust to a subservient role in the reign of Henry VIII, who

fought to overcome the memory of a long and embittered civil war by uniting the English

peerage under his absolute sovereignty.lo The monarch ruled supreme overriding the

greater nobiliry, despite their wealth and power as land owners who governed their home

counties and often possessed a prestigious genealogy. Mindful of his importance within

sixteenth-ceûtury sociery, the duke was vocal about his hereditary rights and often

antagonised his king, Not only did Edward refer to himself as "Prince", but he doggedly

pursued his claim to the hereditary office of Lord High Constable of England against

Henry VIII's wishes,ll In 1518 Henry VIII concluded of the duke of Buckingham, "ther

is no man lyvyng that ponderth mor the seurry of hls parson, and the comon welth of

this his reame".l2 In the following year Henry VIII wrote to Cardinal'S7olsey requesting

him to keep a close watch on the movements of the dukes of Buckingham and Suffolk,

the lords of Northumberland, Derby, 'SØiltshire and "others whyche yow thynke

suspecte",13

In November 1520 Stafford requested a grant from the king to marshal a smatl

armed force to visit Stafford lands in '\ü7'ales, but Henry VIII refused his application.l4

hoped to accede to the throne of England on Henry VIII's death. Brown, ed., Calendar of State
Papers, II, p.561.
toGrr, Tudor England, p. 96.
llEd*u.d claimed the constableship as a descendant of Humphrey de Bohun, earl of Hereford,
and his control of the manors of Haresfield, Newnham and \Øheaten entailed on the office.
The controversy about the office of High Constable became a legal wrangle, but the duke's
hereditary right to the position was ulrimately upheld by a final judgemenr in 1514. However,
the influence of the office curtailed Henry VIII's royal prerogative and the king refused to
restore the conrinuity of the constableship. Ibid; Levine, "The Fall of Edward", p. 33.t'H"l"r. Miller, Henrv VIII and the Enslish Nobiliw (Oxford, 1986), p.50
t'BL Addtrional MS 19,398, fol. 44.lthe duke's sister, Anne, married
became steward of the earl's lands in 'Wales strengthening the duke's influence in the 'SØelsh

George Hastings, earl of Huntingdon. In 1511 Edward

Marches. Rawcliffe, Staffords pp.39'40. See appendix three.
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The hostiliry of the \7e1sh indicated that Edward's request was reasonable; as the duke

wrote to his chancellor Robert Glbert, "we kanne not be ther [\Øales] for our suerty

with owt iij, or iiij, hundred men".15 However, Stafford's request was dangerously

reminiscent of the beginnings of his father's revolt against Richard III in 1483.tu H".rry

Stafford, the second duke of Buckingham, initiated his coup from the '\Øelsh border

where Henry Tudor raised an army and planned to march into England, recruiting other

rebels as the arrny proceeded.lT Edward's actions, so like the beginnings of his father's

rebellion against Richard III, prompted a charge of treason against the duke. In April

1521 Henry VIII ordered Stafford's arrest and prosecution for high treason.

Although the extent of Edward's guik is unknown, his trial demonstrated that

the evidence against him was insubstantial.lE Henry VIII appointed Srafford's father-in-

law, Thomas Howard, duke of Norfolk, as steward to preside over rhe duke's trial before

the Court of the Lord High Steward. Five shires presented indictments againsr Stafford

to the High Steward for the duke's f'ormal arraignment.le On 1ó April Srafford entered

the Tower to await trial. In May the High Steward notified the specially selected

nineteen peers, who were to sit in judgement againsc rhe duke, to appear in court.zo

L.\Ø. Vemon Harcourt describes the Court of the Lord High Steward as a "fraudulent

device for the degradation of the nobiliry" intended to circumvent their right to ¡rial in

parliament, while maintaining their privilege of trial by peers,zl Helen Miller in Henrv

nly guilty of the basic offence" but agrees that
the evidence against the duke was flimsy. Guy, Tudor Ensland, p.97; Levine, "The Fall of
Edward", p.42.
tnl-orrdorr, Surrey, Kent, Somerset and Gloucester. "Form of Proceedings Before a Lord High
Steward Upon the Trial of Peers", The Gentleman's Maqazine, New Series,I (1834), p.266.
'oMill.., Henrv VIII, pp.45-47 .

"L.'tù(¡ Vernon Harcourt, His Grace the Steward and Trial of Peers: A Novel Inquiry into a
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VIII and rhe Enelish Nobilirv explores rhe lack of objectivity of the lords, noting that

Henry VIII gave several of rhem grants of Buckingham land after the duke's

convicrion.zz As Miller observes, the majority of the selected peers were the duke's

friends but ultimately they upheld the king's desire for Buckingham's conviction, rather

than rejecr the obviously tenuous evidence against him,23

Three witnesses presented evidence againsr the duke at his trial for imagining

and compassing to deprive and to depose Henry VIII and "effect his death and

destruction".24 The majoriry of the charges against Stafford related to alleged

conversations that took place between the duke and several of his servanls, John

Delacourt, the duke's chaplain, deposed thar on 24 April 1512 Stafford sent him to the

Carthusian Priory at Henton, Somerset, to seek prophetic knowledge from a monk

Nicholas Hopkins. Delacourt told the duke that Hopkins prophesied he should "have

all" and that rhe monk advised the duke to cultivate the love of the community.

Hopkins further revealed that Henry VIII would not produce a male heir, apparently

confirming Stafford's belief that he would become kirrg.25 Other hearsay evidence

included a conversation of 20 February l5l9 in which the duke said to his chancellor,

Robert Glbert, that he

would delay putting off his intensions until a more convenient rime: and
that the thing could be well done, if the noblemen of this kingdom would
mutually declare their minds to one another, but that many of them were
afraid so to declare their minds, and therefore this spoiled a11.26

Glbert asserted that the duke also confessed his opposition to Henry VIII's policies,

Special Branch of Constilutional Government Founded Entirely Upon Original Sources of
Informabion, and Extensively Upon Hitherto Unprinted Materials
"Mill". , Henry VIII ,p.49

,PP. 47 ,49.

2ulbid.
,p.237

p.230,

(London, 1907), p.442,
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declared himself a great sinner and revealed his secret possession of an acl of parliament

legitimising the duke of Somerset.zT More alarming to Henry VIII were the recollections

of the duke's former surveyor, Charles Knyvet. Late in 1519, declared Knyvet, Stafford

suggested thar if Henry VIII committed him to the tower the duke would endeavour to

murder the king wirh a dagger. Stafford also discussed with Knyvet the prophecies of

Hopkins and his intentions should he become king.z8

Under the statute against treason of 1352 the peers were able to accepl words

alone as proof of treason and in Stafford's case rhis was how they construed the evidence

of Stafford's conversations, Tlne 1352 act, however, was a point of contention at

Stafford's trial. The Year Book recorded that the duke questioned the basis of the

Treason Act and the peers consulted Chief Justice Fineux to settle the point of 1a*.2e

Fineux confirmed that the 1352 statute did not require an overt act of treason, words

alone were enough to condemn an individual,3o Stafford's indictment did, however,

present several overt acts as evidence of treasonous activities, although this evidence

also relied on the eye witness accounts of his seÍvants. Delacourt proposed that in 1515

Srafford attempted to enlist support for his ffaitorous plans to depose the king by giving

gifts of gold, silver and silk to the king's guard. Delacourt asserted that the duke also

increased his retinue and employed more people in his service than requir.d,3l Th. ¡uty

similarly interpreted Stafford's attempt to acquire a grant from the king to raise an

armed force for an expedition into Vales as a demonstration of his intention to

'7Thi, act ratified the Beaufort claim to the succession. As lævine observes the act was of little
importance to Henry VIII, but the allegation that the duke hid the document from Henry VII

ession. lævine, "The Fall of Edward", p, 41.

urt, His Grace the Steward, pp. 469-470.
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"strengthen himself against the King that he might thereby destroy and subdue the King

and take upon himself the Crown".3z Finally, the charges against Stafford included his

retention of the king's servant'\(¡illiam Bulmer in his service, a direct affront to Henry

VIII and violation of the laws of livery and mainte.r"rr..." At the end of his trial the

duke's peers unanimously pronounced him guilty of treason and Stafford met with the

execurioner's axe on 17 May l52l,3a

Several modern cofiìrnentators argue thar the charges againsr the duke were

dubious and did not warrant his execution, Aside from the issue of the duke's guilt, in

the context of his trial Stafford's involvement with prophecy served to indicate his

ffeasonous intentions and formed only one of several points that attested to the duke's

guilt. Hopkins' prophecies did not initiate the duke's ffeason, but supported his

aspirations. As che record of Stafford's trial revealed, to bring his treason "into effect"

the duke sent Delacourt to Hopkins "in order that the Duke rrrrgbt have further

knowledge therofl'.35 The duke's alleged treasonous intentions, or imaginings, began

before he consulted Hopkins. The third duke of Buckingham was a political dval of

Henry VIII, a man of illustrious birth with considerable wealth and power. For many

scholars the duke's trial was, as Carole Rawcliffè states, a "foregone conclusion".36

Henry VIII personally interviewed the witnesses against the duke, demonstrating his

active involvement in the trial, The selection of the Court of rhe Lord High Steward,

described by Harcourt as a "fraudulenr" judicial tool that "resolutely did the will of the

king", indicated that the king took great care in his choice of ;udicial procedure ro

"Ibid,
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ensure the duke's conviction,tT Th. king personally selected the panel of peers judging

Stafford. Barbara Harris argues, however, that the duke's trial, although an aberration

of justice by modern srandards and concepts of impartiality, was typical of rhe period.38

As Levine observes, no documentation proves that the duke was not guilry, only that the

evidence presented against him in court was suspect and that the trial lacked

obiectivity,3e The duke's adherence to the prophecies of a Carthusian monk was of

minor importance in the context of his ffeasonous actions and, although the prophecies

were importanr, they were not treasonous in themselves.

Ten years later Rhys ap Cnuffydd (Rice ap Griffith) suffered a similar fate to

Stafford as a prominent individual who incurred the wrath of Henry VIII. Adherence to

prophecy also formed part of the indictment against C'ruffudd, who Ralph A. Griffiths in

Sir Rhvs ap Thomas and his Familv; A Studv in the 'Wars of the Roses and Earlv Tudor

Polirics describes as another political victim of the Tudor regime.4o Rhys ap Guffydd

was the grandson of Rhys ap Thomas. In "Sir Rhys ap Thomas¡ A Study in Family

History and Tudor Politics" David Jones observes that the people of 'Wales considered

Rhys ap Thomas a prince; his grandfather claimed descent from the ancient chiefrain

Urien Rheged.al At the end of the 'ì(i'ars of the Roses Rhys ap Thomas supported Henry

Tudor's successful atempr ro gain the English throne and rallied the '\(/elsh ro Henry's

cause. Jones describes Rhys ap Thomas as the man responsible for Henry's accession to

the throne. Rhyr ap Thomas brought ro Bosworth Field several thousand armoured

Earlv Tudor Politics (Cardiff, 1993), p. 88.
atDur.id 

Jones, "Sir Rhys ap Thomas: A Study in Family History and Tudor Politics",
Archaeoloqia Cambrensis, Fifrh Series, IX, no. 34 (1892), pp. 86, 98.
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horse and footmen and was a powerful lord to whom the Tudor monarchs were heavily

indebred.az For his contribution Henry VII appointed Rhys ap Thomas constable,

lieutenant and steward of the lordship of Breghnoc, chamberlain of South 'Wales in

Carmarthen and Cardigan and steward of the lordship of Builth,a3

However, as Jones notes, Rhys ap Thomas was also a dangerous subject whose

princely heritage was a potential threat to Henry VII's control over'Sü'ales, In seeking

an explanation for Henry VIII's enmiry for Rhys ap Gruffydd, Jones suggests that Henry

Tudor passed his suspicion of Rhys ap Thomas and his family to Henry VIII.44 After the

death of Rhys ap Thomas in 1525, Henry VIII did not confer Rhys' appointments on his

inheritor and grandson, Rhys ap Crruffydd. Within a year 'Walter Devereux, Lord

Ferrers, assumed the appointments of justiciar of the counties Carmarthen and Cardigan

for life and chamberlain of South'Sil'ales.a5 Lord Ferrers' presence in '\ùV'ales resulted in

open conflict with Rhys ap C'ruffudd. \ù7hen he encountered problems in '!V'ales with

Lord Ferrers' justice, Rhys wrote to Cardinal 'Wolsey, previously a friend of Rhys ap

Thomas, to seek support. On 3 March I5Z9 Rhys declared to the cardinal, "my pouer

tenants & servunts by the light &, malicious myndes of suche light persons that be

deputies under my Lorde fferrers in these parties, be dayly without cause reasonable or

good grounde put to vexacion and trouble wrongfully".46 From Lord Ferrers' point of

view Rhys undermined his authoriry and influence, In "A '\íelsh Insurrection" 'W.

Llewelyn Villiams proposes that Lord Ferrers felt threatened by Rhys' populariry among

the 'tù(/elsh people, quoting the observation of a contemporary chronicler Ellis C,riffith

#Quoted byJones, "Sir Rhys ap Thomas" ,p.97,
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thar "'When Rhys went to'\7ales the whole counlÍy turned out to welcome him, and this

made Loril Ferrers envious and ¡ea1ous",47

The conflict between Lord Ferrers and Rhys led to an incidenr at Carmarthen

Castle during which Lord Ferrers imprisoned rwo of Rhys' servants. In an attempt to

free his servanrs Rhys and several of his soldiers entered the castle to confront the chief

justice, but in the ensuing argument the rwo men attacked each orher with daggers.

Lord Ferrers arrested Rhys and reported the incident to the Council of the Marches and

Cardinal'Wolsey, claiming that Rhys tried to kill him, On the following day Rhys'wife,

Catherine Howard, wrote to 'W'olsey.48 In Catherine's version of the incident Lord

Ferrers initiated rhe srruggle and hurt Rhys in rhe ".^.4n Lord Ferrers brought the

matter before the Court of Star Chamber where he accused Rhys of tteason "for

atrempting ro procure the dearh of the King's Justice".5o In his letter to'Wolsey, Lord

Ferrers also accused Rhys' friends of encouraging the '\Øelsh people to rebel in support of

their countr,,r-"n." The Court of Star Chamber released Rhys around November l5Z9

and ordered him to make peace with the king's appointed governor in 'Wales. Noting

Cardinal Wolsey's alliance with the Howard family and Rhys' grandfather, \ü7, Llewelyn

'!7illiams attributes Rhys' escape from a charge of treason to the cardinal.sz However,

'!(/olsey's position as chancellor was in jeopardy due to his failure to attain a divorce for

the king, and with his fall at the end of 1529 Rhys lost an important sympathetic voice at

a?Quored from Ellis Giffirh by V. Llewelyn'Williams, "A'Welsh Insurrection", Y Cymmrodor,
XVI (1902), p. 11.
sRhyr ap Gruffudd married Catherine, half sister to Thomas Howard, duke of Nor fo\k, irL 1524.
See appendix five.
anLP H"rrry VIII. IV, iíi.5686;Jones, "Sir Rhys ap Thomas", p. 100.

"Jorres includes a copy of the Star Chamber indictment against Rhys in his arricle. Jones, "Sir
Rhys ap Thomas", pp. L92-I95.
ttLP H".,.y VIII, IV, äi, 5682;Jones, "Sir Rhys ap Thomas", pp. 99-100.
"'ui/illiu-r, "A 'S7elsh Insurrection " , p. 23 .
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53coufl.

During the period 1529 to 1531 Rhys and his wife continued to be at odds with

Lord Ferrers. \Øhile the king held Rhys a prisoner, Catherine and her followers attacked

Lord Ferrers and killed some of his men. After his release Rhys suggested that he would

continue the treasonous behaviour his wife began, In a letter of 15 October 1530 the

Spanish ambassador Eustace Chapuys asserted that Rhys' desire to attack Lord Ferrers

was the basis of his second arÍest earlier that monrh.54 F..rth"r evidence from Chapuys

indicated that judicial authorities released Rhys in June 1531 because he was suffering

from ill health after months of incarceration without indictmenr.ss However, on 26

September 1531 Chapuys reported to Charles V that Rhys was back in the Tower of

London

accused of having tried to procure means of escaping [from England],
and going either to your Majesty's Court or into Scotland, where, owing
to the credit and favour he enjoys in \Øales, he hoped to be able to
undertake something against the King.só

A Middlesex jury heard the charges against Rhys and rwo of his servants tù(/illiam

Hughes and Edward Lloyd, and passed the case to the King's Bench in November i531.

After the King's Bench hea¡d the charges the justices referred the case to the Exchequer

Chamber where the attorney general and several of the king's council gave their verdict

against the three men. As Justice John Spelman recorded, alleged treasonous acrivities

in the town of Islington and London formed the basis of the indictment against the

,rr".r.'7 Ralph A. C'riffiths suggests that the trial was "officially inspired" and based

around evenls that allegedly took place in the counry of Middlesex to avoid referral of

er 1530. Elton, Eneland Under,pp, 120-12t,

(London, 1977),I, p. 47 .
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the case to the Council in the Marches, which would otherwise have dealr with.ìíelsh

affairs.ss The king and his council were, therefore, able to maintain their control of the

case and its outcome.

Included in rhe charges against the men was the accusation that Rhys, 'uØilliam

Hughes and Edward Lloyd imagined the death of the king by discussing a prophecy that

"James the King of Scots with the red hand and the raven shall conquer all England".5e

Spelman recorded that the men interpreted the raven as a reference to Rhys, "for this

was his badge".60 Encouraged by their '!Øelsh prophecy the men plotted to fulfil the

forecast, to replenish their monetary provisions and to seek support for their rebellion in

Scotland.6l The aim of the three men was to enlist the help of the Scocrish king by

offering him the English throne and gaining for Rhys complete freedom in lùil'ales as

prince.6z In the process of fulfilling their plans Rhys colluded with his kinsman James ap

Guffydd ap Hywel (James ap Griffrth ap Howell). According to Spelman, Rhys'

messages to James ap C'ruffirdd and attention to the \Øelsh prophecy were "overt acts" of

treason,6s After the examination of Rhys, Hughes, Lloyd and James ap C'ruffudd, Justice

John FirzJames briefed rhe rial jury and sent them to deliberate on their ¡udgement.6a

The result was a guilry verdict against Rhys and Hughes, Lioyd avoided indictment

because he was the chief witness against the other rwo men.65 As a nobleman, Rhys

t 
1oo.

5

u L as head of the house of Dynevor, Rhys' heraldic badge
incorporated three ravens on a white field. Jansen, Policical Prorest, p,29,
utWiiliurn, published the indictment against Rhys in his article. Incorporated within the
document was other evidence of Rhys' attempt to raise morìey including his intention to

illiams, "A'Welsh Insurrecrion", pp, 33 -43.
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received the commuted sentence of beheading on the 4 December 1531. Hughes,

however, suffered the traditional fate of a traitor.

Contemporaries of Edward Stafford and Rhys ap Cnuffydd observed the similariry

of their fate, In a letter to Charles V of 4 December 1531, the day of Rhys' beheading,

Chapuys noted the that the \(/elshman's execution occurred at the same place as that of

Edward Stafford, Tower Hil,66 In the following year \Øilliam Neville, a man accused of

adherence to prophecies, confessed thar "[he late duke of bukingham yong rise &. odre

hadde caste them selves away by to lm]och trust in prophecies".6T Modern

cornmentators also highlight the rwo cases as examples of Henry VIII's arbitrary justice.

Ralph A, C'riffiths describes the execurions of Stafford and Rhys as acts of "judicial

murder based on charges devised ro suit the prevailing political and dynastic situation".68

Although the extent to which Edward Stafford or Rhys ap C'ruffudd adhered to prophecy

is unknown, contemporary testimony suggests that the evidence presented against them

was insubstantial and contrived. Events surrounding the indictment of Stafford and

Rhys indicated rhat factors beyond those presented in court contributed to their

prosecution. The trials of Stafford and Rhys revealed that knowledge of prophecy or

repeating a prophecy was not enough to convict an individual without other examples of

ffeasonous behaviour. In both cases prophecies clarified an idea of treason put into

effect by other actions,

It 1532 the case of '\Tilliam Neville demonstrated that without additional

evidence of conspiracy, prophetic sayings alone did not ensure a conyiction of high

treason, despite Chief Justice Fineaux's interpretacion of the 1352 statute during the trial

uuLP H"rrry VIIL V, 5ó3; Jones, "Sir Rhys ap Thomas" , pp.203.204.
utSP ll7z,fol. 201 verso [LP Henry VIIL V, 16791.
68G.iffithr, Sir Rhvs ap Thomas, p. 110.
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of Srafford. '\lilliam Neville \ryas one of the fifteen children of Richard Neville, Lord

Larimer, and brother to the third Lord Latimer, John Neville, who succeeded to the title

in 1530.6e In Policy and Police G,R, Elton gives a lively account of \Øilliam Neville and

his prophetic interests, and notes that \ùØilliam was the author of a work entitled Castle

of Pleasure published in 1518,70 In December 1531 Neville consulted a Nashe of

Circencester about some spoons that Mr Chamber, a man who shared Neville's lodging

in London, mislaid.Tl Nashe was a caulker, a fortune teller whom, as John Patriche

revealed, people consulted for prophetic and other psychic information,Tz In his

confession Neville disclosed Nashe's prediction that his wife would soon die and that he

would marry as his second wife a Graystoke heiress and becorne Lord Latimer.

Sometime later Neville visited Nashe again and took his brothers George and

Christopher with him. Ar the second meeting Nashe recon)rnended that Neville seek

the services of Richard Jones from Oxford.

'\ù(/hen Neville's wife became ill he sent for Jones who confirmed that she would

die within t"., y""rr.7' Jones told Neville that he would marry a girl of fifteen years with

500 marks of 1and, become Loìd Latimer and be greater than a baron. Neville admitted

that Jones also offered to "make a thing for me by mean wherof my lorde my brodre

shulde favour me above all men".74 Neville paid Jones well for his services and medical

help for his wife, but did not see Jones again for some time. At their next meeting

unc"o.g" Edward Coka1,ne, The Complete Peerage of Ensland Scotland Ireland Great Britain

(l,ondon, 1910-1959), Alan Surton Facsimile (Gloucester, l98Z), VII, pp. 48t-482.

l.
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Neville saw Jones in his chamber at Oxford.T' ¡or-r", offered to make Neville a ring of

gold that brought the wearer favour with important men, Later Jones told Neville that

he would be a great man of the realm and eari of \7arwick,76 ¡oht-t Neville would be

slain in battle, asserted Jones, leaving the way clear for \7illiam to become Lord Latimer

and later an earl, Jones' predictions also turned to the fare of Henry VIII, talk that was

dangerous and possibly ffeasonous. Jones asserted that, "none of cadwaladres blode

shulde reign longer than xxiiii yeres" and that, "prince edward hadde issiue a sonne

whiche was conveyed over see & there hadde issue a sonne".?7 Jones concluded that

either the grandchild of Prince Edward or the king of Scotland would become the

sovereign of England after Henry VIII died. Jones also told George Neville that Henry

VIII may be driven from his realm by the corrrrnons of England,T8

Thomas \íood revealed that in a conversarion Neville told him that the king

"wold shotly over see and thar he shuld never come aga'r/Íre",7e Neville also knew by his

prophecies that the king would nor reign more than 24 years and that the king of

Scotland "shulde rnake iii battells in England".80 'SØhen examined, Neville's chaplain,

Edward Legh, maintained that Neville similarly declared, "the kynges grace shuld nor

reygne fully the space of xxiiii yers bot be sleyn 6r that non of hys blud shuld re.¡n afrer

him".81 '!(/hen'l7ood asked Neville how he would gain the ea¡ldom of '!7arwick, Neville

replied, "not bi the king for he shall not reign but by *y righr inhiriraunce".s2 Neville

intimated to 'Wood that when the king did not retuÍn from overseas Neville would

itlbid.
tulbid., íol.zü.
7?Ibid., fol.zo2.
tulbrd., fol,zo3.
t'Ibid., fol. 196.
tolbrd., fol, 196 verso.
u'E L63ltolzo.
82lbid.
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assemble his men, for "he that had strengeth shuid rule and namely he being of great

b1ode".83 As G,R. Elton observes, encouraged by the prophecies of Jones, Nashe and an

astrologer \íilliam 'W'ade, Neville began to believe rhat he could revive the Yorkist

earldom of '\Tarwick without the king's permission and become one of the most powerful

men in the realm.sa Neville's attention to Jones' premonition of Henry VIII's death and

an invasion by the king of Scotland, however, was particularþ hazardous,

Fearing the consequences of Neville's interest in the treasonous deliberations of

Jones, Legh and Thomas \Vood wrote to the king's council on 24 December 1532

revealing the nature of Neville's discussions about prophecy.s' I., hi, deposition of 30

December Legh asserted that he tried to dissuade Neville's interest in prophecies, and

advised Neville, "do not trust unto suche thyngs for you know very well what grete men

hath lost there lyvys for such grete presumption &. sure yf you do not spede well hyt wyll

cost you your hedd",86 Thomas Cromwell dealt with the information rhat rhe king's

council received from Legh and quickly arranged for the examination of Legh, 'Wood,

Villiam Neville and his brother George,87 \(/illiam Neville appeared nor ro incur any

recrimination for his involvement with the diviners. Although the 1352 stature againsr

treason \/as open to judicial interpretation, there is no evidence that Cromwell initiated

a trial againsc Neville or any of the other people involved in the case, despite the

treasonous tone of Neville's communications with Jones. Neville, although he claimed

to have suffered impoverishment as a result of his brush wirh judicial auchorities,

relurned to official duties as a commissioner of the peace in 'lU'orcester by 1534 and

83sP Ll|z,tol, r97 .
u4Elto,l, Policv and Police, p. 53
utp. rcl,nonf-
uulbid.
u?Eltor,, Policv and Police ,p.55
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acted as one of the king's servants during the pursuit of rebel Francis Bigod in 153?,88

Cromwell incarcerated Richard Jones who remained in the tower of London at least

until July the next year withour indictment.se Jones declared in a letter to Cromwell rhat

many people knew Neville for his "pastyme" but he never heard him say anything

treasonous,eO In July 1533 Roger Jones wrote a perition to Cromwell on his brother's

behalf reques[ing that he be allowed to give sureties for Richard's release from the

To*er,el Roger described his brother as a poor priest with no friends, After his

examination the only other reference to Neville's chaplain was a letter he wrote to the

king's council in 1533 pleading for financial restitution to cover his expenses for the

impeachment of Neville.ez

The case of Elizabeth Barton, that also arose in 1533, demonstrated the reason

why Cromwell did not pursue charges against'\Øilliam Neville. The courts refused ro

indict Barton for verbal prophetic slanders against the king and nor undl Henry VIII

bypassed the judiciary altogether, and sought her punishment in the parliamenL, was

Barton executed for treason. The difficulty of the Barton case demonstrared that in rhe

early 1530s the judiciary was reluctant to prosecute an individual for treason on the basis

of prophecy alone.e3 The judges required further evidence of treasonous acrivities, such

as they received in the trials of Edward Stafford and Rhys ap Gruffydd, no matter how

flimsy. The Barton case prompted a revision of the Henrician treason law to confirm

that words alone were valid evidence for the prosecurion of traitors. However, in 1537

utbid.; 
SP 1/88, tol.92;LP Henryvlll. XII, i,234,

seRichard 
¡ones signed a letrer to the Mayor of Bristol of 19 July 1533 'þryssynor in rhe rower of

31.

8ó31.

abeth Barton and her crimes.
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judicial authorities ignored the prophesying of Edward Neville and George Crofts during

their trial, preferring to rely on other examples of their traitorous activities.

Edward Neville, brother of George Neville, Lord Abergavenny, and the

chancellor of Chichester cathedral George Crofts formed part of a Yorkist faction that

Madeleine Hope Dodds and Ruth Dodds describe as "The \Øhite Rose Party".e4 Ar the

centre of the faction lvas the Pole family, descendants of George Plantagenet, duke of

Clarence, through Margaret Pole, councess of Salisbury (for a genealogical chart of the

Pole family see appendix four). The Pole family supported the Catholic Church and

were adversaries of Henry VIII's policy to divorce Katherine of Aragon. I¡ 1536 the son

of the countess of Salisbury, Reginald Pole, became a cardinal and later renounced his

allegiance to Henry VIII to serve the pope in Rome.e5 Reginald's actions brought the

Pole family under suspicion and led to the execution of several members of the family for

treason,e6 Judicial aurhorities examined several individuals who were parr of the Yorkist

faction, including Geoffrey Pole, Henry Pole (Lord Montague), tù(/illiam and Gerrrude

Courtenay (marquis and marchioness of Exeter), Margaret Pole (countess of Salisbury),

George Crofts, Edward Neville, Hugh Holland and John Collins. Most of the evidence

against these people encompassed the verbal denouncement of the king's policies and his

separation from ¡he church in Rome,

In her examination Gertrude Courtenay asserted that Edward Neville prophesied

to her concerning the fate of her husband'\Øilliam. \7hile '\(¡illiam Courrenay was in

the north investigating a recent insurrection, Neville went to Gertrude's home in

e4cokul^", The Complete Peerase, I,pp. 3t.33; Dodds and Dodds, The Pilgrimage of Gace, p,
480-48r.

Exeter, Lord Montague and the countess of Salisbury of
treason and sentenced all three to death alchough the countess did not die until 1541. Guy,
Tudor Ensland, p. 153.
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Horsley and, in a conversation about her husband, Neville warned her not to be afraid of

a first or second battle, but a third. Gerrrude recalled that Neville constantly referred ro

hls Velsh prophecies and she wamed him, "one day this wyll turn you to displeasure".e7

However, Neville's prophesying did not prompt his indictment for high treason, rather

his comments about Henry VIII were the cause of his arraignment, Geoffrey Pole

confessed that Neville declared, "The King is a beast, and worse than a beast".e8

Gertrude Courtenay heard Neville say, "he trusryd knaves shuld be put downe and lords

shuld reigne one daye".en Fro- this information a jury believed that Neville "falsely and

treacherously imagined, intended, practised, and attempted, not only to deprive the King

of his crown and dignity, but also to bring about the King's death and destruction".lo0 A

Middlesex sessions presented a second charge of seditious words against Neville for his

comments comparing Henry VIII to a beast and for saying, "this world will change one

day, and then we will be meffy. \Øe shall have a day upon these knaves that rule rhe

r 101ñlng .

Geoffrey Pole's examination also revealed the prophesyings of George Crofts.

Crofts told Pole that his brother Reginald would restore the church in England, and

recalled a vision he received from the Virgin Mary that Geoffrey should "do better here

than if he went over sea",102 Crofts' indictment, however, cited as evidence of treason

his declaration that "The King is not Supreme head of the Church of England but the

Bishop of Rome is Supreme head of the Church" and his comment that he felt remorse

çzSP 1/138, fol. 158 verso [LP Henry VIII. XiII, ä.7651
esLP H"r,ry VIII. XIII, ii. 830.
nnSP 1/138, {ol.224verso [LP Henry VIII. XIII, ii. 831].
lo0Third Reporr of the Depuw ,pp.251.252.tott6¿, oj4.
to'LP H".,ry VIII. XIII, ii.83O.
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for swearing an oath renouncing rhe pope as head of the church.lo3 The indictment

submitted against Crofts stated that he machinated and conspired to "extinguish the

cordial love and affection of the King's subjects" and to "deprive him of his royal

dignity".lo4 On 3 December a 
'\ùTestminster jury found Neviile and Crofts guilty of all the

charges made against them and endorsed their execution as traitors at Tyburn.1o5 The

trial of Edward Neville and George Crofts indicated that their criticism of Henry VIII

and his religious policy was more important than their prophesying. The evidence

presenred against the two men deliberately ignored their prophetic activiries, as under

the Tudor treason law only those words, or in this case prophetic sayings, that presented

the king in a negative way or atracked the stability of his rule carne within the definition

of üeason.

Despite the passing of several laws against prophecy h 1542, 1549 and 1563, the

only other trial during the sixteenth century involving a member of the nobility who

attended to prophecy similarly employed the phenomenon as evidence supporring other

treasonous activities. As with all cases involving the nobilicy during the Tudor period,

the focus of ¡udicial authoriries was on treason not prophecy. The trial of Thomas

Howard, fourth duke of Norfolk, took place in1572, the culmination of years of political

intrigue and plorring to change the structure of the Elizabethan court, Like Stafford, the

duke of Norfolk was a wealthy and prominent peer connected by marriage to many

leading noble families and, at the rime of his trial, the only duke in England (for a

genealogical chart of the Howard family see appendi* firre).106 Howard led what John

p.253

totlbid., p,254.
touT*o of Henry Vlll's wives were cousins of Thomas Howard's father the earl of Surrey and his
grandmother was the daughter of Edward Stafford, while the duke himself married into three
wealtþ and important families. Neville'Williams, A Tudor Tragedv: Thomas Howard Fourth
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Guy describes as "Norfolk's Court parry" that included Henry Fitzalan,'$Øilliam Herbert,

John Lunrley and the Northern earls, Thomas Percy and Charles Nevi11e,107 Th.r.

members of the nobility forrned a faction brought together by a desire to displace the

dominance of the queen's chief minister '!Øilliam Cecil, Lord Burghley, to restore the

prominence of the Catholic Church and to secure the former queen of Scotland, Mary

Stuart, as heir ro rhe English throne,l08

In 1569 the Norfolk faction joined forces with a court parry led by Robert

Dudley, earl of Leicester, and Nicholas Throckmorton in an attempt to secure the

marriage of Thomas Howard and Mary Stuart and the dismissal of Cecil as Elizabeth's

chief minister. The Norfolk faction sought foreign aid in their conspiracy and

contacted, through the Florentine merchant Roberto Ridolfi, the Spanish ambassador

Guerau de Spes who was able to communicate with Mary and seek assistance from Philip

II's commander Ferdinand Alvarez de Toledo, duke of Alva,l0e \7hen the duke of Alva

refused to offer Spanish assistance and Queen Elizabeth rejected Howard's proposed

marriage to Mary, Howard retreated to his estates until Elizabeth recalled him to

London. G.R. Elton proposes that Howard planned to rise in rebellion against the queen

with the Northern earls, but when summoned to London decided to abandon the

attempt advising the earls to follow his 
"*ample.110 

The earls of 'Westmoreland and

Northumberland did not take Howard's advice and, fearing legal retribution for their

involvement with Howard's conspiracy, marched with about 5,700 men through

Dgke of Norfolk (London, 1964),pp.32,34,126.7 .mm" 12,h"tlof4..nd"1, 1stearlof Pembroke,LordLumley, lstearlof Northumberlandand
ó rh earl of 'l7esrmoreland respectively. Guy, Tudor England, p, 27 3.
touEltor,, England Under , p,297 .
loerbid.
tto]bid., p,298.
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Durham, Ripon and Hartlepool before submirting to the q.r""rr.ttt Elizaberh commitred

Howard to the tower for his role in the Northern Rebellion, bur released him in August

1570, As Elton explains, when the queen released Howard, Ridolfi seized the

opportunity to revive the goals of the Norfolk faction and a new conspiracy developed -

the Ridolfi p1ot.112 The aims of this second conspiracy extended those of rhe fïrsr and

included the supplanradon of Elizabeth by Mary Stuart, af¡er her marriage ro Thomas

Howard. However, by September I57I Cecil uncovered the plot, examined those

involved and arrested Howard,l13

In November 1571 Cecil drew up a list of Howard's offences that included rhe

charge that he sought money for Mary Stuart from the duke of Alva, knew of the

Northern Rebellion and a plan to invade the tower of London, aided and wrote to rhe

queen of Scots and laboured to marry her "without hir Majesry knolledg, whom he hym

self had knowen to have attempted the depriving of hir Majesty from hir Crown and had

not made satisfaction therfor to hir Majesry".lla Cecil also accused Howard of

maintaining and aiding the queen's enemies in Scotland and acting as the "principall

consellor and director of Ridolfi", errcouraging the merchant to discuss the invasion of

England with the duke of Alva, the king of Spain and the pope.115 Lasrly, Cecil declared

that Howard knew of an attempt to break up parliament and abduct the queen.

Elizabeth's chief minister developed a conclusive case againsr rhe duke rhrough rhe

successive examinations of his servantsr Howard's secretaries, Robert Hickford and

\lilliam Barker, his officer in the North, Lawrence Bannister, rhe Howard employees at

1]lC"r, Tudor Ensland, pp. 27 4-5.
"'Ekon, Eneland Under, p. 300.tt'Ibid.
t r4sp 

1 z/83, for. 57 tcspD t 5 47 . r 5Bo. Lxxxrrr, z4l
"'lbid., fol57 verso.
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Howard House, the MP Henry Goodere and Mary Stuart's confidential secretary, John

Leslie, bishop of Ross,116

Among the overwhelming evidence gathered against Howard was a statement

made by Robert Hickford recalling that Howard once gave him a sheet of paper on

which was a prophecy in Latin about the queen of Scotland.ll? During Howard's trial

Queen Elizabeth's serjeant Nicholas Barham presented the prophecy as evidence that

the duke, despite his abhorrence of Mary's involvement in the murder of her husband,

wished to marry her because he believed his children would become heir ro the English

throne.l18 Barham repeared the prediction and explained the meaning of the sayingr

At che exaltation of the Moon (which was rhe rising of the earl of
Northumberland that giveth the moon) the Lion (which is the queen's
majesry) shall be overthrown: then shall the Lion be joined with a Lion
(which is the duke of Norfolk with rhe Scorish queen, for they both bear
lions in their arms) and their'\)Thelps shail reign (that is, rheir posreriry
shall have rhe kingdo.n).ttn

On 11 October 1568 Howardhadwritten to Elizabeth professing his horror of Mary's

crimes, revealed in a collection of correspondence berween Mary and James Hepbum,

earl of Bothwell, Howard wrote that the letters, found in a silver and gilt casker, "do

discover such mordinat, and filthy love betwene her, and Bothaile, her loathsornnes,

and abhorring of her Husband that was murdred, and the conspiracy of his death".t'o I.,

a document relating the charges against Howard, the unknown auchor cited Howard's

letter to Elizabeth commenting, "how coold he be moved to love hir as his wife, but only

11

u P' 217'225'

r 1 pp.996-997. '\ùØilliams notes that Cobbett's account of the trial
of Thomas Howard is printed "verbatim" from The Trval of Thomas
Peers ,p.273 n.20.rlu
r2osP 

o. LXXXV, 1ol.

of Norfolk bv His
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to some greate purpos".12l At Howard's trial the prosecution argued that the prophecy

of the moon and the lions revealed the nature of this "greate purpos" and Howard's

motivation for his marriage to Mary,

In court Howard claimed he did not remember the prophecy. "lt was in your

own keeping", asserted Barham, to which Howard replied, "'What should I do with it?".

Barham commented that prophecies "have oft deceived noblemen", but Howard

dismissed the prophecy as a foolish toy.rLt Howard's denial of any knowledge of the

prophecy was not surprising; he did not mention the prophecy in his confession of 10

November 1571 eirher.t" Or-, 14 January 7572 rhe queen appointed George Taibot, earl

of Shrewsbury, as the Lord High Steward to preside over Howard's trial, which rook

place on 16 January.lza Although Howard pleaded not guilry, his peers upheld his

indictment for high treason, a long document that did not mention the prophecy cired

by Hickford.l" Th" Court of the Lord High Steward condemned Howard ro death, bur

Elizabeth vacillated and gave Howard several reprieves before she consented to his

execution on 2 June, after five months of waiting in the To*.r,t26

During Howard's arrest and trial judicial authorities similarly confined his

brother Henry, who wrote A Defensative Against the Povson of Supposed Prophesies, in

the Tower. In the aftermath of Thomas Howard's execution for treason judicial

authorities continued to suspect Henry Howard's loyalry to the queen. Like his brother,

Henry's involvement with prophecy served to increase the govemment's mistrust of his

actions, although the main concern of Elizabeth's council was his Catholic tendencies

t"rbid., tol.34.
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and involvement in the ffeasonous activities of the duke of Norfolk. After his release

Henry retired from cour[ but maintained sirnilar interests to his brother, associating with

men s)¡rnpathetic to the plight of Mary Stuart and the interests of the Catholic Church

like Charles Arundell and Edward de Vere, earl of Oxford.l2i

To avert Elizabeth's persistent mistrust, Howard petitioned several of the queen's

prominent ministers professing his innocence and asking for a return to favour with his

, 128 t t r r i r . i . nr, r r l . . .sovereign.'"" Howard further demonstrated his subservience to Elizabeth by writing in

support of her proposed marriage to the duke of Anjou and about rhe glory of her reign

in the Regina Fortuna.lze However, Howard's letters did not divert the enmiry and

distrust of Elizabeth's council, which decided to question him further in 1581. On

January 10 Thomas Norton sent Francis \Øalsingham a list of questions for the

examination of Howard regarding a treatise concerning Thomas Howard's trial and a

papal bull referring to the excommunication and deposition of Elizabeth.l3o I.r r.rporrr"

Howard petitioned Francis'S7alsingham declaring his faithful service to the queen and

desire for release.l3l By October Howard was free, but a quarrel wirh Edward de Vere

led ro another period of incarceration and examination by the queen's council,l3z On 1

December 1581 Howard wrote to \Talsingham, "I here by corunon voice of a freshe

attempte to shake and undermine my liberrie since my laste waytinge on youe".ll3

Sometime late in 1581 judicial authorities drew up a list of questions to ask

t'Tlindu Levy Peck, Northampton: Pa[ronage and Policv at the Court of Tames I (London,
1982),p.10.
lz8Hu.ri, Nicolas, Memoirs of the Lifè and Times of Sir Christopher Hatton, K.G., Vice-

(London, 1847),pp. 1 15-1 17, 137.139
Northampton, p, 12

130sP 12tr 47,fols.6-ó verso [CSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CXLVII,4. i]t"Ibid.
t:z5p 

1

, fols.8-8 verso [CSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CXLVII,6];
ztr 50, fol.96 ICSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CL,51].t"rbid., fol. 150 ICSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CL,81].
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Henry Howard and Charles Arundell concerning their association with the earl of

Northumberland, their religious sympathies and seditious talk concerning the king of

Scots and the duke of Guise,134 The interrogatories derived from the accusations made

against Howard and Arundell by de Vere, who also asserted that Arundell "presented a

certayne boke of pictures after the manner of a prophesie".l3s Arundell's possession of a

prophecy was one of many accusations de Vere made against him inferring that Arundell

frequently associated with Jesuits and attended Catholic -urr.t'u In an attempt to avert

their disgrace Howard and Arundell made counter accusations against de Vere.137

Howard listed among de Vere's "daungerouse practisis" his continual raiiing against the

queen and intention to murder Robert Dudley and Philip Sidney.l38 In a letter to

Francis \(/alsingham, Arundell revealed the seriousness of de Vere's accusations by

requesting aid from rhe privy counciilor in rhe procurement of a "speedy trial",l3e In

September 1582 Howard similarly wrote to 'Walsingham declaring the falsiry of his

accusers and explaining that he did not know of any prophecies. At the end of his letter

Howard disclosed to'Walsingham, "my sute is only for rrial by exrremitie or restitution

t r "140Dy lavof ,

Judicial authorities did not indict Howard, although he lost favour wirh rhe

"aSP IZIßI,{oIs,96-96 verso [CSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CLI,42l. No date appeared on any
of rhe documents relaring to the argument between Howard, Arundell and de Vere. The editors
of the suggest the
documents derived from 1581 ICSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CL]. On the basis of Howard's leter
to'SØalsingham of 1 December 1581 the documents were probably drawn up at the end of 1581

1-1590. CLr,44l.

590. CLI, 451; SP l2ll5l, fb,ls. 103-104 verso
IÇSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CLI,46h CSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CLI,49-50.
l3usP 121151, fol. 118 tCSpD Elizabeth 1581-15g0. CLI,571.
t'nCSPD Elizaberh 1581.1590. CLI, 53.t0sp IZII55, fol.84 tCSpD Elizaberh 1581-1590. CLv,44l.
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queen and did not attend her court for a least a year, In February 1583 Howard

petitioned'\ù(/alsingham again asking him to intervene on his behalf with the queen to

end the "storm of trouble" arising from his quarrel with de V"r".141 At about rhis time

Howard wrore his A Defensarive perhaps inspired by the accusations of adherence to

prophecy levied against both himself and Arundell. In September 1583 Elizabeth's

council arrested Howard on suspicion of treasonous activities resulting from his

association with Mary Str.r"rt.l42 Howard suffered a harsh confinement in rhe Tower of

London until his release in 1585 into the care of Nicholas 8".o.,.14'

The examinations of several noblemen of the sixteenth century revealed an

association with prophecy. However, the judiciary was unable or unwilling to prosecute

any member of the nobtlity for interest in prophecy alone. Although the common law of

England provided a means to charge individuals adhering to prophecies according to

Henry VIII's numerous proclamations against sedition, the judiciary only considered the

possibly treasonous implications of prophetic sayings in cases involving the peerage. The

council did not indicr 'William Neville, for example, despite his comments about the

early demise of the king, as the notion of treason by words was yet to receive

confirmation in the case of Elizabeth Barton of 1534, Before the passing of the new law

of treason, the cases against Edward Stafford, Rhys ap Ctruffydd and \Øilliam Neville

demonstrated that the success of an indictment for high treason required evidence of

active conspiracy in addirion to adherence to prophecy, Afìer parliament established

treason by words as an offence, the trial of Edward Neville and George Crofts revealed

la1sp 
121158 ,[ol. t75-175 verso TCSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CLVIII, ZZ].

ra'CSPD Elizaberh 1581-1590. CLXIII, 59; CSPD Elizabeth 1581-1590. CLXIV, 36,43; CSPD
Elizabeth 1581-1590. CLXVIII, 14.
143Ni.olur, Memoirs of the Life , pp. 368-369,376-377 .
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the unsatisfactory nature of prophecy as evidence of treason when judicial authoricies

ignored their prophesying in favour of more direct verbal slander of Henry VIIL AT all

times the concem of the government was treason not prophecy. Although the council

used an individual's interest in prophecy to confirm treasonous intentions, as in the case

of Thomas Howard, this interest was often incidental to larger issues. For judicial

authorities prophecy was a tool that the prosecution employed in cases against the

nobiliry to enhance other evidence of treason, rather than a crime in itself, even after

the passing of several statutes against prophecy during the century. For the few nobility

listening to prophecy the phenomenolì confirmed or encouraged other actions or beliefs

that preceded their interest.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Participants: The Clergy

Many clergy repeared non-scriptural prophecies in the sixteenrh century. Nearly

all examples of the adherence to prophecy by ecclesiastics derived from the period of the

Reformarion, when individuals sought an end to docrrinal and social upheaval in

prophecy. For rhe clergy non-scriptural prophecies were a symbol of hope for the future

ascendancy of their religion and rerribution for those individuals responsible for rhe

ateack on Catholicism in England. The govemment, however, feared that Catholic

sympathisers used prophecies to encouÍage others to protest against the onset of the

Reformation. As G.R. Elton observes in Policv and Police, Thomas Cromwell and his

agents indiscriminately investigated all individuais who criricised Henry VIII and his

religious policy in his attempt to 'enf'orce the Ref'ormation'.1 Henry VIII's council

viewed prophecy as one of many forms of sedirion thar often accompanied rhe more

serious crime of high treason, The majority of cases involving clergy occur¡ed in the

1530s, before parliament enacted the first starure against prophecy. The main concem

of ¡udicial authorities therefore was the role of prophecy as an exampte of seditious

beliefs that they thought led to more active opposition [o the Tudor governmen[.

The 1530s opened with an investigation into the activities of Elizabeth Barton,

the most prominenf case of prophesying by an ecciesiasric during the century. The

examination and erial of Barton set a precedent for judicial intervencion in cases of

prophesying during the resr of the 1530s, although no other case involved as many

people or demonsrrated the same level of political intrigue as that of the Holy Maid of

tEltorr, Policv and Police, p. 82
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Kent. Barton, a servant girl working for Thomas Cobb, steward of the archbishop of

Canterbury's estates around Aldington, began prophesyingin 1525 when she predicted

the death of her employee's chiid.z Barton's prophecies initially encompassed only

docrrinal and sacred issues rhat won her many followers but avoided the suspicion of

judicial authorities, The Elizabethan antiquary l7illiam Lambarde recalied that after

Barron's favourable examination by the archbishop of Canterbury, Villiam Warham,

and his commissioners, she retumed to the chapel of Court-at-Street where she entered

"accompanied with these commissioners, many Ladies, Genrlemen, and Gentlewomen of

the best degree, and three thousand persons besides, of the conünon sort of people in the

, ,t1Lountne .

Soon after Barton entered the Benedictine abbey of Sr Sepulchre in Canterbury,

lV'arham appoinred as her religious adviser Edward Bocking, cellarer of the Benedictine

monastery of Christ Church and head of the ecclesiaseical commission that examined

Barton,4 Thomas More asserted that at about this time he received from the king a list

of Barton's sayings. In a reflective letter to Thomas Cromwell of 1534 More revealed his

opinion of rhe nun's prophesyings, as they appeared in the note from Henry VIII,

writing, "when his Highness asked me, I told him, that in good faith I found nothing in

these words rhat I could anything regard or esteem . . . . And the King's Gace, as

methought, esreemed the matter as light as it afrer proved 1ewd".5 Alchough Barton

atrracted a large following, her prophesying did not concern the king until 1527 when

she began to intervene in the political affairs of ehe realm.

Barron, either on her own initiative or as a result of rhe influence of rhose
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around her, was an opponent of rhe king's proposed marriage to Anne Boleyn and a

supporter of Cathoticism in England. All Barton's polirical prophecies related to events

surrounding the Reformation and her attempt to dissuade Henry VIII from continuing

divorce proceedings against Katherine of Aragon. In 1533 an unknown person sent

Cromwell a deeailed account of some of the nun's prophecies and visions that she

discussedwith rhe Franciscan monk Hugh Rich, According to rhis anonymous account,

Barton prophesied that if the king "maryed and cok An to wyffè rhe vengaunce of God

shuld plage hym",6 An angel appeared bef'ore the nun and told her to go to the king and

"byd hym take his owyld wff ayen, or e11es",7

An examination of Barron and her adherents late in 1533 further uncovered the

ffeasonous nature of her sayings. Barton predicted that if Henry VIII married Anne "he

should not live six months after", and when rhe king did nor visit the Benedictine

monasteries during a visir ro Canterbury, she stated that he "was so abominable in the

sight of God, that he was not worthy ro tread on hollowed ground",8 Thomas Cranmer,

archbishop of Caneerbury, recounted that the nun prophesied Henry VIII's deposition as

monarch wirhin a month of his marriage to Anne and death, six monehs later, after a

devastating plague ravaged England.e Barton also imparred her prophecies to Cardinal

Thomas Wolsey, telling him of a vision she experienced in which the cardinal held rhree

swords; the first representing rhe spiritual realm, the second the temporal realm and the

third the king's gïeat matter of the dirrorce.l0 In the Observant friar Richard Fisby's

HenryVIII. VI, 14661,

Nicholas Hawkins, bishop of Ely, Lamethe, 20
December 1533. BL MS Harl. 6148, îo1.41 ILP Henry VIII. VI, I546h C.H. Williams, ed.,

.,1:u*,re67),p' 
836.
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interpreration of Barton's vision for Thomas More he asserted that the swords

s)¡mbolised rhe cardinal's responsibilities and "if he ordered not well, God woutd lay it

sore to his charge".ll Barton declared that nØolsey's death resulted from his lack of

attention to her prophetic vision.12

As a prophet Barton piqued the interest of many individuals. Documents

relating eo Barton's trial and examinatiorì name over sevenry people who read or heard

of her revelations concerning the king, either through direct contact with the nun or

through her followers: Franciscan Observant friars Hugh Rich and Richard Risby,

Benedicrine monk John Dering, priesr of Aldingron Richard Masters, Barton's confessor,

Edward Bocking, and the paÍson of Aldermary in London Henry Gold.l3 Among those

who knew of Barton's prophecy that the king "shall nor be kyng " monyth afrer rhat he

maried the quens grace" were Margaret Pole, counress of Salisbury, and Gertrude

Courtenay, marchioness of Exeter, who in 1537 were active participanrs in rhe

conffoversy surrounding Reginald Pole's desertion of Henry VIILl4 Other prominent

individuals involved with the nun included the bishop of Rochester John Fisher, Henry

VIII's ex-chancellor Thomas More, Katherine of Aragon and her daughter Mury. As

conspicuous opponents of the king's divorce, Henry VIII hoped to implicate Fisher,

More and the dowager queen in the rreasonous activities of Barton.l' Ho*"rr"r, judicial

authorities released Fisher wirh a fine of t300, and Henry VIII's ministers convinced the

king to remove More's name from the bill of attainder againsr Barron and her

81.
S Cotron Cleopatra E iv, fols. 94-95 ILP Henry

VIII. VI, 14641; SP 1/80, fols 124-124 verso [LP Henry VIII. VI, 14651.
tsSP 1780, fol. 126 [LP Henry VIII. VI, I4681;BL MS Comon Cleoparra E iv, fols. 154-154 verso
[LP Henry VIII. VI, 14671.
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adh"re.rtr.ló

Katherine of Aragon easily proved her innocence as she avoided all conversation

with the .r,r.r,t? In a letter to Barron ol 1533 More warned the Hoþ Maid against

repeating her political prophecies to secular individuals,ls More reminded the nun of

the fate of Edward Stafford, duke of Buckingham:

I think you have heard how the late Duke of Buckingham moved with
the fame of one rhat was reported for an holy monk and had such talking
with him as afcer was a great parl of his destruction and disheriting of his
blood, and great slander and infamy of religion. It sufficerh me, good
Madam, to put you in remembrance of such thing.te

Despite More's advice, Barton disseminated her prophecies against Henry VIII to many

leading people in England, including che king, in an acrempt to halt the Reformation.

Bareon persisted in her efforr to infTuence prominent ecclesiastics like Archbishop

'W'arham, Bishop Fisher and Cardinal \(/olsey and petitioned Pope Clement VII ehrough

his representatives in England, Silvester Darius and John Anthony Pu11eon.20

In July 1533 Henry Man, procurator of the Carthusian monasrery at Sheen,

declared thae Barton "has raised a fire in some hearts that you would think like the

operation of the Holy Spirit in the Primitive Church",z1 For Henry VIII and Thomas

Cromwell the enthusiasm of the people for Bareon and her prophecies, in particular

those sympathetic to the plight of Karherine of Aragon and persistenr adherents of the

pope in religious houses, made her a focus of dissent. In the same month Gomwell

wrote ro Archbishop \üarham, at Henry VIII's request, to inquire abour Barton's

5-16,20 [LP Henry VIII. VI, 1466 and 1470];
Knowles, The Relieious Orders, p. 183; SP 1i50, fol. 163 [LP Henry VIII. IV. ü, 480óJ;
'Whatmore, "The Serrnon Against", p.467 .

"H.rrry Man to Edward Bocking, (tr.p.), 15 july 1533. LP Henry ViiI. VI, 835.
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activiries.z2 On 11 August Richard Gwent of rhe Arches inf'ormed Cromwell about the

success of 'Warham's examination of the nun, undertaken on behalf of rhe councillor.

Gwent reporred that "when my lord of cant[erburyJ had examynyd the none of

cant[erbury] apon your inrerogatyrys she began to c[ome] nere home &. desyryd to speke

with my lord apart ñ. then she confèssyd many mad f'oolys",23 Late in September Henry

VIII's at[omey-general, Christopher Hales, succeeded in capturing the leading

supporters of the ,rurr.t4 On 12 November the imperial ambassador Eustace Chapuys

recorded Barron's arrest by judicial authorities and noted that the

cause of her imprisonment is chat she had had a tevelation ehar in a short
dme rhis King would not only lose his kingdom, but ¡hat he should be

damned Many have been taken up on suspicion of having
encouraged her to such prophecies to stir the people to rebellion.zs

Chapuys asserted that a speciat jury of judges, prelates and nobles spent three days

deliberating on Barton's crímes.2u After the jury considered Barton's offences, Thomas

Audley, Lord Chancellor, made a speech depicting the nun as a woman who "wickedly

conspired against God and religion, and indirectly againsr the King".z? Ho*".r"r, the

assembled peers and ecclesiastics remained unconvinced and unwilling to convict

Barton who had openly revealed her prophecies to the king.

The \(/indsor herald and chronicler Charles Wriothesley reported that on 23

November Barton and several of her followers stood on a scaffold at Paul's Cross while a

arton's trial. Barton's contemporary Eleanor
Manners, Lady Rutland, asserted that the king's council examined the nun, while John Stowe
maintained that she appeared before che Star Chamber. LP Henry VIII. VI, 1438; John Stowe,
The Annals of England, Faithfullv Collected Out of the Most Authenticall Authors, Records,
and Orher Monuments of Antiquitie, Lately Corrected, Encreased, and Continued, From the
FirstlnhabitationUntilthisPresentYeere 1601 (London, 1601) STC23336,p.959,
'1LP H"rrry VIII. VI, 1445. 

-
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pdest gave a sermon declaring that Barton was a fälse prophet,zs The priesr, John

Capon, addressed his audience proclaiming that his intent was to show "the beginning,

rhe progress, and final inrent of this false, forged, and feigned matter", to the intent that

his lisreners "shall perceive what guile, what malice, what conspiracy hath been

imagined and contrived" against the king.2e Capon attributed many crimes to Barton, in

parricular he asserted that she caused Archbishop W'arham and Cardinal \ü'olsey to

change rheir opinion of the king's proposed divorce and to halt their proceedings to chis

intent with the pope,3o Barton encouraged, announced Capon, those who opposed

Henry VIII's marriage to "stand sriffly against the said marriage with all lheir powers"

and ultimately contributed to "the great srincking, staying, and delaying of this the

King's Gace's marriage with the Queen's Grace that now is",31 Capon f'urther declared

that Barton convinced people thar Henry VIII was not a righreous king and that they

were not his proper sub¡".ts.3z Chapuys wrote that Capon repeated his vitifìcation of the

nun and her adherents on the two Sundays following 23 November, and at other times

throughour the realm "in order to efface the general impression of the Nun's sancdry,

because this people is peculiarly credulous, and is moved to insurrection by

prophecies",33

However, Henry VIII did not fulfil his desire to convict the Holy Maid unril 21

March 1534, when parliament passed a bill of attainder against Elizabeth Barton,

Richard Masters, Edward Bocking, John Dering, Richard Risby and Henry Go1d,3a The

2sCharles '\ü(/riothesley, A Chronicle of England Durins the Rei$ìs of the Tudors, From A.D.
(London, 1875) [Camden Scoiety. New Series, XI],1, p.23.
"The Sermon Against", p.464,

t'LP H"*y VIII. VI, 1460.
ta25 H"nry VIII. c. 12 [SR, III, pp. 446-45I]; Cheney, "The Holy Maid", p.ll4.
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acr soughr the punishment of the nun and her followers who had disturbed the peace of

rhe realm in their attacks on Henry VIII's marriage to Anne Boleyn. According to the

act, Barton and her adherents were "maliciously" fixed in their opinion against Henry

VIII's divorce and

by false feyned hipocrise [dissymulate] sancrite and cloked holynes not
only sett fourth and put in rhe heddes of a greare nombre of the subjects
of this realme aswell nobles as other Spirytuall and temporall persoues,

that they had knowlege by revelacion from Almyghry God and holy
Sa.¡nres that God shuld be [displeasedl with our seid Sove.raigne Lorde,
for hys seid procedynges in the seid devorce and separacion,35

Henry VIII believed that Barton's prophecies imagined and compassed his death, but the

jury Henry VIII assembled for her convicrion refused to indict the nun for treason. As

the cases of Edward Stafford, Rhys ap Guffydd and \(¡illiam Neville demonstrated, the

verbal repetition of a prophecy was not enough to esrablish treasonous behaviour

without evidence of other conspiratorial activities. Parliament, however, was willing to

comply with Henry VIII's wishes and enacted an attainder against Barton on the basis

rhat she created division berween the king and his sub¡ecrs.36 On 21 April t534 Barton,

Bocking, Dering, Risby and Gold received their punishment of execution by hanging.3T

The belief of Henry VIII and Thomas Cromwetl that Barron's activities and rhose of her

followers were a dangerous challenge to the authorify of government prompted them to

push for a reform of the Tudor law of treason,

As for Barton's motivation in rhe dissemination of her prophecies, most modern

scholars argue rhat Barton was an innocent viccim manipulared by her religious advisers

who used her revelarions to rally suppofi for Karherine of Aragon and Catholicism in

'5sR,lll, p.446.
'fuun Pattem, "Magic, Prophecy", p.9
'?Ch".r.y, "The Hoty Maid", p, Il4,
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England. Barton was an insffument used or unduly influenced by Edward Bocking to

renew a religious faith threatened by the king's derermination to divorce his queen and

prompt the excommunication of the realm fïom the church in Rome.3t Mod"rn

depictions of Barton reflect thar of sixteenth.century commentators, many of whom

viewed Barton as a simple and uneducated girl encouraged by her confessor [o commit

tÍeason. Capon asserted that in the period before Barton met Bocking she did nor speak

of political or heretical matrers. However, afrer Barton heard Bocking "rail and jest like

a frantic person" against the king and his marriage, acts of parliament and hererical

beliefs, Barton began to receive prophetic revelations from God cricicising the king and

his policies.3e Chapuys also noted thar Barton seemed easily influenced by others, In

November 1534 the ambassador wote,

many believe that those who have the said Nun in hand will make her
accuse many unjustly in order to take vengeance on the Queen's party,
and get money from them . . . . The said Nun has been almost entirely
under the keepership of Cromwell or his people, and is continually
treated as a stupid (?) lady (grosse dame), which strongly confirms the
above -named suspicion.{

In a recent doctoral thesis, however, Dane \i7att depicts Barton as an assertive woman

who drew on the lives of St Catherine of Sienna and St Bridger of Sweden as inspiration

for her involvemenr in Tudor politics. Wate observes rhat Bocking read to Barton

everyday from the lives of the fwo saints, both of whom were involved in political events

of the f'ourteenth ..r'rtury,4t \(/att describes Barton as a woman who consciously

'ulbid., p. 116; Elton, England Under, p. 138; Devereux, "Elizabeth Barton", p. 94; Knowles, The

Against", pp.466.467.
Alan Neame, however, suggests that Chapuys' description of the nun

as a t'grosse damett meant she was a tlady of rank and consequencet', although this
interpretabion is unlikeþ. Alan Neame,
1506-1534 (l,ondon, 1971), p.239.
4\YurrJçod's Secretaries", pp. 172-17 3

The Hc,ly Maid c'f KenL The Life c¡f Elizabeth Barron,
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directed her life according to a Christian model of the female prophet.

Few orher instances of prophesying by religious persons obtained the notoriery of

Elizabeth Bar[on. Cromwell learnt from the Barton case how dangerous and popular

prophecies could become, and in the furure he acted quickly to suppress all forms of

criticism against Henry VIII's government. Before the enactment of the new law of

treason rwo cases came to Cromwell's attention thar involved sayings contrary to the act

of succession passed by parliament early h 1534.az The act established the prosecution

for high ffeason of individuats who attacked Henry VIII's marriage to Anne Boleyn in

writing, prinr, deed or act, oÍ misprision of treason f'or a verbal assauk.43 In the same

year the curate Thomas Arundell wrore to Cromwell about "master Brown", the parson

of Chesterton, who kept "a false wrytnpr in manner of a profltcy and false and

abhomynable contary to hys hooth [oath]".44 Brown asked Arundell to copy the

prophecy for him, but Arundell copied the prophecy twice intending to give the first to

the parson and to show Cromwell the other. The prediction, wrote Arundell, renounced

the authoriry of the king, his queen and privy councillors.45

Later in 1534 the clerk of the king's council, Thomas Bedyll, examined rwo

priests concerning a prophecy about Anne Boler¡n that rhey heard repeated in

-lV.arwickshire the year befbre,ft According to Thomas Gebons, Ralph 'W'endon

described Queen Anne as a whore and a harlot, and referred to a prophecy ehat "a

queen should be burned in Smithfield, and he trusted ir would be the end of queen

425 Henry YIII, c.22.
at From the First Year of Edward the Fourth to the End of the

of Oueen Elizabeth ([,ondon, 1786), II, pp. 191-192; Elton, England Under, p. 135.
4SP 1/88, fol,56 [LPHenryVIII.VII, 1624],
a'rbid.
6SP 

U77 , fol. ll2. [LP Henry VIII. VI, 733]; Akhough the LP includes rhe documenrs relaring
to this case in their calendar for the year 1533, G.R. Elton believes the examination took place
late in 153 4. EI:r.:in, Policy and Police, p. 37 4 n. 2.
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Anne",47 Further examination revealed that Gebons was a man of questionable

character who John Veysey, bishop of Exeter, believed had committed "manifold

misdemeanours" at Oxford and Cambridge. Cromwell dismissed the charges againsr

\X/endon at Bedyll's suggestion.€ Th" cases against Brown and lXlendon revealed that

participants knew of the danger attached to prophesying or speaking derogatively of the

king and queen. \(/hen Arundell disclosed to Brown the illegaliry of his prophecy, the

parson accused the curate of being a disciple of Cromwell and "oorì.e of new laws".4e

Brown was probably referring to the act of succession passed earlier in the year, No

evidence indicated that Cromwell charged Brown, suggesting that the parson's prophecy

did not conform to the requirements for prosecution under the act of succession,

However, Bishop Veysey noced the seriousness of Gebons' accusarion as a crime when

he asserted, "if the said Thomas Gebons moved such words as he had shewed h[iml rhe

night before that there was no dout but he shuld be cast in prison untill the proofes were

t,.50made'.

At the end of 1534 parliament passed a rrew treason law, in force from 1

February 1535, that established treason by words and enabled Thomas Cromwell to

charge many clergymen for repeating prophecies inherentiy treasonous in the view of the

government. However, in Cromwell's next encounter with prophesying clergymen rhe

judiciary charged the offenders for acting against the act of succession, rather than the

law of ffeason, because the case involved both written and oral evidence of an attack on

the king's marriage. In Apríl 1535 Cromwell conducted an examinarion of two

aTLP H"rrry VIII. VI, 733. Chapuys proposed that Anne Boleyn knew of this prophecy before she
did not care". LP Henry VIII. X, 909.
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Carrhusian priors who refused to believe that the king was supreme head of the church

in England. Robert Laurence, prior of Beauvale, and Augustine \(/ebster, prior of

Axholme, refused to acknowledge the acr of supremacy of 1534.5r Included with the

documents related to Laurence and Webster was a collection of depositions concerning

a "slanderous bitl" against rhe king and queen, Richard Reynoids, a monk of the

monastery a[ Syon, showed rhe bill, containing informaeion abour the queen's moeher

and her nvo daughrers, ro the cierk of the monastery, John Leek.52 The bill became a

focus of discussion within the monastery for severai monks, Thomas Skydmore, Robert

Feron, Thomas Mody and the vicar of Isleworth John Hale, and led to a conversation

about the prophecies of Merlin and their significance to religious men, Hale referred in

parricular to the prophecies of "Layman" that presaged the pope's arrival in England,53

John Houghton, Laurence, \Tebster and Reynolds were adamant that Henry VIII

was not the supreme head of the church, conrrary to the act of supremacy and the law of

treason.54 The sentiments of the four Carthusian clergrrrmen prompted their rrial and

convicrion by a \ü'estminster jury on 29 April and subsequent execution for treason at

Tyburn,55 At the same session the justices indicted John Hale, who died with the

Carthusians.S6 Hale committed treason when he slandered Henry VIII's marriage, an

offence under the 1534 act of succession, rather than as a result of any direct cotïmelìt

about rhe king's supremacy over the church.57 Haie referred to the king as the

tt26 H".,ry VIII, c. 1 3; SP I l9Z, foI. 34 ILP Henry VIII. VIII, 5651.
"SP 1192,{o1.36.
t'lbid., [o1,42,
ta26 H".,.y VIII, c. I and 26 Henry VIII, c. 13; LP Henry VIII. V[I, 56ó; Thlrd Report of the
Deoutv. o.238.ttõbÉ.", Cobbett's Complete , p. 472; Third Report of the Depuw , p.239.
tucobb"tt suggests tha[ Feron received a pardon from the king. Cobbett, Cobbett's Complete, p.
473.
5?Third Report of rhe Deputv,p.237. None of the documents concerning the Carthusians name

John Hale as an individual who refused to take the oath acknowledging the king's supremacy
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"molywarppe rhat Marlyn prophecyd . . . accursyd of gods owne mou[th]", suggested that

"the Kyngs grace hadd medlyng with the qu[eens] mo[her" and claimed that Henry

VIII's marriage to Anne was unlawful.t* In a letler to the council Hale complained, as

an excuse for his behaviour, that he was an ill and aged man who had fallen frorn his

horse several times causing him to become "trowblyd yn my wytte" and lacking in

-.-ory.te Hale confessed, "I have malycyosly slawndyrd owr suffren lord the kyttg &

qwyens grace &. the lords & masters of theyre most honorable cowncell".m Feron

ensured Hale's conviction for high treason when he produced a written outline of Hale's

disparaging remarks about the king.ól

Propheric discussion among the clergy about Henry VIII's Reformation

conrinued unabated, although the judiciary often failed to secure the indictment of

ecclesiasrics adhering to prophecies. In March 1536 two clergymen appeared before the

York assizes suspected of treason for words spoken against the king and for repeating

prophecies the year before. In September 1535 ì7i11iam Bodinam disclosed that his

employer, Robert HoÏdisworrh, vicar of Halifax, repeated a prophecy to him that, "Apon

Herre all Yngland mey \ryerre" and declared that if the king reigned any longer the

church would be destroyed.62 T*o months later several inhabitants of Londesborough,

another Yorkshire town, revealed that their parson, \(¡illiam Thwaytes, spoke to them of

prophecies about a battle in England and often lamented the state of the realm. During

a gathering at the house of the husbandman John Chapleyn, Thwaytes said, "the kyng

over the church in England, although clearly Hale was an opponent of the king's divorce and
papal
'osP l

s.,rmpathiser
192, fo/.s.39, 40.
{oL 49 [LP Henry VIII. VIII, 567].
fol.50.

Henry VIII. IX, 404.
p.238
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our soverenge lorde shulde be distroied by the moste vile people of the worlde and that

he shulde be gladde to take a bote for safgarde of his lyf and fTee in to the sea and so

f'orsake his own realme".63 Other Londesborough residents asserted that Thwaytes

repeated slanderous sayings about the king Lo the exten[ that his neighbours refused to

taik to him and disclosed that Thwaytes "spoke moche of prophecies".ff The

parishioner John Nesfield suggested that Thwaytes refused to acknowledge Henry VIII's

suprelnacy over the church. The parson, asserted Nesfield, failed to attend an assembly

of the curates of the deanery of Herrhill before Thomas Magnus, archdeacon of the East

Riding of Yorkshire, to receive a brief probably concerning the king's ,upr"rn".y.u5

Oî 27 March Christopher Jenney reported the result of the examinations of

Holdisworth and Th*aytes.tr Henry Clif'ford, earl of Cumberland, arrested Thwaytes

"for certe)'n words that he shuld speke of the kyrgr highnes", however, Jenney believed

the accusations against the parson were "spoken of malice".ó7 Despite Thwaytes's

acquittal at the assizes, Jenney sent the clergrrrman to Cromwell to appear before the

minister at a later date,6 The accusations against Holdisworth were equally serious.

Jenney believed rhat Holdisworth declared certain words that "if they be ffue sounde

eyther to rreason or else to suche eflèct that he deservithe imprysonement all his lyfP'.6e

However, Jenney questioned the validity of the accusation made against Holdisworrh,

and bound both the vicar and his accuser over, on their own recognisance, to appear

before Cromwell in the next term. Holdisworth's future looked grim for Jenney also

u'SP 1/99, fol. 20 [LP Henry VIII. IX, 791J.
u1bid., fol. zo verso.
u5lbid.; Dodds and Dodds, The PilsrimaLe of C,race,I,p.72.
*SP U91, fol. 161 verso [LP HenryVIII. VIII, 457]; this document is incorrectly dated 1535,
the correct year is 1516. Elton, Policv and Police, p.358.
uisP l/91, øt. ror verso.
uulbid.; Dodds and Dodds, The Pilgrimage of Crace ,I,p.73.
unsP 1/91, fol. 161 verso.
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suspected that the vicar withheld inf'ormation about his wealth at the last "valuary",70

Early in 1536 a case came to Cromwell's attention that involved more than iust

verbal opposirion to Henry VIII's reform of the church. The brethren of the Gstercian

abbey of Coggeshall in Essex submitted to Cromwell several articles against rheir abbot,

\(/illiam Lolr".il Among rhe crimes listed by the inhabitants of the abbey was the

assertion rhat Love preached a belief in the ascendancy of the pope over the church,

contrary to the act of supremacy and the monastic oath. The monks of Coggeshall

accused Love of hiding the riches of the abbey during a visit by one of the king's

comnrissioners, buying his office and attempting to see into the future by unlawful

means. Love also slandered the king's chief minister when he described Cromwell as a

heretic.?2 Examination of two monks fiom rhe abbey, Richard Braylrre and John

Bocking, revealed further details of Love's misdemeanours, adding that the abbot

ignored an injunction to pray for the king and queen at high mass and refused ro ask for

a collection from the brethren as a token of their love i'or the sovereign.T3 Brayntre

maintained that Love "had a bok that told þ'm and shewed playnly of all ehe roble that

the clergy had and shuld susreyn and whar ponysshemente shuld folow and howe in the

ende rher shuld be a newe pope chosen by god" and that the abbot "useth dyvers

onlawfull crafie as to tell of thyngs that ben fèllen and 1ost".74

The abbot verbally attacked the king by refusing to acknowledge his marriage

and ignoring his title as head of the church in England, but Love compounded his

ffeason by depriving Henry VIII of several sources of money. Although the charges

Tolbid.
TtSP 1/103, fol 2l5 [LP Henry vtII. x, 7?4].
Ttlbid.
?'SP 1/101, fol. 153 [LP Henry VIII. x, 164].
ttbld., fot. 158.
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against the abbor were serious, Henry Bouchier, earl of Essex, wrote to Cromwell on

Love's behalf urging the minister that [he accusations against the clerg'yman were

"rrorr"o,rr.75 
Bouchier and John de Vere, ead of Oxford, examined Love concluding

that he possessed "as ffew hart ôr fayrhe unto the ky.gt grace as eny man within rhe

rea1me".76 Although these early cases against the clergy proved insubstantial, Cromwell

continued to take note of clerical censure of Henry VIII's religious reforms that could

encourage other individuals to disseminate harmful gossip, or to become involved in

acrive opposition against the king.

In April 1536 Cromwell received information conceming the parson of

'Wedynesborowe, who was sent to the minister f'or examination on a charge of ffearorr,?7

The informant, John \7halley, asserted that the paÍson owned a book of prophecies and

associated with many Catholic sympathisers in Kent, concluding, "yf he be well handelid

eirher by compulsion or by faire wordes he can declare a greate mulcitude of papistes in

this countrey".78 In June Cromwell heard of another clergr,,man, the prior of Tortington

in Sussex, who read a prophecy to the inhabitanrs of his priory,Te Henry VIII's council,

possibly concerned about the influence the prior exerted over the canons of the

Tortington communiry, sent the knight \Øilliam Goryng to invesrigate, The other

canons readily admitted the misconduct of their prior and revealed that the book of

prophecy owned by the clergyman derived from his brother, "one Mayys" a grocet in

T5SP 1/101, fol.88 [LP HenryVIII. x,94j.
TuIbid.
?Joh.t 'W'halley to Thomas Cromwell, Dover, 2 April 1536. SP UlO3, fol. 76 [LP Henry VIII. X,
614]; Jansen refers to 'Wednesborowe as the town of 'Wednesbury in Staffordshire, however, the
town of 'Woodnesboror.rgh in Kent is another possibility as 'W-halley wrore from Dover about
events in Kent. Jansen, Political Protest , p, 40 ,
TusP 1i103, tol.76.
?e\øilliurrr Goryng to Thomas Cromwell, Borton, 26 June 1536. SP lll04, fol. 227 [LP Henry
VIII. X, l}07l.
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Southwark.so Another canon, Harry Rynghede, maintained that the prior knew he was

committing an offence because when rhe prior was in court for another reason he wrole

to Rynghede asking him to burn all his correspondence with Mayys.8l

In rhe same year Cromwell investigated the abbot of Garadon in Leicestershire,

Thomas Syson, who predicted the dearh of the king.8z In a conversation wirh a man

named John Bower the abbor asser[ed that Henry VIII "shall have a grett ffall" and "the

egle shall Ryse with such a nombre that the kyng shall go fforth of the ralme &. the kyng

sha1l come in agayne when he is al most heighest &. be sla.¡re",8' Syro.t described Henry

VIII as a mole who would "roryth uppe" the churches in England. Syson also told Bower

of a cryptic prophecy that "when the towre is whyte &. another place grene then shall be

bornyd ii or iii byshopps &. a quene".84 '\(/hen all his prophecies had come to pass,

declared the abbot, the world would be merry. Syson risked a charge of ffeason when he

prophesied the king's death, but the abbot exacerbated his crime by encouraging others

to undermine rhe authoriry of the monarch. A year later the original informant, John

Beaumount, reminded Cromwell of the sedirious words that the abbot repeated to John

Bower and others.85 Syson's prophecies, revealed Beaumount, encouraged many people

to attempt a rebellion against the king, contrary to the laws of God. In reminding

Cromwell of Syson's offence Beaumounr hoped ro resolve the matter "which I shall

(accordyng to my dutye) to my powers accomplysshe efïèctually".uu

uolbid.
utlbid.
u'¡oh., Beaumount to Thomas Cromwell, (tt.p.), tl536l. SP t/81, íoI. 175 [LP Henry VIII. VI,
Appendix 101.
83rbtd,
ttu¿.
ffþhn Beaumount to Thomas Cromwell, Leicester, 1 October 1537. SP lll25,fol. 91 [LP Henry
vm. XII. ü,8001.etua.
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Beaumount's assessment of Syson's influence is, however, questionable as Bower

clearly did nor undersrand how to interpret the abbot's prophecies. Syson relied on

heraldic and other animal imagery to decipher his sayings, but Bower possessed only a

limited knowledge of prophetic symbols. Initially Syson asked Bower, "knowe you any

arms" to which his companion replied, "noe but the lord m[arquis] and the erlle] of

hunrygdon",8? The abbot persisted in questioning Bower and asked him about the

identiry of the eagle, but he did not know who signified the bird. Finally, Syson said to

Bower, "knowe you who gevyth rhe molle &. the sayd bower sayd no".88 Despite Bower's

awareness that Syson's conversation was dangerous and illegal, he knew nothing of what

his prophecies meant withour the abbor's explanation, In the 1530s, before parliament

passed laws against prophecy, the treason of individuals repeating or adhering to

prophecies derived not from the sayings but from their interpretarion. Contrary to

Beaumount's suggestion, Syson rather than his prophecies was allegedly responsible for

encouraging people to rebel against the king, demonstrated further by Cromwell's

pursuit of people prophesying as he would any other seditious talkers. For most of the

decade no evidence suggests that interest in prophecy encouraged anything more than

verbal opposition ro Henry VIII's policy of religious reform and was an affirmation of

srrongly held beliefs. However, at the end of 1536 the Northern Rebellion or Pilgrimage

of Crrace became the focus of treasonous discussions and prophetic speculations

involving several clergr,.men.

\ilhile unrest in rhe north began at the end of 1536 and continued into the

beginning of the next year, Cromwell's surveillance of people making prophetic

tTsP 1/81, fol. 125.*t¡i¿.
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utterances in 1537 began with a relatively innocuous case, In January Gomwell

received an accusation made by a canon of Launceston,'!7i11iam Genys, against his prior

John Shere, Shere told Genys that a scholar of Oxford divulged to him rhat if the

rebellion in the north of England continued, "his grace shulde be in daunger of his lyve

orels avoyde his Realme bef'ore the yende of Marche nexte comyng".se Increasingly,

propheric sayings turned to the rising of the cofirnons and encouraged people to

associate with the rebels. In April Robert Radcliffe, earl of Sussex, invescigated rhe

monks of the abbey at Furness in Lancashire,eo Complaints abour the Cistercian

monastery derived from the r¡icar of Dalcon and one of the bnethren, Robert Legate, The

vicar of Dalton deposed [hat several of rhe monks of Furness met with rhe northern

rebels and made a fìnancial contribution to their ."r.rr..nt lægate disclosed that the

abbot, Roger þle, told his brethren not to co.operate with the king's commissioners

during a visitarion to the abbey and ignored the opposition of several of rhe monks ro

Henry Vlll's ref'ormation of the church,ez Legate heard one of the monks declare that

the king "was not right here [heirl co the cro[wn for] his father carne in by no true lyne

but by the sword", while another asserted, "the bishop of Rome was unjustly put down in

your [Henry VIII] realm and wirhin ii years it shalbe changed again and all the new

lawys that the knges grace hadd made shuld stande to now ef'fecte".e3 Henry Salley,

maintained Legate, similarly professed his belief that as a la.,'man the king should not be

head of the church in England, but Pyle "[k]nowing of this treason" did not reprimand

unsP 1/115, fol. 1414 ILP HenryVIII. XII. i,298].
e0Fo, dir.,rrsion of the investigation into the abbey of Furness see also Dodds and Dodds, The
Pilgrimage of Grace,I
ersP lil18, fol. z ILPezCh.irtoph"r Haigh,
(Manchester,1969) [Remains Historical and Literary Connected with the Palatine Counties of
Lancaster and Chesrer. Thlrd Series, XVII], p.194,
e3sP 1/118, fo1.4 verso,
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his brethren f'or their cofirnents or report them to the king or his council.e4

In his examinarion Pyle laid the blame for the sedirious talk and involvement

with the rebels on his brethren, claiming that the "brethren hadd any laflfecion to any

man so moche as they hadd to the commons".e5 In their depositions the monks of

Furness implicated the abbot fully in their treasonous activities and support of the rebels

during the Pilgrimage of Grace. The inhabitants of the abbey were vocal and active in

their opposition to Henry VIII's religious reforms, expressing their hostiliry through

prophecy. Legate revealed that the monks John Broughton, John Harrington and others

of the monastery often spoke of a prophecy thar "in England shalbe slaine the decorat

Rose in his mothers belly" and "they expoundng this say thar yor grace shall die by the

hands of priests f'or thir churche is yor mother and the church shall sley yor grace".eó

The abbot similarly asserted that Broughton showed him the cryptic prophecy, "a b c

and iii t t t shuld set all in one seate and shuld [work] greate mervales and afterward he

said that the red rose shuld die in his mothers wombe" and confessed, "[his is a

marvelous and a daungerous word [sayingl".e7 There is no evidence [hat the prophecies

discussed by the monks initiated their support of the rebels; rather rhey appear as

confirmation of the ascendancy of their religion and as an expression of their hopes for

the outcome of the unrest in the north. In a letter to Henry VIII Radcliffe and several

other of the king's lieutenants in the north of England reported that they had imprisoned

rwo of the brethren of Furness.nu Alrhough the monks committed offences contrary to

both the law of treason and the acr of supremacy, the lieutenants declared, "there

natui¿., øt. s.
*Ibid., fol. z verso.
%Ibid., fbl4.
etbid., fol. ?.
e8o.r" of the monks was Henry Salley. LP Henry VIII. XIi. i,842; Haigh suggests the other monk
was John Broughton. Haigh, The Last Davs, p. 98.
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seemed no likelihood of finding anything further rhat would serve the purpose excepl

things done bef'ore the pardon",ee

In rhe south of England the problems in the north were an interesting topic of

discussion. On 21 April 1537 Thomas Neville, a justice of the peace in Kent, took

depositions from schoolteacher Adam Lewes and shop keeper John Domeryght abour

their conversation in'\ù7est Malling with rhe priest James Fredewell.l* L"*", explained

that after he mer Fredewell he played cards and drank some ale with him before

accompanying him to Domeryght's shop to buy a book. At the shop the conversation

rurned to the recently suppressed northern rising. Fredewell asserted rhat the unrest was

no[ over and declared that Henry VIII would encounter new enemies. Fredewell

prophesied, "ther is another byrde a bredyng that cam not forthe yett which wyll cum

f'orthe before mydsomer that the kyng had never suche syns he was kyng of ',¡rglond",101

\fhile Fredewell idly discussed the instability in the north of England, Cromwell

interviewed the leaders of the rebellion, An investigation into the acti\¡ities of Francis

Bigod revealed his associarion with the clergyman 'Süilliam Todde, prior of the

Glbertine monastery in rhe Yorkshire town of Malton. During his examination, Todde

explained that Bigod visited his priory to show hirn a copy of Henry VIII's pardon for the

rebels and the articles listing the rebels' demands made at Doncaster in December

1536,102 ln return Todde showed Bigod a painted prophecy that the prior received many

years ago presaging an attack on the clergy by a cardin"l.lo' Th" prior was adamant that

nnLP H"rrry VIII. XII. i, 840; Henry VIII offered the northern rebels, led by Robert Aske, a
pardon in December 1536. Guy, Tudor Ensland, p. 150.
ioosp 1/118, fol. z3l ILp Henryvlti. xt. i,9901.
totlbid.
t02SP li116, fol. 165 tLP HenryVIIL XII. i,lOZ31. See also 8 361119, fo1s. 130-130 verso [LP
Henry VIII. XII. i,5341.
to'lbid., fol. ,l65 

verso.
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he did not interpret the prophecy or say anything against the king, despite his friendship

with the rebel leader.

On another day Bigod sent one of his followers to the priory to request that

Todde send his servants to take part in the uprising and, although at first he refused,

Todde clairned the rebels later forced him "upon peyne of deth" to send one of his

employees and a cart with rwo men but no h"^"rr.104 Bigod disclosed that Todde also

showed him another prophecy that "this k¡ng shulde be fayne to flye owt of this his

realme and ere he cam in agayn shuld be glad to departe with two partes of his lands so

he might sytt in peax [peacel with the thridd lthird]".105 Todd" revealed to Bigod that

"the church shuld abyde woo for three yeres, and afterwards shuld reflorish aswell as ever

it did",106 Bigod probably sought afTìrmation of his actions in Todde's prophecies, rather

than initial inspiration for his opposition to Henry VIII. As Bigod visited Todde at least

three months afrer the beginning of the rebellion, the prior's prophecies served only to

raise the spirit of rhe insurgents acting, as they did for the rnonks of Furness, as

confirmarion that their actions were just and would have the effect they desired.

Although Todde maintained that he contributed men to the rebellion under duress, his

prophetic encouragement of the rebels and examination along with the leaders of the

Pilgrimage suggests that Cromwell took the parricipation of the prior seriously, although

rhe prior's fa¡e is unknown.

After Henry VIII put down the rebels involved in rhe Pilgrimage of ùace, rhe

Council in the North continued their vigilanc pursuit of possible resurgence. In

December 1537 the parishioners of Mustone in Yorkshire presented the council with a

to4lbid., tol L66.
totsp 1/119, fol. g4 [Lp Henry VIII. XII. i, 10gZ].
toulbid.
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list of accusations against their vicar, John Dobson, demonstrating his treason,lo7

Alexander Caulf, lVilliam Lowndisburugh and Rowland Ladeberer declared on behalf of

the inhabitants of Mustone that for over a year Dobson refused to pray for the king or

acknowledge his supremacy over the church in England,tou Dobron also repeated many

prophecies to his parishioners saying, among other things, that "the kings said Majestie

shuld bee compelled to forsake this his realme &, flye unto the see and aftirward his

highnes shuld retourne hither againe &. bee contente with the thir parte of his

realme".loe Dobson also prophesied that the "cowe which is the bishop of Rome is , , ,

castene in hir stall &. she shall come into England gyngling with hir keies &, sette t[he]

churche againe in the right feith" and that "the crume is brought lowe there shall we

begine cristis crosse rowe meanyng by the said word crume, my lord previe seate".110

In a petition to Henry VIII's councillors Dobson admi¡ted his adherence to the

prophecies of Thomas of Erceldoune and Merlin, and revealed his knowledge of several

other prophecies he thought relevan[ to the state of the reahn. Of his fellow clergymen

Dobson wrote, "the ruff shuld bee rufullie rente and the clergye shulde stand in feare and

fìghr as rhe seclers *ere".lll In a letter to Henry VIll of 18 December the councillors in

the north reported their imprisonment of Dobson to await trial, despite the testimony of

several inhabitants of Mustone that the vicar was an honest man accused by those who

disliked him,112 In January the council soughr insrructions fiom C¡omwell about rhe

vicar, and later informed Henry VIII that Dobson was one of four people found guilty of

'075P Ul?.7,ío1.63 verso [LP Henry VIIL XII. ä,l2l2h Sharon Jansen gives a detailed account
of John Dobson's case in her book on prophecy during the 1530s. Jansen, Poiitical Protesc, pp. 1-
6.
lousP 1/122 , fol. ó3.
tonlbrd.
llorbid.

, fol' 63 verso.
, {ol. 64 verso.
,[oIs.97-97 verso [LP HenryVlll. XlI. ü, 123lJ

tttrbid.
112rbid.
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treason at the Lent session of the York assizes and e*ecuted.ll3 Dobson's disseminarion

and interpreradon of prophecies that attacked Henry VIII so soon after rhe northern

rebellion led to his death, Although the examination of Dobson and other clergy about

the vicar's prophecies revealed only verbal opposition ro Henry VIII, his case

demons[rated that rhe Tudor government would no longer tolerate dissenting gossip and

slander of the king. Possibly Cromwell decided to use Dobson's indictment as a warning

to other clergy that following the northern uprising the judiciary would deal harshly with

any threat to the peace of the realm.

After Dobson's death cases involving the repetition of prophecies by the clergy

waned as Cromwell's dominance over the king's council decreased and the reform of the

church in England gained acceptance, Some clergy, however, never accepted the

monarch as supreme head of the church, In November 1538 Robert Elys, a Grey Friar

from Plymourh who was sent to jail in Lanston, referred to a time in the future when he

would be able to wear his habit again and ¡evealed that he knew a prophecy "that rhere

should be a king in England who would do great wrong to the commonalty and

afrerwards repent".114 In 1585 the knights Henry Neville and Villiam Knollys examined

a vagrant priesr Gregory Gunnes, who was at one tirne rector of Elford in Oxf'ordshire,

on a charge of ffeasonous words.115 Richard Davison overheard a conversation berween

Gunnes and another man Evan Arden of Henley in which Gunnes stated, "the day will

come, and I hope to see yt, and so may you too, that there shall be an offeringe where

Campion did suffer".ttu Gu.r.r., believed thar a church would be built on the site where

1r3SP 1/128, foL l24 verso [LP Henry VIII. KII. i, 107] and SP lll3l, fol. 56 [LP Henry VIIL
XIII. i, 7051.
l]a_SP U242,fbl. 103 verso [LP Henry VIII. Addenda. ii, 1370].
"'C. A. Newdigate, "The Tyburn Prophecy of Gegory Gunnes", The Month, CLXIV, no. 841
(1934), pp. 56-57 .
ttulbid., p.60.
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Edmund Campion died, and declared rhat Queen Elizabeth was a heretic and not

supreme head of the church, The councillors imprisoned Gunnes whose prediction

became known as the prophecy of Tyburn,llz

A few books of prophecy continued to circulate. During the 1540s judicial

authorities caught a chantry priest of Tenterden, Humphrey Cotton, and a vicar from

'Weston, Villiam Croom, in possession of writren prophecies.ltu ln 1554 the privy

council similarly requested the exar¡ination of a canon of Peterborough who was "geving

abrode prophesies out of an olde booke" and "abusylg thereby the simple heads of the

Quenes Heighnes' subjectes".lle Although no other ecclesiastics appeared before judicial

authorities for prophesyrng, rumours of clerical adherence to prophecy continued

throughout the sixteenth century, In February 1592, for example, Henry Saintmain

wrote, "ther is a great repaier of priestes into Lankeshire and into the northem partes for

certeine The Catholickes have great prophecies that the Queen shall dei this yeare,

which I thinke are devised by the priestes who intend some such thinge".l2o By 1601 the

priest Lewes Devett had gained a reputation as a soothsayer for predicting that the

queen would conquer all her enenúes during the first forry rwo years of her reign and if

she continued to prevail during the next five "she should reign long in her kingdom".l2l

John Garnons wrote to Robert Cecil at the time expressing his concern that Devett's

prophecies would encourage suppor[ for the opposition to the queen of the earl of Essex,

Robert Devereux.12¿

, 13 February 1592. CSPD Elizaberh 159l-1594.
CCXLI, {5; see also SP I5l3l,foI.39 ICSPD Add. 1580-1625.XXX],321.tttHMC, xr, p. 135.
1)2 ^,'--Lìlanm r 'W'alestt, in
Glanmor Williams, Relision. Laneuage, and Nationaliw in 'Wales (Cardiff, 1979) , p. 82.
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During the 1530s judicial authorities recognised that the repetition of prophecies

by the clergy occasionally disclosed further opposition to Henry VIII and his policies of

reform, Of particular concern to Thomas Cromwell were individuais who prophesied to

a large audience, such as Elizabeth Barton, whose followers disseminared her sayings by

mouth and pen, or John Dobson who prophesied to his parishioners in the ale house and

the pulpit. As in cases against the nobiliry, the inrerest of ¡udicial authorities focused on

the treasonous interpretation of prophecies, rather than the actual sayings. Often

Cromwell received information abour a clergyman not because the cleric atrended to a

prophecy, but because the content of the prediction revealed resistance to the acts of

supremacy or succession, Except in the cases of Elizabeth Barton and John Hale,

Cromwell took a generally lenient view of clergymen who discussed prophecies before

the rebellion in the north of England. During the Pilgrimage of Grace several clerg'ymen

adhered to prophecies that encouraged, rather than initiated, their dissent, However,

the judiciary's increasing association of prophecy with rebellion persuaded theim to take

a harsher view of prophesying clerics. Despite this change in the attitude of the

judiciary, only one cleric, John Dobson, suffered from Cromwell's determination to avoid

further disruprion in the realm. Although judicial authorities increasingly perceived che

possibiliry of rebellion as a corollary of prophecy, the involvement of clergy with the

phenomenon derived from less sinister motives. For the clergy non.scriptural prophecies

served as a vision of hope and an affirmation of their beliefs.
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CHAPTER NINE

Participants¡ The Common People

During the sixteenrh century many commoners adhered to non.scriptural

prophecies, although few received severe punishmenr as a result. In che 1530s the

treatment of individuals repeating prophecies altered following the Pilgrimage of Grace

as judicial authorities gained a heightened awareness of rhe need ro suppress all forms of

dissent. During the 1540s the privy council imprisoned several commoners for

possession of books of prophecy, but the records of che council reveal little about the

individuals involved. The Edwardian statute against prophecy described how cercain

individuals with evil intentions inspired and created sedition and rebellion in che realm

by publishing 'fond and fantastical' prophecies. The Elizabethan parliament reiterated

the legislative stand made against prophecies in 1549, however, judicial evidence reveals

that belief in rhe power of prophecies to incite the common people to rebellion was

insubstantial, Interest in non-scriptural prophecies rarely involved active opposition to

the govemment. While in some cases corrunoners rumed ro prophecies for an

explanation of events and as an expression of hope, others confessed that they could not

understand rhem.

Many coilìrnoners, like the clergy, atrended ro prophecies during the 1530s. In

che first half of the decade, however, no evidence suggests rhat judicial authorities

convicted any coûunoner for adherence to prophecy, The first case of this period was

that of \7illiam Harlokke, a man examined by the lieutenant of the Tower, Edward

\Øalsingham, and his associate, John Daunce, in September 1530.1 Possibly a previous

lsP i/58,fol. 101 [LPHenryVIII.IV. äi,66521.
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servant of Dr Ausn¡n who lived in the Essex township of Colchester, Harlokke possessed

a calendar of painted prophecies and heraldic arms grven co him by his employer,

Although Harlokke did not interpret the calendar himself, during the late 1520s he

showed the prophecy ro others who were willing to decode rhe hidden message of rhe

pictures, A man named Byrte of \íhite Stauron in Somerset believed that Harlokke's

prophecy revealed a rumultuous few years following the 1530s and a great barrle

involving the clergy.' Althor.tgh word of Harlokke's prophecy and his inf'amy in

Somerset reached a knight of rhe shire, Nicholas Wadham, who demanded thar

Harlokke burn che calendar, Harlokke persisted in his attempt to decipher the prophecy.

h 1529 Harlokke showed rhe calendar to a goldsmith from Taunton named Richard

Loweth who undertook to interpret the prophecy by comparing the calendar with his

own book of prophecies.3 Loweth's comments disciose the narure of some of the

prophetic pictures the work contained. Harlokke declared rhat he thought the prophecy

concemed a dreadful dragon. Loweth confirmed Harlokke's suspicion, adding that the

dragon, which symbolised James Fitzmaurice Fitzgerald, rwelfth earl of Desmond, should

land with the barelegged hens. Loweth also referred to the gentle lion, a beasc he

thought represented the king of Scotland, and said, "at Sandyngford haven shalland [sic]

a curtes knyght and shalle pyche hys baner in a stone opon the right hand of the haven

and there shalle rhe blewe bore mete the curtes knyghr and geve batelle rylle they do

swete and f'f'oome [f'oam]'.4

After disclosing the names of those to whom he showed his calendar, Harlokke

went on in his examination to name several other prophesiers. Harlokke asserted thar in

1ui¿.
fol. 101 verso.
fol. 102.

'Ibid.,
tbid.,
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1528 he heard John Barbour read from a book of prophecies in Norwich. Several others

were present at this reading including a priest named'Sir l7illiam". After hearing the

prophecies Harlokke discussed chem with the clergyman who maintained he knew of

several other prophecies in a book conceming the king. Harlokke informed rwo sheriffs

of Norwich of the conversation, but they concluded thar the case "ys but a tryffullinge

matter to come before the kinge".t Sit'Vzilliam, as Harlokke declared, had tried ro coax

him into divulging his knowledge of prophecies against the king co no avail. Harlokke

also deposed that he heard from a Suffolk man, Thomas Larke, that a whire lion,

representing the king of Denmark, would kill the king.6 Harlokke's examination in the

Tower was not his first. Harlokke had come to the attention of judicial authorities ¡hree

times before his interview with the king's councillors in 1530. Although Thomas

Cromwell referred to Harlokke as a "blind" prophet, he seems to have incurred no

penalty f'or his interest in the future.T Harlokke's calendar did nor concern the f'ate of

the king and, although he heard treasonous predictions from others, he avoided

speculation about the fate of his monarch, Harlokke's actions were not creasonous.

In 1532 an incident involving the inmares of the Ilchester jail in Somerset and

another man named Harlock similarly came to nothing, According to the investigating

officer, chief justice John Fitzjames, two prisoners invented a story of conspiracy and

treason to bring about their removal from the jail. The incident began when che inmate

Peter Aleyn demanded to see one of rhe king's councillors to inform the council of a plor

to poison the monarch. On 28 January some the king's leading councillors, including

the high chamberlain John de Vere and Thomas Cromwell, interviewed Aleyn and sent

5lbid., tol.loz verso.
ut¡i¿.
7E 361139,fol. 48 [LP Henry VIII. VII, 923].
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Fitzjames to inquire into the matter at the jai1.8 For several days Fitzjames took

depositions from the prisoners involved, all of whom declared that they did not know of

a plot to poison the king apart from what Aleyn told them, The examination of the old

keeper of the jail John Wynsom revealed that, akhough he knew nothing of treason, he

was aware of a plan by prisoners Aleyn, John Chesselade and others to escape their

incarceration.e ïThile Fitzjames continued his investigation inro both the atrempt on

the king's life and the planned escape from the jail, Chesselade told the justice of

another prisoner John Ricardis who knew several prophecies. Ricardis repeated a

prophecy abour a white hare that would run a white greyhound into the roots of an oak

tree.l0 As no one in the jail undertook an interpretation of the prophecy, the saying was

harmless, but Chesselade further asserted thar Rjcardis predicced the king's death saying

thar Henry VIII would be driven from his realm and killed at the gates of Paris,

Chesselade explained that R.icardis heard the prophecies near Varminster in'!Øiltshire

six years before from a man named Horlock. Ricardis continued to prophesy an end to

the kings of England saying, "ther shulde be suche a gappe in the \ùil'est that all the

thornes in the realme shuld nott stoppe it" and thar after "rher shulde oon com owre of

the \Øest that shulde b.yng snowe apon his helmete that shulde sett all england in peas

[peace] ",11

The prophesying apparently began when word of Rhys ap C'ruffydd's dearh

reached che jail, Ricardis explained that a conversation began abour war, and he

contributed to the discussion che prophecies told to him by Horlock nine or ren years

uE 361120, toIs. 76.7 6 verso [LP Henry VIII. V, 759] .
eSP UZ37,fol.I2l [LP Henry VIII. Addenda. i, 768].tolbid., for. lz3 verso.
ttlbid.
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earlie¡.lz Ricardis denied, however, that he had ever spoken of the king. None of the

prison inmates knew what the prophecies meant or undertook to interpret rhem.

Ricardis asserted that he repeated Horlock's prophecies to find out if anyone else knew

what rhey meant, but no one did.13 Chesselade and rhe other prisoners who deposed

rhar rhey did nor know of the prophecies, Alexander Parker and \íilliam Davy, all

declared that they did not understand the predictions.l4 None of the prisoners believed

that Ricardis' prophecies were rreasonous and all maintained that they knew of no

rreason against rhe king except that referred to by Peter Aleyn. After raking the

deposicions of the inmates of Ilchester jail, Fitzjames informed Henry VIII of his

conclusion that Aleyn invented the conspiracy to prompt his early..1""r".15 In a letter

ro Thomas Cromwell later in rhe month Fitzjames revealed that che king decided nor to

pursue Aleyn's assertion of a conspiracy to against him. Regarding the prophecies

Fitzjames wrote, "it \ryeer great pitie chat a noble p[erson] shuld any thyng regard it/ And

yn my mynd he that spake it lisl a vere innocent".lu H.rlry VIII directed Fitzjames to

inquire further into the prophesyings but there is no evidence to suggest that he did so.

In 1533 a collecrion of state papers included the "ungracious rehersals" of

Misrress Amadas, possibly rhe wife of a previous masreÍ of rhe king's jewel-house Robert

Amadas,l? The documenrarion explains little about Amadas or how judicial authorities

dealt with her prophesyrng. The comprehensive list of her sayings revealed that Amadas

adhered to her predictions for more than twenry years and that she believed 1533 was

ltlbid., fol. 126 verso.tbd., {ol. tz|.
ttbid., fols. 123 verso, 125,126.
ttSP 1/69,fo1. 115 [LPHenryVIII.v, ?93].
tullrid., fol. L36 [LP Henry VIII. V, 830].
t?BL MS Co¡eon Cleopatra E iv, fols. 99-100 [LP Henry VIII. VI, 9231
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the year of their fulfìlment.l8 Amadas openiy attacked the king, calling him a moldwarp

and prophesying his expulsion from the realm and death during a bartle of priests. The

Scottish would conquer England, declared Amadas, and afterward the "clobbes of Essex

shall fryve them fc,rth agan and a busshe in Essex shalbe worth a castell in Kent".le

Amadas' prophecies often alluded ro the usurpation of Henry VIII's government of his

realm and crypcically referred to a religious or dead man who would hold a parliament of

peace in the Tower of London, Amadas did not hold Henry VIII in high esteem, as the

recorder of the lisr of her sayings wrote, "she daly defameth and slandreth the kytlgt

highnes and his nobles spriruali and temporall with her conrenuall raylyngs of bawdry

and lecherye".z0 Like her own husband, Henry VIll deserred his fîrst wifè, Katherine of

Aragon, and Amadas was sympathetic to the plight of rhe dowager queen. In a

conversation with George \il/hitenall, Amadas protested, "teyshe the devylls strawe I

care not fbr the kyng" a reshe under my fbte".zl A witness ro her conversarion with

lühitenall thought Amadas was "madde or elles distracte". For the Tudor historian G,R,

Elton Amadas' belief that the king tried to seduce her and "make her a hoore" confirms

his suspicion that she was not sane and provides sufficienc evidence that she avoided

prosecurion as a result of her illness.2z Amadas knew the danger of her prophesying,

acknowledging borh that others saw her as a witch and that if time did nor reveal the

truth of her prophecies, in particular her prediction that Queen Anne would bum to

death at the stake, "she will be bornte her selfè",23 Despite the treasonous nature of

Amadas'prophecies, her fare is unknown,

tulbid., fol.99.
ttlbid.

'olbid., fol.99 verso.

"Ibid., for.99,
"Ibid., {oI.99 verso; Elton, Policv and Police, p. 60.

"BL MS Cotton Cleopatra E iv, fol. 100.
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Allusion to a battle of priests, referred to by Amadas in her book of prophecies,

was common taik among the clergy and common people, In May 1535 one of the

commissioners for the suppression of religious houses Thomas Arundell informed

Thomas Cromwell of another incident of such talk by a man named Alexander Clavelt'

The case revealed the extensive repetition of prophetic speculations but also

demonstrated how idle chat could expose more chreatening prophecies. In conversarion

Clavell commented, "hit was a hevy world and was lyke to be worse shortly for he had

herd say thar rhe prystes wold ryse ageyne the kyng",za Clavell maintained that his

prophecy would Eoon come to pass because the clergy "pay so moche mony to the kyttgt

grace".25 After tracking down the source of the saying, an educated man who died

several years before, Arundell discovered the whole prophecy that "the prysces shuld

make a feld" and

rule rhe reame iii dayes and iii nyghrs and then rhe whic fawcon shuld
come oute off che northe west and kyll allmost all the prystes and they
rhat shuld eskape shuld be fayne to hyde ther crowne with the fukhe off
bests bycause they wold not betakyn fbr prysts.26

Although Clavell appeared not to have suffered for his cornmenrs about the clergy, after

the Pilgrimage of Grace of 1536 others were not so lucky.

As in cases against the clergy, the year of the rebellion in the north of England

was a tuming point in the prosecution of commoners who adhered to non-scripcural

prophecies, In January 1536 Hugh Larham was unfortunate enough to suffer

imprisonment for coflìmenting about \(/oburn Abbey rhat, "yc and other mo[re] shold

dowen or rwelveryde",2T Although Latham denied rhe charge, Cromwell kept him on

z+SP 
U97, [ol. 194 [LP Henry VIIL VIII, ?36].

t5IHd.
26lbid., for. 194verso.
tTsP 1/101, fol.5 ILP HenryVIII. x,5].
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remand ro awair tria1,28 In May 1537 Charles Brandon, duke of Sufl'olk, inf'ormed

Cromwell about the treasonous conversation of rwo Suffolk men, Richard Bishop of

Bungay and Robert Se)¡man of 'lV'utton.ze The seriousness of the discussion berween

Bishop and Seyman, which rook place on a hot day at Tyndale Wood in Suffolk earlier

in the month, resulted from their comments about the king. Meeting by chance, Bishop

chose to reveal to Se'*,rman his prophecies, thinking that Ser,rman was a trusrwortþ and

plain man to whom he could "open hys mynde unto".3o Afìer expressing his

dissarisfaction with the constant surveillance of his conversacions with ochers by che

king's consrables in Bungay, Bishop asked Seyman to come to Bungay where he could

show and read to him many prophecies.3l

Bishop declared that a rebellion of the people would rake place during the year

and echoed Mistress Amadas' sayings by referring co Henry VIII as a mole who would

"be subduyt and put down".3z Bishop continued to prophesy about Edward Stanley, earl

of Derby, and Thomas Howard, duke of Norfolk, both of whom participated in putting

down the Pilgrimage of Grace, and suggested that the piigrims would prevail against the

king. Finally, Bishop asserted without explanation, "thre ky.tgt shall mere at moslholdl

heathe and the prowdest pute in crystendome shuld be cher subduyt and chat the whyte

lyon shuld stey att that besynes at lengt[hl and shuld obtayne".33 Henry VIII believed

that Bishop and Seyman deserved harsh punishmenr for their discussion of such

prophecies, parricularly because several copies of similar predictions were circulating at

the time. Bishop came dangerously close to inciting rebellion with his sayings and

'ulbid.; see also SP 1/101, fol. 6 tLP Henry VIII. X, 6l
tnsP 1/120, fol. 100 [LP Henry VIII. XII. i,l2l2].
'olbid., fol. to2.
"Ibid., to7. LaZ verso.

"Ibid.
"Ibid., fol. 103
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ctearly supported the rebels. Seyman deposed thar Bishop asserted, "if three hundrethe

good fellowes werre to gyther that they shuld have company inough to subdue the

gentillmen".34 After his examination of the ofïenders, Brandon commented about

Bishop's reference to the rebellion, "I thynke surely he spake the)¡m" but neither "by

fayremeanes nor be fowlle I can make hym conffesse".35 After receiving from Cromwell

the king's orders for the fate of Bishop and Seyman, Brandon replied to the councillor

assuring him rhat he "shall not fayle, god willing to accomplishe the kytrgr plea[sure]"

and ensure their punishment.36

In the next month, June 1537 , a group of examiners from the Hertfordshire town

of Royston and from York heard the confession of Robert Dalyvell concerning his

comments about the king. Dalyvell admitred he prophesied rhat the king "shall not lyve

nor be on lyve amonth after the feast of the nativities of Saynte John baptiste" unless "he

do amende his condicions",3T Dalyvell also declared that within a year a horse worth ten

shillings would carry all the noble blood of England,3s 'S(/hen Cromweli heard of

Dalyvell's case he became interested, not in whar Dalyvell said, bu¡ in whar he knew of

sentiments about the king in Scotland. During his visit to Scotland the year before

Dalyvell had heard several prophecies. Cromwell drew up a lisr of questions to ask

Dalyvell thar Edward \Talsingham, lieutenant of the Tower, delivered to him on 12

June. Cromwell wanted to know why Dalyvell went to Scotland, with whom he

associated while he was there and what he heard in the counffy about England,3e

'tbid., fol. 1oo.

'1ui¿.
'ulbid., [oL 2OZ [LP Henry VIII. XII. ¡, 1284h Dodds and Dodds argue on rhe basis of Brand.on's
letter that the king ordered the execution of Bishop and Seyman, but the document reveals no
e_xplicit evidence that this occurred. Dodds and Dodds, The Pilgrimase of Grace,II,p.176.
37BL MS Cotton Cleopatra E iv, fol. 159 tLP Henry VtU. XIf ii Z+1.
38Ibtd.

'nSP 1/121. fol.93 [LP HenryVIII. XII. ií,741.
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Dalyvell explained that he went to Scotland to learn the craft of a saddler in Edinburgh.

While in Edinburgh, Dalyvell heard several Scottish men repeat prophecies from a book

rhar "rher kyng shulde be kyng Englond &. crownyd yn london byfore mydsomet day or

wyrhyn one monyth after shalbe thre yerys",{ Dalyu"ll revealed that the Scottish ofien

speculared about the succession of their king to the English throne and "rede the

prophecyes of marlyn lMetlin] yn hys herr¡ng"'4l

Despite Walsingham's harsh questioning, during which the lieutenant submitted

Dalyvell to "the rack 6r ther streynyd hy* usyng suche cyrcumsrances as my pore wytt

woide exrende to", rhe apprentice saddler did not name any prophesiers in England,a2

Judicial aurhoriries wo¡ked hard, as is evidenced by the examination of Bishop and

Dalyvell, to extract possibly tÍeasonous informarion from prophesiers. Like Bishop,

Dalyvell suffered as a result of iudicial interest in his propheric speculations having both

his ears removed, However, chis experiçnce did not deter Dalyvell and a year later he

committed a similar offence. Oî 23 December 1538 Henry Bourchier, earl of Essex,

reporred ro Cromwell that Dalyvell repeated one of his prophecies in Royston.43 The

year 1537 ended with the unrevealing case of Richard Laund, a pinner of Norwich. An

informant Roger Touneshend wrote to Cromwell in Augusl revealing that Laund read

from a paper of prophecies that he enclosed with his 1etter,44 Cromwell's reaction to the

matter is unknown.

During 1537 Henry VIII's only legitimate son, Edward, was bom. The fate of

Edward and his reign soon formed rhe basis of several prophetic discussions. The only

{gL VtS Cotton Caligula B I, fol. 130 ILP Henry VIII. XII. ü, 80J.
atlbid., fol. 130 verso.
a'Ibid., tol. 131.
a'sP 1/140, foI.I25 [LP Henry ViII. XIII. ü, 1090].
+sP lll24,fol. 132 [LP Henry VIII. XII. ii, 602].
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case of 1538 involving a coÍìmoner was that of Richard Swann, a servant from

Hounslow, who asserted that "he should be killed thal never was born",45 Swann

believed rhar his prophecy referred co Prince Edward because during the birrh of the

prince doctors cur the boy fiom his mothet's womb,6 In August 1539 judicial

aurhorities examined several people who heard John Ryan, a fruiterer and keeper of an

inn ar Aldgate, repear an old prophecy attributed to Merlin.aT Th. mariner Roger

Dcons [þickens] and rinker John l7essell heard Ryan discuss the prophecy abour

Prince Edward while rhey were having breakfast at Ryan's lodging house, situated at the

sign of the bell on Tower Hill in London, During the conversation the men talked of

rhe Irish wars and toasted the king and his young son before Ryan revealed that a

prophesier who owned many books of prophecies cold him that, "Edward shold succed

henry &. were lsicl the crown of Englond And that ther shold be more murder and

traytours in his Ð¡me then were in all rhe qrme of kyng henry his ffader"'€ Howevet,

Dcons and 'lü(/essel remembered only Ryan's treasonous comments about the royal

family and description of the king and his son as murderers. Ryan, deposed'!V'essel,

declared the prince was a murderer because he killed his mother at birth, while Dcons

maintained thar when he asked Ryan why he thought the king was a murderer he

replied, "hr apperd dayly howe men of worshipp as lords 6r state were murthred".ae By

3l August Ryan and Dcons were prisoners at the king's conrrenie.rce.50 Ryan

maintained in his examinarion that his prophecies derived from a pursuivant named

4tEltorr, Policy and Police, p. 59.
6Ibrd.
47SP 1/153, fols. 5-5 verso [LP Henry VIII. XIV. ü, 11].
*lbid., fol.50 [LP HenryVIII. ){IV. ü, ?31.
anlbid., fols. 5,5 verso.
5olbid., {o!s. 7 4-7 5 [LP Henry VIII. XIV. ü, 102 ] .
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Robert, "a connyng prophesier & che best chronacler in Englond".5t Di.orm and a fellow

prisoner Robert Harvey deposed to the clerks of the Counter, the place of their

imprisonment, that during his incarceration Ryan attempred to coax Robert into coming

ro the prison and take the blame for Ryan's seditious calk; however, the prophesier

refused to 
"pp""r.tt

During August 1539 che resuk of another case of interest in prophecies was

dramaric and final. \(¡hile dining with friends John Northbrook and Adam V'ilcocks,

the Exerer attotney John Bonnefant began to speculare abour the furure of the realm

and certain prophecies.t' Du.ing rheir conversalion the three men discussed the identity

of Henry VIII as the moldwarp cursed by God and a l7elsh prophecy about a bull and a

dun cow. The prophecies appeared on a piece of paper rhat they bumed after deciding

rhar rhe prophecies foreshadowed the king's downfall, Following their conversarion

Norrhbrook and Vilcocks feared that Bonnefant, with his legal knowledge, would

initiate an indictment against them as rhe two men acknowledged that their

interpretations of rhe prophecies were treasonous. To avoid their prosecurion the two

men informed on Bonnefant. Judiciat authorities set up a commission of inquiry and

found Bonnefanc guilty of high [reason for saying that the king was a moldwarp who

would undermine the stability of the realm.r Bonnefant's punishment consisted of

death by hanging and quartering,

In 1542 parliarnent passed the firsr acc against prophecy. Although the

enacrment of the legislarion againsr prophecy may have increased the number of

offenders appearing before rhe judiciary in the last years of Henry VIII's reign, the

ttlbid., fol. 50 verso.
t'Ibid., {a1.74.
53Furniv"ll, ed., Ballads from Manuscripcs ,I,p,476
tolbid., pp.476-477.
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legislation did not ensure their conviction or harsher punishment, The privy council

dealt with most individuals who prophesied during che 1540s and 1550s; however, rhe

court released or imprisoned the majoriry of peopie prophesying during this period.

Unfortunarely, only scant knowledge of many of these individuals and their sayings

exists because the record of their examination is missing, On 16 January 1542, {or

example, the proceedings of the privy council revealed that a man named Fulke Piggot

from l-ondon appeared before the councillors. All that is known of the case is that the

privy councillors released Piggott on his own recognisance on the condition that he

delivered to the council all books or scrolls of prophecies in his possession and promised

neveÍ to prophesy again in word or deed,55 Similarly scant records of cases included thar

of John More, who told several people ín 1544 that Henry VIII was not the supreme

head of che church and discussed other treasonable matters concerning the King, his

realm and prophe.y,'u All the evidence that survives today is the privy council record

that the king pardoned More and rwo other men, William Daunce and the clerk Roger

Ireiand, for their participation in rhe ffeasonous conversation.5T On 28 August of the

following year the privy council imprisoned Thomas Yemans of Berekely in Oxfordshire

because he was "seeming to be in a frensie" and declared that God sent him a message to

give ro Henry VIIL58 On 1 September the council received further information about

Yemans who the council decided after examination was a harmless and "foolishe

prophete",5n B.fo." his arrest Yemans roamed the country and the council ordered the

55Hu.ri, Nicolas, ed., Proceedings and Ordinances of the Priw Council of England ([nndon,
1837), YfT,p.293.
56Put"rrt Rolls, 36 Henry VIII. 748. ix, m. 32 [LP Henry VIIL IX. i,4441; Patent Rolls, 36 Henry
VIII.762. xxüi, m. 11 ILP HenryVIII. XX. i,282].
5TPutenE Rolls, 36 Henry VIII. ?48. ix, m.32; Patent Rolls, 36 Henry VIIir 762. xxüi, m. 11; LP
Henry VIII. XIX. i,6.
ttAPC, r,p.236.
tnlbid., r, pp. 238-239.
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investigation of Yemans' farher and other associates to glean more information about his

sayings. However, the privy councillors soon agreed [o release Yemans after he repented

and was "nowe come to himself".@ Yemans identifìed the cause of his behaviour by

expiaining thac he had "been seduced f'or the love of a woman".6l

The privy council records for 7546, however, reveal an unusually detailed case

for che period demonstrating that non-scriptural prophecies ofren served as a means of

expressing the desired ouccome of current political events, but rarely exposed a

connection between the prophesier and active participation in the events chey discussed.

This well documented case concerned fuchard Lar¡nam, an itinerant prophet arrested

several times during the reign of Henry VIII. Laynam's prophecies mainly concerned the

unrest in the north of England and the king's supremacy over the church. On 7 June

1546 tl'¡e privy council imprisoned La.¡lam in rhe Tower and \üilliam Veston, a

luteplayer to whom La.¡nam revealed several of his prophecies, in the Porter's Lodge.6z

\(/eston, Lar¡nam and another acquaintance, Robert Barker, confessed the extent of

their crimes a few days later on the 9 June. Weston knew Laynam the longer rhan

Barker after he met the prophec in about 1529 at the house of a man named

Mounrepeson in'1ü(/iltshire.63 \lhile the men were at Mountepeson's home, Laynam told

'Weston what events to expect in the coming decade and revealed that many battles

would take place in England, referring to one in particular involving a conflict with rhe

Scocs in the north of England. Laynam declared, "there sholde a cock of the north busk

himselfl' and "there sholde rise a dead man at whiche rym [dme] rhe hote bathes sholde

uolbid., r,p.249.
utlbrd.
6'APC, 1,p,449;LP Henry VIII. XXI. i, 1013.
utSP llzzo,fol. 60 [LP Henry VIII. XxI. i,lo27l.
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be cold and f'urther said the kynges maiestie sholde have vi or vii wives".Ø During the

Pilgrimage of Grace l7eston mec Laynam again and "demanded how and to what poinr

thinsurrecion then in the north partes wolde grow".65 'W'eston asserted that a few years

later judicial authorities arrested Laynam "f'or wordes".tr A letter from Thomas

Cromwell to Henry VIII in 1538 confirmed rhat Cromwell examined La.¡ram at this

time, as'Sí'esron confessed, but decided he was merety a "mad prophet".67 According to

\ü'eston, Cromwell released Laynam after six months as a prisoner in the Porler's Lodge,

However, Laynam continued to prophesy, despice his imprisonmen[, and when Weston

saw him rwelve months later, Laynam predicted rhat "a king be torn [sic] with che feete

of a moile" and "further said there sholde be a pope within Englond and thar charing

Crosse sholde be taken down to pave a markett place".tr Finally, Weston confèssed that

he spoke to Laynam again only the week before at which rime Lar¡nam confirmed his

suspicion that Henry VIII was the last of the six kings referred to by Merlin. The

prophecy of the six kings was well known to'lü'eston, who argued that Henry VIII could

not be the last king "for that the bore was not com", but Laynam called him a fool and

prophesied further rhat "the kinges majestie sholde be gladde to gev three partes of his

reaim to kepe rhe f'oureth in peace",6e Throughout his confèssion'Weston maintained

¡hat he did not understand and so could not offer an inrerpretation of Laynam's

prophecies, although he plied the prophet for informarion about the rebellion in the

norrh of England.

Laynam confessed that he conversed with \Teston and Barker about several

61¡i¿.
utlbid.
uulb,i.l., fol. 6o verso.
6TLP H"rrry VIII. XIV. i, 806.
uusP Uz\o,fols. 6o verso-6 1.
unlbid., fol. ó1.
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prophecies, but revealed little else about himself. As Weston inferred, La.¡nan{s

prophecies dealt with current events, in particular an insurrection of priests and

coÍunoners and the king's break with Rome. In 1546 Laynam and his acquaintances

continued eagerly to await retriburion for Henry VIII prompred by his alteration of the

church in England. La.¡nam declared thac he read or saw a prophecy [hat,

tote abowt and tak good hede at midsomer cometh a newe mone men
shall see it doon in deade that coocok tyme shall come eftsoon and
berwixte three and sixe (meaning rherby rhe date of our Lorde betwixt
xliii &. xlvi) all shalbe doon then beware the crosse and the Crosses bothe
and all those that will the crosses found yo[ur] wickednesse will worke
you rvoo [woe].70

La.¡eam referred ro a book in which Bede prophesied, "godde wolde vengeons

[vengence] tak when all mglonde [England] is a loste meaning therby when the king

hathe expulsed the Bisshoppe of Rome".?l Laynam concluded fiom interpreting his

prophecies that 1546 was the year that God would seek vengeance against the king,?z

\ü7hen Barker suggested that Henry VIII would leave his realm, Laynam argued that the

priests and clerks would force the king to flee, but rhat he would return with the help of

a "lion rampion in silver sette \4/ith ermign free" or the Lord Privy Sea1.73 Dscussion of

rebellion leading to the king's forced abandonment of his realm was of great concern to

those who examined Laynam and \íeston. Barker's confession suggested thar he was

more of a witness to than participant in Laynam's prophetic conversations, Barker

asserted rhat Weston told him about Lar¡nam's prophecy rhat unknown forces would

drive the king from England and further stated, "men shalbe oppressed and the comons

shall be so handled thar they will make insurreccion",T4 As a result the examiners

tolbi.[., fol,64.
7tlbid., lor.64 verso.
Ttlbid.
?'Ibid., fol. 65.
tolbid., fol.68.
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specifically asked Wesron and Laynam if they knew any one uwhich shoide be the sLirrer

or mover of any comocon" against the king. Both men denied any involvement in

rebeliious activities conffary to the laws of England. The case of Richard Laynam

revealed thar although some cofiunoners turned to prophetic discussion of evenÍs taking

place around them, their interest rarely led to active involvement in dissent.

Several individuals suffered arrest and examinarion for their involvement with

prophecies during the 1550s. As in the decade before, rhe content of the prophecies

repeated was obscure, but punishmenr usually involved imprisonmenc or setting the

offender on a scaffold or in a pillory. The chronicler Charles \lü'riothesley observed rhat

in September 1550 a poulter from Surrey named Gryg was rhe subject of ¡udicial interest

for his populariry in London as a prophet. Gryg also took to "curinge divers people bur

with speaking prayers on them, sayinge he tooke noe money, so chat people would

followe him as yf he had bene a God",75 John Dudley, earl of 'Warwick, examined Gryg

and senrenced him ro a period on the scaffold at Crowden and Southwark. In May the

following year rhe privy council piaced a Cambridgeshire man William Tassell into the

custody of the Master of the Horses "f'or casting of figures and. prophesieng".T6 Howevet,

the council released Tassell and his accomplice, "oone Preston" from Suffolk, the next

monrh because they were unable to substantiate their crimes.?? In April 1552 John

Clerk, secrerary of Thomas Howard, third duke of Norfolk, was not so lucky. The

council commirred Clerk to the Tower indefinicely describing him as "a reporter abroade

of certaine lewde prophecies and orher slaunderous matters touching the Kinges

Majestie and dyvers noble men of his Counce11".78 The council also imprisoned another

p.42.s

APC,III, p.279.
III, p.300.
IV, p. 13; 'Williams, A Tudor Trasedv , p.Z7 ,

77rbid.,
turbid.,
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man "one Hartlepool" to the Fleet "for being privie and a doer with the sayd Clerk in his

lewde demeanot".Te

During rhe second half of 1552 the privy council punished four men for repotting

"lewede" prophecies. In June the council sent instructions to one of their officers

Anrhony Auchier ordering him to put "one Rogers" on the piilory for seditiously

repeating prophecies,*o L, October the council senl instructions to Francis Talbot, earl

of Shewsbury, asking him to affest "one Lytser" and search his house in York for books

or wrirings of prophecy.ut At the end of the year, in November, the council imprisoned

borh David Clover from Bath and John Davies in the Tower for repeating prophecies.

On 14 June 1553 rhe privy councillors ordered the arresr and imprisonment in rhe

Tower of \X/illiam Cossey and sent a letter to Henry Radcliffe, earl of Sussex, instructing

him to send them a servant named Neweton.s' Th" council also wished co review

Neweton's "bookes touching prophesies or other inconvenient mattets",83 Later in the

same month an entry in the diary of London resident Henry Machyn demonsrrated

cofiìmon resort to the use of the scaffold and pillory as a punishment for those repeating

prophecies or pretending to embody the spirit of prophecy. Machyn observed that a posr

was se[ in the ground in Chep where a young man stood "ted to the post, lwirh a collarl

of yron a-bowc ys neke, and a-nodur to the post with [a chain; and] ij men with ij

whypes lvypylìg hym a.bowt the post, [for pretended] vessyones, and for obbrobyus and

sedyssyus wordes".84

?eAPC,IV, p. 13.
uolbi.l.,IV, p.69.
utlbid.,IV, p. 156.
ttlbid., rv, p. zBZ.
u'Ibid.
ua¡ohn Gough Nichols, ed., The Diarv of Henry Machvn. Citizen and Merchant-Tavlor of
lpndon, From A.D.
34.

1550 ro A-D.1563 (London, 1848) lCamden Sociery. Old Series, XLII], p.
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Although Queen Mary ascended to rhe throne in 1553, ar which time parliament

revoked the Edwardian law againsr prophecy, the ffealment of prophesiers during rhe

resc of the 1550s did nor alter from the way the council dealt with them previously. On

13 February 1554 an examiner questioned the He¡efordshire gentleman James Croft

about his involvement with John Davies, "a soofhsayer", who was probably the same

Davies that the council incarcerated in 1552.85 Croft participated in a conspiracy

againsr M"ry, prompted by her agreement co marry the heir to the Spanish throne Phillip

II in March 1554,8ó The Council of the Marches arrested Croft in February after the

rebel Thomas'\üyatt raised an armed f'orce of three thousand men in Kent,8? Although

rhe council imprisoned Croft for his involvement in the uprising, he denied any

familiariry with Davies leaving no evidence of a relarionship berween the \ilyatt

rebellion and adherence to non.scriptural prophecies, On 6 July 1554 authorities

prepared a scaffold for a young woman Elizabeth Goft who "spake in the wall and

wysrelyd in Airhergar stret" in London.88 The woman believed she heard prophetic

voices in the wall, but larer revealed rhat the voice belonged to John Drakes, a servant of

the knighr Anthony Knevett.se In September the privy council imprisoned an owner of

writen prophecies "one Creswelle" fiom Harting, Susse*.m The decade ended with the

case of Nicholas Colman who rold the mayor of Norwich, John Aldrich, that he knew

from "cettain visions and dreams that he had in his sleep" the city would soon burn

'91down.

UsCSPD Edward VI, Mary and Elizabeth 15 47 -1580. III, 23 .
uuG.rn, Tudor England, pp. 731 -232.
u?R.É.'H""t, "Th" A"tobiogruphy of Sir James Croft", Bulletin of the h'rstitute of Historical
Research, L (1977),p.53 n.8.
\i.holr, ed., The Diarv of Henry Machyn , pp. 66 ,339 .

tnlbid., p.66.
noAPC, v, p. 26.
ntR ., ed., Depositions Taken Before ,pp,6L-62.
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In the next few years, after Queen Elizabeth succeeded her sister Mary, che

diarist Henry Machyn noted two prophets that came to the attention of judicial

authoriries in London. On the pillory in February 1561 was a scrivener from Southwark

thar che judiciary arrested for "sondrys and pracryses of grert falsode and muche on-

trowthe".ez Judicial authorities also placed a collar around the man's neck because he

was soothsuyrr-rg.t' In 1562 Machyn recorded that the bishop of Durham, James

Pilkingron, gave a seÍmon ac Greenwich before the queen against Helyas (Elizeus) Hall,

a draper who experienced visions and was popular in London as a prophet.ea The bishop

of London, Edmund Grindal, arrested and examined Hall before Pilkington's sermon

during which rhe draper confessed that he was a special messenger, who had visited both

heaven and hell, sent by God to the queen,e5 In the following year the Elizabethan

parliament passed rhe third law against prophecies prompted, as stated in the act, by the

attempts of certain individuals to encourage dissent through their dissemination of non-

scripcural prophecies.%

After the passing of the 1563 act against prophecy the assize judges, who

increasingly became the main judicial authoriry deaiing with those disseminating or

adhering co prophecies, heard several cases against individuals repeating non-scriptural

prophecies. One such person was Peter Turner, a yeoman who repeated seditious words

in Maidstone, Kent, in May 1568. According to Tumer's indictment he said, "That this

yere shulde be a plentyfull yere and that the next yere following shulde be greate rrouble

n'Ni.holr, ed., The Diary of Henry Machyn,p.25l
n'rbid.
nalbid., pp.784,390,
nt.|ho*lì, Relieion and the Decline ,p.157 .
tusR, IV, p.445.
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and greate death".e? Turner also declared, "there shulde be greate slaughter and happy

shulde rhat man be that shulde have one to stande by hym in hys quarrell".e8 The assize

jury found Turner guilry and sentencedhim to imprisonment for a year and a fine of t10.

\Øhile Tumer's prophesyings appeared innocuous, judicial authorities considered chose

of Mr Bircles in Chesrer more sinisrer. In 1569 a group of inhabitants of the town of

Chinley in Derbyshire gathered together to protest abour the enclosure of some conrnon

land.ee Ih defìance of the queen's ofTìcers the inhabitants "did ryotouslye assemble

rhemselves together in great companies . . . with unlawfull weapons, thac is to saye, with

bowes, pytchef'fbrkes, clobbes, staves, swords, and daggers dtawen",lm \(/hen judicial

authoricies examined several of the rio[ers rhey concentrared on finding out if any of

them did "confederate, consul[e, practise, or otherwise confer and talk" with the

prophesier named Bircles.l0l The examiners inquired about the rioters' knowledge of

prophecies in the possession of Bircles and "what is the efTêct thereof".loz The judicial

officers feared that Bircles' sayings encouraged the uprising in Derbyshire or that Birctes

was artempcing to incite the townsfolk co more serious dissent through his prophecies.

In 1569 the rebellion of the northern earls began during which time some

individuals soughr prophetic support for the unÍest, In July 1572 Henty Lord Scrope

and Richard, bishop of Cailisle, examined some associates of Lawrence Bannister, officer

generai in the North f'or Thomas Howard, duke of Norfolk.lo3 Bannister participated in

9TASSI 351t015, m. 5 tJ.s. cockburn, ed., Calendar of Assize Kent Indictments
Elizabeth I (l,ondon, 7979), p. 7 71.
eslbid.
*R.H. Tawney gives a full account of the incident in The Agrarian Problem in the Sixteenth
Centurv (New York, 1969), pp. 327 -329 ,
toolbul., p.329.
totlbid.
102,, , ,tbrcl,
to'CSPD Elizabeth 1566.157 9. XXI, ?6.
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Howard's conspiracy with the earls of l(/estmoreland and Norrhumberland ro usutp

Queen Elizabeth's throne. Scrope and Carlisle interviewed several men in connection

with Bannister's activicies including a yeoman from Duston in Westmoreland, Edward

Elwold. White Bannister and his men \/ere staying ar Rockliffe cascle, Cumberland,

during che revolt, Bannister asked Elwold what he knew of prophecies concerning the

duke of l.{orfolk.lØ Elwold replied, "I have hard a prophecye spocken of, that the hound

shold chace rhe whyet lyon to Berwicke",lo5 Bur-,rrirter interprered the prophecy to mean

that Leonard Dacre would follow the duke of Norfolk to Berwick, but he was sceptical

thar Dacre would do anything so predictable, Bannister declared that he did nor believe

in the prophecy and so the prediction was irrelevanr to Bannister's decision to rebel

against rhe queen. Ac the end of 1572 Jofn a \7ood, a trugger from Mayfield, appeared

befbre the assize judges at East Grinstead in Sussex,lffi '\7'ood talked of'future wars in the

north of England involving the Scottish, perhaps inspired by the previous uffest in thar

part of the country and the flight of Dacre into Scotland to seek asylum and supporr for

the northern rising. However, l7ood also prophesied about events closer to home

saying, "the Earle of Leicester shall marrye the Quene and shalbe crowned Kynge and

shall reigne rhree monethes and then shalbe siar¡ne at London, and the Quenes majestie

put from her crowne and dignitie".lo7 The assize ¡ury sentenced'S(/ood to imprisonment

fb¡ one year and ordered that he be set on the pillory.læ

r0aSP l5l2l,fo1. 1ó0 TCSPD Elizabeth 1566-1579.XXI,76. üil; Rockliffe casrle was part of rhe
Dacre inheritance acquired by the Howard fu*tb when Thomas Howard gained the wardship of
the Dacre heirs following his marriage to Elizabeth, widow of Thomas Dacre, in 15ó7.'lØilliams,
A Tudor Trasedv, pp. t 16-1 19, 191.

'-'sP r5112, f.lJa'o.
I*ASSI 3511416,m. 22 [Cockburn, ed., Calendar of Assize Records; Sussex, p.88].
toTIbid.
10Vood also appeared before the assize sessions in March L57l for sedirious words agairut
several members of the queen's council. Cockburn, ed., Calendar of Assize Records: Sussex, p.
7r.
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In the aftermarh of rhe uprising in the north of England judicial authorities

maintained their vigilance in seeking out those referring to prophecies. One of the

queen's officials in rhe north of England \7illiam Wharton, from Ripon in Yorkshire,

was given the task of tracking down non-scripturai prophecies, Wharron was active in

his pursuit of prophecies ar least since November 1571, when he wrote a letter to

Elizaberh apologising because he did no[ succeed in his mission "for the reveatinge and

unfoldinge of the Quene of Scottes secret practises . , . and also for the bringinge unto

youre majestie owne handes a booke of prophesies wherein youre highnes is so largelie

touched wirh dishonour",loe In February 1574 -il7ha¡ton petitioned the Council of the

North about the conrinued unrest, following the rebellion of the duke of Norfolk and

the northern earls, and his problems in atcempting to idencify those stirring up

discontent in the norrh. In particular, l(/harton asked the council to send for John

Molineaux, a jusdce of the peace in the north riding of Yorkshire, who gave \Tharton a

book of prophecies denigrating the queen.lto 'W'h"rton hoped rhat through Molineaux

the councii would fìnd the author of the proph".y,ltl As the privy councillor Francis

\Øalsingham and Henry Hastings, President of the Council of rhe Norrh, explained to

che queen, '\ü?'harton beiieved the prophecy could encourage dissidents to rebel

f"urther.ll2 The inf'ormation \Øharton gave the council about rhe prophecy and

individuals who were "receiving and supporting persons guilry of the late ¡ebellion and . .

, grving and receiving inrelligence from undutiful subject" apparently endangered his

lifè,113

tonCSPD Elizabeth 1547 -l58O.LXXXIII, 28.
ttosp 15123, íor. rLZ tcspD. Add. 1566-1529. xxII ,41. il.tttlbid.
tt'csPDAdd. xxII,44.
"3lbid.
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In 1575 Thomas Green appeared at fhe East Grinstead assizes accused of

sedirious words. Green, a'\Øinchelsea merchant, complained about the srare of religion

in England to several others and hoped he would be able to attend mass at his local

church within rwelve mon[hs.114 Green's indictment accused him of repeating the

prophecy that, "When faithe fayleth in prisces sawes and lordes hestes ben taken for

lawes, when lecherous lustes aÍe counted for solace and srolen goodes called for

purchase, than lett the Lande of Albeon loke sone for confucion".ll5 However, the

Grinstead jury found Green not guiky of saying the prophecy. The assize judges also

acquitted the next man to appear before the sessions for an offence related to prophecy,

although he appeared at the sessions nearly ten years later rhan Green. John Tusser, a

gentleman from Tolleshunc D'Arcy, appeared at the lilitham assizes in Essex on 29 July

1583 for "publishing fãlse prophecies".ll6 The record of indictment against Tusser

echoed the parliamentary act against prophecy of 1563 stating that Tusser published

"fantastical and false prophecies", Tusser's prophecies employed several animal images:

"A lyon, a horse, a liberd shall crowne E, by the helpe of the great Egle".117 The

prophecies also spoke of the arrival of a "dead man" who would put the crownes of

England on the head of the "Ryall E," who would "roofe out all heresies cleane out of

this realme restoringe the churche and the Catholicke Faythe".l18 Despite the s)rmboiic

imagery of the prophecies, the meaning was clear,

In their pursuit of Catholic sympathisers in the north of England, Henry Scrope

and John, bishop of Carlisle, examined Richard Kirkbride fiom Ellerton in 1584.11e A

ttaASSI 351I713,m. 25 lCockburn, ed., Calendar of Assize Records: Sussex, p. 105].
tl5lbrd., m.27.
tte[-5Sl 351251I,m.37 lCockburn, ed., Calendar ofAssize Records: Essex ,p.24llttTlbid.
ll8Ibid.
11esp 15/28, îør. 163lcspD. Add. 1580-1625. xxvIII, 58J.
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search of Kirkbride's lodgings uncovered several prophecies in rhyme; however, Scope

and Carlisle declared, "we can fìnd nothing against hirn".tto In the same year a Surrey

assize jury in Croydon convicted John Carre, a yeoman of Southwark, of seditious

rl2lawords,"' Carre asserted that a king of Scotland would rule Englandr "he hath harde say

sundry and divers rymes that the Scorcishe wyf shall have a sonnne that shall wynne all

brittayne".l22 Other individuals prophesied a dramatic change within England, rather

than an actack from outside the country, In February 1586 William Randall from

Ipswich \À'rore to councillors Francis \ülalsingham and Christopher Harton about some

prophecies that Elizaberh Vessie of London heard repeated by a Lancashire woman

named Jane Stanlie,1z3 Stanlie rold Vessie that she would "have a marvell of good

fortune" and prophesied the retuÍn of Edward VI. Vessie woutd help the "kinge of rhis

land", asserted Stanlie, and "bringe him in to his statt agene".124 Th. result wouid cause

great trouble for the queen and her council.

Towards che end of rhe sixteenth cen¡ury the demise of Queen Elizaberh was the

main subject of prophetic speculation. Oî24 August 1586 Sybil Horte and John Toye

of V'interborne in Gloucester revealed to fwo justices of the peace that they heard

S]rrnon Yomans talk about a prophecy concerning the queen,125 Horte and Toye

maintained thar in a conversation wirh Yomans, a labourer from Little Dean in

Gloucester, about the failure of the harvest that year, Yomans said, "it wilbe worse before

it be better",126 Yomans declared he gained this inf'ormation fiom a prophecy that

ttolbid., fors. r34,r35 tcspD. Add. 1580-1ó25. xxvilI,58. vl.
l2tAssl 3512617,m.25 lcockbum, ed., calendar of Assize Records: surrey,p.262l.
t2'Ibid.
t"sp 1zltso, fol. 181 tcsPD Elizaberh 1581-1590. CLXXXVI,91l.
1'arbid.
tzs-Sp IZltgZ, fol. B0 tCSpD Elizaberh 15S1-1590. CXCII,50J.
121bid.
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predicted three wars wichin the year signalling the death of the queen. l7hen Horte

replied, "god save her lthe queen]", Yomans insisted that god could nor help Queen

Elizabeth because "the profècie dothe speake that this is the laste yeare of her raigne".lz7

According to Horte and Toye, Yomans prophesied a merrier world afrer the queen's

deaeh with fewer peers, but in his examination the labourer denied that he repeated the

prophecy blaming a convenient loss of -"*ory.t" Similarly, on 22 October the same

year justice of the peace Arthur Herrys wrote to the Lord Chancellor, Thomas Bromley,

about John \7hyre, a shoemaker from Rayleigh in Essex, who gave a speech denigrating

the queen fiom his rown sta1l.12e H"rrys examined several townspeople abour'W'hyte's

speeches one of whom, Roger Foster, a smith from Rayleigh, recalled a conversarion wirh

\Øhyte who said thar the queen "harh but a smale tyme to lyve".lr Most of \Øhyte's

sayings, however, related to religious issues and Herrys concluded that the shoemaker

was a "lunatyk or of imperfect sence" who became "overstudyed with Anabaprysrycall

" 131conceyets .

ùr 8 Augusc 1594 William Barbor, a labourer from Hatfield Peveral in Essex,

confessed to referring eo a prophecy that "wheate wilbe at sixteene shillings a bushelt

shortely".l3z Barbour's corrìment, however, was harmless compared to the prophecies of

fwo other men that appeared at the assizes in 1595 and 1600 thar deak with rhe furure

of the monarchy. The first was John Fuller, a smieh from Heathfield in Sussex, who

appeared bef'ore the judges in ]uly accused of "repeating a contumacious prophesy".133

1'7Ibid.

t-t590. cxcll,5tl.
1-1590. CVCIV,57l.
1-1590. CVCIV, 57.il.

1"ASSI 3513612,m.39 [cockbum, ed., 4271.t"ASSI 3513719,m. 43 [Cockburn, ed., . 301].
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Fuller referred to a book of prophecy and said, "the prophesie did shewe rhere should be

a chaunge (Meaning rhe death of the queen) wirhin seaven yeres, and then the boxe

should rise and get the victorie, but he should enjoye it a short gme but should be putt

downe by a poo1e",134 Firre years later a labourer from Dulwich in Surrey named George

Barrett appeared at the Southwark assizes for "pronouncing prophesies".135 Barrett

knew by a prophecy three hundred years old that the queen woutd soon no longer be

monarch. Barrett revealed that by his prophecy "the Queene should live but three

yeares and thar this was the Whyte Sommer wherein should be rurnors of warrs and noe

warrs come ro passe, which was spoken of in the prophesye".t'u Th" jury decided that

Barrect was innocent of the charge and released him from custody. In the last year of

Elizabeth's reign judicial authorities punished "one Butler", a labourer from Elme near

\Tisebridge, wirh whipping for his prophesying.l3T Afier the death of rhe queen Butler

conrinued to disseminate his prophecies prompting Thomas Lake, Viscount Cranborne,

ro suggest rhat he appear before King James's chief jusrice or the privy counci1,138

In many cases involving the cofiunon people evidence is scant and does not

reveal rhe result of ¡udicial interest in individuals who repeated or adhered to non-

scriprural prophecies. However, the evidence does suggesc ehat, conffary to the belief of

legislarive authoriries, few prophesying coilìmoners ac[ively participated in dissent

during the sixteenth century, In many instances judicial authorities did not pursue

charges against an individual or senrenced ehe offender to imprisonmenr or [ime on a

pillory, as prescribed under laws against sedition. Only one corrunoner died as a result of

t'atbid.
1"ASSI 3514217,m. 27 lCockburn, ed., Catendar of Ass'ize Records: Surrev,p.487].
t'uIbid.
137HMS, Calendar of the Manuscripts of the Most Hon. The Marquis of Salisburv, XVII, p. 36
t'ulbid., pp.23-25.
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prophetic talk, convicted not of prophesying, but of high treason. Tl¡hile the Henrician

acr against prophecy sanctioned the execurion of individuals adhering to non.scriptural

prophecies, the later two acts prescribed imprisonment and loss of possessions as suitable

chascisements. However, the variecy of punishments suffered by commoners who

prophesied during rhe century, regardless of whether a stature against prophecy was in

force, suggests a lack of consistency of indictment and the existence of a relarively

autonomous judiciary, As with the nobility and the clergy, rhe common people appeared

ro find in non-scripeural prophecies a source of curiosiry and hope, and an explanation

of their dissatisfaction with their contemporary environment,



CONCLUSION

"It is easy, in reading sixteenth. and seventeenth,centtrry literature, to note the
recurrence of certain ideas, and to assume that they recur because everyone
accepted drem. It is equally possible that they were repeated (often eloquentþ and
emphatically) because they were r¡nder attaclC',

Christopher Hill, "Censorship and English Literature" in Chriscopher Hill, The Collected Essays

of Christopher Hill (Brighron, 1985),I, p.33.
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CONCLUSION

Depictions of non-scriptural prophecies by the elite during the sixteenth century

were inaccurate and often motived by personal, theological or political concems.

Although the entirely objective hisrorical source does not exist, modern corrunentators

sometimes lose sight of the importance of assessing the value of documentation before

using it in their work. As historians of popular culture have shown, elite sources are

particularly fraught with difficulties when used as reflections of non-learned culture,

Certainly the historian cannot take elite documentation at face value. Unfortunately, a

tendency exisrs for modern scholars of prophecy to refer indiscriminately to material

produced by an educared minoriry without attempting first to clarifu the privileged and

biased perspecrive of this work. Despite the problem of the sources' the

characrerisations of prophecies by the educated were not worthless. A careful analysis of

elite commentary uncovers the concerns of Tudor authoriries and the reasons for their

vilification of prophecy during the century, However, examination of individuai cases of

adherence to prophecy reveals a disparity between literary and legislative depiction of

the phenomenon and judicial realiry.

Sixteenth.century writers used their treatises to denigrate non-scriptural

prophecies as demonic and dangerous. Arguing from a theological perspective, wrilets

asserred that only rwo rypes of prophecy existed. The first rype derived from God,

communicated directly from the divine to chosen individuals through revelation, The

second rype included all other prophecies identified by commentators as delusions

creared by the devil. Most critics argued that true prophecy no longer occurred and

therefore all non-scriptural prophecies were false. This belief was a departure from the
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medieval concept of prophecy that accepted its validity but noted that individual

prophecies could have either a demonic or divine origin. Contrary to the impression

propagated by critics, in rhe sixteenth century many people, including some Protestant

theologians, continued to adhere to a medieval view of prophecy rather than deny its

validiry outright. Some critics asserted that non-scriplural prophecies turned individuals

away from God but no evidence suggests thar this occurred. People used prophecy to

support and encourage both Protestantism and Catholicism, depending on their own

beliefs, and ro confirm the legitimacy of their religion. In some examples writers claimed

prophecy encouraged a predetermined view of the world. However, those clerícal

adherenrs to prophecy who voiced their opposition to rhe Reformation in particular did

so because their prophecies validated the need to actively pursue change, rather than

passively await the inevitable.

Judicial proceedings revealed that those interested in non-scriptural prophecies

included people from a broad range of social positions and occupations. Several

noblemen, like Edward Stafford, Thomas Howard, Rhys ap C'ruffydd, 'l7illiam Neville

and Edward Neville, owned books of or read prophecies, an interest used in court to

discredir rheir character and justify their indictment. Several lesser gentry like '!Øilliam

Langdale, John Tusser and James Crofc also adhered to prophecies, along with the

government official Roberr Crowley and the attorney John Bonnefant. Depositions of

the period exposed as prophesiers three university educated menr Richard Jones, a

scholar from the university of Oxford, Dr Ausqtn, a doctor of "phesyke and astronltmer",

and a chronicler who was perhaps Robert Fayery, Other prophesiers like 'Síilliam

Hadokke, Richard La.pram, Thomas Yemans and John Davies were itinerant and

appeared ro have turned their prophesying into an occupation , ln l53Z the chief justice
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investigated several prisoners at rhe Ilchester jail about their inrerest in a prophecy

concerning Henry VIII but no other individuals who came to the attention of authoriries

were from the bottom of the social scale. Many cornmoners appeared in legal

documenration of rhe pedod in relarion to the spread of prophecies, in particular

labourers, seÍvants and clerks, Other occupations represented in legal proceedings

included several yeomerr, a merchant, a goldsmith, a tinker' a weaver, a saddler, a

madnet,afruiterer,atfugger,adraper,apoulter,apinner,asmith,ashoemakeranda

musician. Prophecies were also popular among the clergy that included abbots, vicars,

priors, priests, pafsons, fiiars, monks and a nun. Only three women appeaf in the

documentation of the period for their involvement with prophecy.

Anti.prophetic treatises presented the main adherenls of non.scriptural

prophecies as simple, unlearned and credulous individuals, Howevet, many different

rypes of individuals owned books of prophecies or copied predictions from manuscript

rolls borrowed from rhose wirh a similar interest, Contrary to the belief of some modern

scholars, the oral dissemination of prophecies was not the only means of exchanging

propheric information in the sixteenth century. Individuals disseminated approximately

two thirds of the non.scriptural prophecies revealed in this rhesis in a written fo¡m.

Many of rhe clergy in particular possessed books of prophecy that they read and

circulared ro orhers, like the abbot of Coggeshall 
'\7i11iam Love or the vicar of Mustone

John Dobson; while prophecies often spread by word of mouth in religious houses.

Orher individuals such as che prophesier Richard Laynam or the goldsmith Richard

Loweth also owned books of prophecies. Handwritten predicrions were popular but

printed marerial was rare. Edward Thwaytes and Edward Bocking both printed works on

the sayings of Elizabeth Barton but Thomas Cromwell was quick to halt the
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disseminarion of these publications. In 1539 Cromwell corresponded with James V of

Scotland seeking the king's co.operation in an attempt to halt a number of prophecies

produced in Scorland but circulating in England. In 1583 John Tusser appeared before

rhe assize judges in 'Sü'itham for publishing a prophecy but the only other printed

prophecies appeared in the works of anti-prophecic commentators. A lack of education

and fairh, in addition to lowly status, characrerised the adherent to prophecy in rhe

literarure of the period. Evidence from court proceedings, however, suggests that the

rich and the educared often adhered to non.scriptural prophecies, although predictably

the majority of those who appeared before the courts were clergy ot cofiünoners.

Apart from documentarion produced by the early modem judicial system' an

examination of those who owned manuscript collections and other books of prophecies

demonsrrares considerable interest in prophecy by the elite. People from the middling

ranks of sociery, like the parliamentarian Humphrey \(/e11es, who owned the Rawlinson

C, 813 manuscript, did not appear before authorities but were obviously fascinated with

prophecies and collected them. Leading officers of England, like Henry VIII's Lord

Chancellor Thomas More, possessed manuscript collections of prophecy, while other

predictions appeared in commonly read works like Arthurian prose tomances.t Only a

cursory analysis of this type of evidence comes within the scope of this thesis; however,

an extensive examination of noble and gentry lib,raries during the century would help

determine rhe validity of comments by contemporary writers that prophecy was

enormously popular. Pauline Crofr, for example, in her study of early modern libels, a

form of literature not unlike prophecies, found that country gentlemen often included

Ju.rr"rr, Political Protest, p, 150.
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examples of the genre in their corrunon place books.z Currenrly, any cortmen[ made by

writers in the sixteenth century or by modern scholars about the number of adherents to

prophecies during the Tudor period is suspect due the lack of a scale by which to

measure levels of popularity. The number of individuals investigated by judicial

authorities as a result of their interest in non-scriptural prophecies seems low, For the

period 1509,1603 rhe number of cases averaged less than one a year, The measurement

of prophesiers that came to the attention of authorities may, however, more accurately

reflect the efficiency of Tudor policing than the populariry of the phenomenon.

Several writers noted that prophecies were politically influential. The devil,

critics argued, used man's natural interest in non-scriprural prophecies to influence life

on earth and in particular to cteate chaos. Commentator John Harvey noted an

association berween prophecy and rebeliion, although literary works did not emphasise

rhis connection as prominently as did the laws against prophecy. The Edwardian and

Elizabethan statutes legislated against individuals who used prophecies "to the intent

thereby to make any rebellion insurreccion discencion or losse of lyfe".3 The acts

specifically addressed those who invoked prophecies to "move" and "stitt" dissent within

England. Both the second and third acts against prophecy indicared that, since the

passing of the previous statute against the phenomenon, many individuals had sought to

encourage opposition to the monarch through their appeal to non-scriptural prophecies,

Recent scholars accen[uate the importance of prophecy in rebellions of the period, a

view seemingly substantiated by legislative evidence, Sharon Jansen, for example, writes

in her work on polirical prophecies during the reign of Henry VIII,

zPa.rli.r" Croft, "Libels, Popular Literacy and Public Opinion in Early Modern England", The
Bulletin of the Insritute of Historical Research, LXVIII, no. 167 (1995) , p.273.

'sR, IV. i,p.lr4.
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The sanction political prophecies gave to sixteenth.century resistance
cannot be emphasized enough, and this is one of its unique features. It is
quite distict from the more general intefest in medieval prophecy in this
respect, as noted by Robert E. Lemer, for example: ". . . resort to
prophecy \rras meant to provide edification and comfort, not inspiration
for issurrection",4

However, during the sixteenth century no evidence supporls Jansen's inference that

non.scriptural prophecies inspired rebellion or had in any way the force of a political

"\À,eapon, wielded deliberately, if sometimes wildly, by a very different class of person

rhan Geoffrey of Monmouth, Froissart, or powerful families fighting for the interests of

Lancaster or York".s

On the conrrary, considerable evidence suggests that for several noblemen

prophecy supported and encouraged, rather than initiated, a history of opposition to the

monarch prompted by polirical and dynastic conflict. Gven the complexity of the

grievances of men like Edward Sraf'ford and Thomas Howard, that developed over many

years, the attribution of their dissent soleiy to a single instance of adherence to prophecy

is reductionist. For many clergy non.scriptural prophecies were a Ðtmbol of hope and an

assurance of retribution for religious opponents. Only a minoriry of these individuals

actively opposed the monarch, and even in such cases evidence suggests that others drew

them into conspiracy. Elizabeth Barton's ecclesiastic advisers manipulated her into

seeking foreign support for a Catholic attempt to undermine the king, while the rebels of

rhe Pilgrimage of Grace used threats to cajole \(¡illiam Todde into contriburing men to

their cause. No evidence reveals the participation of prophesying commoners in

rebellion.

]¡u.,r"rr, Polirical Protest, p. 148 n. 2
tlbid., p. 18.
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The nobiliry, clergy and commoner alike found in prophecy a convenient

coflmentafy of contemporafy events that often expressed a political bias but in no way

prompted or was a precuÍsor of active revolt. Perhaps surprisingly, given the view

propagated by recent schotars, many individuals found prophecies difficulc to interpret

or confessed rhat rhey did not understand them, suggesting that the appeal of prophecy

may have rested in the genre's obscuriry and reputation as a dangerous and illegal

phenomenon. The lack of consistency in the interpretation of prophecies and rhe total

inability of some individuals to comprehend them undermines the atgument that

prophecy was a weapon or vehicle of dissent. In order to function successfully as an

expression of political opposition, those who appealed to prophecy needed to understand

the meaning of the phenomenon; clearly many individuals didnot.

Despite the limitarions of elite documentation, literary works and legal material

supporred other evidence that adherents of prophecy came from all levels of sixteenth.

cenrury sociery, Individuals investigated by the judiciary derived from several social

groups and participated in a single prophetic culture. Literary tracts similarly reflected

the diversiry of prophetic adherents, not only in the content but also in the readership of

such works. 'Writers gave an abundance of theological and practical argurnents against

non.scriprural prophecies that mirrored their conception of their audience. Some

wrirers relied on authoritative evidence and complex objections to persuade an educated

audience familiar with classical and theological texts. Other works contained praclical

and accessible criticisms of prophecy easily understood by the less educated individual,

A work based on a profusion of authoritarive evidence, anecdotai illustrations

and rechnical arguments was Henry Howard's A Defensative Against the Poyson of

Supposed Prophesies. Howard wrote his trearise to clear himself of suspicion resulting
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from his synpathy for Catholicism and the recent conviction of his brother Thomas

Howard for treason, Howard's continual citation of Latin exlracts from the Bible and

ancient scholars, the densiry of his prose and even the reduced size of the print all

conrributed to the lack of accessibiliry of A Defensative and demonstra¡ed that Howard

envisaged an educated readership for his treatise. Another anti-prophetic work

inrended for a learned audience was '\ù(¡illiam Covell's Polimanteia. The suþect of

Covell's treatise was the threat of divinatory sciences to rhe stabilicy of the

Commonwealth. Covell envisaged the majoriry of his audience, as the second half of his

work shows, as English scholars, legislators and govemors, Covell explained to his

paffon the earl of Essex, Robert Devereux, "l take upon me Englands person and speake

like a Common,wealth", and addressed the latter part of his treatise, "A letter from

England to her three daughters, Camb,ridge, Oxford, Innes of Court, and to all the rest of

her inhabitants",ó

In A Dscoursive Probleme Conceming Prophesies John Harvey envisaged a

mixed readership for his treatise, Harvey explained that friends and "certaine

worshipfull Genrlemen" encouraged him to write and to examine in particular the

prophecies about 1588. Harvey wished to halt and to expose the abuse of asrrology and

other divinatory practices that deluded the coflunon people, The learned, Harvey

argued, had little need of his work as "few or none" of them "were ever addicted to the

maintaining, fostering, or favouring of any such paultry", but "Simplicitie is soone

persuaded., and beguiled".7 Nevertheless, Harvey also observed that both the learned

and common people "maketh great adooe" about well known prophecies, and so he

6C[ove11], Polimanteia, sigs. ( ) 2, O.
?Hurrr"y, A Discoursive, sig. B3 verso
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concluded, "[ presume it a matter neither unprofitable to the one, nor unacceptable unto

the other, to utter some reasonable part of my reading",s Harvey considered his treatise

valuable for the education of the coûunon people and acceptable to the learned.

Howevet, A Dscoursive like the work of Howard and Covell, rarely considered the

cofiìrnon reader, included many quotations in Latin and relied largely on aulhoritative

evidence. The works of other writers, like '\Øilliam Fulke and'\Øilliam Perkins, were

more accessible to the less learned reader, but even their readership did not include the

illiterate or "simple sort" as some authors implied,

In The Star- Renaissance Don Cameron Allen pfoposes that \ü7i11iam

Painter's translation of Fulke's Antiprogqosticon "placed the book at the service of the

vast middle class, who, without doubt, contributed vastly to the support of the

asrrologer".e Fulke explained, however, that his readership included nor only the

individual who adhered to predictions but also those who intended to learn a divinatory

science.lo \(/hile Fulke presented conventional arguments against prophecy, he

increased the accessibiliry of his work by including a second part, "fot the better

understandlmge of the common people, unto whom the fryst labour seemeth not

sufficient".ll Similarly, Allen asserts that \7illiam Perkins' Four Great Lvers was "one of

the few anti.astrological writings of the Renaissance to put its case in terms that could

be grasped by the relatively unlearned".l2 Fulke and Perkins intended that their work

appealed to a less learned, although not illiterate, readership.

ulbid., sig. B.
nAll"t'r, The Star-Crossed Renaissance, p. l!2.
tOF 

¡.,1k 1, Antiprognosticon, sig. Aiüi verso.
ltlbid., sig. A.ttA["rr, The Star-Crossed Renaissance , p, l2l.
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Hisrorians have a limited knowledge of those who actually read anti-prophetic

rracts in rhe sixteenth century. Evidently, when critics of prophecy stated that they

wrote for the unlearned they were not referring to the illiterate - or were rhey? Critics

supposed thar prophecy seduced the coÍìlnon people because they were simple and

lacked scholarship, Commentators depicted the commoner as stupid, base, vulgar, weak,

ignoranr and easily deceived, not the type of individual who could read and absorb long

dialecrical tïacrs, Individuals who actually read anti-prophetic works needed a basic

level of education, but they could communicate the conrent of such tracls to illiterate

audiences appreciative of a simpler argumentative sryle. Individuals often rransmitted

propheric knowledge through the verbal exchange of information derived from a literary

source, and those who read printed ffeatises probably disseminated them in a similar

way,13 The terminology used by the literary community to describe social groups was

confusing and distinguished berween the educated and the general populace without

specific recognition of the multitude of people, including some elites, the latter group

encompassed, '\ùilriters also based the distinction berween corunoners and the learned

on other factors like economic and noble status. The acknowledgment of anti.prophetic

commentarors thar both rypes of individuals adhered to forecasts and were the intended

audience for their work revealed that prophecy was prevalent at all levels of sociery.

After examining elite depictions of prophecy, the limitations and inaccuracies of

rhis rype of source, and rhe distortion of modern depictions of prophecy that rely too

readily on material produced by the learned, there remains only the need to offer an

explanation for the widespread vilification by the Tudor elite of non-scriptural prophecy.

The mos[ obvious explanation is a religious one. Henry VIII's reformation of che English

13See chapter six.
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church, his excommunication from the church in Rome and subsequent passage of the

act of Supremacy, prompted a need to establish a clear doctrinal break from Catholicism

with regard to certain practices, The enactment of the first law against prophecy was

not an isolated event. In the same parliamentary session a statule against witchcraft,

conjuration and sorcery also passed, indicating that the rwo laws were a legislative

sratement against all forms of magical practices previously associated with the medieval

Catholicism. As Keith Thomas observed, "The medieval Church . . . appeared as a vast

reservoir of magical power, capable of being deployed for a variery of secular purposes.

Indeed ir is difficult ro rhink of any human aspiration for which it could not cater".14

Admittedly, practitioners of Catholicism did not always promote the magical qualities of

their religion; however, in the Tudor period many Protestants viewed the Catholic

church as a repository of superstition.

In the medieval period debate about the legitimacy of prophecy centred on

arrempts ro discern true prophecy from false, \Øhile individuals considered that both

types were able to predict the furure correctly, one derived from God and the other from

the devil. In the sixteenth century the belief of many commentators that true prophecy

no longer existed prompted legislative authorities to make a direcr associarion berween

the prophesier and Catholicism, asserting that only a Catholic would seek ro claim the

ability to prophesy. Judicial authorities often described non-scriptural prophecies as

"papist" and saw them as evidence of adherence to schismatical doctrine, The religious

attack on prophecy during the Tudor period was part of a general trend towards the de-

mystification, or as Christopher Hill describes the phenomenon in The 'World Turned

Upside Down; Radical Ideac Durinq the Reformation, the democratisation of the

t+fho*ur, Relieion and the Decline, p. 51.
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church in England.ls C. John Sommerville identifies rhis trend as a secularisation of

religion in The Seclarization of Earlv Modern From Relisious Culture to

Religious Faith.t6 Sommerville argues that in an allempt lo exert control over the

church Henry VIII sought to bneak down Catholicism's traditional sources of authoriry

that included possession of the spirit of prophecy,

Henry VIII artacked in particular the use of Latin by the medieval church,

ordering an English translation of the New Testament for rhe use of his people as early

as 1530.17 The rranslarion and publication of the Bible in English reduced the mystery

inherenr in medieval Catholicism, however, it also made religion increasingly accessible

and open to interpretation by the common man, Sommerville suggesls, for example, the

Protestant behef that true prophecy had ceased explained their refusal to acknowledge

the legirimacy of the practice of speaking in tongues that validated the contemporary

prophet.ls Protestant theologians, like their Catholic counterparts, needed to maintain a

level of authority over Scripture to ensure the coherence of their religion. As Richard

Lachmann notes in "State, Church, and the Dsestablishment of Magic: Crthodoxy and

Dssent in Posr-Reformation England and France", although the increasing rarionalism

of Protestanrism led to the uncontrolled popular appeal to all forms of magic in the

seventeenth century, including prophecy, "in the long run Protestant espousal of

l5chrirtoph"r Hill, The World Tumed Upside Down: Radical Ideas During the Enslish
Reformacion (London,
tuc. 

¡ohn Sommerville,
Relieious Faith (New York, L99Z),pp,44-45.
t?lbid., p.45.
ttlbid., p.50.
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rationalism and championship of the efficacy of man's works created an intellectual

climate which undermined belief in magic".le

Religious considerations were not the only factors in the atrack oî ûon.scriptural

prophecies during the century, Henry VII's appeal to \(/elsh prophecy during his bid for

the throne of England made his son wary of others who attempted to employ prophecies

in a like manner, In order to win the support of the \íelsh people, Henry VII depicted

himself as their Messiah, the long hoped for \Øelshman who would unite England and

'\ùV'ales under one king. The itinerant'\ù7elsh bards, who travelled extensively among the

houses of the \Øelsh nobility, promoted Henry Tudor as the man who would fulfil the

ancient prophecies and become the "son of prophecy" or Mab Darogan.zo David Rees in

The Son of Prophecv: Henrv Tudor's Road to Bosworth explains that during the 'Wars

of the Roses '\ilales held rhe balance of support for the opposing Lancaster and York

facrions.zl The bards became increasingly politically active and composed a particular

branch of poetry called cvwvddau brud or prophetic poems that reflected their loyalties.Z2

The repetirion of cvwvddau b'rud that depicted Henry Tudor as the embodiment of

\(/elsh political aspirations gained widespread support for him,

Rees observes that the prophecies of the bards won over popular sentiment and

contributed to Henry Tudor's victory at Bosworth field, although the noble sponsors of

the bards \ /ere practical men unlikely to provide military support for the Tudor monarch

on the basis of prophecy a1one.23 The effect of the dissemination of messianic prophecies

leRi.hu.d Lachmann, "State, Church, and the Disestablishment of Magic: Orthodoxy and
Dissent in Post-Reformation England and France", in David l,ee Miller, et al., eds., The

(Ithaca, 1994),p.60.
Rees, The Son of Prophecv: Henry Tudor's Road to Bosworth (London, 1985), p. 98.

p. 103
pp. 103-104

"Ibid.,
"rbid.,
"Ibid., p. 108.
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by rhe'Sflelsh bards was one of several explanations for \7elsh support of Henry Tudor,

but ir was nevertheless a significant influence on the attitude of the \(/elsh people to the

Lancaster and York dr¡'rastic conflict, In particular, as 'W'. Garmon Jones notes in

"'S(/elsh Narionalism and Henry Tudor", the prophecies became a focus of \7elsh

nationalism.z4 Of Henry Tudor's success in the \ü7ars of the Roses, as the son of the

'Welshman Owen Tudor, Jones wrote, "Henry had appealed to his own race and his

narionaliry had decided the struggl""," Henry Tudor witnessed the power of prophecy

ro sway public opinion and was consequently aware of the inherent threat of all

prophecy inrerpreted to the detriment of his kingship. The whole Tudor dynasry

acknowledged rhe political implications of prophecy and sought to diminish their

influence throughout the sixteenth century.

Many non.scriptural prophecies were symptomatic of unrest and sedition. Few

individuals interpreted prophecies favourably towards the government. As the first

monarch to succeed to the throne from his father since the dynastic conflicts of the

fifreenrh century, Henry VIII needed to strengthen the stability of the realm and

suppress all forms of dissent. The attack on prophecy \À/as part of this policy of ensuring

rhe longevity of the Tudors, pur into practice by Henry VIII's judiciary. Regardless of

the legitimacy of the association between prophecy and rebellion, the view of the

legislature was that adherence to prophecy often revealed more sedous forms of

opposition to the government and the monarchy. Throughout the sixteenth century the

laws against sedition and treason, promulgated by proclamation and statute, provided

sufficient means to prosecute individuals disseminating or adhering to prophecy. In

ttùØ. Gur-on Jones, "Welsh Nationalism and Henry Tudor", Transactions of the Honourable
Sociew of Cr¡mmrodorion, Session 1917-1918 (1919), p. 11. See Garmon Jones also for an
examination of other factors rhat contributed to \7elsh support of Henry Tudor.

'5lbid., p.41.
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many cases adherence to a ptophecy was not as important as the interpfetation of its

content, which often revealed treasonous or seditious sentiments liable to prosecurion

under the acts against treason, the act of supremacy or the act of succession. The courts

found no diffïcuky in prosecuting the many clerical adherents to prophecy during the

Reformation, perhaps indicating the reason why parliament did not pass a law againsr

the phenomenon until t542, The event or events that prompted this first law against

prophecy, however, are unknown. Clearly an explanation does not lie in the inabiliry of

the government to punish offenders, indicating that the statute of 1512 was mole a

symbolic statemenr about a body of practices considered inappropriate by the governing

elite, than a pragmatic legislarive measure designed to assist the smooth working of the

judicial process.

The concern of successive Tudor governments to maintain the stabiliry of the

realm, seen in many if the laws passed during the century, also manifested in rhe high

level of censorship during the period. Christopher Hill explains in "Censorship and

English Literature" rhat ecclesiastical authorities and the Stationer's Company licensed

all official works printed during the sixteenth century.'6 Apart from the publicarion of

one of Merlin's prophecies in 1510, no other complete prophecy appeared in print

during the century, except favourably interpreted predicrions in larger compilations and

those used to demonstrate the rype in anti-Fophedc treatises such as Henry Howard's A

Defensative. Authorities allowed the publication of natural astrological forecasts in

almanacs, akhough in 15?0 Queen Elizabeth's grant to the printers R. '\ùØatkins and J.

Roberts monopolised the producrion of almanacs and prognostications.2T The Tudor

tuHil, 
"Censorship and English Literature", p. 33.

t1H.R. Plomer, "A Catalogue of English Almanacs of the Sixteenth Century, With
Bibliographical Notes", Notes and Queries, Sixth Series, XI (1885)' p'221,
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government was careful to suppress all knowledge considered dangerous to the coflünon

people. As Hill argues, censorship was a form of conffol instituted because the

Reformation and the secularisation of religion by Protestantism undermined the

rradirional form of maintaining authoriry by keeping the majoriry of individuals

illiterare,28

The rise in literacy during rhe period and the advent of printing, which increased

the accessibiliry of ideas to conìrnoners, forced the Tudor monarchy to use censorship as

a means of asserting authoriry and order. In "The Theory and Practice of Censorship in

Sixteenth.Century England" D.M. L.oades suggests that the success of Henry VIII's

break from Rome depended on the acceptance of the Reformation among English

people.'e Control of the prinring press was an effective method of both disseminating

chosen information and halting the spread of heterodoxy. Censorship was a logical

development from the laws against verbal criticism of the monarch instituted in the acts

of treason and scandalum magnatum.30

Censorship, however, ensured only one side of the debate about prophecy was

evident in Tudor literature; in examining the phenomenon modern scholars need to be

as aware of what printers omitred from publishing as what they produced. In the words

of Hill,

It is easy, in reading sixteenth. and seventeenth-century literature, to
nore the recurrence of certain ideas, and to assume that they recur
because everyone accepred them, It is equally possible that they were
repeated (often eloquently and emphatically) because they were under
alrack.3l
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Hill inverts rhe whole notion of an attack on certain beliefs by the learned indicating

thar the theological and polirical conflict between the governing elites and the coilxnons

was a constant struggle for the supremacy of ideology. Several historians of popular

culture view this conflict in terms of an attempt by rhe elire to reform popular culture.32

Like this reform movement, the desire to suppress prophecy during the sixteenth century

derived from religious change and the fear of rebellion. In Culture in

c. 1500.1850 Tim Harris situates the first period of the attempt to reform popular

culture in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, describing its association

with the desires of religiously inspired reformers, especially Puritan, to
create what they thought to be a more godly society, and also those of the
magisterial classes and local elites to regulate the disorders of the poor at
a rime when the pressures of inflation and rapid popularion growth
seemed to be posing a threat to the stability of society.33

However, anti.prophetic commentators did not view prophecy as a solely popular belief,

instead rhey took a patemalistic view highlighting the dangerous influence that

practitioners of divinatory sciences had on the innocent cofiunons. The motivarion for

the attack on prophecy by the eilte derived from a dislike of a certain rype of praclice

adhered to across social boundaries, rather than an attempt to modifir the beliefs of a

particular group of people. The depicrion of the attack as an entirely elite phenomenon

is also inaccurate, Many coûunoners informed on each other, indicating that the

vilification of prophecy, as with the participants, followed an ideological not a social

division, although the sources for the phenomenon are predominantly elite.

As Harris explains, the concept of the reform of popular culture originated in the

notion that the culture of "the people" changed during the early modem period and was

"Ti* Harris, ed., Popular Culture in Eneland, c. 1500-1850 (London, 1995),p.20.
"Ibid., p.21.
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"the passive vicrim of the historical process, undermined and impoverished by various

attempts at reform or suppression".34 However, in the seventeenth century the

dissemination of non-scriptural prophecies increased dramatically with the relaxation of

censorship and the uncertainty of the civil war period,35 Prophecy was a useful form of

propaganda used by both royalists and parliamentarians, and scholars concur that the

political influence of prophecies at this time was significant.36 In "Prophecies and

Propaganda,164l to 1651" Harry Rusche argues that the populariry of prophecy did not

experience a sharp rise in the 1640s as they "were always lhere, submerged in the

popular culture",3? Although many prophecies circularing during the civil war period

claimed to derive from the sayings of sixteenth century prophets, Rusche's cofiìrnent is

difficult ro substantiate. The seventeenth cen[ury, however, provided a better milieu for

rhe reception of forecasts as Protestant theology, despite irs earlier rejection of

contemporary prophecy, encouraged a personal relationship with God and inadvertently

re-established rhe legitimacy of the prophetic spirit in the Jacobean period and allowed

the female prophec to gain acceptance.3s

In questioning the appeal of non-scriptural prophecies during the sixteenth and

seventeenth century Keith Thomas wtote,

they provided a 'validating charter' . , . for new enterprises undertaken in
rhe face of strong conlemporary prohibitions. They justified wars or

'olbid., p. 23.

"Hurry Rusche, "Prophecies and Propaganda, 1641 to 1651", The English Historical Review,
LXXXV (1969), p.753; Patricia Crawford, 'S7omen and Relieion in Eneland 1500-1720
(London, 1993),p. 106.
36Rrrr.h", "Prophecies and Propagand a" , p. 7 53; Hill, The World Turned , p. 72; see also Harry
Rusche, "Merlini Anglici: Astrolog¡ and Proþagan&t frorn 1644 to 1651", The Enelish Historical
Review, LXXX (1965) , pp. 322 , 333 ,
3?Rr'.lr.h", "Prophecies and Propagand a", p, 7 53,
suPhyllir Mack, "The Prophet and Her Audience¡ Gender and Knowledge in The 'Wo¡ld Turned
Upside Down", in Geoff Eley and \7i11iam Hunt, eds., Revivins the Enslish Revolution:
Reflecrions and Elaborations
'\)Vorld Turned, p. 73,

the'Work of Christooher Hill (London,1988), p.147; Hill, The
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rebellions and they made periods of unprecedented change emotionaily
acceptable to those who livedin them,3e

Although the emotions and thoughts of the cofirmon people of sixteenth.century

England in particular are often beyond the historians grasp, prophecy was an enduring

and popular phenomenon. The subject of prophecies was often political in the sense

that they reflected contemporary issues, but their role in disorder during the period did

not reach the impact evident in the next cenrury. Adherence to prophecy reflected the

hopes and desires of individuals and often validated orher activities. lltimately,

however, an explanation for the fascination of prophecy may simply lie in what \Øilliam

Fulke describedin 1560 as "the nature of mank¡nde".aO

i9
Î homas, Relision and the Decline, p.503.*plulke], Antiprognosticon, sig. Aüi.



APPENDIX ONE

STATUTORY LEGISLATION I-INDER WHICH JI,IDICIAL AUTHORITIES
WERE ABLE TO PROSECUTE PROPIIESIERS

tz75 None Shall Report Slanderous News,'!(/hereby Dscord May Arise

t352 A Declaration \ilhich Offences Shall Be Adjudged Treason.

r378 The Penalry for Telling Slanderous Lyes of the Crrear Men of the Realm,

13BB The Punishment of Him That Telleth Lies of the Peers or Great Officers
of the Realm.

t397 Treason Act.

r399 The Repeal of Certain Treasons.

r402 Against'Wasters, Minstrels &c, in'Wales,

1530 An Acte Concernyng Punysshement Of Beggers &.Vacabunds.
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Act of Succession.

Act of Supremacy.

An Acte \Øherby Dvers Offences Be Made High Treason, And Takynge
l(ray All Saynturies For All Maner of High Treasons.

An Act Against False Prophecies, Upon Declaration of Names, Armes,
Badges, &c.

The Bill Agest Conjuracion &.'ìØichecraftes and Sorcery and
Enchantments,

An Acte for the Repeale of Certain Statutes Concerninge Treasons,
Felonyes, &c,

1549 An Acre Against Fonde and Fantasticall Prophesies.

t553 Act Repealing Certayne Treasons Felonies and Premunire.

An Act Against Sediryous'ìToordes and Rumours.

An Act for the Punishment of Traerous'Woordes Against the Quenes
Majestie.

1534

1542

t547

1554



1558

r563

1581
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An Acte for the Explanacion of the Statute of Sedytyous '\ü(/oordes and
Rumours.

An Act Agaynst Fonde and Phantasrical Prophesyes,

An Act Against Conjuracion &.\(/ichecraftes and Sorcery and
Enchantments.

An Act Against False and Slanderous News or Tales Against the Queen,
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APPENDIX TWO

SIXTEENTH.CENTI.IRY STATUTES AGAINST PROPITECY

33 Henry VIII, c. 14 L541.1542

An Act Against False Prophecies, upon Declaracion of Names, Armes, Badges, &c.

'Where dyvers and sondry psones, making theyre foundacion by Prophecies, have

taken uppon the)¡me knowledge as it were what shall become of theyme whiche beare in

theyre armes cognysaunce or badge felde beasts fowles, or any other thing or thinge

whiche hathe ben used or accustomed to be put in any of the same, or in and uppon the

tres of theyre nalnes, have dyvised descanted and practised to make folke thinke that by

theyre untrew gessys it might be knowne what good or evyll thinge shulde coome happen

or be doone, by or to suche psones as have and had suche Armes Badges or

Cognisaunces or had suche tres in theyre names, to the greate pill and destruccion of

suche noble psonages of whome suche false Prophesies hath or shulde herafter be set

fourthe, wherby in qrmes paste many noble men have suffered, and (if theyr Prince wolde

gyve any eare ther to) mught happe to doo herafter; For remedye wherof be it enacted by

the kinge Highnes with thassent of the Lords spirual and temporall and the commons of

this present Parliament, that if any psone or psones prynte or wryte, or elle speake sing or

declare to any other psone of the King or of any other psone, after the firste daye of Julie

naxt coomyng, any suche false Prophecies uppon occasion of any Armes feldes beaste

fowles or other suche lyke thinge accustomed in armes cognisaunce badges or signete, or

by reasone of tres of the name of the king or of any other psone to thintent to set furthe

such prophecies, that thenne everye suche offence shalbe deamed felonye, and
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thoffenfoures therin and theyre Counsellers and abettours and everye of the.,rme, being

therof convicte by thorder of the corrunen lawe afore suche as have or shall have power

and authoryte to here and determyne felonyes, shall suffre suche paynes of deathe

forfaictures of lande tente goode and catalls as in cases of felonye at comen lawe is

determyned and appointed, without priveledge of Clergie or Sanctuarie to be allowed to

theime or any of rheime.

SR,III, p.850.
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3 & 4 Edward V[, c. 15. I549.t550

An Act Against Fonde and Fantasticall Prophesies

'!V'here nowe of late, sythens the progacion of the last Cession of this present Parlament,

divers evill disposed parsons, mynding to stirr and move sedicion disobedience and

rebellion, have of their perverse mynde feyned ymagined invented published and

pracrysed dyvers fantasticall and fonde Prophesyes, concerning the kinge Majestie dyvers

honorable parsons gendemen and commons of this Realme, to the greate disturbaunce

and perill of the kinge Majestie and this his Realme: for remedy therof be yt ordeyned

and enacted by the king our Sovereign Lorde, wwith thassent of the Lordes spirituall and

temporall, and of the Comens in this present Parlament assembled, and by auctoritie of

the same, That if any parsone or parsones after the first daye of February next cornmeng,

doe sett forth in writing prinring singing speaking, and publish or otherwise declare to

any parson or parsons, any phantasticall or falce prophesye, apon occacion of any afines

fildes beastes fowles badges and such other lyke thinge accustomed in armes conysances

or sygnete, or by reason of any tyme yere or daye name bludshed or warÍ, to the intent

thereby to make any rebellion insurreccion discencion losse of lyfe or other disturbaunce

within this Realme or other the kinge Domynions, That then every such parson, therof

being lawfully indicted and convicted according to the due course of the lawes, for every

such offense shall suffer yrnprisonment of his body by the space of one yere withoure

baile or mar¡nprise, and shall forfeite for every such offence the somme of ten pounde:

And yf any such offendor doo afrer such convyccion eftsones offend in any of the

premysses, and be therof lawfully indycted and convicted by the due course of the lawes,

that then every such offendor shall for his second offence and conviction, as is
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abovesaide, suffre imprisonment of his bodie, without bayle or mainprise during his life,

and shall forfaite all his goode and chattelle realle and personalle, the moyties therof to

him that shall or will sue for the same in any of the kinge Courte or Record, by accion

bill playnt or informacion, in which case no Essor¡ne wager of lawe or proteccion shalbe

allowed or admytted. And Be it further enacted by thauctoritie aforesaide, That all and

every Justice of Assize Justice of Oyer and Determiner, Jusrice of Peace, shall have po\ryer

and auctoritie by vertue hereof, to inquire here and determ.¡ne all and every Offence or

Offence abovesaied, cornrnytted or done within the lymite of theyre Commyssion,

conffary to the tenor and meaning of this Act,

Provided alwaies and be it enacted by thauctoritie aforesaied, That no parsone or

parsones, shall at any rr,/me hereafter be impeched for any offence hereafter to be

commytted or doon contrary to this Acte, onelesse he be therfore ympeched or accused

eithin syx monethes next ensueng any such offence by him or them commytted or doon;

and this Acte to endure to thend of the next Parlament.

SR,IV. i, pp. 114-115.
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5 Elizabeth, c. 15 1562-L563

An Act Agaynst Fonde and Phantasticall Prophesyes

Forasmuche as sithens thexpiracion and ending of the Statute made in the time of King

Edwarde the Syxthe entituled, an act against fonde and fanrasdcall Prophesies, divers

evill disposed persons, encl.¡ned to the stirring and moving of Facions Seditions and

Rebellions within this Realme, have byn the more bolde &. attempte the lyke Practise, in

faymng imagining inventing and publishing of suche fonde and fantasticall Prophesies,

aswell concerning the Quenes Majesrie as divers honourable Parsonagies Gentlemen and

others of this Realme, as was used and practised before the making of the sayd statute, to

the grete disquiet trooble and perill of the Quenes Majestie and of this her Realme: For

remedie wherof, Bee yt ordeyned and enacted by thaucthoritee of this presente

Parliament, That yf u.ry person or persons, after che first daye of Maye nexr comming, do

advisedly and directly advance publishe and set fourthe by \Triting PnTnting Synging, or

any other open Speache or Dede, to any person oÍ persons, any fonde fantasticall or false

Prophecye upon or by thoccasion of any Armes Fields Beastes Badges or suche other lyke

thinges accustomed in Armes Cognisaunces or Signettes, or upon or by reason of any

Time Yere or Daye name Blodshed or'Warre, to thintent therby to make anye Rebellion

Insurrection Dssention losse of Leif or other Dsturbance within this Realme and other

the Quenes Dominions; that then every suche person, b"yng therof laufully convicted

according to the due course of the Lawes of this Realme, for everye suche Offence shall

suffer Imprysonement of his Bodye by the space of one yere without Baile or Mayneprise,

and shall forfai¡e for every suche Offence the somme of tenne powndesr And yf any

suche Offendor do after suche Conviccion eftsones offende in any of the Premisses, and
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bee therof laufully convicted as yf aforesaid, that then every suche Offendor shall for his

seconde offence and conviccion as is aforesayd suffer Imprisonement of his Bodye during

his lyef without Bayle or Maineprise, and shall forfaite all his Gooddes and Cattelles

realles and personalles; The moyeries of every whiche Forfaitures shall bee to the

Quenes Highnes her Heyres and Successoures, and thother moieties therof to him that

sha1l or will sue for the sarne in any of the Quenes Courtes of Recorde, by Actyon Bill

Playnt or Informacion, in whiche case no Essoigne 'S7ager of Lawe or Proteccion shall

bee allowed or admitted.

And bee yt further enacted by thaucthoritee aforsayd, That all and every Justice of

Assise, Justice of Oyer and Determyner, Justice of Peace, shall have full power and

aucthoritee by vertue hereof &. enquire heare and determine all and every offence and

offences abovesaid, committed or doon withein the lymyttes of their Commission

contraty to the tenour and meaning of this Acte.

Provided always and bee yt enacted by rhaucthoritee aforesaid, That no person or

persons shall at any time hereafter bee empeached for any Offence hereafter to be

committed or done contrary to this Acte, unles he bee therfore empeached or accused

within sixe monethes next ensuing any suche offence by him or them committed or

done.

SR, IV. i,pp.445.446



APPENDIX THREE

TFIE STAFFORD FAMITY

Edward Stafford,
third duke of Buckingham

Eleanor,
daughter ofHenry Percy,
earl of Northumberland

Katherine

1. Henry Stafford,
second duke of Buckingham

Katherine,
daughter of Richard Wydville,
earl of Rivers

1. \Øalter Herbert

2. Jasper Tudor,
duke ofBedford

Anne : 2. George Hastings,
earl of Huntingdon

M"ry - George Neville,
Lord Abergavenny

Henry Stafford,
earl ofStafford

: IJrsula,
daughter of Margaret,
countess ofSalìsbury

Elizabeth : Thomas Howard,
rhird duke of Norfolk

Ralph Neville,
earl of SØestmoreland

This is an abridged genealogical chart containing only information relevant to the argument presented in rhis thesis. Collated from Cokayne, Complete
Peerase, I, pp. 31-33, II, pp. 390-391; Levine, "The Fall of Edward", p. 34; Elton, England Under, p. 488f. t.Jæ

-Þ



APPENDIX FOTIR

THE POLE FAMILY

IV

EdwardV

Elizabeth
Woodville duke ofClarence

Edward Plantagenet,
earl of\Tarwick

Isabel,
daughter of Richa¡d Neville,
earl of Warwick

1. Elizabeth,
daughter of
Viscout Lisle

III : Anne Neville
daughter of Richard,
earl of \Tarwick

Elizabeth Margaret

Anne : Thomas Howard,
duke of Norfolk

2. Gertrude,
daughter of \Øilham Blount,
Baron Mountjoy

Henry Pole,
Lord Montague

Margaret Plantagenet,
countess ofSalisbury

Richard Pole

Geoffrey Reginald Arthur Ursula : Henry Stafford

Elizabeth : Henry VII Katherine : William Courtenay,
earl of Devonshire

Arthur Henry VIII Margaret M"ry

Richard
duke ofYork

Henry Courtenay,
marquis of Exeter

This is an abridged genealogical chart conraining only information relevant to the argument presented in this thesis. Collated from Elton, Policv and Poiice,

p.488f; Christopher Morris, The Tudors (l,ondon, 1976)'p-2-
¡.J
ooljr



1. Elizabeth,
daughter of Frederick Tinley

1. Anne, daughter ofEdwa¡d IV
2. Elizabeth

daughter of Edwa¡d Stafford,
third duke of Buckingham

APPENDIX FIVE

THE HO\MARD FAMILY

Thomas Howard,
second duke of Norfolk

Elizabeth Thomas Boleyn,
earl of lüiltshire

2. Agtrus,
daughter of Phillip Tlnley

Edmund Joyce,
daughter ofRichard
Culpepper

Catherine : 1. Rhvs ap Cnuffydd
2, Henry Daut'ney,
earl of Bridgewater

Thomas Howard,
third duke of Norfolk

Henry Howard, : Frances, Mrty : Henry FitzroY,
duke of Richmond

2. Anne Boleyn : HenrY VIII = 5. Catherine Howa¡d

earl ofSurrey daughter of John deVere,
earl of Oxford

Jane : Charles Neville,
earl of \)Uestmoreland

Thomas Howard,
fourth duke of Norfolk

HenryHoward,
earl of Northampton

Margaret : Henry Scrope1. Mary, Katherine : Hen¡Y BerkeleY

daughter of Henry FitzAlan,
ea¡l ofArundel

2. Margaret,
daughter of Thomas Audley

3. Elizabeth,
daughter of John Leybume
andwidow of Thomas Dacre

This is an abridged genealogical charr conraining only informarion relevant > the argument presented in this thesis- Collated fromJohn M' Robinson, The

Dukes of Norfolk (oxford, lgBZ),p.Z4}f;Grifführ, Si, Rhv, up Tho*ur, p.84; Cokayne, Complete Peerase,IX, PP- 612'624;\7i11iams, A Tudor Tragedv,

Pp. 4,32,34,126-127 .

b.Jæo\
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Vaticination:

Revelation¡ Knowledge gained from a deiry,

Prophesyings or Exercises: The communal interpreradon of scripture.

Non,Scriptural Prophecies :

Direct Prophecy:

Dívination:

Galfridian Prophecy:

Prophet:

Prophesier:

Vision:

Dream:
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GLOSSARY

Any rype of foretelling of future events without a

biblical origin, either direct or resulting from
exegesis, or purely religious subject matrer.

Any prophecy with a clear meaning.

Prophecy derived from the direct and spontaneous
inspiration of a deity,

Overt practices used to inquire into the future,
either rhrough passive observalion or the active
manipulation of agents thought to reveal prophetic
knowledge.

Prophecies derived from the work of rwelfth-
century writer Geoffrey of Monmouth.

One who speaks by divine inspiration or in the
name of a deity i.e. the biblical prophets. This
term applies only to individuals judged as

legirimate prophets,

One who predicts or foreshadows the future or
disseminates knowledge of the future. This is a
general term that avoids any assumption of
individual prophetic iegitimacy.

Any rype of futuristic insight, usually visual,
received during an altered sÞte of consciousness.

Visions that occurred during sleep.




